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Abstract 

One of the key characteristics of the cornic discourse of parody is a complex double- 
structuredness that allows it to inscribe a sense of ciifference at the heart of the 
similarities often informing const~~ctions of literary traditions and cultural 
continuities. Parody is, to use Mikhail Bakhtin's t e m ,  a vari-directional double- 
voiced discourse that simultaneously draws on a reader's familiarity with texnial and 
discursive antecedents while at the same time encouraging a dialectical 
reconsideration of the appropriateness and relevance of those models in light of the 
cultural milieu into which such models were imported. 

Victorian Canada was a culture defined by such a period of transition. 
Dedicated to inscrîbing a sense of common heritage with Old World traditions, most 
writers and thinkers in Victonan Canada aimed for the creation of a unifyhg 
national culture that they believed could distinctively and appropriately represent 
Canada to itself in terms of familiar Old World conventions. Such key concepts as 
land and landedness, and such vital activities as reading and writhg, came to be 
defined within such arguments according to Old World codes and standards. 

For prominent Canadian fiction writers of the nineteenth century, parody 
was understood as an appropnate discoune for e x p l o ~ g  more fully both the 
aspirations and anxieties burdening an emerging nation struggling toward cultural 
self-dennition. Avoiding a monologic transplantation of Old World textual models 
or cultural presum tions, these writers, while acknowledging the acce tance and B Yl appeal of such 0 1  World benchmarks within a still nascent culture, c aIlenge their 
contemporaries to reconsider this inhibitive reliance on textual and discursive 
structures imported from other places and other times. They encourage an 
imaginative exploration of other ways of representing Canada's distinctiveness, 
insistently laying bare the Limitations inherent in a naive confidence in the 
portability of literary conventions and cultural presumptions. IncIuding as part of 
their own narratives the very structures they set out to question, Canadian parodists 
emphasize how identity is the product of testing rather than accepting 
preestablished imaginative and literary boundaries. 

The rise to prominence of Ste hen Leacock in the early decades of this 
century signals both an episternic shi R in Canada and a radical transformation of 
this country's parodic spirit. Moving in his parodies toward a more transnational 
vision of Canada and Canadian concem, Leacock at the same time recopizes in 
the parodic a vital source of kindliness. Whereas parody is for his Victonan 
counterparts a strate@ for denning and nurtunng a sense of distinct1 Canadian 
culture, for Leacock it becomes vitally allied to s u ~ v a l  in a world O crumbling 
foundations. 
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Bibliographie Note 

The following is a list of abbreviations used for nineteenth-century Canadian 
magazines, penodicds, and newspapers cited frequently in chapters one through 
four inclusive: 

AA 
Aa 
AR 
BA 
BNA 
CEMSC 
CIN 
u s  
CMNR 
CM 
CMM 
DI 
DR 
LG 
MM 
Mm 
MLM 
M R  
MW 
NDM 
NE 
SLQ 
TUR 

The Acadia Athenaeum 
The Anglo-American Magazine 
Acadian Recorder 
The Bdish American Magazine 
British North Amencan Magazine 
The Canada Educationaf Monthly arod School Chronicle 
Canadian i l l~~frated News 
The Canîuiian Journal of Science, Literuture, anù andutos, 
Canadian Munthlj and National Review 
The Cmadian Magazine of Politics, Science, Art nnd Literature 
Canadiun Methudirt Magazine 
The Dominion IZZustrated 
The Dominion Review 
The Literwy GarZd  
The M a r k e  Monthly 
Mmsey 3 Maguzùte 
The Montreal Literary Magazine 
The Monthly Review 
The Montreal Wimess 
New Dominion Month& 
New Era (Montreal) 
Stewart3 Literary Quarterly 
TrUlty UnivemTSIty Review 
Queen's Q~uter& 
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Preface 

?--- Al1 my heroes me off my handr; --- 'tLc the first time I have had a 
moment to spare, --- nnd IV make use of it, and wnte my preface. ." 

(Laurence Sterne, T&rm Shandy) 

if the increasing prominence of the words 'parody" and "parodic" in recent 

explorations of English-language writing in Canada can be read as any kind of 

indicator, Canada is a national culture blessed with an abundance of readers and 

writers who appreciate the richness and complexities of parodic discourse. From 

such book-length studies as Linda Hutcheon's iduentiai and patentiy 

multidisciplinary A Theory of Parody: The Teachings of Twentieth-Cenw Art F o m  

(1985) and Martin Kuester's Framing Tmthr: Parodic Structures in Contemporary 

Engiish-Canadian Historical NoveLs (1992) to the growing number of more narrowly 

focused essays exploring novels by English-Canadian authors fiom Paul Hiebertl to 

Margaret ~twood? parody has been conceptuaiized and theorized in Canada in 

recent decades into a kind of proof of the willingness of Canadian writers to 

See for instance Elizabeth Porter, "Sarah Binks: Another Look at 
Saskatchewans's Sweet Songstress," World Litermre Wnten VI English 21.1 (1982): 
95-108; and Carole Gerson "Sarah Binks and Edna Jacques: Parody, Gender, and 
the Construction of Literary Value," Canadian L i t e r ~ e  134 (1992): 62-73. 

See for instance Elspeth Cameron, "Famininity, oz Parody of Autonomy: 
Anorexia Nervosa and ?ïze Edible Womm," Jownal of CrmczdiM Studies 20.2 (1985): 
45-69; Barbara Godard, Telling It Over Again: Atwood's Art of Parody," Cunadim 
Poetty 21 (1987): 1-30; and John Thieme, "A Female Houdini: Popular Culture in 
Margaret Atwood's Lady Orde," Kwtapipi 14.1 (1992): 71-80. 



approach new and challenging dimensions - imaginative, social, theoretical -- in 

their fiction making. It is this cornmitment to the testing of conventional boundaries 

that such critics as Hutcheon and Kuester are eager to celebrate, suggesthg that in 

their dedication to engaging the parodic as a means of testing our assumptions and 

preconceptions of art and literature, this country's writers are producing a powerîul 

testament to the matunty and "progressiveness" of Canadian culture in general and 

of Canadian fiction in particular3 

Despite the elegance of these individuai arguments and the valuabte 

insights that will continue to be acmed through this increased attention to the role 

of the parodic in our recent cultural history, there remain a nurnber of troubling 

assumptions enabling what is gradually becoming a standardized and restrictive view 

of parody as it has been practiced in Canada Foremost among these is the implicit 

assumption that Canada's parodic spirit is, depending on one's theoretical 

inclination, primarily the product of either an early modern, a post-modern, or even 

a post-colonial episteme. As Hutcheon's express emphasis on twentieth-century art 

forms and Kuester's on contemporary Canadian fiction imply, parody has gradually 

corne to be seen in Canada as one of the most sigruficant discursive forms 

contributing to this century's general interrogation of the cultural imagination. As 

Hutcheon declares with confidence in her introduction to The Canadian 

Postmodem: A Study of Contemporary Engiish-Canadian Fiction (1988), parody is "a 

typicd postmodem paradoxical form" due to its increasingly prominent role as one 

of the "major forms of both formal and ideological critique in feminist and Canadian 

fiction alike.14 Connected throughout the body of Hutcheon's work with discussions 

Martin Kuester, F m @  Tmths: Parodic Structures in Conternpormy 
English-Cmrudim Histodcd NoveLr (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 1992), 152. 

Linda Hutcheon, The Canadian Pmtmodem A Study of Contemporary 
E n g l r r h - C a n e  Fiction (Toronto: M o r d  UP, 1988), 7,8. 
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of such contemporary theoretical keywords as metandon, auto-referentiality, 

intertextuality, and self-reflexivity, this sense of parody as post-modern gesture has 

become the mode1 from which most discussions of parody and the parodic in 

Canada now feel obligated to begin. 

At the broadest theoretical level, this generd acceptance of the important 

similarities linking parody with the post-modern has taken place at the expense of 

any thorough consideration of the equaily signifiant and important differences that 

might suggest a relationship that is much more intncate and much less stable than 

Hutcheon and subsequent critics tend to make it out to be. One effect of this 

acceptance of partinilar importance to this study is the weakening within these 

theories of parody's traditional association with comedy, an association that has 

been recognized as a defining characteristic of the parodic since the writings of such 

ancient scholars as Aristotle and Quintilian. As Margaret A. Rose notes in her 

P m d y :  Ancient, Modem, and Post-modem (1993), Hutcheon is one of the most 

influentid of contemporary critics to "have reduced the traditional linkages of 

parody with comedy" to the extent that by the time she identifies parody with the 

post-modem" via their apparently common reliance on sophisticated metafictional 

and intertextual strategies, l'the distinguishing peculiarity of parody as a comic form 

... has conveniently gone mi~sing. '~ Although ancient concepts and uses of parody 

reiated it to applications that would now be considered both comic and 

metafictional or intertextual, the reconceptualizing of parody as a paradigrnatic 

post-modern discourse has corne by way of a modem reduction of the parodic to a 

simply binary that sees in parody either a meta-fictional/intertemal gesture or a 

comic form. The organization being advanced, that is, is of the sense of a higher- 

order parodic form which can be linked with other non-comic intertextual forms and 

Margaret A. Rose, Parody: Ancient, Modem, and Post-modem 
(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1993), 239. 



a form which is often diminished through association with such lower-order literary 

activities as burlesque and farce. 

Underlying this emphasis on parody as a typically post-modern discourse, 

too, is the more troubling suggestion that in nineteenth-century English Canada, 

parody, if practiced at dl, remained "still rather crude" or, worse still, merely 

"inadvertently parodic,"6 lacking the reflexivity and sophisticated intertextual or 

tram-contextuai play that distinguishes its more urbane twentieth-century cousins. 

Indeed, the assumption of most contemporary studies is that nineteenth-century 

Canada produced Little in the way of parodic writing that might be seen to have 

contributed significantly to the evolution of the Canadian imagination or the 

maturation of a distindy Canadian culture. If not overlooked altogether in 

contemporary studies, parodic writing produced in Canada prior to the tum of the 

century is generally dismissed as ephemeral, inconsequential, unsophisticated, or 

merely the stuff of popular entertainment. 

My intention in this study, then, is threefold: to counteract the growing 

tendency of Canadian critics to subordhate their discussions of parody and of 

specific parodic texts to much broader theoretical discussions of Canadian post- 

rnodemism and post-modern fictions; to dispel the cornmon misconceptions about 

the popularity, relevance, and sophistication of parody as it came to be practiced in 

nineteenth-century English Canada; and to explore how a number of writers 

working within a nascent and amious C U ~ N ~  engaged parody as a means of 

promoting a hiller understanding of Canada as a distinct place and as a distinct 

national culture. 1 will explore how parody emerged in Canada from about 1843 

onward as a means of inviting native readers and writers to explore Canadian 

culture as a site within which Old World epistemologies and narrative traditions 

Kuester, 149. 



bmsh up against the vital impulse to establish and nurture a national culture and 

identity that is at once similar to and distinct kom those of other places and other 

times. 

Taking as my central metaphor Miguel de Cemantes Saavedra's description 

of parody as a double-srnictured discourse that serves as both Light and mirror of the 

textual models and discursive practices circulating within a culture at a given 

historical moment, I advance in my introduction to this study a working concept of 

parody that is different ftom those that have corne to shape the majonty of recent 

discussions in Canada. Tracing the historical derivations and mutations of the 

classic sense of parody as a discourse that inscribes difference at the h e m  of 

similarity, 1 set out in this chapter to meticulously relocate humour as a 

distinguishing charactenstic of the parodic reflection. From its etyrnological roots in 

ancient Greece through to its reconceptualization at the beginning of this cenniry in 

the seminal writiags of the Russian Formalists and Mikhaii Bakhtin, the history of 

parody has been one in which the structural use of comic incongruity has been 

foregrounded, not only as a means of distinguishing parody from other forms of 

intertextual activity (quotation, imitation, plagiarism) but also as a means of 

showing the function of parody to be more than imitation alone. Taking my cues 

from Bakhtin's modification of the early formalist emphasis on parody as an 

Unponant catalyst of innovation and literary evolution, I will advance an 

understanding of parody as an act of comic and critical refunctioning that serves a 

dialectical and renovative as well as creative function within Victorian Canadian 

culture. 

As Michel Foucault has suggested through his analysis of Cervantes's Don 

Quzkote in Les Mots and les Choses (1966), there exists a sigaificant role for parody 

in the transformation of the discourses of an age, and in this study parody will be 

considered as a reflexive "archaeology" of the historical, social, and institutional 



conditions that coalesced to shape the cultural attitudes and anxieties of Victorian 

Canada. More specificaily, 1 seek to establish in the corpus of parodic writing that 

emerged in Canada fiom mid-century onward the basis for a reconsideration of the 

multiplicity of literary, philosophical, and social assumptions that informed a culture 

preoccupied with the task of nationmaking and stmggling toward a sense of identity. 

To those who lived through them, these years were seen as formative moments in 

the development of Canada's national character, moments during which questions 

of similanty and difference, tradition and renovation came to take precedence in the 

Canadian imagination. 

Establishing this understanding of parody as cultural dialectic as the 

framework for my critical enquiries, I tum my attention in chapters two through four 

to a consideration of some of the most persistent complexities and contradictions 

underlying this Victorian Canadian struggle toward numiring a confidence in 

cultural distinctiveness and identity. In chapter two, 1 combine this understanding 

with copious references to historicai documents and contemporary Literary criticism 

in order to explore the cornplex ways that such writers as Abraham S. Holmes and 

James De Mille engage parody to reflect the preconceptions encumbering the 

Canadian imagination as it worked to corne to terms with the geocultural 

uncertainties of living in a new land. Engaging the double-stnicturedness of parody 

to reflect a persistent and potentially inhibitive reliance on familiar, though 

obviously inappropriate, Old World topographie codes, these writers invite, too, a 

reconsideration of Victorian Canada's myopic preoccupations with what 1 c d  the 

designation of "landedness." Connected to conceptualizations of the land as physical 

space through such terms as culture and cultivation, this inherently Old World ideal 

of "landedness" was understood as a kind of aesthetic and intellectual authority that 

was seen as essential to the development of the New World as a r e k e d  and 

cultured place. 
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To Canadian parodists, this process of cultivating the culture of the New 

World is shown to be as much one of unlearning a burdensome reliance on Old 

World standards as it is of setting new standards and new goals. By at once 

engaghg and straining to the limits of the familiar the elements of these Old World 

designations that had degenerated into burdens on the Canadian imagination, the 

parodists explored here suggest that questions about the future of a New World 

culture were not questions that could be answered simply by looking to another 

place or another culture. While drawing on the topographic codes and discursive 

conventions that were famiiiar and comforting to Canadian writers and readers, 

these writers ask the New World community to think again about their imaginative 

and cultural relationship with the geography of this still new land, a geography that 

would continue to play a primary role in the shaping of a distinctly national culture 

and national character. Exernplif/ymg Bakhtin's dennition of parody as a double- 

structured discourse capable of unsetthg cornmonly held assumptions, of 

challenging the governing authority that had guided the onginal mapping of 

Canada's cultural geography, and of dislocating stagnant or stult@ing cultural 

assumptions fiom their position of centraiity, these works move to provoke a fkesh 

response to this new and diverse land. 

Subsequent chapters pursue this course of enquiry farther, looking in detail 

at the illuminating relationship in Victorian Canada between indigenous parodic 

writing and this preoccupation with the Old World designation of Iandedness, 

specifically at how these parodies came to explore two important issues that 

reinforced this deeply held belief in the ponability of Old World standards and 

systems of value. Chapter three explores how Canadian parodists reflect the 

narrower constellation of epistemic anxieties and presumptions surroundhg the 

cultivation of what contemporary critics calied the country's reading habit. 

Choosing to focus in this chapter on texts by Robert Barr, May Agnes Fleming, and 
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the Reverend Robert Jackson MacGeorge, 1 show how each of these authors 

engages the double-strucniredness of parody to constnict explicitly literary fictions. 

Like Cervantes's Don Quirote and Austen's Northanger Abbey, these are popular and 

entertaining stories about books aud book-readers, fictions that explore as part of 

their narrative structures the attitudes and judgments of fictional readers who serve 

as narrativized analogues to the reader outside the text. Revealing an intirnate and 

sophisticated understanding of the complex nature of the relationship between 

readers and texts, of the often restrictive expectations exerted on readers within a 

Canadian culture seen by many cntics and thinkers to be sull emerging into 

maturity, and of the importance of the roles played by Canadian politicians, 

publishers, and other such figures of authonty in shaping (or attempting to shape) 

the reading habits of a Iiterate Canadian public, these parodies encourage Canadian 

readers toward a dialectical reconsideration of the expectations and attitudes (both 

individual and collective) shaping Canada's future as a reading culture. 

1 tum in chapter four to a simila. organiung structure to consider Canadian 

parodists' renexive explorations of the second key issue reinforcing the Victonan 

preoccupation with the Old World designation of landedness: the question of how 

to foster the development of a national literature and literary spirit that would fulfill 

the aspirations of self-dennition. Asserting their belief that a "nation without a 

native literature is like a body without a ~ou.1,"~ the country's most prominent critics 

and thidcers regularly promoted the cultural benefits to be realized through the 

integration into the New World contes of those traditional narrative rnodels that 

would hasten the pulse of patriotism and national pride perceived to be lacking 

bom the Canadian spirit. As a number of critics have ably argued, one mode1 

author in particular caught the attention of these critics: Sir Walter Scott, a writer 



whose personal life and novelistic renderings of Scotland's gallant past were seen to 

possess the ideal symmetry of noble character, nationalistic enthusiasrns, and 

cultivated literary sensibilities needed in the New World. Endors* in particular, 

what these critics came to celebrate as Scott's impaniality in dealing with events and 

characters from Scotland's hoary past, such prominent writers as Goldwin Smith and 

John George Bourhot suggested that Canadian writers could find in Scott and, to a 

lesser extent, in such historically-minded writers as Maria Edgeworth and Walter 

Besant, models of the literary and imaginative qualities that should be integrated 

into Canadian writing in order to produce a body of native iiterature that would 

weld the geographicaliy and denominationaily distinct regions of the New Dominion 

into a coherent cultural cornmunity. 

To Canadian parodists, though, this insistent and uncritical promotion of 

Scott's impaniality and historical-rnindedness, while not without its benefits to the 

literary culture of a young country, was seen at the same tirne as potentially 

inhibitive to the development of a Literature which by reason of its distinct character 

could be designated Canadian. Reflecting in their parodies the ~ d t u r d  assumptions 

underlying such preoccupations, De Mille and various anonymous parodists whose 

work found its way into the pages of such popular periodicals as Grip and Diogenes 

angle the mirror of their parodies to refiect, too, what they perceived to be the myth 

of irnpartiality. Each of these writers, in choosing to populate fictions with a 

familiar assortment of intensely subjective and reflexive writers and rewriters, 

invites Canadian readers to reconsider such seemingly unquestionable beliefs in 

simple referentiality and authonal impartiality. At no time challenging the assertion 

that Canada possess distinctive stories sufficiently coloumil and dramatic to inspire 

a national Literary spirit, these writers remind readers that such stories are inevitably 

constructions of a partisan imagination, constructions that have traditionally been 

used to shape the ways a people see themselves and are seen by others. 



1 conclude this study with a chapter dedicated to a reconsideration of the 

position of Stephen Leacock, the writer whose rise to prominence as Canada's best- 

known humorkt marked the beginning of what 1 cal1 modem parody in Canada. 

Showing how in Literary Lapses (1910) and Nomeme Novek (191 1) Canadian 

readers found in Leacock a writer and thinker whose understanding of parody and 

humour was firmly rooted in the parodic tradition established in Victonan Canada 

by such writers as De Mille and MacGeorge, 1 advance a reading of the man who is 

generally considered the father of Canadiân humour and parody that emphasizes his 

dramatic refocusing of that tradition toward a more modem constellation of cultural 

anxieties. It is a shift, 1 suggest, that also marks a radical epistemic shift in Canada's 

cultural history. 

While parody understood as a cultural dialectic functions as light and 

mirror both to the content and to the form of the various textual and discursive 

models on which each of the texts explored here draws, the primary goal of this 

snidy is not a systematic identification of the copious quotations, allusions, and 

sometirnes furtive intertextual glances that accrete within these intensely coded 

fictions. Indeed, given the breadth of reading each of these authors exhibits, the 

task of such source-hunting would inevitably be doomed to leave many important 

avenues unexplored; tracing the various intertextual threads weaving through each 

of these texts is another study. Nor has it been my purpose in this snidy to give an 

exhaustive account of ever; occurrence of parody that appeared in Victorian 

Canada; indeed, 1 am aware that this study leaves many such occasions uncovered 

and many oppominities for further exploration. What this study does set out to 

accomplish, though, is to introduce into future discussions of Canada's literary 

history a sense of the complex and important ways in which parody raises questions 

not only about the aesthetic and imaginative processes involved in the denning and 

numiring of a national Literature but also about the sociology of that national 



literature, questions that probe, that is, the role of institutions and authority in the 

control of both the production and the reception of texts in their social context. 

Illuminating a particular cluster of relationships between a nascent Canadian 

culture and its sense of history and identity, parody points, in other words, to a 

relationship that had been constnicted up to this tirne on a steadfast belief in the 

appropriateness of Old World models and ideals, a beiief that continued to haunt 

the language and cultural imagination of Canadian writers through to cenniry's end. 
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LIGHT AND MIRROR: 
UNDERSTANDING PARODY AS CULTURAL DIALECTIC 



Introduction 

Light and Mirroc 
Understanding Parody as Cultural Dialectic 

In Humour and Humanity (1937), Stephen Leacock notes that "among the greatest 

omaments and best benefactors of Our kind" one man stands alone for having 

created "the f ist  of the great characters of modern humour." The man about whom 

Leacock speaks with such high praise is Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra; the 

character is the famous tilting knight Don Quixote. Explaining that Cervantes had 

emerged at a point in Spain's history when chivalry had m e d  its purpose as an 

"anirnating spirit1' and moral compass, the writer long considered the father of 

Canadian humour suggests that it is with Don Qziixote and "the glorious humour that 

lies at the base of it" that the discourse of parody became finnly established as "a 

social force" that might guide toward "sanity the mind of a [culture] still a Littie 

deiirious" with outmoded ideas and stale customs. But, as Leacock also reiterates, 

the important and complex humour involved in the shaping of Don Quixote "cannot 

be understood without the background" in full v i e d  

In 'The Author's Preface" that introduces the prototypal parodic novel Don 

plixote de la ~ancha?  the figure of Cervantes gives some indication of the richness 

Stephen kacock, Humour and Hwnmity (London: Thornton 
Buttenvorth, 1937), 128-9. 

Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, Don Q u b t e  de la Mandra, tram. Charles 
Jarvis (1605; Oxford: Oxford UP, 1992), 15-21. 



of this required background when he is discovered by a fnend (and by readers) not 

laughing but labouring over his prefatory remarks. Simng in deep thought, with 

paper before him, pen behind his ear, elbow on the table, and cheek in hand, 

Cervantes contemplates with growing unease the unrelenthg whiteness of the blank 

page: "1 often took pen in hand, and as often laid it d o m "  he laments, "not knowing 

what to say." Surprised by the approach of his fi-iend, "a pleasant gentleman, and of 

very good understanding," Cervantes does not hesitate in laying the difnculties of his 

current task before him, having resolved himself to the fact that the story of Senor 

Don Quixote might be doomed to "remain buried in the records of La Mancha, until 

heaven sends" a writer with the literary and intellectual skiils demanded by such a 

multifaceted tale. Fmstrated, too, that he might well have spent his own youthful 

days "slept away in the silence of oblivion" with nothing to recommend his grey hairs 

to the world but a "legend as dry as a kex," the authorial figure of Cervantes 

catalogues to his attentive fnend what he himself sees as the flaws in his narrative. 

It is, he cornplains, "empty of invention, the style flat, the conceits poor, and void of 

ail learning and erudition; without quotations in the margin, or annotations at the 

end of the book." 

Converting the monologue that was to be Cervantes's preface into a 

dialogue? the £riend, always ready to oblige those at a loss for words and 

commenting on a text that apparently has already been completed and read? 

proffers a senes of recomrnendations by which the author will lift £rom his 

imagination the various troubles "that suspend and deter [him] fiom introducing into 

the world the history of this ... farnous Don Quixote, the Iight and mirror of all 

Ruth El Saffar, Distunce and Control in Don Quixote: A Srudy in N m h e  
Technique (Chape1 Hill: North Carolina Studies in the Romance Languages and 
Literatures, 1975), 34. 

John G. Weiger, In the MMargUis of Cemantes (Hanover: UP of New 
England, 1988), 2. 



knight-errantry." With a typical Cervantine twist, the central thrust of his readerly 

advice is at once insighnul and arrogantly rnisguided: to ignore the expectations of 

readers and remain fixed on what the ffiend perceives to be the principal end of the 

Quixote project, namely "to destroy the authonty and acceptance the books of 

chivalry have had in the world." "Carry your aim steady to overthrow that ill- 

compiled machine of books ... abhorred by rnany, but applauded by more." the 

sympathetic advisor concludes. and the task at hand will be accomplished. 

With the words of this amicable second voice providing much of the 

substance of the requisite preface, the author of Don Quixote effectively completes a 

book that is consciously pattemed as both the light and rnirror of the immensely 

popular and varied corpus of imaginative üterature to which he is drawn both as a 

reader and as a writer. On the one hand, his story of the diligent pilgrim is a 

narrative that reveals important and cornplex levels of correspondence with the "ill- 

compiled books of chivalry which his fnend suggests he set out to discredit. 

Construaed with a detailed and careful attention to creating a conventional 

panorama of almost legendary settings populated with giants, enchanters, damsels in 

distress, dwarfs, and princesses, the novel illuminates the various creative 

advantages of working within an established literary and cultural tradition: the 

access to a proven and familiar catalogue of narrative conventions, the reassurance 

of ideological certitudes, and the stability of social identities to name just a few? 

It is this presence of cultural forebears within his own narrative that 

Cervantes foregrounds at various moments in his tale. For instance, when the 

Curate and the Barber descend upon Quixote's library determined to consign to 

flames the hwidreds of voIumes of chivahic romances that have been the source of 

their neighbour's woes, C e m t e s  has the duo hesitate at declaring al[ the books 

Michel Foucault, The Order of Th&: An A~chaeology of the Human 
Sciences, tram. Alan Sheridan (1966; New York: Randorn House, 1970), 50. 



guilty of either aesthetic or moral failure. Pulling the fint of these volumes £rom the 

shetf, the Curate pauses, insisting on taking the opportunity to peruse its opening 

pages. Tellingly, he is searching not for passages or images that he feels might be 

corruptive but for examples of what might have had or yet have some positive 

influence on readers and writers who turn to such texts for instruction and 

entertainment. When he hesitates in rendering his decision on the fate of the four- 

part Amadis de Grml (1508), the book kom which "all the rest" of the chivalric 

romances "have had their foundation," the Barber is quick to support its reprieve 

from the blaze. "1 have heard," he explains, "that is the best of ail books of this kind; 

and therefore, as being singular in his art, he ought to be spared" (Lvi.53). The 

Barber's point is a neat summation of Cervantes's own argument; the fact that ail 

books of chivalry "have arnounted to much less than superlative art" does not 

necessarily mean that the form of the genre excludes the possibility of producing "an 

admirable specimen" that might e ~ c h  Spain's culture and language "with the 

pleasing and precious treasure of eloquence.i Later, when the Canon of Toledo 

adds his voice to the aitical chonis that punctuates Cervantes's text, he must admit 

that though such works of imagination must in principle be seen as "prejudicial to 

the common weal," they can in practice (and when administered in controiled 

dosage) provide a balm of "innocent amusement, not only of the idle, but also of 

those who have most business." There is a place in even the most mercantile spirit 

for diversion, he suggests, "for the bow cannot possibly stand always bent, nor can 

human nature or human kailty subsist without lawîui recreation" (Ixlvii.472; 

xlviii.480). 

But as the prefatory advice of the fnend foreshadows, Cervantes at the 

same time uses the Quixote to hold up a &or to the traditions of "innocent 

Felix Martinez-Bonati, Don Quixote mtd the Poetics of the Novel, tram. 
Dian Fox (Ithaca: Corneil UP, 1992), 182. 



amusement" and "lawful recreation" associated with the chivalric romance, creating 

a book in which there seems to breathe an ambiguous yeaniing for a novel that is 

the same but not the same as those which it acknowledges openly as forebears. 

Attraaed as both reader and writer to "the whole aim and idea of a chivalric story: 

to give pleasure, to entertain, to give release to an inspired imagination," Cervantes 

uses his own imaginative fiction to express his hstration with those authors past 

and present who have failed to engage the full possibilities of the rich tradition of 

the chivairic romance. The problem is not the form or the tradition, he assens, but 

a failure of imagination "to take on and command the resources of prose and ail that 

they rendered possible or impossible for a chivalric romance written for modem 

times.J 

Indeed, it is the quixotic quest to find only total and unyielding 

correspondence with what has corne before and to imitate past narrative models 

rather than to create new and original ones that becomes associated in the 

Cervantine imagination with a stulufyuig sense of stagnation and clichg The culture 

of seventeenth-century Spain had become to Cervantes a structure within which 

imaginations had become closed and enclosed by a conspicuous belief in the 

continued vitality of literary and cultural discourses that had over time and through 

habitua1 usage become pre-ordered and restrictive. Not unlike Quixote's ill-fated 

quest to Live his life according to the old ways of chivahic knights, such 

unquestionhg at tachent  to past models cm be only "tainted with negativityJ when 

confronted by an imagination that aspires to an understanding of iife and culture 

that rernains open to all possibilities and contradictions. Cervantes's creative 

yeaming in this sense is for a text that is at once attendant to but not bound by any 

L A  Murillo, A Crinical Introduction to Don Quixote (New York: Peter 
Lang, 1988), 13. 

Ibid., 201-02. 



of the stylistic constraints and idexible patterns associated with the convention- 

laden styles on which he draws? 

Neatly avoiding ailowing his own work to becorne either mere translation or 

straightforward imitation, Cervantes reflects the traditions of the chivalric romance 

in the mirror of his parody, reveaiing in his work a farniliarity with and similarity to 

its obvious antecedents while at the same time never assuming the full modalities of 

these models. His is a work in which an ironic distance is always maintained, a 

distance established through the parodic recoding of the texts and conventions of 

the tradition so as to demand recognition of both sameness and difference. With his 

hero sallying forth aboard his persona1 mount, with no fixed destination, and 

accompanied by a "trusted cornpanion in Sancho Panza, Cervantes calls forth a 

plethora of chivalric conventions. In this case, however, the generic assumptions 

signalled by the sudden appearance of bifurcated roads, fearsorne giants, 

tournaments and battles of honour, and the threat of enemy rnagicians are 

systematically called into play only to be reflected through the fun-house mirrors of 

hurnorous exaggerations, stylistic ruptures, insuperable paradoxes, and intemal 

inconsistencies. Indeed, readers corne to realize that the chivalric world never can 

exist as part of the basic worldly stratum of Don Quirote. Instead, such a world is 

"merely evoked, especially by the protagonist's mistaken interpretation of his 

surroundings [but also] by the well- or ill-intentioned lies and fabrications of fnends 

and strangers" who undertake their ardul perpetrations to humour the knight errant, 

to effect a cure, or simply to entenain themselves. "Within the fiction that is the 

Quirote," as Felix Martinez-Bonati stresses, "the chivalric world [remains] only a 

fantasy, constantly present but nothing more than imagined and bookish; it remains 

Martinez-Bonati, 201. 



a world recalled only in the imaginations of the charaeters and in the mernones of 

the readers. l0 

It is this invicately complex Cervantine question that remains at the centre 

of parody studies today, the question, that is, of how to produce a work that is at 

once the same as and different from those works that comprise the tradition with 

which any writer inevitably engages. As critics and theonsts undertaking a 

discussion of parody are wont to acknowledge, one of the essential problems in 

fomulating any answer to such a question lies in the fundamental act of dennition, 

of "evolving a description that is broad enough to cover the range of activities 

implied by 'parody' but rigorous enough so that the term does not lose meaning 

altogether."ll Despite routine assertions that "there are probably no transhistorical 

definitions of parody possible,"* writers interested in this cornpiex discoune 

invariably set out to establish that "there are common denominators to ail 

definitions ... in al1 ages,"13 in other words, that there does exist a shared sense of 

the word that allows scholars to speak with a modicurn of confidence of a 

community of writers that includes both Aristophanes and Roben Kroetsch, and a 

corpus of texts that extends bom The Frogs (c.405BC) to The Sludhorse Man (1970). 

Problernatic, too, and somewhat curious given that parody has corne to be 

seen as one of the major forms of artistic and inter-artistic discourse "in the context 

of [a] general modem interrogation of the nature of self-reference and legitimacy," 

l1 Rose, Pmody: Ancient, Modem, and Post-modem 27-8. 

l2 Linda Hutcheon, A Theory of Pcuody: m e  Teachings of Twentieth-Centziy 
Art F m  (New York: Methuen, 1985), 10. See also Kuester: 'The meaning of the 
termpcuody, more than that of many other iiterary notions, depends very much on 
the historical situation in which it is used" (4). 

l3 Ibid., 10. 



is the fact that parody stili "has need of defender~."'~ A legacy of contemptuous 

dismissals of parody as the mortal enemy of genius and originality has a long life 

which has left rnany general defiaitions of the term coloured by various and familiar 

derogations: "denvative," "plagiaristic," "parasitic," and "vampiric" to list but a few of 

the more familiar. Writers of and about parody seem forced to resign themselves to 

the need to jus* their work in Light of persistent suggestions that such practices are 

normally relegated "to the basement of low-grade iiterary a c t i ~ i t ~ " ~ ~  dong with 

other impulses that are "surely Little more than the sophisticated exercise of the 

primitive impulse to imitate and jeer."16 

Accepting Joseph A. Dane's caveat that each definition of parody should be 

recognized as one of many "working hypotheses toward a history"17 of its theory and 

practice, 1 set out in the first section of this study with a twofold goal: to provide 

some sense of the most persistent notional and terminological confusions that have 

corne to burden critical writing about parody in general and discussions of Canadian 

parodic writing in particular, and to establish a point of stable ground from which to 

begin reconsideration of parody in nineteenth-century English Canada. While in no 

way to be considered a history of parody -- for, as Linda Hutcheon observes, "many 

such histories already exist for each of the major national literatures"18 - and taking 

as due warning Dane's observation that any definition of parody will be doomed at 

some point to "fail when confronted with particular texts and with their particular 

l4 Ibid., 3. 

l5 Malcolm Bradbury, "An Age of Parody," No, Not BIoomsbwy (London: 
Aadre Deutsch, 1987), 53. 

l6 Barbara Hardy, "Parody," Cmell's Encyclopedia of World Literature, 3 
vols, ed. S.H. Steinberg (London: Cassell, 1973), 416. 

Joseph A. Dane, Parody: CCrcui Concepts V e m  Litermy Pructices, 
Aristophanes to Sterne (Norman: U of Oklahoma P, 1988), 10. 

l8 Hutcheon, Theory 19. 



literary and cultural ~ o n t e x t , " ~ ~  the overview that foiiows does continue the criticai 

practice of trying to skirt the Scylla and Charybdis of parody studies: dennitions that 

become "so broad as to be virtualiy meaningless or so narrow as to preclude any 

common denominators.1120 

Beginning in ancient Greece, this theoretical survey will end with a 

discussion of parody as it was reconceptuaiized through the theories of the Russian 

Formalists and of Mikhail Bakhtin; the terminai point of this overview is 

appropriate, 1 think, given both Bakhtin's emergence as one of the leading 

contributors to parody studies in the twentieth century and, as I will show, the 

relevance of this particular constellation of theones to Victorian Canadian culture. 

As Martin Kuester elucidates in introducing his study of English-Canadian parody of 

this century: "'Young' literatures such as the English Canadian one ideally illustrate 

such literary dependencies and parodic counter-reactions as they may be explained 

by a theory based on the Russian Fomalists' interpretation of a literature as an 

evolutionary se rie^."^ l 

l9 Dane, Parody 10. He notes that ll[t]o be useful, a dennition of parody 
must be what it describes - a parody" (207), which might explain Dwight 
Macdonald's gambolin "definition" in Purodiex An Anthology from Chaucer to 
Beerbohm -- Md After fhndon: Faber and Faber, 1960): "Parody belongs to the 
famil of para-words: parasite, parapsychology, paratyphoid, paranoia (against 
mind 7 , paradox (against received opinion), paraphrase, paranymph (bridesrnaid). It 
is not related to Paraguay, although that country is beside and against Uruguay" 
(559). 

20 Ulrich Weisstein, "Parody, Travesty, and Burlesque: Imitations with a 
Vengeance," Proceedin s of the Fourth Congres of the International Comparative 
Literme Associarion f 1, ed. F. Jost (The Hague: Mouton, 1966), 802. 

21 Kuester, 24. This connection between Bakhtinian theories and Canadian 
Literature is not without precedence. A number of critics have in recent years 
explored the implications of Bakhtin's notions of dialogism and carnival through 
readings of contemporary Canadian fiction, notably Robert Kroetsch's "Carnival and 
Violence: A Meditation" (Open Letter 5th ser. 4 [1983]: 111-22), S h e d  Grace's 
"'Listening to the Voice': Dialogisrn and the Canadian Novel" (Future Indicative: 
Literaty Theory and ~mrudim Liter-e, ed. John Moss [Ottawa: U of Ottawa P, 
1987: 1 17-36), and Melanie Sexton's provocative, though yet unpublished, 
discussion of the Bakhtinian concepts of didogism and heteroglossia in 'The 



What will emerge £rom this journey will be an understanding of parody as a 

cultural dialectic. That is, an understanding of parody as an act of comic and cntical 

recombination or recontextuahation that serves a dialectical and renovative as well 

as creative function within a culture. AUowing the parodist an oppomLnity to 

refunction established texts and genenc models into new and liberating fonns, 

manages, general terms, "to continui ty w hile pe mi tting cri tical 

distance and change.lt2' More specifically, parody creates a dialectic of imitation 

and transformation that promotes a synthetic recoding by which the parodist 

reconsiders the epistemological processes and cultural assumptions that informed 

the writing and reception of its models without obliterating al1 traces of its kinship 

with them. Establishing "difference at the heart of ~ i r n i l a r i t ~ , ' ~ ~  parody is, in short, 

a practice that allows a writer to locate his or her work in relation to another texnial 

and cultural tradition while "at the same time changing the direction of this tradition 

through [a] refunaioning of its rnodel[s] ."24 

Although cntics continue to argue that the early history of the word "should 

not necessarily cany final authority in the dispute over what parody is,"25 it remains 

essentiai to recognize that "[olf all the terrns still used to describe comic quotation, 

Woman's Voice: The Post-Realist Fiction of Margaret Atwood, Mavis Gallant, and 
Alice Munro (Ph.D. diss, 1993). Examples of more specific a plications of a 
Bakhtinian approach have been a number of articles reconsi f ering the novels of 
Robertson Davies, including Stephen Bomycastle's "Robertson Davies and the 
Ethics of Monologue" (Journal of Canadian Studies 12.1 [1971]: 20-40) and Barbara 
Godard's "World of Wonders: Robertson Davies' Carnival" (Essays on Cmadian 
Wnting 30 [1984-851: 239-86). 

22 Hutcheon, Theory 102. 

23 Ibid., 8. 

24 Margaret A. Rose, Parody//Meta ction: An AnaijsLr of Parody as a 

158. 
d Cn'tical Miror to the W&ng îznd Reading of iction (London: Croom Helm, 1979), 

25 Michele Hannoosh, Parody Md Decadence: Laforgue's Moralites 
legendaires (Columbus: Ohio State UP, 1989), 11. 



imitation, or transformation, parody alone is named in the classical literature and 

poetia of the ~ r e e k s . " ~ ~  Many modern discussions continue to suffer £rom a lack 

of suffiCient attention to this etymology. in part a reflection of the obscurities and 

uncertainties that have prevailed in descriptions of the ancient uses and meanings of 

words for parody, this want of attention also attests to the complexity of the "nature 

and purpose of [the parodie], the techniques which it employs, and [its complicated 

relation] to other literary f o r ~ n s . " ~ ~  Two articles in particular, Fred W. Householder 

Jr.3 "Parodiatt (1944) and FJ. Lelievre's 'The Basis of Ancient Parody" (1954), 

remain seminal attempts at dariQing parody's provenance. And although there are 

reorganizations necessary when establishing a classicai poetics as the foundation on 

which to constmct modem multigeneric understandings, both discussions do 

illustrate a number of points central to an understanding of parody as cultural 

dialectic, specificaiIy the nature of its relationship with the original or mode1 text 

and its essential comic character, 

Taking as his starting point the old Liddell and Scott definition of parodia 

as "a Song or poem in which senous words are changed to as to become burlesque," 

Householder suggests that a thorough reconsideration of the history of the Greek 

word is in order, notably one that begins with what he identifïes as the earliest use of 

the word in Aristotle's Poetics to describe the mock-epia of Hegemon and continues 

through to the later application of both a noun and a verb form used by the 

Aristophanic scholiasts. Acknowledging some comection between Aristotle's usage 

and an even earlier term, parados, which conveys "some such notion as 'singing in 

imitation'," he asserts that "the earliest attested sense" of parodia is as "a narrative 

poem of moderate length, in epic meter, using epic vocabulary, and treating a iight, 

26 Rose, Parody: AAneienr, Modem, and Post-modem 6. 

27 F.J. Lelievre, @'The Basis of Ancient Parody," Greece & Rome Second 
Series 1.2 (June 1954): 66. 



satincal, or mock-heroic subjen" From this word. he continues, comes the verb 

parodeo, meaning "to sing, compose or write in the manner of mock-epic, to apply 

serious verses to humorous ends."28 

Echoing Householder's basic etymology and acknowledging that parados is 

"prima jwie sufficiently straightforward" in its connection with verse composition, 

Lelievre extends his study to emphasize, e s t ,  that "parody ultimately comes to 

include prose" as weiI as verse, and, second, that elements of the Greek term are 

arnbiguous. The word rnay be said, he suggests, "to develop two trends of meaning, 

being used to express such ideas as nemess, consonance, and derivation" (the sense 

of "parodia" as existing %y the side of' or "near to" the original) as well as the sense 

of "transgression, opposition, of dif~erence.' '~~ 

It is important to note that while both scholars emphasize the parodic text's 

semblance with its model, neither goes so far as to suggest that parody is on& a fom 

of conscious imitation or that its semblance to past works is meant to signal 

similarity alone. Rather, both suggest that though parody maintains many of the 

essential structural and stylistic elements of the original to which it looks as a model, 

it must be conceived as distinct fiom such strictly imitative practices as plagiarism 

and forgery in that it is composed "conformably to an original but with a 

differencdJO Both argue, too, that parody marks this ciifference through the 

introduction of alterations that may Vary in degree from the "substitution of one or 

more words" to rendering the model text "so changed as to be little more than an 

imitation of [its original] grarnmar and rhythm.lJ1 As critics have continued to 

28 Fred W. Householder Jr., "Parodia," Jownal of Clmsicczf Philology 39.1 
(1944): 8,3. 

Lelievre, 66. 

30 Ibid. 

31 Householder, 5. 



emphasize, although the parodist is 'kapable of insinuating himseif into his model, 

of assimilating and reproducing its most suiking features" as a means of inscribing a 

sense of continuity with previous works, he or she rnust aiways do so "without ever 

becomhg his model. That is, in order to remain effective as parody, parody should 

not corne too near its should never be perfect imitation but rather 

produce similarity with a "criticai difference." Whether we cal1 this differentiation 

"imitation with a vengeance"33 or "ironic trans-contextuaiizatioo and inversion,"34 

the result is a work that is at once recognizable when standing aiongside the original 

but which has also been rendered recognizably different35 

Given that parodic refunctioning gains its effect through establishing a 

sense of difference or incongniity between itself and an original, an affiliation with 

the comic seems aatural? Indeed, most critics and writers considering the comic 

from Aristotle to Nash have assumed that some form of incongniity is the technical 

32 J.G. Riewald, "Parody as Criticism," Neophilologus 50 (1966): 127. 

33 Weisstein, 808. 

34 Hutcheon, Theory 15. 

35 Riewald, 129. 

36 See, for instance, Rose's suggestion in Parody//'efiction that if 
"inconwty or discre ancy will be taken as a significant distinguishing factor" in a 
defininon of parody tg en an attribution of comic effect "to the perception of [this] 
incongruity" is unprompted. Moreover, she su ests such an attribution "may bring 
us closer to the classical understanding of paro 7 y as a device for comic quotation, 
without obscuring the changing histoncal nature of both the subject-matter of the 
parody and the form itseif" (22-3). 

Granted, not ail modem critics have found such an attribution amenable to 
their working definitions of arody. Gary Sad Monon, for instance, argues that 
while "[plarody recontextu & es its object so as to make it serve tasks contrary to its 
original tasks ... this functional shift need not be in the direction of humour" 
("Parody, History, and Me taparody," 69-7 l), while in Canada both Hutcheon and 
Kuester work from the assum tion that "humour is a possible guality of parodies but 
not a necessary prerequisite" P Kuester 3). I generally concur with Rose that such 
attempts to erase the comic kom parod may be attributed to theoretical demands r to "stretch" the meaning and funchon O parody to cover an ever-expanding body of 
"fashionable" and by implication more sophisticated metafictional and intertextual 
fonns (Patody: Ancient, Modem, and Post-modem 28). 



and affective basis of comedy. Quintilian, for instance, draws attention to this 

relationship in bis discussion of laughter, wit, and humour in the sixth book of his 

Inrtiiuto Uratoriu. Having established a taxonomy of humorous forms, he turns to a 

discussion of what he considers the finest of these forms: "Superest genus 

decipiendi opinionem aut dicta aliter intelligendi, quae sunt omni hac materia vel 

venustissima" ['There remains the prettiest of all forms of humour, namely the jest 

that depends for success on deceiving anticipations or taking another's words in a 

sense other than he intended] J7 Aligning his "prettiest of d l  fonns of humour" 

with the practice of refundoning previous'y written texts toward an end other than 

that originally intended, Quintilian details some of the various techniques by which 

such humorous effects may be accompiished, noting in the process that such 

strategies have long been associated with parody: "Adiuvant urbanitatem et versus 

commode positi, seu toti ut sunt (quod adeo facile est, ut Ovidius ex tetrastichon 

Macri carmine h u m  in malos poetas composent) ... seu verbis ex parte mutatis ... 
seu ficti notis versibus similes, quae dicitur" ["'Apt quotation of verse may add to the 

effect of wit. The lines may be quoted in their entirety without alteration, which is so 

easy a task that Ovid composed an entire book against bad poets out of lines taken 

from the quatrains of Macer ... or the words may be slightly altered ... or again we 

rnay invent verses resembling weii-known lines, a tnck styled parody by the 

~reeks"] ? 
Although neither Householder nor Lelievre comments directly on this sense 

of parodic refunctioning as a source of comic incongruity, both do suggest that the 

majority of works to which words for parody are attached by the ancients were 

understood as being humorous in the sense of producing effects characteristic of the 

37 VI.iii.84. Udess othenvise noted, translations are my own. 

38 ~1.iii.96-7. 



comic. Beginning his discussion of parody's comic nature somewhat tentatively, 

obsewing that parodia soon came under the "influence of [an] etymological 

consciousness" from which emerged "the nonhumorous application of the 

rhetoricians," Householder does recognize with Lelievre that in practice the 

scholiasts applied the term "to the insertion in comedy of a brief tragic, lyric, or epic 

passage" and, more generally, to "comic quotation.'J9 Leliewe is less equivocal in 

forwarding his view that "in addition to the basic sense" of the classical 

understanding of parodia as both imitation and differentiation the word acquired in 

general usage "a humorous connotation." The ancient reader, "finding parody 

mentioned or discussed in, for example, the Poetia or in Athenaeus, would naturaiiy 

think in te- of humorous imitation.14 It is this essential conneaion between 

parody and humour that LeLievre concludes can be used to delineate the boundaries 

of ancient parody in those instances when its practice overlaps with classical fomx 

fkequently considered kindred, notably "cento" and "~i l loi .~ '  

It is important to note that in tracing this afnliation between parody and 

humour, both scholars are quick to establish that though ancient parody was linked 

with humour, it was not in its original context considered synonymous with malicious 

diminution or ridicule of the original author or work. Moreover, both go so far as to 

stress that it is misleading to equate the laughter created in parody with any sense of 

derision. "[Iln fact," they agree, "it would not be true of most ancient parody to 

claim that it is so used" given that there "does not seem to be a grain of evidence 

that any ancient [parodies] were designed to ridicule" either specinc authors or 

39 Householder, 5. 

40 Lelievre, 7 1. 

41 For more on the relationship benkreen parody, cento, and sillo, see also 
Weisstein, 806. 



specific ~ o r k s ~ ~  From Anstophanes onward, however, the understanding of 

parody's comic nature has been obscured to varying degrees by this persistent sense 

of ridicule or, at best, of comic diminution. 

One of the eariiest and perhaps the most infiuential Renaissance discussion 

of parody, Julius C. Scdiger's Puetices Libn' Septem (1561), reveals a key source of 

the problematic legacy of considering parody as synonyrnous with ridicule or attack. 

Basing his description on his own interpretations of the writings of Atheneaus and 

Aristotle, Scaliger highlights parody in terms of the various songs sung in imitation 

of the Homeric rhapsodists: "Rhapsodia inversa mutatis vocibus ad ridicula sensum 

retrahens" ["An inverted rhapsody taking on a ridiculous sense through word 

changes"]. Despite Kuester's recent acknowledgement that Scaiiger saw humour as 

an element inherent in parody:3 the most notable effect arising from Scaliger7s text 

has been to link parody with a sense of "ridicula," a word that can be translated as 

laughable in the sense of being "fumy" or "amusing" (rideo) but which also canies 

the Horatian sense of "laughing at" hom a position of perceived superiority. As 

Margaret Rose sumrnarizes: 

while Scaliger cannot be held responsible for all of the negative 
connotations attributed in recent centuries ... his use of the Latin word 
'ridiculous' to describe the comic aspects of parody may be said to 
have led some English critics at least to view the latter in a more 
negative Light than was necessary because of the associations of the 

word ridicule with rnockery in ~ n ~ l i s h . ~ ~  

42 Lelievre, 71 (italics mine). See also Householder, 3,6. 

44 Rose, Pmody: Ancien?, Modern, Md Post-modern 9-10. See also Henryk 
Markiewia, "On Dennitions of Literary Parody," To Honour Roman Jakobson: 
Essays on the Occarion of his 70th Birthday, 3 vol. (The Hague: Mouton, 1967): 'The 
authority and popularity of this book may have influenced the propagation of the 
tem" parody at a tirne when it seemed to be falling from usage (II: 1265) 



Indeed, Scaliger's definition gained authority with subsequent writers on parody, 

informing much of their critical laquage as late as 1895, when an anonymous 

essayist in The Quwterïj ReMew argued that it was still the most acceptable general 

definition of parody a ~ a i l a b l e . ~ ~  

Not surprisingly, when John Dryden discusses parody in his "Discourse 

conceming the Original and Progress of Satire" (1693), his understanding is nearer 

to that of Scaliger than to the more contemporary and benign definition of a writer 

like John Fïorio, who advances a relatively classic understanding of parody in his 

Woride of Wordes, Or Most copiour, tznà exact Dictionmarre in Itaiian and Englih 

(1598) .~~ Definhg parody in broad te-, Dryden attempts to align it with silloi, 

the often non-humorous epic poems written in mock-heroic hexameters that attack 

philosophicd arguments: 

The Grecians ... had another End of Poem, which they cail'd Silli; 
which were more of kin to the Roman Satire: Those Silli were indeed 
Invective Poems, but of a different Species from the Roman Poems of 
Enn hs... Horace, and the rest of their Successors .... From some 
Fragments of the Silli, written by Timon [of Phlius], we may h d ,  that 
they were Satyrique Poerns, full of Parodies; that is, of Verses patch'd 
up £rom great Poets, and ~ n ' d  into another Sence than their Author 
intended them .... Of the same manner are Our Songs, which are tum'd 

45 Anon., "Parody," The Qzmterfy Rmèw (July 1895): 7-9. 

46 Florio's definition of arody as "a turning of a verse by alterin some B f words" (New York: Georg O h  erlag' 1972: 259) was echoed 150 years ater by 
Samuel Johnson in his two-volume A Dictionmy of the EngZkIh Lrmguage (1755). 
Although Johnson bases his derivation of parody on French rather than Greek 
sources, his sense of parody remains tnie to the classical spirit of it as "[a] kind of 
writing in which the words of an author or his thoughts are taken, and by a slight 
change adapted to some new purpose." Subsequent Johnson-derived dictionaries, 
includin the popular Canadian edition of Alexander Reid's A Dictionary of the f EngZkh unguage, containing the pronuncidon, etymology, mid explmution of al[ the 
wordî mcthodzed by emhent wnkm: to which are added a vocabul .  of the roost of 
EngZkh words? cuui m uccented lLrt of Greek Latin, Md Scripture proper names 
(1871), continue îhis tradition. 



into Burlesque; and the serious words of the Author perverted into a 
ridiculous rneaning .... To these Silli consisting of Parodier, we may 
properly add, the Satires which were written against particular 
Persons. 

Citing as particular examples such "parodie" wntings as the Odes and Epodes of 

Horace and "the Invective of Ovid against Ibis," Dryden cornpounds his 

tenninological slackness by subordinating parody within a broader category of 

satiric literature, calling it specifically "the Under-wood of Satire, rather than the 

~ i rnber -~rees . '~ '  

As Judith Pnestman concludes, Dryden's explicit linking of parody with 

siiloi proved to be the next signûicant step in the process by which parody came to 

be understood as a moclcing counterpoint to an original, as a refunctioning 

undertaken by a writer who was working "'against' his mode1 in the sense that he 

might want to rnake it look absurd" or ri di cul ou^.^^ In his "Apology" for A Tale of n 

Tub (1704), for instance, Jonathan Swift suggests a certain objectionable quality 

inherent in what he calls the "exposure" brought to bear on a subject through 

parody, warning that "[tlhere is one Thing which the judicious Reader cannot but 

have observed, that some of those Passage in the Discourse, which appear most 

liable to Objection are what they call Parodies, where the Author personates the 

Style and Manner of other Wnters, whom he has a mind to expose" for their "Errors, 

Ignorance, Dullness and ~ i l l a n y ' ~ ~  Alexander Pope uses the word parody in much 

the same way when he attempts to describe those occasions in his writing when the 

47 John Dryden, The Satires of Decimus Jwiw Juvenuiis Transiated Vlto 
Englidz Vene (London: Printed for Jacob Tomson at the Judge's-Head in Chaucery- 
Lane, 1693), xx-xu'. 

Judith Priestman, 'The Age of Parod : Literary Parody and Some 
Nineteenth-Century Perspectives" (Ph.D. diss., Jniversity of Kent at Canterbury, 
1980), 10. 

49 Jonathan Swift, The Wntings of Jonathan Swift, ed. Robert A. Greenberg 
and William Bowman Piper (New York: W.W. Norton, 1973), 266-7. 



particulan of style from well-knom extracts from Vu@ and Homer are engaged to 

ridicule contemporary subjects of less than epic proportion. 

It was around the eighteenth century, too, that dennitions of parody, 

already burdened by a persistent synonymity with ridicule, became increasingly 

intertwined with the ongoing debates over the nature and moral implications of 

burlesque. A term "of more recent ongin than the Greek words for parody"50 and 

imported into the Enghsh tradition kom French through the sixteenth-century 

Italian term burla (to ridicule), burlesque had, by this time, acquired a diversity of 

rneanings. Most of these were pejorative, with a noted emphasis on comic 

diminution, as in application of a "high style to a "Iow" or tri£iing subject.bl Despite 

these distinct lines of descent, the tenns parody and burlesque soon came to be 

understood as interchangeable, with their synonymity grounded in a cornmon 

propensity for negativity or even destructiveness. Joseph Addison, for instance, 

applies the term burlesque to two works often cited as exemplars of ancient and 

modern parody, Lucian's Go& and Don (&irote.52 Indeed, the practice in such 

notable lexicons from this period as Cotgraves's French dictionary of 1611, the 1694 

edition of the Dictionnaire de I'Academie Francoire, and Thomas Nelson's expanded 

50 Rose, Parody: Ancierzt, Modem, und Post-modem 54. 

52 Joseph Addison, "Laughter and Ridicule," The Spectntor #249,15 
December 171 1; rpt. in Addicon's Essays from The Spectator (London: George 
Routledge, 1886), 305-7. There are "two great Branches of Ridicule in Writing," he 
suggests, and they are "Comedy and Burlesque." Whereas "[comedy] ridicules 
Persons by drawing them in their proper characters," burlesque raises laughter %y 
drawing them quite unlike themselves," by representing them through effects that 
render the target transformed but recognizable. 



1707 and 1719 editions of Thomas Blount's ~ l o s s o ~ r a ~ h i a ~ ~  was to subsume parody 

under broader definitions of burlesque, travesty, cento, or s i l ~ o i . ~ ~  

Another unfortunate effect of this persistent confiation of parody and 

burlesque has been the tendency to advance a definition of parody grounded in an 

oversimplified and often reduftive division of form and content. Such structural 

definitions of parody have been established according to a fairly standardized set of 

critena which ultimately limit parody to "a kind of literary rnimicry which retains the 

form or stylistic character of the prirnary work, but substitutes alien subject matter 

or content.'85 Within this paradigm, the parodist "proceeds by imitating as closely 

as he can the formal conventions of the [particular] work being parodied" (taking 

into consideration the countless "elements subsumed under the word fom")  while 

establishing the "jarring incongruity" traditionally seen to lie at the heart of the 

cornic text by "substitut[ing] subject matter, or content ... which [is] entirely aiien to 

s3 Interestingly, the earlier £ifth edition of Blount's book hints of an 
aUe@ance with Florio in his notation for the the verb "parodize": "to change the 
signification of a Verse by altering some words." 

54 See also Alexander Fraser Tytler, Lord Woodhouselee's chapter on 
translation in Essays on the PNlcipZes of Trcuddon (1813). As I have suggested, 
modem compilers and critics have perpetuated this conflationary practice. In 
introducing his A Suwey of Burlesque and Pmody in Engikh, George Kitchin argues 
that "[qor the sake of variation" the terrns parody and burlesque would be 
considered synonyrnous. " m h e  use of the one or the other continuously," he 
suggests, "would have been monotonous" (1931; New York: Russeil and Russell, 
1967, mï). More confushg still has been the critical reliance on the tradition 
established by Richmond P. Bond's classic study of English Buriespe Poetry, 1700- 
1750 (1932; New York: Russell and Russell, 1960) which limits parody within the 
broader and more sophisticated class of burlesque. In Bond's schema, parody is a 
specinc application of a "high" style (3-5). John D. Jump's Buriesque (London: 
Methuen, 1972) reiterates Bond's distinction, as do such prominent literary 
dictionaries and handbooks as the Dictionnry of World Literary T e m  (1972) and the 
enlarged edition of the Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poeticr (1974). See also 
Joe Lee Davis, "Criticism and Parody," Thought 26.101 (1951): 181; and John A 
Yunck, 'The Two Faces of Parody," Iowa Englih Yearbook 8 (1963): 30. 

55 G.D. KUemidjian, 'The Aesthetics of Parody," Journal of Aesthetia mrd 
Art Ctiticih 28 (1969): 232. 



that form.w56 More restrictive still within this view is the fact that parody becornes 

iimited to the refunctioning of a specfic identifiable work or author whereas 

burlesque is considered a keer form "modeled on a whole class of works or no 

particular ~ o r k . " ~ '  Other critics, more hesitant to rend form and content in such an 

explicit fashion, develop elaborate typologies of the parodic that differentiate it 

according to its emphasis on either the transformation of the formal elements of its 

model or a refunctioning of its content? 

This troublesome conflation was reiterated by Henry Fielding in his famous 

"Preface" to the earliest Enghsh parodic novel, Joseph Andrews (1742). 

56 Ibid. 

57 Householder, 1. Although parodic refunctionings of a model's content 
may prove more diBicult to detect and reconstruct than those focusing singularly on 
the forma1 elernents of a panicular text, such rewritings have a long and active 
history. Laurence Sterne's A SentimentulJoumey (1768). with its unexpected comic 
juxtapositions of the usually harmonious elements of a story of a gentleman's 
"grand" tour of France and Italy, is an example of parody which imitates and then 
changes both the form and content of its model. Lndeed, part of what parody does 
in the process of generating similarity and difference is to raise "the question of what 
the relation is between form and content," forcing us in the process "to become 
aware of the rnanner in which we expenence a work of art as a fusion of form and 
content" (Kiremidjian, "Aesthetics" 233). 

Even a artial survey of recent exam les of this typographicai impulse P gives some sense O both its persistence in paro 8 y studies and its potential for 
adding to the terminological haze. Carolyn Wells's A Parody Anthoiogy (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1904) opens this century with a designation in terms of 
word-rendering, fom-rendering, and sense-rendering parodies (m), a structure that 
carries with some slight variation through such subsequent works as Christopher 
Stone's P wody  (London: Martin Secker, 1914) and John Olin Eidson's entry on 
"Parody" in the Dictionwy of World Litems, T e m  (1970). Literary critics are by no 
means immune. Yunck simplifies his distinction to what he calls "the two faces of 
parody," s ecifically what he calls exemplary as opposed to stylistic parod (30-l), 
while Arc ru 'bald Bolhg Shepperson dedicates nearly an entire chapter O r his The 
N i  in Motfey: A Histoty of the Burlesque Novel in Englkh (New York: Octagon 
Books, 1967) to descriptions of his various layerings. Adding more distinctions stiU 
are such important critics as Ziva Ben-Porat, who distin@shes between purel 
comic, instrurnentaI/satincal, and serious parody in the unportant "Ideolog, L e ,  
and Serious Parody" (1985), and Henryk Markiewicz, who posits a distinction 
between what he calls parody sensu l q o  (cornical recasting of a literary model) and 

arody s e m  ~fn'cto (cornical exaggeration and condensation of the features of a 
herary model) in his "On Dennitions of Literary Parody" (1967). 



Acknowledging openly his debt to Cervantes, Fielding promises readers a tale 

"Written in Imitation of The M m e r  of CERVANTES, Author of Don Quixote" and 

the writer fkom whom one of the great English parodists "lemed more than any 

other.lvS9 Appropriately, Fielding delivers on this promise, reconfiguring the 

madness of Cervantes's knight errant into the naive, and endearingly comic, 

idealism of Parsons ~ d a m s . ~  Problematic, though, is Fielding's insistence that 

parody and burlesque can be understood as synonyms: 

In the Diction, 1 think, Burlesque itself may be sometimes admitted, 
of which many Instances will occur in this Work, as in the 
Descriptions of the Battles, and some other Places, not necessarily to 
be pointed out to the Classical Reader; for whose Entertainment 
those Parodies or Burlesque imitations are chiefly calculated. 

Moreover, Fielding separates these "parodies or burlesque imitations" from the 

more pleasing and gentle spirit associated with what he c a s  great comic writing. 

Burlesque, as he sees it, "is ever the exhibition of what is monstrous and umatural, 

and where Our delight, if we examine it, arises from the surprinng absurdity, as in 

appropriating the rnanner of the highest to the lowest, or e converso."61 

Although the tendency of the day was to coda te  parody with burlesque, 

not all writers of the eighteenth and early nineteenth century saw the parodic as "the 

59 Anthony Hassaii, "Fielding and the Novel as Parody," Southem Review 
13.1 (1980): 22. Hassall suggests that Fielding saw "in Don Quirote not merely a sui 
genek masterpiece, but the mode1 for the novel as the new comic epic." 

6û Fielding's degiance with Cervantes has generated extensive literature. 
Important recent discussions that bear witness to Fielding's position in the 
Cervantine tradition include Stephen Gilman, "On Henry Fielding's Reception of 
Don Quijote," in Medieval und Renuksance Studies in Honow of Robert Brimr Tac, 
ed. Ian Michael (Cambridge: Oxford UP, 1986): 27-38; Anthony Mortimer, "'The 
Manner of Cervantes': Some Notes on Joseph Andrews and Don Quixote," Colloquirn 
Helveticum 16 (1992): 69-83; and Ian A. Bell, Henry FieMing: Authorshi' mid 
Authority (London: Longman, 1994). 

61 Henry Fielding, The HIrtory of the Advenhues of Joseph Andrews (1742; 
London: Penguin, 1977), 26. 



offspring of a dangerous spirit of ridicule, and the rnalicious amusement of 

superficial m i n d ~ . " ~ ~  For the French critic and parodist Louis Fuzelier, whose four- 

volume edition of Les Parodies du Nouvemc Theatre Itdien (1738) became a key 

source for such important nineteenth-century English critics writing on parody as 

Francis JeErey and Isaac D'Israeli, parody was seen as a "useful ridicule." Wnting to 

justi@ his controversiai parody of Antoine Houdart de la Motte's lnez de Castro 

(1723), Fuzelier argued that "far £rom converting Wtue into paradox and degrading 

truth by ridicule," parody 'W prompt reconsideration only of that which "is 

chimerical and false." It "is not a piece of buffoonery," he concludes, "so much as a 

critical exposition" that serves to '%imaskW those works which have become stale or 

which serve only to "disguise vices into virtues. 163 

Quoting Fuzelier's French text at length, and looking to such classic prose 

parodists as Cervantes and Fielding as exemplars, D'Israeli advances a similar case 

for parody in the second series of his Cwiosities of Litemture (1823). Beginning with 

the observation that "[plarodies were frequently practised by the ancients, and with 

them, like ourselves, consisted of a work grafted on another work, but which tumed 

on a different subject by a slight change of the expressions," he notes that it is 

through the introduction of "human nature" that such compositions take on "variable 

characterl'; the resultant parody might be celebrated as "the sport of fancy, the 

innocent child of mirth; or a satirical arrow drawn from the quiver of caustic 

criticism." On a less positive note, D'Israeli cautioned, it may also deteriorate to 

"that malignant art" often cailed parody but which, in fact, "only studies to make the 

original of the parody, however b e a u m ,  contemptible and r i d i c~ lous . ' ~  

62 Isaac D'Israeli, Cun'osities of Literwe,  Second Senes (London: George 
Routledge and Sons, 1823), 347. 

63 Translation quoted in D'Israeli (347) and Priestman (14). 

64 Disraeli, 345. 



Given that both mere imitation and open hostility toward one's mode1 were 

generally unacceptable to the Victorian 1nind,6~ for what is such an attitude, as 

George Meredith quened, but "an excuse to be idly minded, or personaily lofty, or 

comfortably narrow, not perfectly huma ne,^'^^ DD'raeli's general approval of parody 

as a genial and "refined instnictor for the public, whose discernment is often blinded 

by ... prejudice'67 proved a useful justification for the practice of parody by those 

65 It was the persistent perception of parody's diminishing aspect that was 
to be the focus of a number of prominent mid- and late Victorian writers and critics 
In the third volume of his Modem Painters (1856), for example, John Ruskin 
addresses imitative arts in generd as a movement away from the virtues of 
"genuuieness" and imaginason. Whereas the genuine +ter "depends on [the] 
single gorious faculty of getting to the s p ~ g  of things and woriung out £rom that," 
the ununaginative writer works oniy on pre-existing surfaces: 'The unimaginative 
writer ... as he has never pierced to the heart, so he can never touch it. If he has to 
aint a assion, he remembers the extemal signs of it, he coilects expressions of it h m  otger writers, he searches for similes, he mm oses, exaggerates, heaps term on 

term, figure on figure, till we groan beneath the CO f' d disjointed heap." The 
byproduct of such unimaginative endeavour is more akin to "the thick, hot, 
umefreshing drainage from other men's meadows" than to l'the coolness, and 
clearness, and deliciousness of the water fresh from the fountain head" (The 
Complete Works of John Ruskin, ed. E.T. Cook and Alexander Wedderbum 
[London: George Ailen, 19031,252-3). 

Others chose to state similar charges against parody in more direct terms. 
George Eliot launches a vehement attack against what she sees as "the damaging 
tendency" of the spirit of burlesque/parody, with its reliance on "contempt and 
exultant gibing." Described variously as "a new Famine, a rneagre fiend, with lewd 
grin and clumsy hoof," parody is presented as "breathing a moral miidew over the 
harvest of Our human sentiment," a pernicious and insatiable presence that takes as 
its fuel those works of literature whch communicate to a culture "every sacred, 
heroic, and pathetic theme which serves to make up the treasure of human 
admiration,hope, and love." Su esting that parodic writing caters to "degraded 
appetites," debasing the works O Y Shakespeare and Dante "to the taste of rich 
fishmongers in the stalls and their assistants in the gallery," Eliot ponders the future 
such debasement may promise. Her conclusion bristles with class as well as iiterary 
implications: these are "premonitory s i p  of a hideous rnillennium, in which the 
lion wiil have to lie down with the lascivious monkeys, whom (if we may trust Pliny) 
his sou1 naturally abhors" ("Debashg the Moral Ciirrency," George Eliot's Works, vol. 
10 [Boston: Estes and Lauriat, 18941, 103-8). 

66 George Meredith, "On the Idea of Cornedy and of the Uses of the Comic 
S kit," in The Works of George Meredith, vol. 32 (Westminster: Archibald Constable, 
1 /i 98), 48. See also Walter Houghton, The Kcforian Frame of M i d  18304870 
(1957: New Haven: Yale UP, 1970): T h e  hostility to densive mockery, and to wit 
and ridicule in general, was strongly impressed on the Victorian mind (300). 



Victorian writers who continued to see it as one of "the most ancient of 

comicalitie~.'~ hdeed, as an anonymous essayist noted in The Smrday Review in 

1885, "the art of parody" must be recognized as "a method, often more tmly 

efficacious than more senous castigation, of exposing incornpetence and affectation" 

in the modern world? It *as this sense of parody as useful ridicule that was for 

many writers a welcome mode1 that persisted well into the next century, informing 

such general studies as Arthur Shadwell Martin's On Parody (1896)' Christopher 

Stone's Pmody (1914), and Mrs. Herbert Richardson's monograph of the same title 

published under the auspices of The English Association in 1 9 3 ~ ' ~  

Of the three, the most representative emphasis on parody as "usehl 

ridicule" can be found in Stone's book. Seeing in the parodic a vital expression of 

"the nervous energy of the age," Stone acknowledges parody's statu by this time as 

"'a department of pure criticism'." Providing commentary "of a most pungent 

quality; revealing to the reader peculiarities of style and thought which could hardly 

68 Anon., "Parody," The W ~ h i r t e r  Review 62 (July 1854): 52. 

69 14 February 1885,204. Rpt. in Walter Hamilton, Parodies of the Workr 
of English and Amen'ccuz Authors, 6 vols (1884-89; New York: Georg 01111s Verlag, 
1970), II.105. 

70 Arthur Shadweil Manin On Pcuody (New York: Henry Holt and 
Company, 1896), Mrs. Herbert Richardson, Pmody (London: The English 
Association, 1935). Martin was aiso characteristicaily late Victorian in his 
reiterations of the view that parody was to considered as 

a mirror revealing more of the mental and moral characteristics of the 
poet than we could gather from an hour's lectures. It betrays his 
literary style, his ultra-simplicity, not to Say commonness of diction, his 
dwelling upon unnecessary details, his almost dnveling over 
trivialitles, his intimate knowledge oc and sympathy with, the 
workings of Nature, his slimness of incident and puerilty of narrative. 
AU of these are pointed out one by one, but without comment. (99- 
100) 

Despite the efficacy of his critical discourse, however, the parodist must always 
attend to a smct decorum when it cornes to his comic touch: "Parody should srnile, 
not sneer," he is reminded. The "province" of his refunctioning "is to criticise and to 
amuse, but not to disfigure and to debase" through 'Wgar abuse" or "ill-natured 
personai attack." With such standards maintained, M& concludes, arody "needs 
no apologist" since "[ilts a h  is a reforming and purifying one" (95, 116 5 . 



be detected under a less searching light,dl parody functions "[iln the sphere of 

Letters" as "the quizncal art, the art of the man with the eyeglass, quick to seize the 

rnannensms of his betters and to raise a laugh by a piece of outrageous fooling, or 

by whiff of gentle malice." 

Often substituting the more evocative and troublesome "ridicule" for "gentle 

malice," Stone concludes that it is through this critical aspect that parody might 

become a "society's most effective means of curing inelasticity. It explodes the 

pompous, corrects the well-meanuig eccentric, cools the fanatical, and prevents the 

incompetent from achieving success. Tnith wiii prevail over it, falsehood will cower 

under W7' He sees in parody a critical counterpoint to one particularly popular 

form of pseudo-criticism, namely that practiced by the majority of contemporary 

book reviewers, "who [having] leanied that the tests of [their] competence are a 

quick grasp of superficialities, a well-stocked memoiy within reach of [their] a m -  

chair, and a power of compressed utterance, [are] never likely to develop into a 

critic of any weight." In the Light of such a bewildering and irritating "turmoil of 

cleverness," who better than the parodist, Stone asks, 'Io guide the taste of an ever- 

increasing mob of readers intent on some new thing?"73 

Parody came to be understood within a Victorian milieu, then, as discourse 

that fulfilled "a fundamentally critical act of assessrnent and acclirnati~ation"~~ and 

functioned in more subtie and inevitably more entertaining ways than ordinary 

71 Stone, 18,52. 

72 Ibid., 7-8. 

73 Ibid., 57. 

74 Priestman, 1. As Robert Alter notes in his Padd Magic: The Novelar a 
Self Comcious Genre (Berkeley: U of California P, 1975), "parody is precisely the 
literary mode that fuses creation with critique" (25). Emphasizing the arodic tg strategies of Sterne over those of Cervantes, Alter argues that in "ail [ el cap-and- 
bell antics" of TnmM? Shandy readen see "one of the shrewdest literary aitics of his 
century" (33). 



Literary criticism. Neither inclined toward "a confrontation with the original" nor 

beed toward an "uncontroiled modulation" that would rend it £rom any contact with 

preexisting pattern, parody is a controiled transformation that engages comic 

incongruity as a means by which to "criticize obliquely by suggestion or implication." 

Foregrounding as part of its own act of creation the "most striking peculiarities of 

subject matter and style of a iiterary work, an author, or a school or type of writing," 

it uses a comic shorthand that is able to cloak in humour "what the judicial or 

acadernic critic must write out at ~en~th . " '~  Imponantly, it is this late Victorian 

emp hasis on parody's commingliog of imitation, transformation, criticism, and 

humour that led the Russian Formalists to turn their attention to parody at the 

beginning of the twentieth century and to reconceptualize it as an important catalyst 

of cultural innovation and literary evolution. 

Although many of his statements on parodic refunctioning are brief and not 

consistently developed, Viktor Shklovsky is perhaps the best-known of the early 

formalist theorists to write about parody. Indeed, it is from the essays that came to 

constitute his intluentiai Theoty of Prose (1925) that a number of general literary 

characteristics have been extrapolated bom readings of parodic texts and applied to 

literature in general, most notably those characteristics subsequentiy considered in 

discussions of "discontinuity" (through the writings of Foucault) and "intertextuality" 

(through the writings of Bakhtin and Knsteva). 

Generaliy concerned with the processes by which language and Literary 

conventions become "algebrized or "automized" to a point at which usage and 

reception permit "the greatest economy of percepual effort,"76 Shklovsky advances 

the concept of "defamiliarizati~n~~ as a means of counteracting the effects of what he 

76 Viktor Shklovs , Z'ïzeo~ of Prose, tram. Benjamin Sher (Elmood Park: 
Dalkey Archive Press, 



sees as a regressive, habituated usage. By refunctioning othenvise familiar narrative 

devices "in such a way that the perceiver, pausing in his reading, dwells on the te*" 

the strategy of "laying barew7' those elements of narrative building which have 

become ouunoded or clichéd, effectively draws attention to their accepted 

petrification within a reading culture. As ShklovsYs contemporary Boris 

Tomashevsky obsented in his extended discussion of such techniques, this "pla: upon 

generally known literary rules M y  entrenched in tradition and used by the author 

in other than their traditional ways is indispensable for p r ~ d ~ . " ~ ~  

Noting that the "functions of parody are many," both Shklovsky and 

Tomashevsky reiterate the signincance of parody's transfomative functîon, seeing 

in it an oppomuiity for a refreshed critical as weii as creative view of the "old and 

habitual as if it were new and ~ n u s u a l . " ~ ~  It is at the point when a reader is 

prompted to pause to consider and reconsider the familiar pushed to the Limits of 

farnilia,rity that the literary work in generai, and the parodic in particular "attains it 

greatest and rnost-long lasting impact''o As Tornashevs ky notes: 

Thus devices are born, grow old, and die. To the extent that their use 
becomes automatic, they lose their efficacy and cease to be included 
on the list of acceptable techniques. Renovated devices with new 
functions and new meanings are required to prevent techniques kom 
becoming mechanical. Such renovation is like the use of a quotation 

77 Ibid., 147. 

Boris Tomashevslq, 'Thematics," Russian Formaikt Cntich: Four 
Essays, tram. Lee T. Lemon and Marion J. Reis (Lincoln: U of Nebraska P, 1965), 
80. And later: "in conventionai parodies, where we see a deliberate display of 
techniques ... the so-called 'laying bare' of a device (its use without the motivation 
which traditionaily accompanies it) is an indication of the iiterariness of the literary 
work" (84). 

'' Ibid., 94,85. 

Shklovsky, 12. 



kom an old author in a new application and with a new rneaningal 

Sharing much of Shklovsky and Tomashevslq's basic understanding of the 

role of parody in the transformation of algebrized conventions and literary devices, 

Yury Tynyanov expands this generd interest into a more systematic consideration of 

parody as a catalyst of literary change in his influentid Dostoyevsky i Gogol [K Teorii 

purodit1 (1921). Echoing the earlier formalist emphasis on d e f d a r i z a t i o n  as a 

means of counterbalancing the algebrization of literary devices, he points to two 

distinct yet related strategies by which such transformation of the familiar can be 

effected: stylization and parody. Closely related in that "[bloth live a double life" as 

imitation and creation of a text, parody is distinguished fkom stylization on the now- 

familiar bais of incongruity and Merentiation. Whereas stylization is d e h e d  by "a 

correspondence of the two levels" of this double life by which "the stylizing 

[refunctioning] level and the stylized [model] leve1"82 are rendered congruous, 

parody is d e h e d  by "an 'obligatory' (objuzatei'na) discrepancy ( n e v j u z k ~ ) ' ~ ~  

between the two levels. Marked not only by similarity but by sameness and 

daerence, parody foregrounds "the palpability of the disjunction" between the 

parodic stylization and its original. It is important to note that even when palpable, 

the refunctionings introduced by the parodist cannot be of such a degree as to 

render the original unrecognizable. "Parody exists," Tynyanov concludes, "insofar as 

Tornashevsky, 95. See also Tzvetau Todorov's discussion of these 
notions of renovation in 'The Ongins of Genres," Genres in Discourse, trans. 
Catherine Porter (New York: Cambridge UP, 1990), 13-26. 

82 Yury Tynyanov, Dostoevsky i Gogol [K Teorii parodii] ["Dostoevsky and 
Gogol: Towards a Theory of Parody'lb Dostoevsky und Gogol: Teas unù Cn'h'ch, 
tram and ed. Priscilla Meyer and Stephen Rudy (AM Arbor: Ardis, 1979), 104. 

83 Tynyanov, 104. In an article 'Towards a New Understanding of Parodyt' 
(Europem Stzuiies J o m d  2.2 [1985]: 7-13), Maja Herrnan-Sekulic su ests that 
T ~ ~ a n o v ' s  emp hasis on this obligatory discrepancy as "one crucial a erence" 
distmguishing parody kom stylization (the other is parody's comic nature) leads to a 
new understandin of parody as 'hot only discrepancy, but also a shift and 
displacement (of f! oreground and background material) within its dual structure" (8). 



a second levei of the work parodied is visible through the surface of a work The 

more narrow, definite and limited this second level is, the more all the details of the 

work carry a double nuance and are perceived from a double standpoint, and the 

stronger the parody will be.lU 84 in palimpsestus coda, a trace of sarneness must 

remain at the hem of the parodic work. 

Noting that the effect of this disjunction is perceived oniy if the convention 

that is refunctioned has become overly familiar to readers, Tynyanov suggests that it 

is through this attention to the renovation of such devices that parody becomes the 

catdyst of Literary change, a process of critical renewal that leads to "the 

organization of new matenal, in the presence of which the old device" is not erased 

but is renovatedOg5 Parody in this sense works by means of what Robert Scholes has 

called "a dialedc of defamiliarizati~n"~ to represent to a culture a potentid new 

stage of its literary-historical development, one that is at once respecthl of the 

traditions and rnodels hom which the present emerged while struggling to break 

free £rom the burden of those traditions in order to create and explore new 

imaginative oppominitiesY 

84 Ibid., 104, 109, 117. 

Ibid., 114. See also Boris Eichenbaurn's "O Henry and the Theory of the 
Short Story" (1925; Ann Arbor: U of Michigan, 1968): 

Stages in the evolution of every genre can be observed when the 
genre, once utilized as an entirely serious or 'high' one, undergoes 
regeneration, coming out in parodic or comic forrn ... Local and 
histoncal conditions bring about the most diverse variations, of 
course, but the rocess itself is a sort of suigenek law of evolution, 
maintairis its e 8 ects.. .. It is this way that the regeneration of a genre 
cornes about -- a transition from one set of possibilities and forms to 
another. (7) 

Robert Scholes, Strucfurair'imn in Literafure: An Introduction (New Haven: 
Yale UP, 1974). 185. 

87 See also HermanSekulic, 7; and Rose, Pcuody: AAnent, Modem, and 
Post-modem 120. 



Often critical of the early formalist ideas which he adopted and further 

developed, it is Mikhail Bakhtin whose work has emerged as "one of the most 

detailed, however unsystematic, discussions of parody that has been written in 

modem times.i88 Whereas such formalist predecessors as Shklovsky and Tynyanov 

considered parody in an isolated literary context, moving only in their later writing 

toward a fornalistic-sociolopical approach, Bakhtin advances even in his early 

essays an understanding of parody within a sociocultural context, specificaily as a 

manifestation of what he c d s  variously "polyglossia" and "heteroglossia" - the 

stniggie of discourses within a single text. 

Wre Tynyanov, Bakhtin sees in parody a double structure, in his case a 

"double-voiced" discourse that " h a  a twofold direction ... directed both toward the 

referential object of speech, as in ordinary discourse, and toward another's 

dk~ourse''~ within a historical and cultural context. Parody reveals to Bakhtin a 

marked tendency to engage in a dialogue with other, often single-voiced or 

monologic discourses, evaiuating them against its own double-voicedness in order to 

reveal their conventionality and algebrized limitations. Although he never refers 

directly to Tynyanov's emphasis on disjunction between the various voices engaged 

in such a dialogue, Bakhtin establishes a sense of difference as the aspect of parody 

that distinguishes it £rom such other double-voiced discourses as stylization and s k m .  

Again, the expression of voices found in stylization is ultimately corroborative and 

consonant with the mode1 discoune, while that which occurs in parody introduces 

88 Clive R. Thomson, Genre/Ideology," Le Singe a la porfe: Vers 
une theorie de la parodie, ed. York: Lang, 1984), 100. Dane, concurs, 
calling Bawitin's writing on parody "unquestionably the most important and 
influentid to appear in this centuryl' (Parody 8). 

89 Rose, Pmody Ancient, Modem, mid Post-modem 126. 



incongmity, what Bakhtin characterizes as a semantic intention in opposition to that 

of the original.90 

Parody also distinguishes itself from stylization through the diversity of its 

potential effea. Whereas the original "can be stylized essentially ody in one 

direction," namely in a direction consonant with its original task or intention, parody 

can refunction "[tlhe other's style ... in various directions." It can, in formalist terms, 

90 Mikhail Bakhtin, Problerny peotiki Dosroevskogo (1929) [Problems of 
Dostoevsky's Poetics], trans. Caryl Emerson (Minneapolis: U of Minneapolis P, 
1984), 193-4. Although much has been made by criucs attempting to ahgn the 
Bakhtinian sense of "struggle" among voices with the habit of viewing parody as a 
destructive device or as an arena of hostile battle between voices, he remained 
focused on the potential of parodic refunctioning to express diversity and challenge 
while retaining the integrity of the parodized discourse within the parodic text. As 
his formalist redecessors had explained, the sense of "struggle" among discourses is 
not necess anf y synonymous with destruction or even submission. Rather it is more 
akin to a sense of repelling than of erasure. As he often does, Tynyanov rovides 
some clanfication wth his suggestion that discourses "do not even stnigg& in the 
sense of codict or confrontation; rather "they simply bypass each other, negating 
each other or paying each other homage, and they are antagonistic only by the fact 
of their existence" (101). "Stniggle" results, then, ffom contemporaneity not conflin 
The fact that parody hvokes a "stmggle" for independence from exïsting Literary 
f o m  and models does not suggest that the Zranquished discourse or genre is 
obliterated or ceases to exist. "It is only knocked from the crest," as Shklovsky 
explains in his Romanov (1921); "it lies dormant and may again rise as a perennial 
retender to the throne." Like any "revolution," such parodic renewal or revival of 

eterary f o m  wiU always be "made more complex by the presence of features of the 
younger schools and with features, now secondary, inherited kom its predecessors 
on the throne ("Quoted in Boris Eichenbaum,'The Theory of the 'Formal Method" 
in Lemon and Reis, 135). 

Moreover, in both his "From the Prehistory of ii~veiistic Discourse" and 
"Discourse in the Novel," Bakhtin reiterates that a central characteristic of 
"authentic and productive" parody cornes from the fact that it "must be precisely a 
parodic styluatz'on, that is, it must re-create the parodied language as an authentic 
whole, giving it its due as a language possessing its own interna1 logic and one 
capable of revealing its own world inextricably bound up with the parodied 
language." As he notes of the parodic sonnets with which Cervantes's Don mirore 
begins, "we must first recognize a sonnet, recognize its form, its specific style, its 
manner of seeing, its manner of selecting fkom and evaiuating the world - the world 
view of the sonnet, as it were" before the parody can be recognized. To be anything 
less than a detailed representation of the form and content of the mode1 to be 
parodied, he ar es elsewhere, is to degenerate into "a gross and superficial 

t%u desmiaiûn of e other's langua e," a malicious diminution that he ca s ,  in an r! admittedly problematic choice O words, "rhetoricd arody" (The Dialoge 
ImagUiutîorc Four Essays, tram. Cary1 Emerson and hl 'chael Holquist, ed. Michael 
Holquist [Austin: U of Texas P, 1981],51,364). Subsequent references to these 
texts will appear parentheticaily within the body of this study. 



make the original defamiliar by introducing into it new and varied "accents," a key 

point Bakhtin emphasizes in a statement that reiterates the interdependence of 

form and content in parody: 

Parodistic discourse can be extremely diverse. One c m  parody 
another person's style as a style; one can parody another's socially 
typical or individually characterological rnanner of seeing, thinking, 
and speaking. The depth of parody may also Vary: one can parody 
merely superficial verbal f o m ,  but one can also parody the very 
deepest principles goveming another's discourse. Moreover, the 
parodistic itself may be used in various ways by the author: the parody 
may be an end in itself (for example, literary parody as a genre), but it 
may also serve to further other positive goals .... But in al1 possible 
variations of parodistic discourse the relationship between the 
author's and the other person's aspirations remains the same: these 
aspirations puli in different directions, in contrast to the unidirectional 
aspirations of stylization. (Problems 193-4) 

Bakhtin schematizes these variations, classifjmg parody as a "vari-directionai 

double-voiced discourse," the second type of his third class of discourse ("discourse 

with an orientation toward someone else's discourse"); stylization, in contrast, is 

classifïed as "unidirectional double-voiced discourse," the first type of this third class 

(Problems 199). 

In a shift that makes his theory of parody especialy valuable when 

considering nineteenth-century Literature, Bakhtin breaks with the classical Limiting 

of parody to a comic "turning of a verse by altering some words." Instead, he 

suggests that the "internaliy dialogized interillumination" characteristic of "authentic 

and productive parody" h d s  its most vital expression in the novel, the literary form 

with a "peculiar ability to open a window in discourse bom which the extraordinary 



variety of social languages can be perceived.'dl 'The novel," he argues, "parodies 

other genres (precisely in their role as genres); it exposes the conventionality of 

their forms and their language, it squeezes out some genres and incorporates others 

into its own peculiar structure, reformulating and re-accentuating them." It is 

through the emergence and development of these "novelistic tendencies" within a 

culture, and in particular when those tendencies emphasize such vari-directional, 

double-voiced discourses as parody, that "the establishment and growth of a generic 

skeleton" of a distinct and renovated literature takes place (Imagination s ) ? ~  
Significantly, it is through his consideration of the deliberately double- 

stmctured and "hetero-voiced" (Problems 107-8) novels of such comic writers as 

Fielding and Sterne (writers of particular importance in histones of English parody 

and whose common debt to Cervantes has generated extensive l i t e r a t ~ r e ~ ~ )  that 

Michael Holquist, Dialogicm: BaWitin and HLr WorM (London: 
Routledge, 1990), 72. 

92 As Anthony Hassall points out in his essay "Fielding and the Novel as 
Parody," the novelistic form has produced a parodic reflection "as regularly and as 
inevitably as a governent produces an O osition. Cervantes began Don mirore 
by arodying the chivalric romances. Fie #' hg's novel-writing began with parodies 
of flchardson ... Sterne parodied, among other things, the well-made novel of 
Fielding. Jane Austen parodied the excesses of Mrs Radcliffe and the Gothic 
novelis ts in Northanger Ab bey" (Southem Review 13.1 [1980] : 2 1). 

93 Hazlitt pointed to many of the subtleties of this affiliation as early as 
1819 in his lecture "On the English Noveiists" (208-65). Cntics interested in Sterne 
generally agree that he was familiar with Peter Motteux's 1719 translation of Don 
Quixote, which he considered a favourite text; indeed, in the second instahent of 
Trr'irtrarn Shandy he turns to two authors who figured prominently in his life and 
writing, invoking "the ashes of my dear Rubelais, and dearer Cewmtes" (3.19.151). 
Important among recent studies exploring this literaq relationship are Ian Watt, 
"The Self-Conscious Narrator in Comic Fiction before 'Tristram Shandy,' PMLA 67 
(1952): 163-85; Alan B. Howes, "Laurence Sterne, Rabelais and Cervantes: The Two 
Kinds of Laughter in Tristram Shandy" in Lmrrence Sterne: RiddIes and Mysten'es, ed. 
Valerie Grosvenor Myer (London: Vision, 1984): 39-56; Edward L. Niehus, 
"Quixote Figures in the Novels of Sterne," Essqs Ut Litertzture 12.1 (1985): 41-60; 
and Donald R. Wehrs, "Sterne, Cervantes, Montaigne: Fideistic Skepticism and the 
Rhetoric of Desire," Comparative Literature Studies 25 (1988): 127-51. 1 hzve 
discussed the Cervantes-Fielding axis earlier (see 1154). 



Bakhtin connects parody to his much broader conception of "heteroglossia" 

Dehed  as the presence in a novel of "mother's speech in another's language, serving 

to express authorid intentions but in a refracted way," heteroglossia is affiliated with 

parody through the latter's potential as "a special type of double-voiced discoune" to 

serve "two speakers at the same time and expresses simultaneously two different 

intentions: the direct intention of the character who is speaking and the refkacted 

intention of the author" (Imagination 324). A "form for appropriating and 

organizing heteroglossia that is both extemaily vivid and at the same time 

histoncally profound," parodic novels exploit the genre's conventions and preexisting 

potentialities in order to penetrate "the deepest levels of Literary and ideologicai 

thought itself' (Imagination 301). Not limited to mere imitation, parody facilitates a 

dialectical reconsideration of al1 levels of cultural discoune, bringing together 

within a single text "a mixing [of the] various 'languages' coexisting within the 

boundaries of a single diaiect, a single national language, a single branch, a single 

group of different branches or different groups of such branches, in the historical as 

weil as paleontological past of languages" (Imaginatrion 358-9). Thus "every parody," 

Bakhtin reiterates, "is an intentional dialogized hybrid [within which] language and 

styles actively and mutudy illuminate one another." It is as if, he concludes, "they 

actually hold a conversation with each other" (Imaginarion 76,324). 

This reconceptualization of parody in terms of its fundamental and constant 

interaction not only with an original (which it imitates and transforms) but also with 

the greater whole of the heteroglossia has sigmfîcant implications for an 

understanding of parody as cultural dialectic. Offering a provocative and useful 

counterpoint to approaches which attempt to limit parody to a special type of 

intertextual event dealing solely with textual n o m  and rnodelsP4 Bakhtin marks 

94 See, for instance, Tuvia Shlonsky, "Literary Parody: Remarks on its 
Method and Function," Proceedings of the Fourth Congress of the Intemational 



parody as an ideological discoune in the richest sense of the word and as a vital 

participant in the fuii range of discursive exchange that takes "rneaning and shape at  

a particular histoncal moment in a sociaily specific society" (Imagination 276). 

Unable to remain isolated from the culturai circumstance in which it is produced 

and consumed, parody "cannot fail to bmsh up against thousands of living dialogic 

threads," each "indissolubly tied up with each other and ... in continual mutual 

interaction" (Imagination 276,254). Deeply embedded in the fundamental 

diversities of a social heteroglossia and "pregnant with potential for new world 

views, with new 'internai fonns' for perceiving the world in words" (Imagyiation 

360), parody in its fullest dialogic implications can be understood as a significant 

"force [in] revealing, inverting or subverting, the conventions and constraints" 

(Problem 108) that corne to burden readers and writers within a culture. Released 

from the restrictions associated with the simple imitation of preexisting literary 

forms, parody engages the densities and textures of the diverse cultural voices 

"s haping reality [in] the living present ... the plane of the present day, in the zone of 

irnmediate and even crudely familiar contact with living contemporaries" (Problem 

262)?5 

As one might expect, the nature of the laughter associated with such an 

interiUuminating discourse is an important and complex one. It is an 

understatement to suggest that laughter was essential to Bakhtin, to whom it "has a 

deep philosophicai meaning" as "one of the essential f o m  of the tmth concerning 

the world as a whole, concerning history and man; it is a peculiar point of view 

relative to the worid; the world is seen anew, no less (and perhaps more) profoundly 

than when seen from the serious standpoint." Moreover, he suggests, ll[c]ertain 

Comparative Literature Associatzbn II, ed. F. Jost (The Hague: Mouton, 1966), 797- 
801; Dane, "Parody and Satire: A Theoretical Model," Genre 13 (1980): 145-59; and 
Rose, P arody//uef~~fiction, 44-9. 

95 See also Imagination, 262-3. 



essential aspects of the world are accessible on& to l a ~ ~ h t e r . " ~ ~  Bound as he is to 

incorporate into his own creation the narrative conventions and traditions he sets 

out to refunction comicaliy, the parodist produces a laughter that is best described 

as irreduably reflexive, a laughter that can suffer fiom no self-delusion, £rom no 

presumption of "laughmg at" the model that is part of the parodic text's own past 

and present. As Hannoosh explains: 

Parody's basic definition as a cornical rewriting of another work 
prevents it from proposing itself as dennitive. Implicating itself in its 
challenge to the parodied work, it suggests its own potential as a 
target or model text. From a theoretical perspective, it suffers from 
no self-delusion but rather flaunts the fact that it is as vulnerable and 
tenuous as the parodied workg7 

Parody, in other words, "lets nothing rest secure, including what it seerns to 

e n d o r ~ e . ' ~ ~ ~  

Indeed, parody's double-stmctured inventiveness thrives on this refl 

laughter. The more beiievable and alive Don Quixote becomes, for instance, the 

more he draws readers into the chivairic adventures for which he quests and the 

more he produces a laughter that can never become wholiy dismissive. Cervantes as 

parodist ultimately convives a situation whereby his hero's nobility and the energies 

of his adventures are grounded M y  in their proximity to the ideas which render 

him a fool and the chivalric romance "a stagnant form that could no longer address 

96 Mikhail Bakhtin, Tvo~hestvo Frcursua Rable [Rczbelair and His World], 
trans. Helene Iswolsky (1936; Cambridge: MIT Press, 1968), 66, emphasis mine. 
Subsequent references to this text will appear parenthetically within the body of this 
study. 

97 Hannoosh, Parody Md Decadence 18. 

98 Ibid., 7. See also her 'The Reflexive Function of Parody," CompcuafSve 
Literature 41.2 (1989): "the parody actuaily rebounds upon itself, &g itself into 
question as it does the parodied work, and suggesting its own potential as a model 
or target, a work to be rewritten, transformed, even parodied in its tuni" (114). 



itself to the problems of the day.lbW Raders of the Quirote are themselves 

inevitably drawn toward this self-reflexivity, made to reaiize that the madness at 

which they laugh is never merely a device for amusement but that it "wili 

increasingly command attention in its own right and, in effect, becomes a mantle of 

comedy behind which Cervantes conceals his witîy luges at the reader's common 

sense. "'* "[Vlery few readers, amidst their mirth or pity," as Dr. Johnson observed, 

"cm deny that they have admitted visions of the same kind as the knight errant at 

some time in their reading lives, "though they have not, perhaps, expected events 

equally strange, or by means equaiiy inadequate. When we pity him, we reflect on 

our own disappointments; and when we laugh, our hearts inform us that he is not 

more rididous than ourselvedol Even readers who remain aloof from these 

quixotic errors, certain that Cervantes's novel is to unfold as a consistent parody of 

tales of chivalric knights, are not safe. Confronted with a second book embedded 

within the @hote, written by a second fictionalized author in which readers of the 

first taie now appear as characters, even the most confident readers are soon 

implicated in the foolishness they have been so willing to attribute to the erratic 

knight but a few pages earlier. Parodic laughter is, as Cervantes and Bakhtin 

remind us, "like an entire system of crooked mirrors, elongating, diminishing, 

99 Edwin Williamson, The Half- Way H o m  of Fiction: Don Quixote und 
Arthutim Romance (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984), 203. 

lûû Ibid., 200. 

lol The Rambler No. 2 (24 Mach 1750), The Yale Edition of the Works of 
Samuel Johnson, ed. W J .  Bate and Albrecht B. Strauss (New Haven: Yale UP, 
1969), 3.11. See also his Lives of the EnglLh Poets, in which he suggests that 
"Cervantes had so much kindness for Don Quixote, that, however he embarrasses 
him with absurd distresses, he gives him so much sense and virtue as may preserve 
our esteem; wherever he is, or whatever he does, he is made by matchless dexterity 
commonly ridiculous, but never contemptible" (London: LM. Dent, 1925: 1.119). 
Meredith, among others, concurs with Johnson's observation, noting in An Essay on 
Cornedy that: "Heart and mind laugh out at Don Quixote, and still you brood on 
him" (136-7). 



distorthg in various directions and to various degreesl' (Problem 126-7). It is a 

laughter that without contradiction can be understood as an expression of the vital 

diaiectic of imitation and change, admirmo and criticism, respect and humour. 

It is this comic balancing of admiratio and cnticism coupled with a steadfast 

"refusal to pose mutually exclusive alternatives" that distinguishes parody from the 

genre with which it is most often confounded: satire. As many of the critics cited in 

this chapter acknowledge, parody and satire have a natural though not 

unproblematic afnnity for each other; "mutually illuminating," they are "difficult at 

times to unravel. "lo2 Indeed, it is a kinship that has been explained and 

reconfigured by writen according to a veritable catalogue of sympathies, notably a 

shared reliance on the rhetorical trope of irony,lo3 the inappropriate perception of 

their common attitude of derision toward their target,lo4 or according to the 

aforementioned view that such diverse writers as Aristophanes, Fielding, and 

Austen used parody as one of the more (or less) important mechanisrns of their 

lo2 Michael Issacharoff, "Parody, Satire and Ideology, or the Labyrinth of 
Reference" RNirta di Letterature Moderne e Compmate (Pisa, Italy) 42.3 (1989): 21 1, 
214. As Linda Badley notes in her 'The Aesthetics of Postmodern Parody: An 
Extended Definition," there is a long tradition in which "parody is classined as a 
minor form of satire, from which it derives its attack function, humor, and 
unreliabiIityl1 (The Cornpcuaht 7 [1983]: 37). Issacharof provides the following 
synopsis of this complex relationship: "Satire can ... include parody in its critical 
arsenal; parody, on the other hand, does not have to comprise satire. From this it 
can be concluded, perhaps, that parody is subordinate to satire. Yet (and to 
complicate still M e r ) ,  parody can have a satirical intent -- so that the deliberate 
distortion of an intertext may b intended to have a social, political and 
philosophical impact more ro ound than the immediate purpose of undermining a 
spetific textual target" (216f: 

r 
Io3 See, for instance, Wayne C. Booth, A Rhet& of lrony (Chicago: U of 

Chicago P, 1974), 71-2; and Hutcheon, Theory 50-55. 

lo4 See, for instance, Gilbert Highet, The Anatomy ofSatire (Princeton: 
Princeton UP, 1962), 67-147. 



satire.lo5 Although 1 must acknowledge the cornplexity of the interaction between 

the two discourses as well as the fact that "the transmissions of literary satire 

through the medium of parody has, of course, been common practice,"106 the works 

explored in this snidy are unique in so far as their prirnary gesture is the less 

tendentious double movement of parody; satiric undertones, if they do appear in 

these works are incidental when considered in ternis of what each writer establishes 

within the broader and dialogized framework of his or her pnrody. 

In short, where parody is inherently ambiguous in its relationship with its 

textual and cultural antecedents, satire "seizes the right of self-as~ert ion,"~~~ 

assuming "a critical attitude, and at least implicitly, the will to reform the world by 

castigating its vices."lo8 Openly taking sides in the cultural and Uiteilectual debates 

of the day, and shaped by assumptions of "an audience less learned, less 

intellectually committed, than himself,"L09 the satinst "remains, above aii, 

convinced of the authority of bis] own message. [He] carefully divides wrongs from 

rights and puts everything [he] denounces on one side" of an equation that can then 

serve as a measure agaimt which future issues can be discredited or validated. 110 

There is little chance, for instance, that readers of Thomas Chandler Haliburton's 

See, for instance, Hardy, 417; and 
Pmody: James Joyce 's Ulysses, Thomas Mann 's 
1985), 5-6. 

lo6 Rose, Parody//Metafiction 43. 

Kiremdijan, A Study of Modem 
Doctor Faustus (New York: London, 

LU-J F.R. Scott and M.M.  Smith, The Blasted Pine: An Anthology of Satire 
Invective and Disrespectfil Verse ChieB> by Cm& Wn'ten (Toronto: Macmillan, 
1957), xviii. 

'O8 Weisstein, 804. 

lo9 Eu ene P. Kirk, Menippean Satire: An Annotated Catalogue of Texts and 5 Critickm (New ork: Garland, 1980), xi. 

Marthe Robert, 7'he Old Md the New: From Don Quixote to &$ka, 
trans. Carol Cosman (Berkeley: U of California P, 1977), 25. 



satinc Cioclaaker sketches (1835-36) will miss or misunderstand the writer's 

position on those issues with which he agreed (the validity of constitutional 

monarchy and support for railway construction) or those with which he disagreed 

(the influences of unchecked Amencan republicanisrn and Old World paternalism). 

Important is the recognition that in those instances when satire invokes 

laughter,lll it is a laughter firmly grounded in this assumption of superiority, a 

mocking and at times even hostile rejection of the targets of the satire.lL2 Unlike 

the reflexivity of parodic laughter, which Meredith describes as enfolding those who 

laugh "with the wretched host of the world ... in an ignoble assimilation," the 

laughter generated by satire appeals "because, like the beak of the vulture, it srnelis 

of c a x ~ i o n . " ~ ~ ~  Sterne goes so far as to establish this distinction between parodic 

and satiric laughter as part of The Life and Opinions of TNnam Shmidy, Gentleman 

(1760-7), which takes as its target exactly the sense of superiority that informs the 

ridiculhg laughter of satire: "'tis wrote, an'please your worships, against the spleen; 

in order, by a more Erequent and more convulsive elevation and depression of the 

diaphragm, and the succussations of the intercostal and abdominal muscles in 

laughter, to drive thegall and other bitter juices f?om the gd-bladder, liver, and 

sweet-bread of his majesty's subjects, with all the inimicitious passion which belong 

Kirk, for instance, dedicates a whole section of bis annotated Catalogue 
of Menippean satire to the with what he calls "Ancient Parodic 
Menippean Satire." and Literary Allusion in 
Menippean Satire," 

ln Booth, 71-2. 

Meredith, 64, 19. He reiterates this oint later, stating that "[ilf you 
detect the ridicule, and your kindliness is chiUed y if you are slipping into the grasp 
of satire" (270). 

E 



to them, dom into their duodenums" (IV.xxi.225). The laughter of satire is, Bakhtin 

argues, "a laughter that does not laugh" (Rabelair 45).l14 

As "an historical and a cultural as well as a fonnal event" that looks "to the 

pervasive fictions of the world, the vacancies and deadened codes of [a] system- 

ridden ... social order,"'l5 parody becornes an appealing discourse for a culture in a 

state of transition and £Iux.ll6 A mode of "imitation with a difference" that 

becomes a culture in which preexisting Literary forms and cultural discourses can no 

longer be understood in the generally accepted way, parody opens a dialogue with 

past models and c ~ l ~ r a l  assumptions. It is a dialogue, more specincally, that 

promotes a synthetic refunctioning by which similarity and difference can coexist; 

those discursive practices that serve the merely imitative or that perpetuate what has 

stagnated within a culture are seen to fa11 away when reflected in the mirror of 

parody. 

Certainly Canadian culture as it came to be shaped and reshaped from 

about the rniddle of the nineteenth century onward proves a fine testing ground for 

such a theoretical claim. Faced with a social and cultural reality defined 

increasingly by patterns of urbanization and industrialization, and with a cultural 

landscape openly and explicitly shaped by issues of language, gender, socioeconomic 

privilege, and regional disparities, not to mention a persistent and pervasive 

uncertainty about the definition and role of culture in the New World, English 

Canada was characterized by its unstable "heterogiossia." Moreover, it was a culture 

that knew and appreciated parody. Extended and sophisticated genre parodies by 

He states earlier in this book that "one of the essential differences" of 
parodic laughter £rom that raised through satire is that the "satirist whose 
negative places himself above the objea of his mockery, he is opposed to 

Bradbury, 64. 

Kiremidjian, "Aesthetia" 242. 



such writers as Cervantes, Sterne, Jane Austen (Northanger Abbey, 1818), William 

Makepeace Thackeray (Novek by Eminent H a . ,  1847), and Bret Harte 

(Condemed Novek, 1867) were joined on the shelves of private and circulating 

libraries by such immensely popular anthologies as the Smith brothers' Rejected 

Addresses: or the New nteatmm Poetarurn (1812)11' and Walter Hamilton's six- 

volume Parodies of the Wurks of Engfkh and Amencan Authors (1884-89). Reaching 

an even more diverse reading audience were such internationally recognized 

magazines as Punch and Blackwoodr, both of which promoted the works of such 

notable practitioners as J.K. Stephen, Arthur Quiller-Couch, and Barry Pain. 

Widely available throughout English Canada, these magazines were complemented 

by such popular local comic publications as Grip, Diogenes, and GtinchucWe, all of 

which continued the English tradition of adopted casual verse and prose parodies as 

a regular feature and of sponsoring regular competitions for parodies on set 

subjects. 

Victorian English Canada offers, too, a rich context for a reconsideration of 

parody as a catalyst of literary and cultural change, for, as Bakhtin notes, "[olnly that 

which is itself developing can comprehend development as a process" (Imagination 

7). The second haif of the nineteenth century in Canada was a period during which, 

to bonow Hugh Stowell's description of mid-nineteenth centuq England, "[olld 

formula, old opinions, hoary systems [were] being throm into the smelting-pan ... 
[to bel cast anew."l18 As rnost cultural historias agree, collectively these were 

Considered by many critics of the day as "the most felicitous example 
we possess of skilful Parody" (Anon. "Parody," The Westminikter Review [1854]: 58) 
and spawning numerous imitations (Notes anà Queries, 7 J a n  1871: 15-16), Rejected 
Addresses attained immediate success, with at least five editions a pearing by the 8 end of 1812 and thirteen by the end of 1813. New editions, inch h g  a pocket 
version (Routledge, 1888), continued to appear on both sides of the Atiantic weii 
into the twentieth century. 

Hugh Stowell, 'The Age We Live In," Exeter Hall Lectures 6 (1850-51) 
45-6; cited in Houghton, 9. 



some of the rnost important "transitional decades"l19 in Canada's social, culturai, 

and economic history. Spurred forward by the same spirit of expansion and 

economic promise that the British North Amenca Act would situate firmly in 

Canadian hands, Victorian Canada was shaped by the political and social discourses 

that coalesced to fire the imaginations of the Fathers of Confederation. With their 

dedication to such nation-building policies as westward expansion, transcontinental 

railway construction, and protective tariffs, this group of men was dedicated to 

"transform[ing] a disparate collection of superfluous British colonies into a 

prosperous, integrated, and modern society."lto Balanced against the pervasive and 

at times even ebuliient optimism that accornpanied this belief in the boundlessness 

of Canadian material progress was an undercurrent of concem, a persistent sense to 

those who lived through them that the events leading up to the dechration of "the 

union of 1867 did not appear to be an accomplishment ringing with finality and 

conclusiveness."nl Prominent among these persistent reservations was an oft- 

articulated sense that the longstanding "faith in the existence of ultimate truths in 

religion and ethics, in politics, econornics, and aesthetics (as weil as in the namal  

sciences), and in the capacity of the human mind to discover them, by some form of 

reason or of intuition"122 was being challenged by the ascendance of less stable and 

even confrontational modes of inquiry. 

Mariana Valverde, nte e of Li ht, Soap and Water: Mord Refom in 
English Cm& 18854925 (Toronto: "a cCle If and and Stewart, 1991), 15. 

120 William Westfall, Two WorIdr: The Protestant Culture of Nineteenth- 
Centus, Ontario (Kingston and Montreal: McGill-Queen's UP, 1989), 3. 

12' Car1 Berger, nte Sense of Power: Shcdies Ur the Idem of Canadian 
Impenalim, 1867-1914 (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 1970), 4. 

U2 Houghton, 14. 



Parody offered writers a viable and popular strategy for exploring such 

deeply rooted cultural providing an imaginative and narrative 

framework with deep classical roots for understanding how semblance and 

difference can coexist within a given cultural framework "without being swallowed 

up or losing their ~ i n ~ u l a r i t ~ . " * ~  Lncreasingiy forced to acknowledge the infiuences 

-- fonnal, cultural, and ideological -- of not one but two powerful national literatures 

and cultures (EngIish and Amencan), Victorian Canadians were becoming 

increasingly sensitive to their own emerging stanis in relation to the extra-literary 

forces pulling from without and, more irnponantiy, from within. As Kuester notes: 

These influences, which [were] often accompanied by extra-literary 
and extra-cultural - political and economic -- pressures [had] to be 
adapted to the new, Canadian environment. Literary models may be 
imitated or emulated, and experiences may be repeated in a new 
country and a new literature d e M g  their independence; but they 
have to be repeated with a difference, if not with a vengeance. 125 

Questions about where to look for cultural models and, moreover, what role 

literature had at this juncnire in a young country's cultural development became 

questions often raised and increasingly difficult to answer. Forced, on the one hand, 

to appeal to that segment of the Canadian population for whom culture and 

literature were generally seen as tools of edification and moral instruction, critics 

and thinkers were, on the other hand, acutely aware that the reading public cared 

less about edification than about the business of building a prosperous Me for 

123 Forwarding a structural mode1 of modern Canadian ~arody,  Kuester 
agrees with this understanding of parody "as a progressive literar); moddity that 
becomes useful and effective in the self-definition of a 'new' literature that is 
situated between the iduential poles of the European and the Amencan tradtions" 
(5)- 

124 Foucault, Order 24-5. 

Kuester, 23. 



themselves and for a new country. Free to test, to critique, and even to subvert in a 

sharp and clearly marked manner the disparate voices circulating within a given 

culture at any historical moment, parody provides these wrîters with the oppomuiity 

to celebrate the diversities of their contemporary culture and to probe the 

distinguishing characteristics of their creative geneaiogy, to explore with the 

fieedoms of the parodic spirit the multitudes of contiguous and interweaving forms 

and styles of narrative, archetypes, imaginary regions, and views of the world and of 

art that Lingered tantaliziogly on the not-too-distant horizon of the Canadian 

imagination. 

To the modern reader, exploring parody as a culîural dialectic offers an 

unusual critical perspective on the period in which such vitally dialogized texts were 

produced and consumed. Offering insights into contemporary opinions relating to 

the major literary figures, forms, and movements of a period, parody also 

encourages wider speculations about the cultural and ideologicai status invested in 

literature and literary texts during the period in question. To the parodist, as to the 

critic, questions of text and culture are of interest because they are seen to 

illuminate the values, the motives, and the assumptions of those who would use or 

respond to those components of an original in that social circumstance. Ln this 

sense, parody historicizes, shining a light on the social, historical, and even 

geographical forces at work on texts and readers at the moment in cultural history 

when they meet. 

Although some attention has been paid to this notion of parody as dialeaic 

in t e m  of contemporary Canadian fiction, notably Kuester's insightful study of how 

what he calls "progressive parody" cornes to structure such contemporary Canadian 

historical novels as Timothy Findley's The W m  (1977) and Famous Last Wordr 

(1981), George Bowering's Buming W m r  (1980), and Margaret Atwood's The 



Handmaid's Tde ( 1 9 8 ~ ) , ' ~ ~  little attention has yet been paid to parody in 

nineteenth-century Canada, that juncture in Canadian history that marked the 

emergence of many of the state and cultural institutions that continue to shape and 

infiuence social and cultural dynamics even today. In general, the critical 

assumption has been to dismiss nineteenth-century Canadian parodies as "still 

rather crude. lln7 Although more respectful and positive in its treatment, Balisch's 

recent doctoral shidy, "Scnib Growth: Canadian Humour to 1912" (1994), W l s  its 

promise to be "an exploration" which includes parody within its scope, but offers 

little in the way of sustained critical anaiysis.n8 The foilowing chapters will 

demonstrate that in a number of important ways parody and novelistic parody in 

particdar were especially weil suited as a means of expressing and exploring both 

the vitalities and the ambivalences that came to defïne this period in Canada's 

literary history. 

126 See dso  Carole Gerson's "Sarah Binks and Edna Jacques: Parody, 
Gender, and the Construction of Literary Value," Camdim Literature 134 (1992): 
62-73. 

127 Kuester, 148-49. 

128 Loretta Faith Balisch, "Scmb Growth: Canadian Humour to 1912 - An 
Exploration" (Ph.D. diss., Mernorial University of Newfoundland 1994). 



"A VERY GREAT CHANGE HAS TAKEN PLACE": 
PARODY AND THE GEOGRAPHY OF CANADIAN CULTURE 



Chapter One 

"A Very Great Change Has Taken Placew: 
Parody and the Geography of Canadian Culture 

In Rabelais mid His World, Bakhth makes the one reference to Canada that appears 

in the body of his work. Discussing the French humanist's comic r e n d e ~ g  of 

Pantagmel's northwesterly journey to the icy undeworld (itself a parodic stylization 

of Dante's Divina Commedia), he points to the various levels of correspondence 

between Rabelais's text and Jacques Cartier's journal account of his 1540 voyage to 

Canada; it was Cartier's colonial venture, Bakhtin suggests, that had a particdarly 

complex and important effect on the European WeltMschmtung. For Bakhtin, this 

effect was felt most tellingly on what might be best descrîbed as the g e o ~ ~ l ~ d  

dimensions of the Old World imagination, for it was Cartier's discove~y of the New 

World that occasioned an Old World reevaluation of the representation and 

conceptualization of land and place, prompting a reconsideration of the frames and 

structures that had until this point guaranteed to the Old World imagination a sense 

of geocultural centrality and topographic certainty (Rabelair 397-400). So radical 

were the intellectual and imaginative restnicturings necessitated by the new 

geocultural information that throughout the earliest explorations of the New World 



whole editions of joumals and rnaps were destroyed or bought up and hidden 

Wbecause they were thought to disseminate the wrong kind of inf~rmation."~ 

In Canada, this moment of contact between Cartier and the shores of the 

New World proved even more resonant. As Carole Gerson notes, bom this pivotal 

sighting came the "first literary artifacts arising fkom the European encounterlq2 with 

this new land, anecdotal and narrative descriptions that functioned as verbal 

parallels to the topographical illustrations that were some of the h t  visual records 

of what Rabelais had designated as a vast and ffozen land. The journals of Cartier 

and his crew were followed through the eighteenth and nineteenth century by an 

extensive "documentation of travel and senlement: visitors' narratives, pioneers' 

letters home, and settlers' guides - word sketches often accompanied by pictorial 

sketches ... produced by British officers and their wi~es ."~  But as journeys and 

journals accumulated, so, too, did the notions of Canada as a problematic new land, 

as a site at which the Old World topographie certainties were confronted by a 

geography that refused to be k e d ,  refused to accommodate its particularities and 

paradoxes to the tropes or metaphoric possibilities privileged by familiar verbal or 

visual codes. "[Elvery joumey across [this new land] or through it" became "another 

readhg," another imaginative "mapping" of what were at once the lmown and the 

radically unknowable realities of the place the earliest cartographers had labeled, 

somewhat ominously, tema uicognira: the unknown land4 Such mappings were "not 

l Graham Huggan, Tenitorid Disputes: Maps mid Mapping Strategies in 
Contemporas, Canadian and Austraiian Fiction (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 1994), 7. 

Carole Gerson, A Ruer Taste: The WritUg mid Reading of Fiction in 
Engikrh in Nineteenth-Century C d a  (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 1889), 37. 

Robert Kroetsch, Labyrvttrhs of Vice: Conve~satiom with Robert Kroetsch, 
ed. Shirley Neuman and Robert Wilson (Edmonton: NeWest Press, 1982), 8-9. In 
their introductory note to The Nav L d  (1978), Richard Chadboume and Hailvard 
Dahlie suggest that the names of Canada's regions - New France, New Brunswick, 



a luxury," Margaret Atwood observes, "but a necessity," for without the sense of 

certainty they provided, these early Canadians would "not survive. 

Such observations have been echoed by numerous critia, most notably 

Northrop Frye, who saw in "the imminence of the naturd world and our deep terror 

regarding it the sources of our national myths and mythic and Desrnond 

Pacey, who defined "the Canadian imagination" as "mainly a function of a landscape 

and climate, and only secondarily of a society. When one thinks back over the 

history of Canadian art and literature ..." Pacey elucidates, this land and climate "are 

so inescapably impressive that it was inevitable that the fkst efforts of Canadian 

artists should be to corne to terms with them. The land so various that in itseif it 

offers an inexhaustible challenge."7 More recently, W.H. New has invited a full 

rethinking of the most basic terms of this inexhaustible challenge, suggesting that 

from Cartier's earliest contact the word "land" 

has to be seen as a verbal trope in Canadian writing, not simply as a 
neutral referent. W e  the word land often fundons as a farniliar 
synonym for dùt or earth or gmund or Ioarn (and cm be emotionally 
charged even in this context), it sornetimes also resonates with notions 
of ownership or social attachent (fenitory, home, property, estate, plot, 
y ~ d ,  groundî, region, nation, world). In such conditions the 
constructed or customary relations between land and class, land and 
gender, land and ethnicity, land and capital, all become more 

Nova Scotia -- are testimony to "how pervasive the concept of a new land [was] in 
the consciousness of its explorers and settlers" and to the unwiiiingness of these 
earlv comrnunities "to surrender com~letelv their Old World heritaee and 
co&ections" (The New Lund: ~tudies'in a Literary 7?z&&~aterlo~ Wilfnd Laurier 
P, 19781,vü). 

Margaret Atwood, Sunibai: A ntematic Guide to Canadian Literature 
(Toronto: Anansi, 1972), 18-9. 

Northrop Frye, "Conclusion," Litenuy HrStory of Canada, ed. Carl F. 
Klinck (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 1965), 826. 

Desrnond Pacey, 'The Canadian Imagination," The Litermy Review 8 
(1965): 437. 



apparent than if Iand is constructed as a neutral or objective term. 
Yet land can also function not just as the revelation of the status quo, 
but also as the space or place or site of challenge to the accustomed 
borders of power. It shifts, in this context, from a designation of 
locality to a (perhaps more abstract) designation of activity. Land 
functions in cultural discourse, therefore ... both as an icon of stability 
and as a medium of change. Fixity vies recurrently with fluidity, 
position with positionality, the place of social residence with the 

condition of being theres 

Land and landscape have long been conceptualized within a Canadian context as a 

kind of "cultural geography," a "discurnive terrain" that "slides," at times almost 

furtively, from designations of locality toward designations of discursive activities 

and cultural practices, some of which are obvious (farming, rnining, gardening) and 

other less so (recreation, occupation, meditation). Designations of this new land 

must be seen, accordingly, as "a ground of contestation" in which "an ongoing history 

of a culture's relations with place and space" plays out? 

It was in and against this unstable and even contentious geocultural terrain 

that the pseudonymous Canadian writer A.S.H., now known to be Abraham S. 

Holmes, set his Belinda, or the fi&,1o one of the earliest parodic novels in 

Victorian Canadian literature. Published in 1843 by A.S. Bagg and John H. 

W.H. New, Lund SlidUg: Irnagining Space, Presence, and Power VI 
Canadian W&ng (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 1997), 5-6. 

ibid., 9,8. Other important works that have been particularl influentid d in shaping this discussion of the land as both a constant in Canadian e and a major 
and ambiguous theme in nineteenth-century Canadian Literature include Wilfnd 
Eggleston's The Frontier and Canadan L e m  (Toronto: Ryerson, 1957), Susan Joan 
Wood's The Land in Cmudian Prose, 1840-1945 (Ottawa: Carleton Mono aphs in 
English Laquage and Literature, 1978), and D.M.R. Bentley's The Gayl 8= rey 
Moose: Essays on the Ecologiies and Mythologies of CPnadan Poetry 1690-1990 
(Ottawa: U of Ottawa P, 1992). 

l0 Abraham S. Holmes, Beünda; or The Rivals. A Tde of Real Life (1843; 
Toronto: Anansi, 1975). Subsequent references to this text will appear 
parenthetically within the body of this study. 



Harmon, propneton of Detroit's Democratic newspaper the Free Press, the novel is 

openly double-structured in its exploration of Canada as distinct geocultural place. 

With a sense of New World cultural geography invoked through its setting of a smali 

community in Canada West of the 1840s it is also a novel with a textual history 

rooted deeply in the Old World soils of such diverse antecedents as Alexander 

Pope's The Rape of the Lock (1712), Samuel Richardson's Pamela (1740) and 

C W s a  (1749), and Jane Austen's novels of English ladies and gentleman in their 

elegant but codined country houses. Focusing on the rise and fall of Miss Belinda 

Howard, "a young lady of uncornmon personal beauty and of many 

accompiishments" (BelUtda 4) who is described by ail who meet her as "the paragon 

of women -- whose face expresses the perfection of beauty [and] whose f o m  is 

dignity" (Beltrda 9), the story traces the familiar narrative trajectory of a youthful 

life pior  to marriage. That is, the penod when a young woman is to spend her time, 

according to generic traditions, undergoing the tests of travel, occasional adventure, 

and chastity heroically defended. 

On the one hand, Holmes's novel respects all the generic codes that 

Victorian Canadian readers had corne to expect of such taies, including his 

protracted representation of an idealized and romanticized geography within and 

against which events can unfold. Coloured by the familiar and generkally 

appropnate alignment between topographie features and descriptive language, 

Holmes's text fullïils Bakhtin's condition that the dialogized interillumination 

characteristic of parody give full due to the parodied discourse as a whole. Never 

diminishing his romantic or sentimental models so as to render them as gross or 

superficial distortions, Holmes readily engages what one anonyrnous Canadian 

reviewer later described as the sentimental novelist's standard "palette [of] scenes of 



... dashing waves, lowering skies, brilliant sunsets, and the simple life"ll far rernoved 

from the mercantilism and moral corruption seen to characterize the urban- 

industrial centres of the day. Appropnately, the centerpiece of this landscape is the 

Howard family estate, Clifton Hall, an architectural feature set amidst luxuriant 

meadows, meandering rivers, and sublime panoramas in which the "shriii chanticleer 

proclaim[s]" the presence of "aurora already streal8ng the east" (BeIrnda 25). As an 

anonymous contributor to The Canadian Month& and National R&ew (1872-1882) 

would later suggest of such topographie designations, this is a landscape of 

conspicuously Old World nuances and accents, a world familiar to those with 

memones of the "old English home" and garden estate: 

the mind at once travels thousands of miles across the sea, and a 
vision rises before the eyes of some old English home, with its miles of 
park land, its magnificent timber, its bracken and underbrush, with 
rabbits scudding across the road, or a pheasant whirring overhead 
while down a distant glade is a herd of red deer quietiy browsing.U 

Appropriate, too, is Holmes's designation within this idyllic setting of an 

Old World topography that neatly and easily reiterates the commingled notions of 

expansiveness, design, and ordered progress that had by this t h e  taken on almost 

iconographic status within the Canadian imagination. It is a designation, as Susan 

Wood explains, that "combines [a] response to untouched natural beauty with a 

desire for the cuitivated, garden-like nature of the old world 'civilkation' which wiil 

eventually replace the wilderness with manors and market t o~ns . " '~  It is exactly 

this prospect that Belinda wonders at one evening when, riding in an open carriage 

l1 Anon., "Rev. of The Dark Colleen: A Love Story," CMNR 11.6 (June 
1877): 679. 

l2 Anon., "Round the Table," CMNR 13.1 (January 1878): 88. 

l3 Wood, 102. 



with her father, she cornes to a point on the roadway that affords her an 

unencumbered view of the vdey in which her farnily estate is nestied. 

Encompassing telescopic distances, Belinda admires the fuli perspective of a New 

World that is neither 'Wd nor even "natural" in its beauty but is as neatly cultivated 

as an English garden in which the plan of human provision and the presence of the 

tools of human industry serve ody to enhance not diminish the symmeuical beauty 

of some Divine design: 

Nothing could surpass the beauty of the prospect that now presented 
itself to their view; for the works of nature very far exceed those of 
art, not ody in the largeness of the whole, but in the variety of the 
parts, and both nature and art appeared to have done their best for 
the romantic valley .... A noble river, on which steamers were 
continually plying, caiculated to strike beholders with their exterior 
beauty and rapid motion, seemed just then to be motionless, like a 
serpent basking in the summer sun. Here and there stood a stately 
bng or schooner, with all its wingy sails extended, waiting the soft 
breezes to waft it to its destination. Equa-distant on each bank, were 
neat and comfortable mansions; and the spaces between them filled 
with orchards of all kinds of fruit trees in full bloom, and flapping 
their foliage with pure delight. The whole country round, as far as the 
eye could reach, covered with fields of richest hues, without one 
isolated spot of stony ground to spoil the scene. Every garden, and 
every grove, betokened plenty, and whispered peace. (Beünda 42) 

As Susama Moodie wodd celebrate in her introduction to the 1871 edition of 

Roughing It in the Bush (1852), this is a sublime landscape in which the "rough has 

become smooth, the crooked has been made straight, [and] the forests have been 

converted into fruitful fields."14 It is this designation of a New World in which 

nature and industry can coexist in apparent harmony that would retain currency welI 

l4 Susanna Moodie, Roughhg It in the Bush; or, Life UI Canada (1852; 
Ottawa: Carleton UP, 1988), 287. 



into the later decades of the century through the works of such prominent 

imaginative artists as William Wilfred Campbell, Frederic Marlett Bell-Smith, and 

Homer Watson. (Appropriately, in 1970 when The Alcuin Society of Vancouver 

chose to reissue Holmes's text, they did so with a complement of sixteen penod 

watercolours by Lieutenant PJ. Bainbngge and J.P. Cockbum that accentuate both 

dimensions of this complex topographic code: images of the New World as pastoral 

and in the variously harmonized stages of indusuial improvement that marked the 

cultural geography as distinct and progressive.) 

As an early Victorian Canadian novelist, though, Holmes must d so  

confront a question that continued to burden English-Canadian imaginations 

throughout the nineteenth century: how to negotiate a new vocabulary of 

topographic codes and descriptive laquage that at once retains creative ties with 

the highly sophisticated and familiar Old World generic traditions with which 

Canadian readers were familiar and had corne to expect whiie at the same Ume 

depicts the distinct specificities of "a political, psychological, and geographical 

still relatively unknown to the colonial imagination. Holrnes was being 

asked, in other words, to answer what New suggests (in an appropnate renovation of 

Frye's famous question "Where is here?"16) proved to be some of the most 

persistent and illusive questions to perplex writers in Victorian Canada: "What 

happens when writers and readers in a society such as Canada's want to 

acknowledge established traditions yet to resist simply reinscribing them ... or to 

devise variant forms of convention in the name of greater accuracy or greater 

l5 Gerson, A Ruer Tmte 38,36. 

l6 Frye, "ConcIusion" 826. 



freedom? And what in any event do these questions have directly to do with space, 

place, and land?"17 

The answer, Holmes suggests, lies in the mirror of parody, for despite the 

numerous convention-laden depictions of an idyliic pastoralism and sublime 

landscape that punctuate his novel and mark its continuities with the earlier 

romanticized topographies of another place, this is at the same tirne a narrative 

mapping of place marked by difference; as Carl Klinck points out, "[nlothing is quite 

what it professes to be"18 in the land of Belinda. In a staternent that can be read as 

Hohes's own dedaration of his sense of affiliation with the Cervantine tradition of 

parody, the narrator of the novel accentuates the vital difference that lies at the 

h e m  of his familiar narrative. "In the days of chivalry," he notes, "it was nothing 

strange or uncommon for Knights errant to quarrel about the possession of the 

heart; to challenge to single combat; and at Iast to enter the Lists and settie the 

dispute in the most gailant style." "But," this distinctly local narrator continues, such 

practices, as well as  the narrative structures and cultural codes they support, are of 

the past: "a very great change has taken place in society," he announces, a "rapid 

movement has been made." Whether such change marks an improvement "upon the 

wisdom of our ancestors" or an advancement "in the scale of being; or whether the 

march has been a retrograde one" the narrator does not hazard an opinion. Of 

"[olne thingI1 he "is certain," though, and that is "that mighty revolutions have taken 

place in the world, not only in the civil constitutions of the nations, or in the 

religious establishments of different countries, but in the manners and customs of 

the people generaily" (Belinda 1-2). And like the figure of Cervantes before him, he 

l7 New, 16. 

l8 Carl F. Klinck, "Introduction," Beluidq or The Rivals. A A& of Real Life 
(Vancouver: The Alcuin Society, 1970), [il. See also Marilyn 1. Davis, "Anglo- 
Boston Bamboozled on the Canadian Thames - Hotmes' Belinda; or, The RN&," 
J o u d  of Canadian Fiction 2.3 (1973): 56-60. 



is certain, too, of his ultimate goal in teLLing the story of Belinda: this will be, he 

States explicitiy, "a record of events which have transpired in our own country, during 

o w  own recollection; and have corne under o w  own observation" (Belindu 3, 

emp hasis mine). 

Nowhere is this dedication to a sense of distinctiveness accentuated more 

clearly than in Holmes's parodic stylizations of the topographic codes that mark the 

second of Belinda's two principal residences in the novel, her uncle's country home. 

Known to the surrounding communities as The Castle, it seems at first glimpse an 

architectural cornplement to the Old World sanctuary of Clifton Hall: 

The Castle stood upon a gentle declivity, in the midst of one of the 
rnost beautiful and fertile vaileys in the world -- hence sometimes 
called 'the garden of British Amerka.' The Thames, a noble river, 
found its winding way, shaped by the willows which hanged from its 
banks, and ploughed by the numerous craft which were entrusted with 
her wealth .... Through an opening in the wood a distant plain, 
speckled with thousands of cattle and horses grazing, was full in view. 
The respectable character of the neighborhood, the peaceable and 
accomrnodating disposition of the people, and its distance from the 
bustling city, all combined to make it a place to which Charles fifth of 
Germany himself, might have retired with pleasure. (Belinda 16) 

A familiar and densely coded topographic feature, the C a d e  is a veritable treasure- 

house of familiar images, motifs, and themes upon which a colonial imagination 

might draw. As Bakhtin notes, since the early romantic writers turned to the castle 

as a means of delineating a specific and comprehensible locality, it had become 

"saturated through and through" with implications of Old World tradition and 

culture (Imaglratz'on 246-7). F d y  comprehensible, and therefore productive as a 

narrative device that would appeal to readers in Victorian Canada, the castle 

functions in the context of Holmes's novel as a topographic palimpsest; an awesome 

physical rnarker of a specifically Canadian place ("the county of Kent, in Canada"), it 



is at the same time overwritten with still vital traces of a geocultural past, the 

narratives of other (Old World) places and other geocultural reaiities in which 

castles figure prominently. The New World story of Belinda Howard is linked 

through the high walls and turrets of her uncle's home with the imaginative terrain 

of Hugh Walpole, AM Radcline, and Walter Scott. 

To many English-Canadian writers and readers, such densely coded, Old 

World features were seen as a much needed and particularly welcome addition to 

New World topography. Convinced that "[tlhe few local traditions haunting any 

particular spot" of the new country could not possibly signal for 'postenty the 

stirring legends or the bright episodes ... which usually descend from a period of 

chivalrous or civilised warfare," these critics longed for the aspect of a cade  or even 

a mined abbey or charnel house that rnight "give to the ingenious novelist a store of 

materials from which to mould the pleasant tale or sparkling romance." With "[nlo 

mined castle, clothed in the wayward folds of the glossy ivy, and tenanted by the 

hooting owl, £rown[ing] from the pointed rock, or gaz[ing] on its own melancholy 

shadow on the bee waters of the passing river,"19 there was no way for settlers of 

this vast new land to behold daily "a crystalized history which thrills the sou1 with a 

presence and power before ~a imag ined . "~~  Some imaginative artists, including 

l9 Anon., ''The Literature of a New Country," MR 1.1 (January 1841): 6 1. 
See also John George Bourinot, "Canadian Materials for History, Poetry, and 
Romance," NDM (April 1871): 193. 

20 William Withrow, A Cunuàiian in Europe: Be@ Sketches of T d  in 
Fmce ,  ItaZy, Switzerlmici, Gemwzy, Hoiland mrd Belem, Great Bn'tcùn mid Irelmid 
(Toronto: Rose-Belford, 1881), 17. Among the speaally priced books that Withrow, 
a well-known bookseller, highlighted in his o f f e ~ g s  to Canadians as part of his 
"Holiday Book List" (1866-67), special attention was given to one book of interest 
here: RuUied CastZes and Abbeys of EngZMCI, h?Zwtrated by Photographs, which sold 
to Canadians for the rather hefty s u  of $12.00. Such travel pictorials remained 
popular with Victorian audiences, with travel pictorials of single castle or of a 
number of castles appearing in Canadian iuustrated magazines regularly. See, for 
instance, two anonyrnous pictorials: 'The Castles in Euro e and Asia," which 
appeared in Toronto's Mapie Leaf (1.1 [January 1847: 5- f ) and the Methodirr 



many whose fictions and sketches found their way into the pages of the celebrated 

L i t e y  GLUiand (1838-1851) and, later, the Canadian Monthly and Nati'onai Rm'ew, 

tumed to such indigenous, though nonetheless conventional, analogies as 

mountains, churches, or the citadels of Halifax or Kingston as ready substitutes to 

fi this perceived lacunae in the new land. With such descriptive titles as "Canadian 

Legends: The Ruined Cottage" and 'The Fort of St. Johns, A Tale of the New 

World," these are fictions "to be admired," as Gerson notes, "more for the ingenuity 

of their author's importation of [Old World] literary conventions than for their 

faithfulness to the Canadian scene .~ '~~  Still others attempted to reconcepnialize the 

castleless New World expanse as a potentidy Edenic or Arcadian counterpoint to 

what Susanna Moodie described as an Old World geography tainted by the 

consciousness of postlapsarian guilt: 

The unpeopled wastes of Canada must present the same aspect to the 
new settler that the world did to Our first parents after their expulsion 
for the Garden of Eden; all the sin which could de£ile the spot, or 
haunt it with the association of departed evil, is concentrated in their 
own persons. Bad spirits caxmot be supposed to linger near a place 
where crime has never been committed. The belief in ghosts, so 
prevalent in old countries, must first have had its foundation in the 

consciousness of guilt. 22 

M-ine's popular series of pictonal "castle visits" that began in May 1897 with "A 
Visit to Balmoral Castle" (414-17). 

21 Gerson, A Purer T a  45. See, for instance, Clarence Ormond's 
"Canadian Legends: The Ruined Cottage" appeared in LG (April1846): 177-79 and 
Mrs. Harriet V. Cheney's 'The Fort of St. Johns, A Tale of the New World" in the 
same magazine from January to July 1849. The narratives that accompanied these 
and similar descriptive tities were representative, Gerson suggests, of the desire of 
many English-Canadian writers to devise "local counterparts to the romantic 
narrative of the European past, thereby colouring the Canadian landscape with 
tinges of legendary tradition" (45-6). 

22 Moodie, Roughing It in the Bush 287. 



But as Holmes's reflexive narrator asserts in establishing the defamiliarizing 

frame that radicaiIy stylizes his seemingly conventional description of the Howard's 

"ancestral" Cade, such imported narrative conventions and topographic codes 

cannot be considered inuinsically appropriate to designations of "our own country" 

because of their architectural mass or the perceived weight of their geocuitural 

pedigree: 

Every body knows that there is not in ail these provinces an edince 
which might properly be c d e d  a castle. But as strict propriety of 
laquage is not always consulted, things often take names to which 
they are not entitied. Thus, the house of Belinda's uncle, from its 
imposing structure and antique appearance, was cailed THE 
CASTLE; and he, perhaps kom his manners and dimensions, the old 
Butgher. These convenient appellations being furnished to my hand, 1 
shall make use of them without any further explanation of apology. 

(Belinda 16) 

As Hohes's stylizations effectively underscore, the incorporation of such Old 

World markers is often little more than a matter of narrative "convenience" or, 

worse still, the result of an algebrized usage. 

Holmes's parodic stylizations of Old World topographic codes as they came 

to be applied to New World designations of cultural geography were reiterated in 

various ways by a number of prominent Victorian Canadian parodists. Some of 

these works, like the unattributed 'The Brainless Footman; Not By the Author of 

the 'Headless Horseman"' (serialized in the comic paper Diogenes kom December 

1868 to January 1869) and William Edward Hunt's "A Tale of Ter-rew Love 

Triumphant. An Extravaganza in eight chapters" (Canadian Magaine, 1895), found 

a wide audience through the pages of popular magazines and periodicals. Hunt, an 

editor for John Dougali's Montreal Wtness who published his parodic novelette 

under the pseudonym "Keppel Strange," engages parody's mirror to repeat Holmes's 



point that though Canadian writen and readers may, and probably always will be 

tempted to draw on familiar Old World pastoral and romantic codes to describe the 

Canadian geography, they must be conscious, too, of the limitations associated with 

such uncritical importation of conventions that by this time were already algebrized. 

As inspired as Huot's intrusive narrator may be to describe his heroine, Ida, as a 

Canadian beauty "[als graceful as a 'douce et belle Marguerite,' as ffagrant as wild 

sweet clover, [as she] glided Sylph-like through the meadows," even he h d s  such an 

algebrized Old World rendering difncult to imagine. "Never having seen a Sylph" 

during his wanderings in his native landscape, he suggests that he cannot even 

"pretend to be an authority upon the '&de'" or the sense of Old World grace it 

denotes. Accordingly, he offers a revised rendering of Ida's passage through the 

New WorId field, one that is notably more of his own place and in which the now 

defamiliarized "glide," though still part of his narrative, is subordinated to a brief 

parenthetical aside that restructures this convention as syntacticaily equivalent to a 

compound adjective used to describe cut grass: "Having succeeded in wallcing (beg 

pardon -- gliding) through two smali fields, our heroine, accompanied by our hero, 

naturally felt wom and weary, and sank down to rest upon a bundle of (new-mown) 

hay.~lZ3 As one Victorian writer put it, the Canadian imagination must soon corne to 

see that "Oberon and Titania [hold] no sway over the Canadian forests.~'~~ 

23 Keppel Suange [William Edward Hunt], "A Taie of Ter-rew Love 
Triumphant. An Extravagama in eight chapters," CM 5.6 (October 1895): 525. The 
unattnbuted parody T h e  Brainless Footman; Not By the Author of the 'Headless 
Horseman"' is best described as the product of an authonai imagination so wholly 
overwhehed by a romanticizin fervour as to be driven bhdly  toward paradox. 
Opening "[olne sultry evening a % out noon, in the commencement of December, 
when the summer sun was beginning to tinge with a cedean  hue the withered and 
verdant surface of a Street not a thousand miles from the capital of the Dominion of 
Canada," the narrative is replete with similarly exuberant descriptions of the 
Canadian flora, fauna, and climate. The novelette closes with the su estion that 
the wonders of such a geography "may be more easily imagined than 7 esaibed." 

24 Anon., 'The Literature of a New Country," 61. 



Defined by a c a d e  that is at the same time not a castle, a @de that is in 

reality a wak, and a garden-like landscape in which the image of the serpent 

appears baslcing in the sun, this New World rural paradise offers little if any of the 

tranquility associated with the familiar ordering of natural and social space of 

Austen's Pemberley. This New World landscape is very much one in which natural 

and social disorder and conflict have long had, and continue to have, a palpable 

presence. As Holmes's narrator notes, it is a dismptive presence that illuminates 

another side to these idyllic New World panoramas of settlement and progress, a 

side much darker and l e s  harmonious than expected: 

Half a century ago, this delightful vailey was all one dense wildemess. 
The wahut and the oak have left their enduring stumps in the earth to 
evidence their former majesty; a soLitary wild deer may yet be seen 
bounding across the fields, followed by his deadly foe, the wolf; but 
the tens of thousands of aborigines, where are they? Why, their bones 
enrich the soi1 which we occupy -- their dead carcasses lie scattered up 
and down, and we, iike so many cannibals, are eating them whenever 
we partake of any thing prepared from our boasted wheat and corn. 

(Beluida 16-7) 

Sigrüficantly, when Holrnes's New World characters do seek respite or 

release from the troubles of their lives, they do so in a place distanced from these 

familiar Old World rural enclaves. When Belinda's brother Brock is driven £rom his 

family's country estate, he seeks refuge not in another rural sening but in the 

mercantile world of Detroit: heading across the river, he h d s  "safe retreat" in the 

shadow of the "eagle's spreading wings and crooked beak" (Belinda 69) and far 

removed from the Old World countryside of Canada West. Soon thereafter, when 

another character leaves her family's rural estate, Holmes suggests that Canada, too, 

has similar urban-industrial refuges within her border, cities which, not 



coincidentally, are also designated as places brimming with the potentid for steady 

and profitable commercial growth: 

Juliet, the next moming, left for Chatham, a beautifid and rapidly 
increasing town, situated upon the two banks of the Thames, and at 
nearly equd distances from the three lakes Erie, St. Clair, and Huron. 
This town, having every advantage from its location, in the centre of 
the most fertile district in the Province; and, from the nature of the 
country, being of more easy access than any other part or point 
whatever, with an enterprising population, is plainly destined to 
become, at no distant period, a place of immense business and 
importance. (Belinda 105) 

Other Canadian writers iike May Agnes Fleming and Roben Barr turned to 

the novel as the primary form for their stylizations of those Old World typographic 

codes that might be seen to be burdening the Canadian imagination. To both 

Rerning and Barr, these algebrized designations of cultural geography were the 

expression of monologic presumptions seen to Lie prîmarily dong a north-south &S. 

Recognized by Canadian critics for her "excelient descriptions of Canadian iife and 

~ c e n e r ~ , ' ' ~ ~  Fleming opens her The TwUr Sistem; or, The Wronged Wife'J Hate (1864), 

for instance, in the elegant New York mansion of Hugh Hazelwood. Living near the 

heart of this great city's theatre district, the Hazelwood family soon find themselves 

imrnersed in a gothic web of long-buried secrets and bloody feuds that has within 

the intensely compressed opening chapters of the novel already led to a murder by 

poison, two kidnappings, and two  suicide^?^ Suddenly leaping ahead nfteen years 

in her narrative, Fleming relocates her 'patient" readers (to whom she apologizes in 

a narrative aside) to a smaiI village in a land far removed from the geoculture of the 

25 Anon., "Rev. of May Agnes Fleming's hare Danton; or Captain Danton's 
Dmrghten," CMNR 11.4 (April 1877): 455. 

26 This novel, like so many of Fleming's fictions, was republished under 
several titles, including The RNal Brothers (1875) and A Wronged Wfe (1883). 



United States with "its busy railway stations" and "its streets all life and bustle, and 

the sign of the almighty dollar everywhere." The new, distinctly Canadian setting 

within and against which this taie will continue is presented according to algebrized 

perceptions of the New Worid as ordered pastoral alternative to Amencan disorder, 

as a "voiceless village [that] lies under the shadow of giant pines and towering 

tamaracs, hushed in stagnant stiiiness ... where purple lilacs and golden laburnums 

bloom" and "the beautiful St. Lawrence" sparkles in the distance2' Despite this 

shift in geocdturd terrain, there is little reduction in the sensational events or 

melodrama of a story that foiiows the machinations of a poor and vengeful cousin 

who inverts the stereotype of the gentle and submissive caregiver familiar to readers 

of the day. 

Similady algebrized geocultural preconceptions are refunctioned in Barr's 

novel, in which the no*-south axis is personified in the figures of two recently 

reunited friends: Richard Yates, a brash New York city newspaper reporter, and 

the more subdued Stillson Renmark, a professor at Toronto's University College. 

With a "humorous byplay" that reminds one of the exchanges between Sir Arthur 

Conan Doyle's Holmes and Watson or among Jerome K. Jerome's Three Men in a 

Boat (1889)F8 Yates and Renmark spend a good deal of the novel in a verbal 

jousting over the similarities and differences at the heart of the US-Canada 

relationship. To Yates the most obvious distinction is one of topography: compared 

to the elegance of an American city like Buffalo, where the duo's adventures begin, 

Canada appears as a land where a man ventures only when he wants "to go off to the 

27 The Twin Srstem; or, The Wronged CYife's Hate (New York: Beadle & 
Adams, 1864), 90. 

28 Paul Stuewe, "Robert Barr: An Ap reciation and Some Bibliographical 
Additions," Cmadim Noter cuzd Queries 44 (1 f 91): 3. This latter influence is more 
likely aven Barr's close personal and professional relationship with Jerome before 
and through their foundmg of the popular periodical The Idler in 1892. 



woods somewhere," to retum to "the forest pnmeval, with murmuring pines and the 

hernlock, bearded with moss and green in the something or other." To cross the 

border into the rural tranquility of Canada is, Yates suggests, to be "as far away as 

possible" from the glamour and hustle of life in the urban United  tat tes^^ 
It is James De though, who rernains the rnost representative of this 

group of Victorian parodists in his dedication to both the question "Where is here?" 

and to the use of the parodic as a primary gesture of response. A prolific and 

immensely popular comic writer and a well-respected scholar who demonstrated 

throughout his Me "a wide-ranghg intellemal curiosity," he was also an 

"omnivorous and voracious reader1131 whose novels reveal both the rich allusiveness 

and deft irony of the best parody. Indeed, as a young man at Brown University in 

Providence (where he received an M A  in 1854), De Mille was a regular visitor to 

both the general university Library and the well-stocked, members-only library of the 

Philemenian Society. Complementing the copious volumes of fiction, history, and 

philosophy that he withdrew for study and pleasure were two seminal books on the 

theory and practice of comedy, parody, and satire: Isaac D'Israeli's Curiosities of 

Literature and William Hazlitt's Lecture on the EnglLh Comic   rit en.^^ Given the 

focus of this study it is intriguing to speculate, 

Mile  of one of the few books he withdrew on 

too, on the impact on the young De 

more than one occasion during his 

29 Robert Barr, In the Midrr of A l m  (New York: Frederick A. Stokes, 
1894), 22. Subsequent references to this text will appear parentheticaliy within the 
body of this study. 

Although the family name was Demill, James added the final "e" after 
1865; it was this configuration that appeared on the more than forty novels he wrote 
during his lifetime and will be retained throughout this study. 

31 Pavicia Monk, The Gilded Beavec An Introduction to the Life Md Work 
of James De MiIe (Toronto: ECW Press, 1991), 125. 

32 Ibid., 71-72. 



stay at Brown: Cervantes's Don Quirote, which he later described as a comic 

masterpiece that could be credited with having "laughed Spain's chivalry away."33 

Counter to the cuious claims of a few critics who argue that he wrote "only 

of foreign scenes and incidentswM or that "the settings of his novels and tales are not 

Canadian" and therefore "in nowise express anything of the growing sense of the 

Canadian national spiritd5 or of "the Canadian novel in partidar,fa6 a number of 

De Mille's more popdar novels rely heavily on a distinctly Canadian cultural 

33 De Miile, The EIements of Rhetoric (New York: Harper & Brothers, 
1878), 420. Following graduation £kom Brown, De Mille went on to establish a solid 
academic career, k s t  as a professor of classics at Acadia College, and later as a 
professor of history and rhetoric at Dalhousie ColIege; it was also during his tenure 
at Dalhousie that De Milie roduced his only academic text, "a solid and carefully 
constructed textbook"(~or$135) cded  The E h e n t s  of Rhet0t-k (1878). Two 
years after this book's release, following a trip to a Saint John Mechanics' Institute 
where he had delivered a lecture on satire, De Mille was taken ill with what was at 
fist  thought to be a cold. His condition deteriorated rapidl into pneumonia and he 
died early on the mornhg of 28 January 1880 at the age of Y orty-six. 

Although De Mille had never been a man of robust health, many friends and 
colleagues believed that it was his dual Me that had conaibuted in no smaii way to 
his early passing. Be@mhg when as a student at Brown he dashed off short fictions 
for submssion to vanous American story papers, De Mille's other Me was as a 
opular writer of what Logan and French described in their Highways O Cmadim ti Eiterature (ïvi4) as mysterious, thrilling, extravagant, and sentimental .ction1' (95) 

To describe him as a prolific writer would be an understatement; his was a henzied 
writing career that saw him publish more than twenty-£ive novels (the vast rnajority 
in the decade pnor to his death), as weil as nurnerous poems, short stories, and 
essays; indeed, for one six-year penod he was producing almost three novels a year. 
(In 1870 alone, for instance, four of De Mille's novels appeared: two directed at the 
adult market, The Americun Bmon and The Lady of the Ice, and two which were 
included as art of his extremely popular B.O.W.C. ("Brethern of the White Cross") 
series of c hi' dren's adventure books.) 

See also Gerson's 'Three Wnters of Victorian Canada: Rosanna Leprohon, 
James De Mille, Agnes Made Machar," Canadian Wnters and Theu Workr, Fiction 
ser. ed. Robert Lecker, Jack David, and EUen QuigIey (Toronto: ECW, 1981), 195- 
256. 

34 S.E. Dawson, "Rev. of J.G. Bourinot's Our Infellecf~al Strength Md 
Weakners," The Week 11.18 (30 March 1894): 424. 

35 J.D. Logan and Donald G. French, Highways of Canadian Liferatwe: A 
Synoptic I~oduction to the Litercuy History of Canada (Eqllih) jrom 1760 to 1924 
(Toronto: Maelland and Stewart, 1924), 95. 

36 Lorne Pierce, An ûutline of Cmadim Liferature (Toronto: The Ryerson 
Press, 1927), 165. 



geography. Although his muiti-plot and transnational thriller Cord and Creese 

(1869), for instance, sweeps readers kom Australia to Hong Kong to England to San 

Salvador, it also includes two key narrative elements set in Canada: a recounted 

ghost tale set on "the far-famed Sable Island, which lies off the Coast of Nova Scotia, 

in the direct track of vessels crossing the Atlantic between England and the United 

states,ld7 and a key plot line that pivots on the forced emigration of the hero7s 

family to plague-ridden Quebec aboard the Tecumseh. Recounted four times during 

the course of the novel through retellings, diary entries, and a formal "histoqt' of the 

deadly cholera epidemic that swept through Lower Canada during the 1840s, the 

story of the family's voyage and subsequent disembarkation at Grosse Isle in the 

spring of 1847 is intewoven in a sensational story of deception and intrigue. 

Similarly, The Amen'can Baron (1872) includes arnong its numerous romantic 

entanglements a story that begins when the heroic Lord Harry Hawbury, an Engüsh 

sportsman touring the " [g]lorious country" of Canada accompanied by the requisite 

Company of "two or three ~ndians, ' '~~ rescues his future wife from a forest £ire 

sweeping through the Ottawa Vaiiey. 

More important is the fact that in a number of what De Mille calied his 

"Satirical ~ o r n a n c e [ s ] ' ~ ~  (a termuiological imprecision that may be explained by his 

37 De Mille, Cord Md Creese: A Novel (New York: Harper & Brothers, 
1869), 30. Subsequent references to this text will appear parentheticdy within the 
body of this snidy. 

38 De Mille, The Arne* Baron (New York: H er, 187 l), 25. 
Subsequent references to this text will appear parentheti y within the body of this 
study. 

cas 
39 Letter to "Editor Blackwood's Magan'ne," 23 July 1879. National Library 

of Scotland, MS.4389, folio 156. Explahhg in Elements, for instance, that parody is 
"[alt the present day ... but seldom used, except for literary satire", he goes go on to 
suggest more accurately that The Rejected Addresses of James and Horace Smith, 
h c h ' s  Prize Novelists (readil available in Canada), and various works b 
Thackeray and Browning sho UK d "all be regarded as parodies" in which re exive 
humour rather than satiric diminution are the dominant mode (417). 

a 



characteristically Victorian predilection to coda te  casually such distinct ternis as 

parody, satire, and burlesque) he engages his self-acknowledged "extravagant 

humour" and "highly elaborated" plots40 to foreground parodically stylized 

encounters between Old World imaginations and New World geographies. Of these 

novels, it is The Lady of the Ice (1870) that provides the best example of his 

attention to the particularities of Canada's a i t u r d  geography. Generally 

considered to be one of his "rnost accomplished piece[s] of fiction,'41 The Lady of 

the Ice opens "during the winter of 18--ld2 with a declarative statement that marks 

this as a story of what Holmes would cail "our own place." 'This is a story of 

Quebec," the first-person narrator Alexander Macrorie notes, adding by way of 

evaluation that "Quebec is a wonderful city" (Lady 5). Expanding on this assessrnent 

in subsequent paragraphs in which he details with admirable skill some of the 

geological specificities of the city and its environs while at the same time o f f e ~ g  

the selfeffacing admission that "[ilt must not be supposed £rom this introduction 

that 1 am a geologist," Macrorie situates himself not as a native storytelier but as a 

man of another cultural geography and, implicitly, of another narrative tradition. 

He is, he states proudly as he "passes" the reader his card, a lieutenant in Her 

Majesty's 129 Bobtails, a military affiliation that serves as a reminder of Canada's 

still visible and tangible co~ec t ions  with the Old World and aligns him with such 

notable fictional antecedents as John Richardson's Captain de Haldimar (Wacousta, 

1832) and Rosanna Leprohon's Colonel Evelyn (Antohette De Mirecorn, 1864). 

Letter to Messrs. G.H. Harnes and Co., 31 May 1878, cited in Monk 207. 

41 Gerson, A Ruer Taste 48. 

42 De Mille, The Lady of the Ice: A Novel (New York: A pleton, 1870), 6.  

smdy. 
&n Subsequent references to this text wil l  appear parenthetically wit the body of this 



But Macrorie proves to be a familiar Old World presence marked by 

difference. Returning in his second chapter to a description of the time and place in 

which his story will unfold, he quickly dialogizes his description of his temporary 

Canadian home. Tl1 never forget the tirne" of the adventure, he begins his tale. "It 

was a day in Apnl. But an April day in Canada," he is quick to point out, "is a very 

different thing from an April day in England," a difference signalled most obviousiy 

by the inappropnateness of the romanticized "palette" engaged by would-be bards 

setting out to express the sights, sounds, and emotions traditionaiiy associated with 

an Old World spring day: 

In England ail Nature is robed in vivid green, the air is balrny; and aH 
those beauties abound which usually set poets rhapsodizing, and 
young men sentimentalizing, and young girls tantaiizing. Now, in 

Canada there is nothing of the kind. No Canadian poet, for instance, 
would ever affirm that in the spring a livelier iris blooms upon the 
burnished dove; in the s p ~ g  a young man's fancy lightly tum to 
thoughts of love. No. For that sort of thing -- the thoughts of love 1 
mean -- winter is the time of day in Canada. The fact is, the 
Canadians haven't any s p ~ g .  The months which Englishmen include 
under that pleasant name are here partly taken up with prolonging 
winter, and partly with the formation of a new and nondescript season. 

(Lady 6 )  

Having established a distinct sense of New World difference at the heart of this 

seasonal similarity, Macrorie goes on to contrast in minute detail various other 

conditions by which New World winters are distinguished from those in his Old 

World home, notably the quality, texture, and amount of snow that falls; the foliage, 

or lack thereof, bat  adonis the trees; and the clothing needed to survive the 

changing seasons in both Canada and England (Lady 6-7). Having nmi ly  

established this sense of a New World geography at once the same as but distinct 

from its Old World counterpart, De Mille constructs a sparkling parody of 



sensational tales of love, adventure, and misadventure that pivots on a familiar 

indigenous catastrophe: the rescue of a beautiful and mysterious woman trapped on 

the ice of the St. Lawrence River during spring break-up. As Gerson notes, such a 

scene had by 1870 become "(with a üttle assistance frorn Harriet Beecher Stowe) ... 
a convention in nineteenth-century Canadian 

Whereas De Mille positions Macrorie as an Old World narrator who proves 

himself at least partially conscious of his role in the construction of images that 

might either reinforce or challenge algebrized perceptions of his newly adopted 

land, other Canadian parodists were quick to point to the role of less self-couscious 

Old World writers as central to the perpetuation of this potentially burdensome 

habit. Their parodies suggest such a habit might itseif be the result of an imported 

geoculturai myopism. It is this myopic persistence that is foregrounded in the 

lengthy serial parody 'The Junior Pickwicks, and Their Mernorable Trip to North 

America," which appeared fiom June 1886 to May 1887 in the pages of the popular 

paper Grip: An Independent Politicai mid ~ a t ~ i c a i  ~ o u r n a l . ~ ~  

Opening in the London meeting rooms of the four-year-old Junior Pickwick 

Club, a group "of milksops and humbugs" who appear before the Canadian reader 

43 Gerson, A Aver Tarte 48-9. 

44 The partisan vehicle of noted illutrator LW. Bengou h, who called his 
magazine after the namesake raven in Dickens's Bamuby Rudge f 1841), Grip 
regularly included as part of its varied repertoire a number of prose and verse 
parodies, including a Popular Senes of Puated Romances, none of which drew on 
distinctly Canadian geographies. These included "'Clara De Lacy Rochfort' kom 
Miss Br--dd--on's Latest Advance Sheets" (1.16 [13 September 18731); "'The Woman 
in -- What?' by M. Collie Wilkins (1.18 [27 September 18731); "'A Very Strange 
Story' by John (Bulwer) Smith" (1.20 [Il October 18731); and "'Sillybub Conningsly, 
or the Second-Hand Clothes Shop' by Ben Disraeli" (1.23 [l November 18731). Of 
the various English and Amencan novelists whose works were parodied, Rider 
Hagard proved to be a purveyor of especially po ular models, with three parodic 
revisions of his works appearin in 1887 alone: "Ife - SSe -- "lt: A 'Story' of 
Adventure - Rather ! By Ride &un Ha ad," 28.17 (23 April 1887); "AUan 
DoIl-&" 29.13 (24 September 188fand 29.14 (1 O d e r  1887); and "Brother 
Jonathan's Dimes," 29.15- 17 (8-22 October 1887). 



with a clearly marked comic heritage already established for hem, this generic 

hybrid (part travelogue, part adventure tale) begins with the decision to send four 

members on a grand tour of North Amenca; each will be responsible for "taking 

faithful notes of all they see. to be reported to [other Clubbers] on their retum." 

The purpose of such a journey, the Club's perpetual President Granby Simmers 

explains to his constituents, is twofold. The first goal is to reaffirm the Club's 

correspondence with the group on which this version of the club, and this parody, is 

modelled; the trip, in this sense, wül recognize a precedent established by members 

of "the original Pickwick Club, [who] urged by sense of duty, deputed four of their 

number to travel throughout the length and breadth of this country in punuit of 

knowledge and information." More important still is Simmers's conviction that such 

an undertaking wilI address a longstanding gap in the Junior Pickwickians's 

knowledge: the fact that "at this time we know little of Canada and North Amenca 

generally," a lack of understanding perpetuated by the fact that "[wlhat Little [the 

Clubbers] do read" about Canada they "are unable to irnplicitly believe, for those 

who have written upon the subject, or some of them at least, appear to be entirely 

ignorant of what they are writing about." 

On this point of narrative misrepresentation, the President saves his most 

pointed attacks for Dickens's close fnend Wilkie Collins, whose anti-vivisectionist 

novel Hecut a d  Science: A Stos, of the Present Tirne (1883) includes a prominent 

subplot in which a key character is forced to take an extended trip to Canada's drier 

climes in order to recover his health. At once registering his concem over the 

misdesignations of the New Worid by such a prominent novelist as Collins, the 

unnamed parodist at the same t h e  raises some questions about the inteilectual 

rigour that might be brought to the Club's newly launched "factW-hding joumey. 

Apparently having never read H e m  and Science, Simmers seems perfectly 



comfortable launching into his denunciation on the recommendations of others. '1 

am credibly inforrned that in Willcie Collins7 latest work," he suggests, 

he exhibits an unfamiliarity with the country in which some of the 
scenes of his work are laid that is actuaily appailing. What we require 
are facts, gentlemen, facts, and how c m  we better obtain those facts 
than by sending some of our number to collect them? When a 
gentleman of Mr. Wilkie CoUins' general information and inteUigence 
tells us that -- that - 1 forget exactiy what he does tell us, but it is 
something, 1 am informed, so terrific in its inaccuracy that it must 
cause us to doubt the statements of all writers except those whom we 
can trust and rely upon, 1 say that when such a man deceives us it 
behooves us to bestir ourselves and obtain some information that we 
can place confidence in respecting those countries which lie toward 
the setting sun. 

Despite such noble claims, not aü Club members are convinced of the 

wisdom of such a jouniey in the fîrst place. Club member Sploggs, "Who was 

believed to be a profound student of the art of chemistry, fkom the f a a  that bis 

lodgings were cramrned with crucibles, retorts, and all manner of villainous smelling 

compounds," warns that the air "very prevalent in low, flat countries such as Canada" 

will be "saturated with noxious vapors" akin to those that had recently kiUed a cat 

that had failen into a well in central England. Given that Canada must abound "in 

miasma and poisonous exhula t ion~, '~~  he recommends that the Junior Pickwickians 

be supplied with respirators, which they are to Wear at aU times during their 

adventures: following a heated debate between Club factions, the recommendation 

is voted dom. 

With issues of Canadian air quality resolved, and with a quartet of 

"exceedingly proper and weli-conducted young" Pickwickians selected to leave 

45 Grip 26.23 (12 June 1886): [4-51. 



Liverpool for Canada aboard the steamship ~ h h a m r m , ~ ~  the Club spends the days 

before departure in discussions of the multitudinous dangers of the Canadian 

Iandscape, emphasizing in panicular the perils associated wirh its harsh climate and 

ubiquitous savage beasts. And while it is " m e  that the greater portion of [the 

Junior Pickwickians] appeared to hold most hazy opinions about the country to be 

visited by their four gailant representatives," the anonymous parodist steps back 

from his parody to assure readers that such "opinions were not a whit more hazy and 

undefïned than those held by a vast number of Enghshmen, whose vague notions 

concerning Canada may be sometimes seen expressed in the public press and other 

literature of ~ n g l a n d . ' ~ ~  It was this same literature that, in tuni, provided the 

models for so many Canadian writers of the day. Arriving in the New World, the 

four immediately "[ilnveigh against the various writers" who had corne to Canada 

before them and whose works had led [the Pickwickians] to beiieve that they "should 

find Canada to be a wild, semi-barbarous c o ~ n t r y . ' ~  Setting out to rectify these 

46 With the exception of Vereker Yubbits, a sportin$ spirit, the quartet of 
Junior Pickwickians selected to make the journey to Canada is, appropnately, a 
group of men notable for their 'literary" character. Led by Algemon Caddleby, a 
Pickwickian who "has aiready contributed to the literature of his country" with such 
works as "Cabbage Stalks as a Marketable Commodity" and "Life in a Toll House 
Gate," the group includes Thomas Bramley, whose Me has been spent "in taking 
notes on all imaginable subjects, having in contemplation, it was whispered, a 
literary work whch was to embrace all subjects," and C. Hperion Cnnkle, "the poet 
of the Club" who had 'ven "full swing to his poetic fancy and at the age of nineteen, 
composed a volume O F' poems." Representative of the cumulative success of this 
literary cadre is H erion's famous (to fellow Clubbers) decision to eschew 
estabhshed ublis ers (rnany of whom had already rejected his manuscript) in E P 
favour of se -publication and self- romotion. As the unnamed narrator of the tale 
notes, "'Fli ts into the Realms of oesy, by C. Hypenon Crinkles,' elegantly bound 
and beau 

5 
pinted came to be fouci on the tables of m o ~ t  of the £riends of the 

author, a gift om him to them." The two copies that had been sold "were 
purchased by a couple of envious critics, who slashed most bitterly at the win 
the aspiring bard and effectually prevented him from attempting another tli 

18861: 4-5). 
either in the r e a h  of poesy or elsewhere for a long t h e  to come" (26.24 [19 June 

47 Grip 27.1 (10 July 1886): [SI. 

48 Grip 27.12 (25 September 1886): [5]. 



narrative misdesignations, the pen-wielding Pickwickians dutifully accumulate notes 

and stories of their (mis)adventures for use later in front of a home audience. 

Soon, though, they fïnd themselves trapped in an authorial dilemma that 

Holmes and De Mille have suggested face al1 New World authors: they must decide 

whether to narrate authentically the relatively prosaic terrain that they encounter on 

their decidedly unheroic joumey or to reimagine their stories of Canada in terms of 

the more familiar, though inauthentic Old World models they had earlier dismissed 

as misleading and appalling. Thû crisis peaks when Caddleby, the group's leader, is 

butted into a slow-rnoving river by a goat; these literary men agree that Ifthe hideous 

reality" of the event will never be divuiged, lest the home audience "should ever 

corne to hear that [their] leader was ignominiously hurled into the river by a -- by a 

common goat." Considering a number of possible revisions, including intensifying 

the nature of the confia by reimagining the goat as "a Canadian buffalo" or a band 

"of midnight assassins," changes that they ail agree would colour the whole 

disappointhg affair Mth  a tinge of romance; nay, it would have been an 

a d ~ e n t u r e , ' ~ ~  the group settles on a much simpler though nonetheless troublesome 

solution: they will omit the event from their notes. Erasing the Canadian river and 

goat, the Pickwickians re- and misdesignate the new land once again, this time in 

terms of eilipsis rather than algebrized topographic codes. 

The persistent and apparently unavoidable impulse of gentlemaniy Old 

World settlers (the Burgher) and traveliers (the Junior Pickwickians) to attempt to 

redesignate the C U ~ N ~  geography of the New World in terms of familiar though 

inappropriate topographic codes reminds us of the assertion that the new land as 

discursive terrain was never a particularly stable site, never a point at which 

designations of locality (topographic codes, generic pattemings) couid be accepted 



as fixed. As the parodies discussed here make clear, the fundamental acts of 

reading and narrating the new land were never straightfonvard. Old World 

aesthetic preconceptions interacted in complex ways with the geoculturai realities of 

the new land to configure representations that were, as New suggests, imagined and 

reimagined through various "filters." Canadian writen setting out to represent the 

New World to thernselves and to others necessarily drew "on overt associations (at 

once personal and political, cultural and historical) that derive[d] hom expenence 

and training; they [drew] diredy on an aesthetics of arrangement; and they [drew] 

on the numerous sets of sociaked assumptions (about knowledge, about nature) 

that -- simply because they [were] so whoily absorbed -- [were] unlikely even to have 

been consciously examinedS0 for appropnateness or, more irnportantly to the 

parodist, for the tinges of algebrization. 

But as New also suggests, these filtered representations c m  never be 

constnied only as tests to a referentiality grounded in the relationship between Old 

World assumptions and a resistant New World geography. Questions of 

topographic designation tend always to "siide" toward questions of discursive 

activities and cultural practices that are themselves embedded in the sociocultural 

terrain of the times. In Victorian Canada one such "slide" was of particular 

importance to the still nascent New World imagination, specifically that movement 

by which designations of land (the geographic and topographic) became overwritten 

with designations of what 1 describe as a sense of landedness (the cultured and the 

cultivated). Raymond Williams elucidates in his revised Keywordr (1983) how such a 

slide might take place. Examining the etymologies of the Latin roots culizua 

(cultivation or tending) and colere (inhabit, cultivate, protect, honour with worship), 

Williams notes that the word "[clulture in ail its early uses was a noun of process" 

50 New, 5. 



that desipated "the tending of something, basically crops or animais." Tracing how 

over time and through the vicissitudes of Living laquage (variant spehgs, 

habituation to the metaphoric) the term was extended "to a general process of 

intellectual, spiritual, and aesthetic development," he suggests, too, that with such 

change came a flexibibility of boundaries that allowed this new sense of culture to 

encompass individuals, communities, and nations? Culture and cuitivation 

understood in this social and aesthetic sense became intercomected with 

designation of land through a familiar vocabuiary of binary codes: those that 

marked a place a.nd/or person as "cultured or "cultivated" as opposed to wild, 

naturai, or untamed; as "refhed as opposed to corne, vulgar, or uncouth; and as 

"civilized" as opposed to primitive or intemperate. 

To be landed in the sense advanced here, then, was to have achieved, and 

to be recognized within a community as having achieved, a level of cultural 

authority, of aesthetic, inteliecnial, and even moral eniightenment and excellence 

that could be acquired only through the pnvileges of birth, education, and training. 

Acknowledging an obvious overlap with the adjectival "landed," as in wealth derived 

from real estate, 1 want to suggest that this New World designation of landedness 

was at no time resolved to synonymity with proprietonhip. Although ownership and 

control over the land was seen as "a tacit demonstration of success" which reiterated 

the Victorian Canadian ethos of independence and progress, the link between the 

pnvilege of land ownership and moral and cultural superiority was never, despite 

some daims otherwise, a "simple ~ ~ l l o ~ i s m . ' ~ ~ ~  Mere possession of land was itself 

neither a condition nor a guarantee of acquiring the distinction of New World 

landedness, though, as will become clear, the title of landholder or landowner may 

Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society (1976; 
New York: Oxford UP, 1983), 87-93. 

52 New, 79. 



well have brought certain s o c i o c d ~ d  privileges that led to presumptions (often 

misguided) of landedness. 

As the eldest daughter of "J. Howard, Esq ... a wealthy landholder in the 

county of Kent, in Canada," a "gentleman of high standing in society -- a man of 

enlarged views and a liberal mind who openly dismisses the matenal spirit as the 

9 163 uncultivated enthusiasms of ' t ha t  Shakespeare c a b  the 'hold door trade , 

Holmes's Belinda appears at fïrst gümpse to be the ideal New World embodiment 

of this landedness. Respectfui of Old World distinctions of social standing and rank, 

she is "a young lady" whose "uncornmon personal beauty" is matched only by her 

many cultivated accomplishments Yboth natural and acquired": 

She was the pnde of her parents and the brightest ornament of the 
circle in which she moved. Her education was solid as well as 
ornamental; her rnanners were easy and unaffeaed; her conversation 
animated and interesting; her air modest and unassuming. And above 
all, she possessed a calm, u d e d  mind -- always willing to forgive, 
and presuming upon the charitable judgment of others in return. The 
future, to her imagination, was all one unclouded day -- one continued 
sunshine, where pleasures would succeed pleasures in unbroken 
succession forever. (Belinda 4) 

Lndeed, to most commentators of the day there was Little question that in 

such a mode1 of landedness as Belinda there existed "an inseperable [sic] connexion 

between vimious feelings and mental vigor," between "the steady contemplation of 

truth" and an "unwearied"54 dedication to culture that would ennoble Canadian 

society with "ail the endowments" of the Old World: "the mental faculties, the moral 

53 Cf. Troilus and Cressida Vx.51 

54 Reverend David Rintoui, Two Lectures on Rhetoric delivered in the 
Mechania' Imtimte, Toronto (Toronto: Hugh Scobie, 1844), 2 1. 



attributes, the physicai powers, the fïner tastes and feelings."55 Such refïned 

feelings, these arguments inevitably assened, would serve as a societal salve, 

soothing the excessive "animal energies and passions" of that "ignorant and 

indifferent ... class that in dies and villages and rural districts give the greatest 

trouble, because, destitute of all intellectual tastes, weak in moral principle ... [they] 

k d  their excitement and a relief to their passions in lawless disorder, intemperance, 

and even violence.86 A refined life Lived large couid serve as a beacon and guide 

to those less cultivated rnembers of a society; such a mode1 as Belinda could teach 

those around them, it was beiieved, to "look at things from a cornprehensive and 

unselfish point of  vie^''^' and to move beyond the m e n t  emphasis on the 

materiaiist spirit in order to explore "the conceptions of a grander theme and a more 

subùe music than now satisfies hurnanity, the ideality of a loftier virtue and a nobler 

genius than now actuates this most tnily prosaic age."58 

Writing at the midpoint of the 1870s, James Douglas could argue without 

hesitation, for instance, that "[iln this new land of ours" in which "every man is 

stmggling for a living; or, if that has been secured, for a cornpetency; or, if this has 

been gained, for wealth," there is a "very smaii class [with the privilege of] inherited 

wealth, and the culture, which across the Atlantic, so often accompanies it -- a 

culture derived from generations of highly-educated weli-bred ance~tors."~~ Even 

55 J.A. Long, 'The Age in Which We Live and Our Duty Towards It," 
CMNR 11.2 (February 1877): 144. 

56 Richard Lewis, "Mechania' Institutes and the Best Means of Improving 
T'hem: II," CMNR 10.3 (September 1876): 230. 

57 Anon., "Canadian Universities," The Week 5.48 (25 October 1888): 762. 

AH. Momson, 'The Decay of Ideality," CEMSC 10 (1888): 8. See also 
John B. Peaslee's "Moral and Literary Training in Public Schools," CEMSC 5 (1883): 
55-6 1. 

59 James Douglas, 'The Inteilectual Progress of Canada During the Last 
Fifty Years and the Present State of Its Literature," CMNR 7.6 (June 1875): 466. 



two decades later, the tenor of this argument would change little. When AH. 

Momson articulates his concem for "the masses, their squalor, their ignorance, their 

crassness, their ignoble prostration beneath the wheels of the hereditary Juggemaut 

of birth, weaith, and fashion," his argument remains nrmly f i e d  on the central role 

to be played in this cultural rejuvenation by the landed-class exemplars of a 

"reverence for age, worth, and ability; m e  altruistic love for beauty of converse and 

elevation of soul; just appraisement of scholastic, Literary, or artistic excellence." In 

other words, of "the culture which makes the true gentleman, not gent -- the tme 

gentlewoman, not lady; the inner morality which sublimates the grossness of the 

fiesh and raises the spirit, irrespective of bible-class banhpts  and professing 

hypocrites, a step nearer the ~ i v i n e . ' ~  

Poised on the brink of what was generally viewed by those living through it 

as "a new era" of "intekctuai as weU as matend activity,''61 Victorian Canada was 

entering a penod of transition when such models of Old World landedness were 

considered crucial to the future growth of Canada's cultural geography. With the 

newly formed Dominion evolving from a land-based culture and economy in which 

"fanning and staples production predominated" to a point by the end of the century 

when secondary and tertiary "industry and finance" would predominate, the future 

was at once full of potential and anxiety? In the minds of many Canadians, 

whatever the future might hold would be best served by remaining true to the 

designations of land and landedness that had brought the country to its current stage 

* Morrison, 'The Ghost of Education." The Week 11.11 (9 Febm 

(189 1): 8- 12. 
2' 1894): 251. See also Edward Hagarty, "Culture as an Element of Education," CE SC 13 

61 John Geor e Bourinot, Our Intellectzul Stmgth anci R Hrrtoncd and Critical eview of Literature, AH and Education in 
Foster Brown, 1893), 14. 

Weakness: A Short 
Canada (Montreal: 

62 Valverde, 15. See also Houghton, 110. 



of development. Social stability and economic prospenty would be secured by 

staying the course, by ensuring that notions of cultivation and progress remained in 

the foreground of the Canadian imagination and that agricultural production 

increased mineral resources continued to be brought to tight, and commerce was 

extended. As John George Hodgins argued in his pre-Confederation "Report on a 

System of Public Elementary Instruction for Upper Canada," such a land-based 

route of development seemed especialiy well suited to the Canadian personality and 

to the spirit of the times: 

[tlhe very end of our being is practical; and every step and every 
branch of our moral, intellectuai, and physical culture should 
harmonize with the design of our existence. The age in which we Live 
is likewise eminently practical; and the condition of interests, the 
pursuits and duties of our new country, under our hee govemment, 
are inves ted with an almost exclusively practical charactd3 

To others, though, the path to the future was not so clearly defined. 

Granting that "[iln a new country, like Canada, material must precede intellectual 

progress"64 and that a "country must make material headway before it will give heed 

to [cultural and] intellectual w a n t ~ , " ~ ~  a number of prominent Canadian 

commentators voiced their concem about the long-term effects of the monologic 

emphasis on industrial expansion and material gain that was seen increasingly to 

dominate Canadian culture. When "[alll the strength of mental invention and 

63 John George Hodghs, 'The Report on a System of Public Elementary 
Instruction for Upper Canada, 26 March 1846, " Documentary Hktory of Educatzion in 
Upper Canada t o m  the Ptzssirzg of the CollsfillSfifutional Act of 1 791 to the close of the 
Reverend Doctor Ryerson's Admin&ation of the Educafi'on Deputment in 1876, Vol. 
VI [1846] (Toronto: Belford, 1876), 147. 

64 Charles G.D. Roberts, A HrStoty of Canada (Boston: Lamson, Wolne, 
1897), 417. 

65 Graerne Mercer Adam, "Nationalism and the Literary Spirit," The Week 
5.8 (19 January 1888): 119. 



assiduity is devoted to the advancement of pecuniq interests, and ... exercised in 

extending the arm of commercial enterprise unto some quarter it never reached 

before," the argument was generally made, "a population assumes a great 

commercial or manufacturing character, a tone of mind" that might over time 

stagnate into a social malaise "highly davourable to [cultural] progress."66 Left to 

develop without the counterbalancing influences of what were broadly labelled 

"cultural pursuits," such a tone of mind would lead (inevitably it was believed) to an 

unchecked ''spirit of dl-surrounding materialisrn" that would in tum "stifle those 

generous intellectual" and cultural "aspirations which are best calculated to make a 

people truiy happy and g e a t . ~ ~ ~  Buoyed only slightly by the "quiet but questioning 

hopelta that Canada's materiai progress will be matched by "a correspondhg 

intellectual d e ~ e l o ~ m e n t , ~ ~  there was, as Thomas D7Arcy McGee articulated on 

the eve of Confederation, a deeply-rooted fear among many observers that such 

great cultural expectations may never be realized: "God speed the trowel and the 

plumb-line, as weU as the loom, the plow and the anvil," McGee cautioned. "But 

drearn not, my dear neighbour, that great cities are built chiefiy by stone rna~ons."'~ 

66 Anon., 'The Literature of a New Country" 54. 

67 Bourinot, Our Intellectmi Strength and Weakness 48,X 

68 Roberts, A History 417. 

69 Bourinot, The Intellechcal Dweloprnent of the Canadiun People: A 
Hktorical Review (Toronto: Hunter, Rose, 1881), 125. 

70 Thomas D7Arcy McGee, 'The Mental Outfit of the New Dominion," MG 
(5 Novernber 1867): 2. An anonyrnous commentator at century's end wodd 
suggest, too, that if Canadians "have stmggled with natural obstacles and conquered; 
if we have enlarged our domain till it is coterminous with either ocean; if we have 
pushed the bounds of habitation farther and farther, till the ends of the earth 
acknowledge our mastery and the riches of land and sea are at our disposal, and 
have brought east and West into pro* for our convenience; if we have given laws 
to the wilderness and fou t the battle O freedom, so that we sit fearless, as it were, P 7 
under our own vine and g tree, there is surel st iU something ungrasped, the 
thought of which quickens our aspirations. d have, indeed s h o w  that we long for 
something more than big farms, and busy marts of trade, and fleets of merchant 



Sharing in this sense of anxiety, and united in their common emphasis on 

the need to cultivate both the land and the landed appreciation "for things and 

thoughts not altogether concerned with bread and butter, but beautiful in 

themselves and ennobling to the such diverse critics as James Douglas, 

William Dawson Lesueur, Graeme Mercer Adam, and John George Bourinot, 

dong with a loose network of organizations and individuals, engaged in an often 

vigorous campaign to improve what they saw as the moral and cultural condition of 

the nation?2 Despite appropriate complaints that "a certain widespread cant use of 

the word" had tended to cioud the "common mind," hampering the general 

apprehension "with clearness what is meant by culture in the true sen~e," '~ these 

landed men and women of letters remained clear in one aspect of their definition: 

landedness meant at least a partial break with the land, a move away from a singular 

attachent to loom, plow, and anvil toward a life lived in more refined ways and 

with an appreciation and cultivation of such cultural achievements as painting, 

literature, or history. The landedness personined in such a character as Beiinda and 

ships and the amassing of wealth" ("Literature in Canada," The Dominion IlZusfrated 
5.119 [Il October 18901: 243). 

71 Roberts, A Hhory 417-18. 

72 Civil servant and constitutional expert John George Bourinot was one of 
the more adamant and recognizable critics of what he called the Canadian 
absorption ''with the care of our matenal interests" at the expense of "those tbings 
which give rehement and tone to social life." Citing as his primary source the 
Amencan poet James Russeli Lowell's Democracy and Other Addresses (1887), he 
warned against an overconfidence and overestimation of the material spirit and of 
the perceived "success" that many dreamed would accompany it. Noting that Lowell 
"did not deny that wealth is a great fermizer of civilkation and of the arts that 
beauw it" or "that wealth is an excellent thing since it means power, leisure and 
liberty," Bourinot uotes directly bom Lowell to wani that these accomplishments 
"'divorced kom cu 7 ture ... become the very mockery of their own essence, not goods, 
but evils fatal to their ossessor.... Materiai success is good, but only as the necessary 

reliminary of better %, gs. The measure of a nation's true success is the amount it 
las contributed to the thou@t, the moral energy, the inteliectual happiness, the 
spintual hope and consolation of rnankind'" (The Intellectual Development, 2-3). 

73 Rev. AH. Reynar, "Literature and Culture" CEMSC 11 (1889): 125. 



her community was not to be found, according to such a vision, in neatiy plowed 

furrows or a cleared wood lot; on the contrary, it was to function as a revitalizing 

counterpoint to the spirit of utilitarianism and the "slough of ~naterialism"~~ that 

was seen to define such narrowiy defïned, land-based achievements. "1 [cannot] 

imagine any good reason," Egerton Ryenon proclaimed in a statement that 

resonated in writings on issues of culture and taste throughout the nineteenth 

why the Fanner -- the Lord of the soi1 -- should be destitute of the 
nobility of knowledge; nor why the Mechanic - so essential a 
contributor to the riches, comfort, power and grandeur of a nation -- 
should be a mere operative at his bench, or anvil, when, by the higher 
powers of a cultivated mind, he might equally contribute to the 
country's intellectuai wealth and civil advancement. The 
accessibleness of al1 public situations in this countq to merit, and 
talent and learning, is a beacon to guide and prompt the exertions of 
every aspiring youth, and an admonition to every parent not to doom 
his children to be 'hewers of wood and drawers of water,' by denying 
to them an education suitable to the exigencies of our age and 
country. No patrimony can equal in value an education which 
expands the rnind, exalts the faculties, rennes the taste of pleasure, 
opens numerous sources of inteilectuai enjoyment, and qualifies for 
the civil and social duties of 

Appropriately, when a commentator iike Graeme Mercer Adam set out in 

1879 to explore 'The Promotion of Culture" in Canada, one of his prirnary concem 

74 Peiham Edgar, cited in Margery Fee, "Engüsh-Canadian Literary 
Criticism: D e m g  and Establishing a National Literature" (Ph.D. diss. U of 
Toronto, 1981), 240. 

75 Egerton Ryerson, Inmrgural Addtess on the Nah~ral Advmtages of un 
English and Liberal Educution (Toronto: P ~ t e d  at the Guardian Office, 1842), 25- 
26. See also James Williams's A Lecture on SeFEducdon d e l k e d  before the 
Church of England Young Men's Mutucti Improvement Association of Quebec on 
Wednesday Evening 28th December, 1864 (Quebec: Geor e T. Cary, 1865) and R William Dawson Lesueur's 'The Intellectual Life," CMN 7.4 (April1875): 320-30. 



came to be the question of where the landed sensibilities necessaq for such 

advancement were to be found and, more importantly, how such cultivated tastes 

were to be disseminated. "[Wje look expectantly to the professions for evidence of 

sympathy with culture, and for practical results in its promotion," Adam posited, 

despite the fact that from this cornmunity there have as of yet been few, if any, M y  

reatized "efforts in its behalf." The reasons for this failure according to Adam are 

varied: 

In Law, perhaps £rom the fact that the social status of its members is 
more favourable to its unselnsh pursuit, the recognition of culture is 
more general .... The Clencal and Medical professions on the other 
hand, do not, as professions, give practical encouragement to its 
promotion. The former, in neither its professional curriculum, nor in 
its Church Assemblies, encourages that benignant breadth of tone 
favourable to its existence. As a class, moreover, 'the peril of 
committing themselves' is too characteristic of the profession to give 
aid to its expression, while the asperities of religious controversy too 
often drive culture from their rnidst. Among ministers, as among 
doaors, culture has, individually, to look for that generous, eager, and 
ambitious Me which woos it to a home, and for that student-temper 
which, in the circle of its infiuence, best promotes it. 

If these traditionaiiy landed communities of English-Canadian society were 

perceived to be adding little or nothing to the practical dissemination and 

promotion of culture, the growing merchant or commercial class, what Adam called 

"the trading community of the country," had achieved little more. The problem, as 

he discemed it, was clear: 

With weaith has corne inciifference to the weal of the community, and 
with cornfortable circumstances that seEshness which felicitates itseif 
in isolation. Formerly lectures, readings, literary and debating clubs, 
'socials' for mental improvernenî, and other schemes of an educating 



and improving character, were wont to be patronized, but of these one 
hears iittie now-a-days. It would seem as if we had retrograded greatly 
kom these times, while the apathy that now reveals itself, in matters 
that concern the inteileaual life and pubLic culture, leads us almost to 
despair of a revival of interest?' 

These concerns are in substantial ways representative of those articulated 

by many of the most prominent and powerful English-Canadian commentators of 

the day, men and wornen to whom this designation of landedness functioned as the 

cultural reinforcement of what Wendy Griswold describes generally as a kind of 

cultural archive, a belief in "a repository of symbolic f o m  and works accumulated" 

within a society over time as "a great treasury that can be drawn upon, is 

occasionaily replenished, is never e x h a ~ s t e d . " ~ ~  Although forwarding arguments 

that were often remarkably disparate in tone and scope. these advocates of a 

Canadian landedness also shared a belief, though not always explicitly articulated, in 

what can be best described as an Amoldian psychology of the ideal of liberal 

culture: the conviction that society is culture and that culture is the only sure moral 

authority that can harmonize the totality of human affairs through the stimulation 

and enhancement of a core of life firmly grounded in weli-estabiished notions of 

class, custom, and social responsibility. It was this view of culture visited and 

revisited in essays by many of Adam's contemporaries, including 1. Allen Jack 

("Canadian Aristocracy," 1874), IAueur ('The Intellectual Life," 1875), and W.J. 

76 Graeme Mercer Adam, 'The Promotion of Culture," CEMSC 1 (1879): 
67. "Nor is the press, in the main, more helpful to culture, or infîuential in the 
formation of an elevating public taste," Adam continues. Providing a "daily bill-of- 
fare" dedicated almost singularly to " olitics, controversy, trivial occurences, and Y gossip," these admittedly popular pub cations "with some few exceptions, make no 
original provision for the serious studenttf of culture. Most obviously lacking in such 
papers are discussions of art, music, literature, and Iiterary criticism; "[lliterary 
excerpts, Save of the most fluid character, find littie representation in t h e i  pages, 
and literaxy criticism is almost unknown." 

'' Wendy Griswold, Renaissance RevivaLr: City Comedy and Revenge 
Tragedy in the London Theatre 1576-1980 (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1986), 6. 



Alexander ('The Study of Literature," 1889), writers who shared a deep concern for 

what they perceived to be the senous geocultural limitations on the Canadian 

intellect and imagination. 

Accompanied in individual cases by anxieties over the dissolution of 

imperial afnliations or by fean of the rumblings of economic expansionism and 

annexationism sounding from south of the border, these writers prornoted the 

benefits of the "moulding influence"78 to be found in an Old World cultural archive. 

Although most critics were quick to assert that Codederation brought with it a 

release £rom a "state of mere colonial pupilage,"79 far fewer were ready or willing to 

cut altogether the cultural ties. The accepted mith was that the dtivation of New 

World culture was to corne from those "persons of taste and education in Canada" 

whose own cultivation had occurred in another geocultural place, specincaily those 

landed "emigrants from the Old Country, whose tenderest affections cling around 

the land they have left.18* As an anonymous editorial writer declared in 1889, the 

cultural heritage seen to be linking Canada to England was, even as the century 

neared its end, considered a "magmficent" achievement; moreover, the perceived 

ease with which this hentage could be transported across the Atlantic prornised that 

"the culture and refinement of the English gentleman is not confïned to any special 

part of our Great Empire." The cultural geography of "Canada is simply Britain in 

the ~ e s t . ' ~ l  

78 Adam, "Nationaüsrn and the Literary Spirit" 118. 

79 Bourinot, The Inteüectzui Development 3. 

Edward Hartley Dewart, Selections From Canadian Poets; With 
Occaionul Critical and Biogmphical Noies, A d  An Introductory Essuy on Cmadian 
Poehy (Montreal: John Loveli, 1864), *N. 

81 Anon., "Editorial Notes," CEMSC 11 (1889): 71. 



Although it would be well into the closing decade of the nineteenth cenniry 

before there wodd be any sustained critical rethinking of what one critic described 

as the propensity of the self-proclaimed "smart set" to identiQ culture with "the 

externals of Enghsh civiht ion ... with cenain conventional ways of speaking and 

behaving, with dress, equipage and r n a n n e r ~ , ~ ' ~ ~  Canadian parodists were from mid- 

century onward engaging the double-structuredness of parody to invite a dialectical 

reconsideration of what, for some, appeared to be a cultural path steered near a 

monologic and even myopic reinscription of Old World ways. For when reflected in 

the mirror of Holmes's parody, Belinda as paragon of Old World landedness 

appears quite differently. Steeling herself against the "du11 monotony, and cramped 

vexatiousness" (BelUida 55) she sees awaiting her in married life, and undaunted in 

her resolve to Live until that fateful moment as "free as any bird that flies the air" 

(Belinda 62-3), she overtum with exuberance the cultural and ge neric anticipations 

of readers who had corne to expect in her the great archetypa1 victim of the 

sentimental tradition or the New World exemplar of culture and moral certitude. A 

personification of the conventional tension between pious morality and sexual 

titillation that continued to draw Victorian readers to the sentimental romance, 

Belinda fluctuates %etwixt the two extremes" of the traditional cultural-moral 

binary from which she has emerged: "coquetq on the one hand and pruderj on the 

other." Whereas such prototypic antecedents as Clarissa Harlowe and Elizabeth 

Bennett are models of moral constancy boni, respectively, out of geocuitural 

backgrounds of puritankm and rural gentility, Belinda is decidedly chameleonic, 

possessing "a great facility in changing her extemai appearance and conversation to 

suit the temper of the Company in which she happened to fall." When "[almong the 

82 John Marshall, "Archibald Lampman," QQ 9.1 (Jdy 1901): 65. 



good," the narrator observes, "she was the most religious person in the world -- 

among the bad, her principles were dubious" (Belinda 5). 

Neither chaste nor s u f f e ~ g  during her Me, Beiinda is remarkable for her 

willful and at times even capricious manipulation of the seemingly endless string of 

Old World suitors attracted to her ovenvhelming beauty: the Scotsman McLeod, 

the young Jew Barnabas, the German Van Corts, the Irishrnan Rev. Fitz Rowland, a 

coq of lesser lights (including two, Messrs S. and K., who warrant only single 

initiais), and the two ultimate rivals: the slanderous adulterer Bickerstaff and the 

naive, though appropriately landed Theodore Unwin, "a young gentleman of a 

cultivated mind and polished manners" who looks upon this New WorId lady "like 

Adam, when he  first saw Eve" (Belinda 88-9). Stylizing "the hypocrisy which 

frequently underlies rnoralistic tales of seduction and betrayal,''3 Holmes 

emphasizes at the same time that it is this combination of coquetry and inconstancy 

that gives rise to Belinda's growing international reputation as "the Canadian 

coquette" (Belinda 94) .84 

Reflecting in the &or of parody both generic conventions and New 

World expectations of the stabilizing and harmonizing mode1 of Old World 

landedness envisioned by cornmentators of the day, Belinda subjects the 

evergrowing cast of male characters who fall under her sexual speU to a series of 

triais designed to test their chastity, their fidelity, theu intelligence, and their wit. 

Sitting like an Old World "queen on her throne" (BeiUrda 3), she is, like her famous 

namesalce fiom Pope's The Rape of the L O C ~ ? ~  demonstrably democratic in her 

83 Gerson, A Purer Tarte 144. 

84 A marked textuai allusion to Hannah (Webster) Foster's immensely 
popular English novel The Coquette or the Hïstoty of Elùa Whmton (1797). 

85 Holmes underscores this lheage with a number of unmarked allusions to 
Pope's poem. Belinda's democratic treatment of her various lovers is described at 
one point, for instance, as her ability to show "'Favors to none, / to all she smiles 



dispensation of both rewards and banishments to this cornrnunity of courtiers, with 

"no particular class of persons" excluded bom garnering "an equdy flattering 

reception" (Belinda 6) or equally harsh dismissal. Appropriate within this 

refuncuoned world, it is the Old World men of the novel, not the New World 

heroine, who feel slighted when their lover casts them aside for her next conquest, 

and who inevitably and passionately declare themselves ruined when her intentions 

(or lack thereof) are discovered. 

When Belinda breaks her engagement to Fitz Rowland, for instance, the 

young man is driven to a melodramatic contemplation of suicide that hints at more 

than a passing allegiance to Thomas Love Peacock's dual parody of the Byronic 

hero and Goethe's The Somws of Young Werther (1774) in Nighhare Abbey (1818): 

With a heavy sigh he sat down with his back against the trunk of a 
spreading oak. That was an awful moment! His agitated nerves 
relaxed -- became powerless, and neglected to obey the c d  of his 
unflinching will. His hand, holding the deadly liquid, rested upon his 
knee, and refused its needed aid to the rnost honid act of suicide. -- 
Thought, imperishable thought, began to return; reason again 
resumed its lofty seat. (Belda  65) 

Following a lengthy introspection characterized by the highest rhetorical flourish, 

the episode ends when Rowland pours the viai of laudanum on the ground and 

removes himself ffom the shadow of the towering oak. Holmes again stylizes the 

traits usually attributed to the troubled though virtuous hero of sentimental 

romance. As the narrator emphasizes, there is Iittle, if any, moral or heroic impulse 

shaping Rowland's £inal decision: "It was not because he was tenacious of Me, nor 

extends; / Oft rejects, but never once offends'" (6),  a description taken directly from 
The Rape of the Lock [II: 11-12]). Holmes tunis to a sli tly modified borrowiag 
from Pope's "Epistie II: To a Lady" (157-60) to conclu f e that though Nature "'erred 
not"' when forming Belinda's hysical charms "'without a spot'," there remallis the 
question, posed and answere 8 through the dusion proper, of an e u i l i b r a ~ g  

She wants a heart" (19). 
4 conscience: "With every pleasing, every prudent part / What can elinda' want? -- 



because he thought there remained any thing in this world worth the trouble of 

gaining, but because he was afraid to die that he had consented to live" (Bel* 66). 

Holmes's refunctioning of Belinda's teamil deathbed scene ends the novel 

with a clearly rnarked reflection of the impiied guarantees of Old World landedness. 

Beginning with the narrator's warning that those readers "Who have read this far, 

and think that a more improbable story than has yet been told cannot possibly be 

m e ,  had better not look at this chapter at ail," this parodically stylized denouement 

recounts how Belinda falls genuinely il1 only six weeks after her marriage to 

Theodore Unwin. Although his new bride is Molently opposed to the decision, 

Unwin summons a doctor; the pronouncement he hears is neither reassuring, nor 

consistent with Old World notions of landed moral standards, nor congruous with 

. generic expectations: "'1 think the symptoms, at present, more the sign of life than 

death,"' the doctor concludes. "'Instead of a coffin, you may procure a cradle - and, 

instead of powerful medicines, which undermine the constitution and rack the 

W e ,  a Little panado, and perhaps a Little pap, might be prepared" (Belinda 1 1 4 ) ~ ~ ~  

Although Belinda's son, Ichabod, is delivered in fine health, the Canadian 

coquette's condition deches  rapidly. Following a brief, and well-scripted, moment 

of contrition that secures not only the forgiveness and affections of her husband and 

tomented family but also the adulation of the local population, who act "as if some 

patriot hero, the piilar and support of his community, had Men"  (Belinda 121), 

Belinda prepares herself for a passing that becornes a heroine of her stature. 

Theodore's reaction is, as might be expected, both richly allusive and 
comfortin@y myopic: 

Like Thomas, he refused to take any thhg for granted upon the 
testimony of others. "1 will not believe," said he, and withdrew. But 
sleep forsook his pillow. This was, he thought, a confirmation of his 
hopes; "for Solomon says, 'A virtuous woman is a crown to her 
husband,' and Shakespeare adds, 'Uneasy Lies the head that wears a 
crown.' My head lies uneasy - ergo, 1 Wear a crown; but that crown is 
Beiinda -- ego, Belinda is a virtuous woman." (Belinda 115) 
Cf. Hemy Part II (III.i.30-1). 



Divesting herself of her worldly possessions, she revives her trademark spirit of 

assurance and irreverence; indeed, the Canadian coquette dies with a smile, 

unwaveringly codïdent in her "expectation of being welcomed to the reaims of bliss 

imrnediately upon her dissolutionfv (Belinda 119). Following funeral preparations 

that last three days, Belinda's "splendid covered coffin, with the initials B.U., in gilt, 

upon each side of it" (Belinda 121), is lowered into the ground replete with a 

Richardsonian accornpaniment of "a gentle shower of crystal drops from many 

hundred eyes, [which] bedewed the unconscious eanh" (Belinda 122). 

This willingness on the part of parodists working within Victorian Canada 

to reflea in the &ors of their parody both the appeal and dangers of an 

aitachment to what had become by the mid-nineteenth century an algebrized (and 

often discredited) conjunction between an Old World sense of landedness and sense 

of moral-cultural authonty is evident, too, in De Mille's adventure romance Lady of 

the Ice. During his search for the beautiful and rnystenous Lady from whom his tale 

takes its title, Macrorie rneets the Irishman O'Halloran, yet another personincation 

of Old World landedness with his "unmistakable signs of culture and refinement" he 

has accumulated through a lifetime of formal and informal study. Invited to the 

older man's home for drinks, Macrorie is most affected by the auspicious markers of 

"Culture, Polish, Education, Rank, Style, [and] Attainments" that define the library 

of his new £riend's home. A large room, with "a huge grate fiUed with blazing coals 

[that] diffused a cheerful glow," this cultural mausoleum is full of artifacts signalling 

to Macrorie and to readers the richness and diversisr of the Irisban's cultivated 

passions: 

Magazines and periodicals Lay on the table. Pictures illustrative of 
classical scenes hung round the walls, done in the old-fashioned styles 

of engraving, and representing such subjects as Mutius Scaevola 

before Porsenna; Belisarius begging for an obolus; Aeneas carxying 



his father fkom Troy; Leonidas at Thermopylae; Coriolanus quitting 
Rome; Hamiiear making the boy Hannibal swear his oath of hate 
against Rome; and others of a similar character .... Beside me were 
two bookshelves crammed with books. A glance at them showed me 
that they were largely of a classical order. Longinus, Aeschylus, 
Dernosthenes, Dindorf, Plato, Stallbaum - such were the names that 1 

saw in gilt Ietters on the backs of the volumes. (Beiindn 50-51) 

Analogous Lists proliferate in the novel as Matrone's friendship with OYHalloran 

progresses and their informal conversations on cultural topics become more 

fiequent. The Bobtail is at Urnes overwhelmed by the sheer scope of 7iterary and 

scholastic" (Lady 118) topics upon which O'Halloran's mind can light, albeit 

fleetingly, during any single "symposium," the classical term that Macrorie cornes to 

apply to these conversations: "theology, literature, science, the weather, the m y ,  

the navy, music, painting, sculpture, photography, engraving, geology, chemistry, and 

on a thousand other arts and sciences, in ail of which he showed himself deeply 

versed" (Lady 50). 

Tellingly, OYHalioran soon reveals himself to be a man whose landedness is 

accompanied by an abhorrence of dialogue. A bearer of Old World cultural 

standards who "know[s] nothing but monologues" (Lady 118), he has the singular 

effect of leaving bis listeners feeling variously "overwhelmed," "suppressed," "caved 

in," "beyond [their] depth," or "simply paralyzed." His vast store of Old World 

cultural capitai, though revealing an intellectual energy that the professorid De 

Mille undoubtedly appreciated, serves ody to cripple dialogue within a New World 

context. This landed beacon of cultural conscience is patently unable to 

communkate to his New World community an appreciation of the ide& of art and 

literature he holds dear. When Macrorie discovers OYHalioran's ultimate passion, 

the translation of Homer into Irish dialect, he is "treated" to two lengthy symposia 

during which he is regaled with the justincations and results of this lifelong project. 



Both monologues conclude with lengthy reproductions of one of 0'Halloran7s 

translations-in-progress. Represented here by the selected opening iines from his 

lengthy "revision" of Homer's description "of the palace of Antinous in the 

'Odyssey'," the "translations" are forwarded as "evidence" of his landed status: ""For 

benchus hoights ov brass aich wee wos h r n l e e  buildid, / From the front dure till 

the back, an' a nate blue corrinis filled it"" ( L e  69-70). Faced with such "evidence" 

of OYHalloran's treasured "culture," Macrorie dozes off, failing to see either the 

humour or the futility of his new £riendYs 0bsession.8~ 

But this New World overvaluation of Old World landedness is refunctioned 

in an even more significant fashion when Macrorie, having innocently mistaken 

O'Hailoran's wife Nora for the mystenous Lady of the Ice, openly declares his love 

for his fiend's spouse. It is a misplaced declaration that ieaves little choice for 

these Old World men of "high chivalric sentiment, and lofty sense of honor": bound 

to their Old World codes, they hesitatingly agree that thek only option is to arrange 

"pistols for two" (Lady 89) and venture forth to the "the field of honour,la8 an 

87 See also O'Halloran's    ri gin al'^ latin song, " P h e W  Halioranü 
Carmen," which is reproduced as part of De Mille's text "verbdrn et literatim, notes 
and all" (119). 

One of the rnany "customs" that had been "imported [into] that art of 
British Amenca which was to become Upper Canada," duels were inform a i  y 
tolerated in Canada well into the 184Os, despite the written laws declaring them 
illegal. See, for instance, Anon., "Duelling Anecdotes," LG 3.9 (August 1841): 423- 
25, and Blanche Bishop, "Correspondence," AA 15.6 (April 1889): 71-2. 

Honourable Justice William Renwick Riddell notes in his pamphlet, 'The 
Duel in Early Upper Canada" [1915], that although "undoubtedy the law" of the 
country barred such activities, there was an implied acceptance m both the law court 
and court of public opinion that "if the duel was fair in all respects, the suMvor and 
the seconds could not be convicted (4). He explains that there "were three - or 
perhaps four - [fatal] duels which made considerable noise in their day and are not 
yet quite forgotten" (4): the White-Small duel of 1800, instigated when White, the 
first Attorney General of the Province of U er Canada, "spoke slightingiy of the 
wife of Ma'or John Srnail," the Clerk of the i5 ecutive Council; the Weekes- Dickson 
duel (1806 , in which two prominent lawyers caiied each other out following a series 
of virulent attacks made during a court trial; the Ridout-Jamis duel (1816), a 
protracted affair that or ipated when a mishandled business transaction led to 
public slander, and the slnglemost notorious case in this country of one man drawing 



encounter that De Mille saw as rich in parodic potential. As a cultural ritual that 

had long been seen to protect, and idedy to nourish, the "thoughts, habits, and 

perceived to inform Old World designations of landedness, the duel held 

an imaginative appeal for many members of the New World landed class. Lifang 

individual resentments above the merely personal level, the practice allowed for an 

exclusive defence of honour to evolve into a joint, ritualized homage to a broader, 

class-based sense of landedness shared by both cornbatants. Rich with a morbid 

irony that itself might prove appeaiing to the parodist, the duel in this sense 

becomes "an index of [culhiral] vitality," with each real, exaggerated, or fictitious 

encounter providing fuel for future narrative amplifkations of "the de teena t ion  of 

a [landed class] not, under any threat, to abdicate its leading position" in society?O 

To tum from the challenge of a "calling out," either through flight or through 

seeking the protection of the court, rendered an individual no longer worthy of the 

designation of landedness and at the same time compromised the reputation and 

stability of that cultured and inherently privileged community. 

Important, too, was the fact that by the mid-nineteenth century the duel and 

iü attendant rimals (the etiquette of the seconds, the selection of weapons and the 

site of engagement) had, Like the topographic f eawe  of Holmes's castle, accmed a 

dense layering of narrativized codings and recodings upon which the parodist might 

draw. From Quixote's honourable, albeit comic challenges to fight all corners in 

order to make them acknowledge the charrns of his Ddcinea through Dr. Slammer's 

calling out of Mr. Winkle in Pickwick Papen (1836) to the stories, and sometimes 

his pistol weii before the f i e  sign was given (the perpetrator, Ridout, ultimately 
missed, ran, and was killed when Jarvis placed his "entitled shot" with more effect); 
and the comparatively tame Wilson-Lyon duel, which took place near Brockville in 
1833. 

89 V.G. Kiernan, The Duel UI Ewopeun HrStory: H m u r  and the Reign of the 
ANtocmcy (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1989), 42,7. 

90 Kiernan, 110,115. 



even the lives, of such literary figures as Byron, Scott, and Srnoilet, imaginative 

representations of duels and of duellists provided an abundance of intertexts on 

which the parodist codd draw. On more farniliar geocultural terrain, Major John 

Richardson's The Gumds in Cm& (1848) had taken as its subject an affair of 

honour involwig the Grenadier Guards stationed in ~ o n t r e a l ? ~  Indeed, the ways 

by which the cultural codes and rituals of the duel had been imaghed and 

reirnagined by this t h e  offered more "in the way of insight into the manners, the 

social or moral atmosphere, the self-picturing" of the culture in question than the 

duels themselvesg2 

An erudite man who saw in "culture ... the refining and humanizing 

infiuence of art or letters, through which one attains to a more deücate sensibility of 

taste, and a higher and purer stage of intellectual e n j ~ y n e n t , " ~ ~  De Mille was 

obviously bemused by the less-than-genteel maneuvering of the duel. While 

recognizing the need for and the benefits of havhg ritual and custom within a 

society, he saw in the cultural codes of the duel an outdated and irrelevant vestige of 

the discourses of Old World militarism and privilege of landedness that had little 

place in a New World society in which points of gallantry and the chivalric image of 

a man standing alone to meet his fate had little currency. Anticipating by more than 

forty yean the comic duel scene that structures the plot of fellow Canadian Robert 

Barr's An UmtimentalJoumey: An Extravaganta (1913)P4 itself a novel that 

91 As Patterson traces in his discussion of 'Three Famous Duels," Nova 
Scotian history was as rich in opularized "duel lore" as that of Upper Canada, S stories that De Mille may we have heard during a lifetirne spent on the eastem 
Coast (More Studies Ur Nova Scotim Hzktory [Halifax: Imperial, 1941],71-89). 

94 Barr's novel, released as #368A in Hodder and Stoughton's popular 
Sixpenny Novels series, was released in England by Everleigh Nash under the less 
allusive title My Enemy Jones. An Ektravaganza. 



serves as both light and &or of Laurence Sterne's A SentimentdJomey (1768), 

De Mille provides in Lady a duel that is, as his chapter title promises, "A Very 

Singular and Very Obstinate ~ i s ~ u t e . ' ~ ~ ~  

With the "preliminaries of the duel neatly arranged" by the relevant 

seconds, the four men depart by sleigh early one rnorning for a cenain point of land 

located "many miles out of town" where the confrontation can take place dear of 

interference (Lady 107). Even on his way to the field of honour, Macrorie takes a 

moment to reiterate the distinct specifïcities of the Canadian landscape in winter: 

'There was nothing but a general mixture of ice heaps, slush, thawing snow-drifts, 

bare ground, and soft mud .... Added to this, the weather was abominable. It was 

warrn, soft, slimy, and muggy" (Lady 101). Reaching the selected field of honour, 

O'Halloran in tuni reiterates his attachent to landed notions of honour and 

culture and the fact that they are patently (and legally) out of place in this New 

World setting; it must be a land of "the barbarous legisleetion," he observes 

derisively, "that throis to stoifle and raypriss the sintimints of honor, and the code of 

chivairy" (Lady 107). 

95 The full title of the chapter reinforces this sense of the battle that follows 
and re resents neatly De Milie's fondness for word play, puns, and spirited 
reco di! guring of chapter headings: 

A Friendly Call. - Preliminaries of the Duel Neatly Arranged. -- A 
Damp Journey, and Depressed S kits. -- A Secluded Spot. -- 
Difnculties Which Attend a Due f' in a Canadian Spring. -- A Masterly 
Decision. -- Debates About the Niceties of the Code of Honor. -- Who 
Shall Have the First Shot, Struggle for Precedence. -- A Very Singular 
and Obstinate Dispute. -- 1 Save O'Halloran h m  Death by 
Ftheumatism 
In a 1868 letter to Harper Brothers concerning his lost, and likely never 

completed novel known only by its working title "Arnenca Dissected," De Mille 
notes his intentions of e loitin the comic otential of this particular cultural ritual 
even before Lady ofthe%: '"de Grst half l' of the stoq] refers to New York, 
Boston, & and Philadelphia," he notes. "The remainder takes in the West, & 
consists of duels in Canada, extravagant adventures, and whimsical impressions ...." 
(cited in Monk, 199). 



But it is the land not the laws of the New World that are shown in De 

Mille's parodic &or to have the greatest impact on this attempt at settling the 

scores of an Old World dishonour. Unable and unwilling to step out of the sleigh 

for fear of "plung[ing] into an abyss of keezing slush," the four men attempt to solve 

the logistics of battle by arranging the sleighs "so as to bring [their] backs ... at the 

requisite distance fkom one another." After some argument about the definition of 

"twelve paces" in such an arrangement (equine or human), the quartet pause to 

"take somethin' wamm" in an attempt to hold off the penetrating cold of the 

Canadian winter; a flask is duly produced, "and some minutes were passed in a 

general, a convivial, and a very affectionate exchange of courtesies" (Lady 108). 

More debate ensues: about the wording of the command or, alternatively, about 

who shodd fire the h t  shot; about "the noiceties and the dilicacies of the jooling 

code," as O'HaUoran calls them; and about the "punctillio of honor" that had 

brought them to this point. As these issues grind towards resolution, and the 

weather grows colder and colder, the four men return regularly to the flask from 

which New World courtesy seems to pour. Thoroughly benumbed by the Canadian 

cold, the two combatants fhally arrange matters to mutual satisfaction. Hampered 

by trembling hands and a fairly weli-progressed state of intoxication, neither hits his 

intended target and both agree to retreat to the confines of O'Haiioran's Library in 

an attempt to ward of permanent damage kom the cold. The old duelEst's catch- 

phrase, "Pistols for two and champagne for one,'196 has been parodically 

reconfigured so as to reflect the realities of a new land: "Pistols for two, whiskey aii 

around." 

By 1887, when the pseudonymous author of the unsigned parodic novelette 

"Claude Coursol, The Great Canadian Novel by A Haggard Writer" (1887) tum 



again to the duel, the Old World tradition has been reunderstood as simply one of 

many available, and equdy algebrized, narrative devices used to move a New 

World story towards closure. When the tale's two heroines have mysteriously 

though "gracefully perished" at the midpoint of the closing chapter, the "Haggard 

Writer" must find an equaliy accommodating means of dispensing with his two 

heroes, and so he does by having them partake in a duel that is notable as much for 

its brevity as for its parody: 'They held their pistols to each other's heads and 

blazed away." With this densely coded Old World ntual refiacted as a comic deus ex 

machina, the anonymous novelist is free to move towards a sense of closure familiar 

to, and demanded by, readers of the day: "Heroes and heroines, the fair, the brave, 

the innocent, had vanished like postage stamps. Thus, kind reader, ends this classic 

tale, which for grace, pathos, dramatic incident, and local coloring has never been 

equalled and never can be equalled in this or any other country.'b7 

From the vast and fiozen lands of Cartier and Rabelais to the ice heaps, 

slush, and thawing snow drifts of De Mille and "dramatic local colouring" of a 

haggard Canadian writer, the relationship between New World designations of 

cultural geography and Old World notions of land and landedness had by the second 

half of the nineteenth century already proven themselves to be durable and complex 

ones. By at once engaging and straining to the limits of the familiar the elernents of 

these Old World designations that had degenerated into algebrized burdens on the 

Canadian imagination, the parodists explored here suggest that questions about the 

future of a New World cultural geography were not questions that could be 

answered simply by looking to another place or another culture. While drawiog on 

the topographic codes and discursive conventions that were familiar and comforting 

to Canadian readers and writers, these writers ask this New World community to 

97 Grip 29.21 (19 November 1887): 5. 



think again about their imaginative and cultural relationship with the geography of 

this still new land, a geography that would continue to play a primary role in the 

shaping of a distinctly national culture and national character. 

Exemp1i-g Bakhtin's definition of parody as a double-structured 

discourse capable of unsettling commonly held assumptions, of chailenging the 

governing authority that had guided the original mapping of Canada's cultural 

geography, and of dislocating stagnant or stdt@ng cultural assumptions from their 

position of centrality, these works move to provoke a fresh response to this new and 

diverse land. As De Mille's near-frozen dueilers remind readers, the enterprise of 

living in a new world involves some degree of dialogic engagement, some wihgness 

to modify and renovate attitudes and practices that prove thernselves over time to 

be out of place, to be inhibitive rather than creative and single-focused in their 

attention to past models rather than fonvard-looking. Parody understood in the 

sense explored here is neither a lwniry nor an attenuated cultural discourse but a 

matter of sunrival, a potential catalyst in the transformation of New World 

designations of a distinct geocultural terrain. The dialectical gesture of parody 

enables the parodist to posit a vital ciifference at the heart of the Canadian 

experience while at the same t h e  acknowledging both the presence and the 

benefits of a rnarked similarity with the terrain fiom which so many Victorian 

Canadians had ventured. 

It is this renovating spirit that allowed these parodies to inuoduce into the 

Canadian imagination, too, a sense of the horizons open to a culture that might 

move toward a dialectical reconsideration of those Old World, and often algebrized, 

preconceptions and presumptions about reading and writing that informed the 

Victorian designation of landedness. Both diachronically, as the exploration of the 

cultural attitudes and anxieties pertaining to these "cultivated activities as they 

came to be practiced within Viaonan Canada, and synchronically, as an open 



statement of their own relationship to these attitudes and practices, these parodies 

contain within themselves the potential to promote the benefits of considering again 

the aims and roles of the consumption and production of literature within the 

geographic and cultural realities of Canada. Like Cemantes's representation of the 

self-conscious authonal figure named Cervantes toiling over the prefatory 

comments to his already written and already read tale of another reader, Don 

Quixote de la Mancha, Canadian parodists illuminated the complex struggles and 

soc iod t~ra l  burdens awaiting those readers and writers who might take it upon 

themselves to look beyond the comfortable designations of land and landedness that 

continued to d e h e  Canadian culture during the second half of the nineteenth 

century. They remind us, in short, that the cultural activities of reading and writing 

are themselves historically and geographically located. They serve, too, to locate the 

specificities of the New World geoculture in the imaginations of the people who live 

there and to contnbute in complex and important ways to that culture's self- 

unders tanding. 
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Chapter Two 

'An Appreciative Taste for Reading": 
Parody and a Canadian Culture of Reading 

When Graeme Mercer Adam paused in 1890 to reflect upon the level of cultural 

cultivation that had been achieved in Canada in the preceding years, what he saw 

lef? him less than optimistic. Noting with some sadness that senous literature 

dealing specifically with Canada and Canadian concems was "seldom ever written" 

as the century entered its final decade, he was even more troubled by the fact that 

what little was produced was "never read."' The problem, as an anonymous 

contemporary of Adam's elucidated, was not that citizens of the young country could 

not read but that the country itself remained unsettled and unfocused in its cultural 

ideals. Still only a "mere collection of provinces, with conflicting and diverging 

interests, held together mainly by money considerations and an act of parliament," 

Canada had yet to produce a general populace instilled with what had long been 

celebrated as a key anribute within the designation of landedness, namely "an 

appreciative taste for reading."2 

l Graeme Mercer Adam, "Canadian fiterature," The Week 8 (4 July 1890): 
486. 

Anon., "Rev. of Gilbert Parker's The Seats of the Mighty," TUR 9.5 (May 
1896): 64. 



As writers who depended on a literate and sophisticated Canadian public 

and a vibrant reading culture within which their own texts as well as their texnial 

models could find an  audience, Canadiau parodists were naturaily interested in the 

intense and often polarized debates that emerged in Canada £rom mid-century 

onward over the cultural benefits to be realized from the promotion and cultivation 

of an appreciative taste for reading. Such concern on the part of writers of parody 

was not unusual. As Margaret Rose explains, any study of parody and its role in the 

renovation of a cuIture stniggling toward a new level of self-understanding 

necessar-îly raises questions of reading as a vital cultural activity, questions 

concerned with "a sociology of reading" that take into account the EuIl range of 

societal attitudes and anxieties as weil as the material conditions and institutions 

affecting the appreciative consumption of books within a culture at a given 

moment. 3 

Rose's observation is weil founded. Indeed, from parody's novelistic 

blossoming in Don @hote, parodists have displayed an intense dialedcal interest 

in the ways by which readers as individuals and communities, the act of reading, and 

contemporary concerns over such issues as the propriety or social value of 

consuming specific genres have corne to be conceptualized within cultures in 

transition. With frequent and open glances back to Quixote's text-inspired 

wanderings, Sterne's heroic autobiographer Tristram Shandy coincidentaily 

expresses great concern about his reader's qualincations and acuity while leaving 

blank lines and marbled pages in order to promote reader involvement. Fielding, 

having declared openly his respect for tales "written in imitation of the manner of 

Cervantes," sets out, on the one hand, to educate his readers as to the skilis and 

attention necessary when consuming his narrative feasts (Joseph Andrews), while, on 

Rose, Parody//Metaflction 167. 



the other, targeting with the satiric overtones of his parodic Shameïa that 

community of readers whose emphasis on the morality and propriety of reading he 

saw as Little more than a transparent and sanctimonious excuse for titillation. And 

Jane Austen's Northanger Abbey, one of the best-known English parodies of the 

naive reader who conflates the worlds of fiction and "reality," includes as part of its 

remarkable ensemble an elegant defense of novel readers4 

Appropnately, one of the more carehilly deheated characteristics 

distinguishing the first "heroine" of Canadian parody, Holmes's Belinda, fkom the 

community around her is the prominence and eclecticism of her reading habit. A 

colonial reader who is '%etter acquainted with the bible, and had read more novels 

... than any other fernale of her age" (BelMa 5) that Holmes's narrator has ever 

known, Belinda often retires to her room, exhausted from yet another round of her 

seemingiy endless flirtations. in order to console herself with a book. Consistent 

with the inconstancy of her moral and emotional character, her sense of reading 

culture is rernarkable for its range and ternper: 

Miss Howard retired to her room, spent a turning of the hour-glas 
with Mr. S, wrote a letter to Barnabas, took up lord Byron's poems, 
Sung one of Wesley's hymns, read a page or two in Don Quixote, and 
a chapter in the New Testament ... knelt d o m  and prayed for the 
spread of the gospel tmth and knowledge in every part of the world, 
for success in aU her enterprises, protection through the night, a long 
and agreeable life, an easy transit, and a happy eternity. (Belinda 10) 

Despite Hohes's marked emphasis on Belinda's reading habit in this early 

Canadian parody, a convention-laden book that is itseif a testament to the 

accessibility of sentimental novels in mid-century Canada, modem Canadian aitics 

have continued to suggest that the subject of reading was 

See also Boris Eichenbaum's articularly lucid 
concem in O. Henry and the Theory of t R e Short Story, 4. 

"usually regarded with 

treatment of similar 



solemn concern"5 by Victorian Canadians. It has becorne fairly well recognized 

through the scholarship of such critics as Carole Gerson and Margery Fee that of 

the various cultural activities and practices seen to support the New World 

designation of landedness, the activity of reading was most often singled out for 

partidar conside ration by Victorian Canadian critics and comme ntators. If culture 

in the aggregate was seen to be the retining and hurnanizing influence through 

which an individual and a sotiety could attain a more delicate sensibility of taste and 

a higher stage of intellectual and moral development, then reading was 

acknowledged to be the most accessible and most effective means of such 

acquisition. As an anonymous observer had noted as early as 1863, reading was 

accepted without question within the cultural geography of Victorian Canada as 

"among the greatest consolations of iife; it is the nurse of virtue; the upholder in 

adversity; the prop of independence; the support of just pride; the strengthener of 

elevated opinions; it is a shield against the tyrarmy of all petty passions; it is the 

repeller of the fool's scoff and the knaves [sic] poison.'t6 

Exuberant catalogues aside, the reading "habit," as it was frequently 

desaibed, had by this moment in Canada's history moved well beyond being 

considered a skill possessed solely by the landed elite. Increasingly it was seen as a 

cultural activity that, if nurtured with due diligence by ail members of Canadian 

society, would provide a broadly based foundation upon which "a strong and 

symmeuical moral and religious [national] character"' could be constnicted. "As a 

missionary of civilisation and rennement," reading was seen to be an enlightening 

habit that would and could raise Canadians "above the petty passions and 

Gerson, A Pzuer Tarte 24. 

Anon., "Reading>I1 CIN 2.14 (15 August 1863): 166. 

' Baie Chaleur, 'Study of English Literanire," CEMSC 10 (1888): 168. 



[mercantile] interests of the hourra towards an appreciation of what LeSueur and 

other writers characterized as the "true ideal of [a] Med tived in harmony and 

common prosperity. As commentators continued to reiterate through to cenmy's 

end, what a people read could "never cease to be one main element in the mord 

atmosphere"10 of the national Me; as William Kingsford summarized in 1892, "[tlhe 

whole hope of the future of Canada" was very often seen to Lie "in the sound, sober 

sense of the community, by which opinion is influenced. It is by reading and thinking 

that men of this character are rnoulded."ll 

The moulding influence of reading was understood within the Victonan 

milieu, in large part, as a sociaiiy affïrmative one that served to preserve the 

sociocultural harmonies that were sacrosanct among the landed upper and middle 

classes, those communities espeaally anxious about the social and economic 

tensions that seemed to tighten their grip on the Canadian geodture as the century 

progressed. Within these groups, the promotion of wide-reaching social 

programmes aimed at improving both the reading Literacy and the reading habits of 

the general populace was seen as a necessary step in securing a prosperous future, 

given that the image of a literate individual was largely synonyrnous in Victorian 

Canada with the image of an educated individual. Education, so the argument 

advanced, "rnakes a man a better citizen, and helps hirn form correct opinions of 

what is trampiring around him," namely the cultivation of the cornerstone Canadian 

Alexander McLachlan, "Books," CMNR 1.5 (May 1872): 422. 

Lesueur, "Readin and Intelligence," The Week 3.24 (13 May 1886): 381. 
See also Adelaide L. Cam ers, "Literature Studies in Public School," CEMSC 19 
(1897): 81. 

t% 

Io Roy D. Kinmont, 'The Friendship of Books," nie  Week 7.2 (15 
December 1889): 25. 

" WilIiam Kingsford, The Eadj Bibliography of the Province of OntCUio 
(Toronto: Rowseii & Hutchison, 1892), 128-29. 



M e s  of peace, order, and good govemment.12 As one anonymous contributor to 

the Toronto Globe elucidated in 1880, the comection between funaional literacy 

and the future stability of a youthful countq like Canada was patently clear: "In a 

country like ours, where so much depends on the intelligence of the public, anything 

that would tend to make the people a reading and thoughtfbi community shouid be 

atternpted."13 

If dtivation of the reading habit was advanced as a central step in securing 

social harmony and perpetuating a cultured or polite society, it was also easiiy 

reconcilable with the whole system of power, statu, and exchange that was central 

to the Victorian Canadian dedication to nation-building. Considered, on the one 

hand, an effective antidote to the endless routine of l'the mil1 and the counting- 

house, the office and the work-baskett' that '%ardens and degrades" the human 

spirit,14 reading was seen, on the other hand, as an essentiai complement to the 

discourse of ordered progress that Belinda saw spread before her in the panorama 

of the vailey in which her family lived. More accurately, a functionaily literate 

populace was seen as a valuable resource within an industrialking society 

determined to shape itself in response to and in anticipation of the demands of 

emerging market economies. With an attendant emphasis on work-force 

adaptability, the expansion of secondary and white-collar sectors of the marketplace, 

and the increasing reliance on advertising, these economies assumed, and therefore 

l2 John Hallam, Notes by the Wq on Free Libraries mid Books wiih a Plea 
for the Establishment of Rate-Supported Librmanes in the Province of Ontanano (Toronto: 
Globe Printing, 1882), 28. 

l3 Anon., 'Teacher's Convention," Globe (11 August 1880): 3. 

l4 Mrs. Holiwell, "Holiday Musings of a Worker," BNA 2 (January 1864): 
270. 



required, fairly substantiai pools of labourers and consumers who had at least a 

basic reading literacy l5 

As Literacy levels gradually improved in Canada so, too, did Canadian 

readers' access to books, "the most innocent, the most delighdul of aii luxuries"16 

and the single most imponant "instrument of culture"17 available in the new land. 

As early as 1850 commentators were celebrating the expansion of both wholesale 

and retail bookselling in the colony and the benefits, both cultural and pecuniary, to 

be derived from such a profusion of textual riches. Pointing out that "[iln no period 

since the discovery of the printing press, have books been poured forth in such 

l5 Paul Rutherford, A Vîcton'an Authority: The Dai& Press in Late 
Nineteenth-Centruy Canada (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 1982), 25-6. As Rutherford 
notes, Victorian confidence in the ability to promote this most basic level of reading 
skill among English Canadians was statistically well founded if one considers the 
significant improvements in reading Literacy fkom about rnid-century onward. 
Analyzing data gathered from church and census records, he concludes that at the 
beginning of this period M y  "one-quarter to one-third of the adults in the mainland 
colonies could not read." Such a high percentage of reading illiteracy among the 
adult population "placed British North Amenca behind such f ront -mers  as %hite' 
Amenca and Sweden (at 10 to 15 per cent illiteracy), or Scotland and Prussia 
(almost as accom lished), but on a par with England and WaIes (25 to 30 percent) 
and well ahead O ! Catholic Europe where illiteracy rates ranged from France's 
estimated 40 per cent to Italy's 75 to 80 per cent." Improving steadily as the century 

! rogressed, with the most signincant gains appearing in the decades immediatel 
ollowing Confederation, Canada had by the end of the 1890s attained a level O 

adult reading illiteracy that hovered between nine and ten percent. Achieved 
r 

through a variety of strategies, including the systematic centralization and 
reorganization of the common school infrastructure and the promotion of adult 
education, and through the influences of popular movements such as the National 
Council of Women's fostering of reading circles, this deaease in the number of 
adult Canadians unable to read is remarkable. Even with such gains, though, 
century's end found the still-young dominion "ranked sli tly behind France as well P as Engiand and Wales" in terms of overall adult levels O reading Literacy (26-27). 
Still, as Gerson concludes, "p]y the end of the nineteenth century most adult 
Canadians could read [and] many valued the notion of literary activity" (A Auer 
Taste, 7). 

For the sociocultural benefits to be had £rom the promotion of such 
grassroots movements of reading circles, see also S.A.C., "On the Formation of 
Reading Circles in Canada," The Week 13.44 (25 September 1896): 138-140. 

l6 Daniel Wilson, "Free Public Libraries," CEMSC 6 (1884): 145. 

l7 WJ. Alexander,'The Study of Literature," The Week 6.52 (29 November 
1889): 824. 



abundance, as at the present,"18 these writers were unabashedly optimistic about 

the future of a Canadian society in which the culture of reading was to be nurtured 

by a ready supply of inexpensive books and generally hi@-quality, though often 

short-lived, iiterary per-iodicals and magazines. "Incalculable are the benefits that 

Canada derives from her cheap reprints of aU the European standard works, which," 

an ever-frugal Susanna Moodie was quick to point out, can be bought in the colony 

"at a quarter the price of the English editions."19 As an unidentified editoriaiist in 

the Canadimz Month& Md Nationai Review noted some two decades later: "in this 

nineteenth century books are within reach of every one, and they become the apple 

of his eye, the sole rnistress of his heart."20 

LP., "Novels and Novel Readers," LG 8.5 (May 1850): 207. 

l9 Susanna Moodie, Life in the CIeanhgs versus Life in the Bush (London: 
Bentley, 1853), 285. 

20 Anon., "Round the Table," CMNR 13.1 (January 1878): 89. For a home 
book nade that had long been dependent on an uneven supply of reading materials, 
the second half of the meteenth c e n t v  must have appeared to be a flourishing 
market. More organized than at any pomt in its short history, and benefitting from 
the steadying hand of the Booksellers' Association of Canada, which had been 
established in November 1857 under the guidance of Henry Rowsell, AH. h o u r ,  
and Reverend John Cunningham Geikie, the Canadian book trade entered at mid- 
century a period of steady growth. The C e r n  of the Cmudar for the decade 1851 
to 1861, for instance, shows the number of booksellers officially Listed as more than 
doubling, increasing from 45 to 116; by 1880-1881 the number almost doubled again 
to 221. As James Douglas noted in his refiections on T h e  Intellectual Progress of 
Canada" (1875), this growth of a native book trade, albeit sporadic at times, was 
built largely on a foundation of irnported materials flowing into Canada from 
publishing houses in the United Kmgdom and the United States; as importation 
numbers grew, so grew the bookselling trade. Between 1868 and 1874, for instance, 
the annual importation of books into Canada more than doubled, nsing bom a 
reported gross value of $479,000 to $959,000 (CMNR 7.6 [June 18751: 471). In 1875, 
a year in which the Canadian governent restnictured and sigd?cantly ti htened the 
long-standing 1868 Act governing the local importation of reprints under %ritish 
copyrights this total increased a~ain, surpassing the $1 million threshold for the fîrst 
t h e .  (As George Parker explam in The BegUvring of the Book Traàe in Canada 
(1985), the Literary Copyright Act of 1842, usuaiiy c d e d  the Imperia1 Copyright 
Act, continued to hold sway in Canada until its repeal in 1924. Under the 1842 Act, 
protection was extended through the Empire to those works first published in the 
two major UK centres - London and Edinburgh - as weli as making provision for 
prohibiting unauthorized reprints from being produced in or imported into British 
temtory. AU of this confusion was compounded when in 1885 Canada, as part of 



Various public and private initiatives contributed significantly to ensuring 

that this new wealth of materials was accessible to ail Canadians. An expanding 

trade in books published by subscription (particularly popular in the seventies and 

eighties) and such successful Canadian-based series as Rose-Belford's Library, the 

Rose Library (from the Hunter, Rose Company), and various configurations of 

Canadian Copyright Senes, succeeded in bringing well-made "cheap Libraries" to the 

Canadian reader at competitive prices. Later in the century, the success of the Rose 

Publishing Company's Premier Library Series of nfty-cent titles guaranteed that the 

profitable Canadian publishing tradition of inexpensive reprint series continued well 

into this century21 More controversial than these entrepreneurid enterprises was 

the Empire, was brought in under the regulative umbrelia of the Berne 
Convention.) 

21 A ubiquitous presence on the Canadian cultural scene from his arrival in 
Canada in 1858 to his departure to upstate New York in 1892, Graeme Mercer 
Adam is iliustrative of the non-elected though nonetheless tireless and powerful 
supporters of Canadian culture who held mie to their conviction that a weU- 
developed culture of reading provided the foundation necessary for Canada's 
national character. Married to the daughter of John Lovell, longtime editor of The 
Literaty Gari&, Adam had upon emigrating estabiished himself as a clerk in the 
Toronto establishment of the lnfluential bookman Reverend John Cunningham 
Geikie. With a career path that is representative of those foilowed by many of the 
new style of bookmen who emerged h Canada durhg this penod,   dam ehered 
the bookselling vade in 1860, when he purchased the local and extensive agency 
business of his retiring employer; soon thereafter he formed a artnership with 
another young though inexperienced bookman, James Rollo. R een to £ree 
themselves £rom the capital costs traditionaliy associated with the indinenous book 
trade, the partners wisely established a ~ o ü j  of contractin out ail ofheir  printhg, 
a move which alIowed Rollo & Adam Pubiishers to attend h -thne to extending 
their already prosperous agency hes ,  to issue local editions of British and Amencan 
authors, and to publish and promote a number of important magazines, including 
the short-lived The Bnfish-Amencan Magazine, a joumal "devoted to Literature, 
Science and Art" (1863-64), and The Canadian Bookreller (1865-67), an expanded 
version of Geikie's groundbreaking Literary Navs Letter. Always keen to promote 
the works of native writers, the company's publications in these early years included 
Alexander McLachlan's The Emigrmt mid Other Poem (1861) and Thomas D'Arcy 
McGee's Popular Hktory of Irelmid (1863). 

When Rollo retired from the book trade in 1866, Adam continued, forming 
various other partnerships, including one with John Horace Stevenson, with whom 
he formed the well-respected Adam, Stevenson, and Corn any, and a two-year stint 
in the 1870s during whch he was part of an u state New ork publishing 'f S 
consortium with John Wurtele Lovell, the el est son of John Love& and Frank L. 
Wesson of the Massachusetts family of gun manufacturers (Parker, 175). At a l l  



the systematic expansion of a network of Libraries, rnechanics' institutes, and other 

forms of book-lending institutions within Victorian Canada. Promoted and 

controiied from about mid-century onward by the Reverend Egerton Ryerson, the 

powef i  Chief Superintendent of Education for Upper Canada who had established 

himseif in Canadian culture as the former editor of the Christian Guudian and 

manager of the successful Methodist Book Room, this system was shaped in the 

early years according to Ryerson's personal campaign to systematically reorganize 

and regulate the uses of literacy in Canadian culture22 Supported by the passage of 

the School Acts of 1846 and 1850, and reinforced in the marketplace by the near 

monopoly enjoyed by bis Educational Depository, the sole supplier to aiI public 

schools and lending institutions, Ryerson was guided in his polifies by a deeply held 

beiief in the benefits of cuitivating the reading habit among the general populace of 

the country: achieving a high level of functionai literacy, he believed, would secure 

"a society based on Christian virtues, self-discipline, and aliegiance to duly 

constituted a ~ t h o r i t ~ . " ~ ~  As he undencored in a letter to Governor General James 

Bruce, Earl of Elgin and Kincardine, in the spring of 1849: 

times attentive to developments north of the border, Adam began The Canada 
Bookseller & MLscellany in 1871, "the k s t  real book trade penodicai" (Parker, 177) in 
English Canada; this project merged after two years with Goldwin Smith's The 
Canadian Monthly and National Review (1872-1878), which Adam edited for seven 
years before moving on to a similar position with the Canada Eddonal MonthZy 
and School Chronicle (1879-84). Although he would undergo a dramatic political 
conversion in the late 1870s £rom ardent cultural nationalist to vocal free trader, a 
shift facilitated in no smdl way by his growing loyalty to Smith and to his work on 
the controversiai newsletter The Bystander (1880-81; 1883), Adam retained an 
interest in the practices and growing prosperities of the Canadian book trade and of 
the habits of Canadian readers. As he could ca lda te  with a note of some self- 
satisfaction in 1886, "[glood books were never more chea or abundant, a modest 
sum nowadays would buy ahost  the whole r e a h  of ~n&sh  literature" ("On The 
Choice of Books'," 782). 

22 Bruce Curtis, 'Linery Memt,' 'Useful Knowledge,' and the Organization 
of Township Libraries in Canada West, 1840-1860," Ontano Histoty 78.4 (1986): 285. 

23 Lorne Bruce, F m  Books for Al[: nie Public Library Movement in OnfCUio, 
1850-1930 (Toronto: Dundurn, 1994). 3. 



There can be but one opinion as to the great importance of 
introducing into each township of Upper Canada, as soon as possible, 
a Township Library ... consisting of a suitable selection of entertainhg 
and instructive books, in the various departments of biography, 
travels, history (ancient and modem), natural p hilosop hy and history, 
practical arts, agriculture, Iiterature, political economy .... It is not 
easy to conceive the vast and salutary influence that would be exerted 
upon the entire population ... in furnishing useful occupation for 
leisure hours, in improving the tastes and feelings, in elevating and 
enlarging the views, in prompting to varied and useful enterprize [sic], 
that would flow bom the introduction of such a fountain of knowledge 
and enjoyment in each township in Upper 

Given that the majority of financial and political endorsement of Ryerson's 

plan for tax-supported Libraries was concentrated among those rniddle- and upper- 

class voters who felt that reading ought to contribute to the creation of a prosperous 

and harmonious society, it is not surprishg that popular and legislative support for 

his scheme was soon forthcorning. Seen as a "highly advantageous means" by which 

to place within reach of ail readers ' t e l l  written, rational and instructive B O O ~ S , ~ ~  

Ryerson's restrictive vision held sway for almost two decades. Indeed, it was not 

until the late 1860s that Ryerson's longtirne deputy and advisor, John George 

Hodgins, a man more attuned to public taste than was his superior, convinced 

Ryerson to allow the monopolistic Educational Depository to add what would 

eventually be classed as "approved and standard works of fiction to the general 

library catalogue. Only after this t h e  could the works of such native authors as 

Haliburton, De Mille, and Fleming find their way onto the shelves of public lending 

24 Cited in Bruce, 6. 

25 Dexter D'Everardo, "Superintendent's Re ort to the Niagara District 
Council," 1849; rpt. in Hodgins, Documentcuy H'tory h: 292. 



institutions alongside the works of such other "authorized" novelists as Trollope, 

Scott, Dickens, and ~ l i o t ?  

As Ryerson's central presence in the cultural geography of Victorian 

Canada suggests, this evolving system of libraries played a significant role in shaping 

the reading culture of the new land. It was a point not Iost on Robert Barr, who 

incorporated into his In the Midrt of A l m  a number of key episodes set in and 

against the truiy Canadian setting of a small, country library. Unfolding against the 

backdrop of the 1866 Fenian raids into English Canada, with which Barr had direct 

expenence as a rnember of the St. Thomas Volunteers, the novel deals with a period 

that saw the Ryerson movement at the peak of its influence. Part comic adventure 

tale and part sentimental romance, the novel traces its paired protagonists -- 
Arnerican Richard Yates and Canadian Stiilson Renmark -- during a camping 

holiday that coiiapses into senes of romantic entangiements and misadventures 

during the bumbling (and inevitably thwarted) invasion of southem Ontario. 

Having established their camp on the edge of a local farm, the partners settle in for 

an afternoon of relaxation during which the book-loving Renmark cornes to realize 

"how far apart" these school friends "had managed to get by following paths that 

26 There were at mid-century 147 public libraries with holdings in excess of 
22,000 volumes scattered across 31 c o d e s  of Up er Canada, making it possible for 
the substantial number of Canadian readers unw f h g  or unable to add to their 
home Libraries throu capital outlay to 'ivithdraw fkom the hurry and the bustle of 
everyday life, and ho ri? d sweet communion with ... the grandest and noblest of the 
high priests of literature" (Hallam, Notes 6-7). As S.P. May noted in his "Report on 
Mechanic's Institutes, Free Libraries, Art Schools and Scientific Institutions" (1889), 
by 1883, these numbers, adjusted to represent the amalgamation of various smaller 
libraries and Sunday School libraries under the auspices of the Mechanic's Institutes 
and Free Libraries, saw a slight net decrease in the number of hysical points of 

ciramatic increase in the nurnber of volumes l! eld (154,093) and 
Growth continued in the 1880s. when the number of institutions 

and volumes held more than doubled (187 holding 339,225 volumes) and the 
reported issuance more than tripled the 1883 fi e (820,701). Arranging these 
book-lendhg institutions in tenns of number O volumes held, two institutions in 
articular stand out: the Brantford Free Library, with a reesterd holdin s of 

listed as over 50,000 volumes. 
t getween 7,000 and 7,500 volumes, and the Toronto Free Library, with a olding 



diverged more and more widely the fanher they were trodden" on opposite sides of 

the border (Alamzs 102). The one incident early in the trip that underscores this 

perceived cultural and inteIiectual gulf to Renmark more than any other is one 

during which Yates's open and obvious lack of an appropnatety cultivated and 

appreciative taste for reading is rendered visible. Having forgotten his own supply 

of reading matenal, the professonal Canadian enquires about Yates's supply, 

hoping to borrow one or two volumes of "general reading" with which to pass the 

afternoon. Feigning surprise at  being asked such a question given that he considers 

himself "sornething of a reader," Yates disappears into his tent to produce textual 

evidence that he is confident will prove him to be a man of landed tastes. His 

reappearance does Iittle to assuage the Canadian's fears: 'The young man went into 

the tent, and shonly returned with an armhl of yellow-covered, paper-bound small 

volumes, which he  flung in profusion at the feet of the man fkom Toronto. They 

were mostly Beadle's Dime novels, which had a great sale at the time. There,' he 

said, 'you have quantity, quality and variety" ( A l a .  99). With such titles as 'The 

Murderous Sioux of Kalamazoo," which Yates points out is a "hair-raising Lndian 

story in every sense of the word," and with covers adorned by brightly coloured 

pictures of burning pirate ships and bloody-thirsty highwaymen, the offered books 

are dismissed by the Canadian (and the Canadian library system of the day) as trash 

that "wili do exceiiently for lighting [the] morning campfire" (Almm 100). 

Deciding soon after this exchange to spend their afternoon in pursuit of 

more individual and solitary hobbies, the two men go their separate ways. As the 

American heads off into the woods in search of physical activity and adventure, the 

Canadian wanders down a rural road where he meets, to his amazement, a light 

wagon quite unlike any other he had seen during the journey: a democrat "heaped 

with books ... as if they were so many bushels of potatoes," the wagon serves as a 

kind of mobile extension of the local township Library which is housed, 



coincidentally, in a nearby farmhouse. Spending his aftemoon perusing the contents 

of both the moveable and permanent depositones, Renmark is particularly pleased 

to discover numerous volumes by his favourite authors, including popuiar editions of 

classic translations, works of history and philosophy, and such approved novels as 

Adam Bede (1859). 

If Barr's cornic duo are, Wce Quixote and Sancho Parna, notable for their 

distinct tastes in reading materials, they are also united, and their fnendship 

reconciled, through the romances that reshape their Lives during their stay in the 

Canadian countryside: the Amencan with a woman who works on an adjacent farm, 

the Canadian with the township librarian named Margaret Howard with whom he is 

smittm when he  hears her allude in casual conversation to two books that he claims 

have shaped his view of the Viaonan New World: John Ruskin's Modem Painfers 

(1843-60) and The Seven Lumps of Alchiiecture (1849). The romance between the 

Canadian and the librarian is sealed when Renmark discovers that Margaret has 

recently been given the task of upgrading the library's cataloguing and circulation 

records. Including as background details to this romance a brief narrative history of 

Ryerson's policies penaining to the distribution of books to public libraries in 

Canada ( A Z m  103-108), Barr has these two book-lovers haily realize their 

mutual affections during an afternoon spent moving and cataloguing portions of the 

srnall library's holdings. Their offbeat and sornewhat hesitant courtship is a cornic 

fusion of innocent sema1 tensions and discussions of the responsibilities associated 

with librarianship: 

'The librarian,' [said] Margaret, with a smile, 'seems to be at liberty 
to use her own discretion in the matter of lending. No one has 
authority to look over her accounts, or to censure her if she lends 
recklessly. So, if you wish to borrow books, all you have to do is to ask 
for them.' 

'You may be sure 1 shall avail myself of the permission. But my 



conscience will be easier if 1 am aiiowed to carry them in.' 
'You will be permitted to help. 1 like carrying them. There is no 

more delicious armful than books.' 
As [Remark] looked at the lovely girl, her face radiant with 

enthusiasm, the disconcerting thought came suddenly that perhaps her 
statement might not be accurate. No such thought had ever suggested 
itseif to him before, and it now med him with guilty confusion. He 
met the clear, honest gaze of her eyes for a moment, then he 
stammered lamely: 

'1 - 1 too am very fond of books.' ( A l m  136) 

Barr's emphasis within his comic parody on the benefits -- romantic and 

intellectual -- to be found in spending time with "good books considered "conducive 

to the elevation of Literary tas te^'^^ is important, for as utilitaîan concerm over 

levels of functionai literacy in English Canada diminished, and as questions of 

access increasingly came to be seen as remnants of those hazy days of Canada's 

"pioncer" past when "aimost the whole cominunity [was] engaged in the pursuit of 

the necessaries and cornforts of ~ e , " ~ ~  the question of what and how Canadians 

shodd read remained a real concem. As Mrs. Francis Rye noted in a paper read 

before the Toronto Women's Literary Club in 1880: "In a time like the present 

when verily and indeed there seems to be no end to the making of books ... so that 

'literature' becomes more a source of tonnent than of pleasure, it is a serious and 

almost awful question, what and how shail we r e a d . ' ~ ~ ~  

One of the most persistent anxieties surfacing in Victorian Canada 

concerned the question of how to inculcate in an increasingly literate populace a 

corresponding degree of literary competence, specificaily those cntical abilities that 

27 Geneml Catalo e of Books in Every Department of Literaf~re, for Public 
School Librmieç in Upper F d a  (Toronto: Lovell and Gibson, 1857), 63. 

28 Dewart, x. 

29 Mrs. Francis Rye, "Method in Reading," CMNR (August 1880): 135. 



would enable the average reader to distinguish the permanent and vaiuable in 

literature from the merely ephemeral. Rit another way, the vision of Canada 

promoted by the majonty of contemporary mtics was one of a home not ody to a 

reading people but to a literate population collectively and innately hostile to any 

literature not senously - even solemnly -- concemed with what were vaguely 

described as the fundamental questions of human nature. With "refinement in 

public reading taste ... seen as the desirable stage in the development of a national 

Literary consc iousne~s ,~~~~  there was a growing consensus among critia of the day 

that "[vlery Little of the literature ... choking the shelves of [Canadian] book stalis 

will have any pemanency1131 or provide anythmg that might function as a guide for 

a culture moving toward the rnaturity promised with the passing of generations. 

Unlike those works with a provenance extending back into the great Old World 

treasury of literature "that brings before us with tmth and power men in those 

aspects of greatness which raise them above the crowd, and show us the height to 

which human nature may an ah^,''^^ the iiterahire of the day was seen as 

"ephemeraI"33 and llwithout any manifestation of the true art spirit" that marks a 

work of lasting influence. So much of what was being consumed by Canadian 

readers was, as one such critic put it, 

either sombre and neutral-tinted, a barren, prosaic, twilight waste of 
narration, with never a gleam of poetic light to illumine its 
rnonotonous weariness; or, on the other hand, [as] a very Sahara of 
pedantry or frippery, lacking an oasis of common sense, or a nook of 

30 Gerson, A Purer Taste 5. 

31 Thomas O'Hagan, "Canadian Literature," The Week 13.52 (20 November 
1896): 1287. 

32 Lmisa Murray, "Democracy in Literature," The Week 6.35 (2 August 
1889): 550. 

33 Wetherdd, 'Unliterary People" 250. 



philosophic shade. The brooding atrabiliousness of disternpered 
d o p a  and dreary platitude distinguishes the one, the garish high- 
lights of unabashed lewdness and shameless effrontery signalize the 
other? 

Accordingly there was consistent support for those books which would 

sympathies, and ... not pervert them; which excite ... curiosity, and 

satisfy it, but not at the expense of mords; which give certainty and 
population to the geographical and historical dreams of ... youthful 

days; which build up the gaps and spaces in ... knowledge with new 
tniths, certain to harmonize speedily with all old tmth, - h t e a d  of 
nUing ... memones with vain, or perplexing, or atrocious images, as 
the common run of novelists are every day doing? 

Not surpnsingly, Victorian Canadians were inundated with articles and books 

undertaken with the tripartite goal of guiding them towards a "careful and 

discriminating ... selection of mode2 a ~ t h o r s , " ~ ~  of teaching them "the proper spirit 

in which to approach the masterpieces of literature," and of ensuring that they 

maintain a lifelong "contact with ... what is noblest and best h books."37 Standard 

fare in all but the most remote bookstore or lending institution in English Canada, 

and sporting such titles as The Bemcties und UtiZities of a Libraty (1857), The Choice 

of Books (1866), The Best Reading: Hhts on the Selection of Book (1872), Evenings 

Ui the Library (1878), The Book-Lover's Enchiridion (1884), and The Book-Lover: A 

34 A H .  Morrison, "Art in Literature," CEMSC 12 (1890): 328. Although 
often positionhg himself as part of this community, Adam once cornplained that 
Victorian Canada had become "not so much an era of books as an era about books: 
it is an expository and Emger-pointing age rather than an original and creative one" 
("About Books" 7). 

35 McGee, "The Mental Out£itM 4. 

36 W.P.C., "Our Literature, Resent and Prospective," LG 6 5  (May 1848): 
245. 

37 Alexander, 'The Study of Literature" 824. 



Guide to the Best ReadUlg (1894)?~ these guides and "reading aids" are remarkable 

only for their similarities of tone and the homogeneity of their recommendations for 

useful reading in the s e ~ c e  of character formation and moral regdation. S h a ~ g  a 

platform that is solidly Arnoldian, Canadian supporters of these writers and their 

ide& set out to establish themselves as tme advocates of the designations of 

landedness by proving themselves to be readers distinct from both the Literate 

masses who "pursue [only the] ~ o m m o n - ~ l a c e ' ~ ~  in their literature and that "esoteric 

cult ... of people who hold themselves apart from common experiences and 

f e ~ o w s h i ~ s . ' ~  

Setting themselves apart bom the general population of literate though 

"~n1 i tera . r~ '~~  Canadians on the basis of a self-professed r e h e d  and practiced 

"doctrine of the relativity of thingsld2 and a "tastte for reading" that has been passed 

on in all but the rarest instance through "generations of highly-educated well-bred 

a n ~ e s t o r s , ' ~ ~  these native readers set out to promote in their writings the social and 

cultural benefits of "a reasoned respect" and admiration for landed readers Like 

38 Georg Vasey, The Beaufiees w d  Utilities of a Library: Forming the 
Student's Guide to Literature, Science, arid Philosophy, and Containhg an Analysk of 
the Canudian Parliamentary Library (Toronto: Thompson & Co, 1857); Frederic 
Harrison, The Choice of Book mrd Other Litermy Pieces (London: MacMillan, 1866) 
and The Best Reading: Hints on the Selection of Books; Un the Fornation of librmanes, 
Public ami Private; On Couses of Reuding etc (New York: Puuiam, 1872); George 
Stewart, Evenhgs in the Library: Bits of Gosrip about Bookr and Those M o  Write 
Them (St .  John: R.A.H. Morrow, 1878); Alexander Ireland, The Book-Lover's 
Enchiridion: Thoughts on the Solace mrd Companiomhip of Bookr (London: Simpkin, 
Marshall, 1884). 

39 Lesueur, 'The htellectual Life" 328. 

Harrison, The Choice of Books 15. 

41 A. Ethelwyn Wetherald, "Unliterary People," The Week 4.16 (17 March 
1887): 250. 

42 Rye, 135. 

43 Douglas, 'The InteIlectual Progress" 466. 



themselves to whom "the world of books will appear Iike a more or Iess weil-ordered 

commonwealth." In contrast to the general population of Canadian readers to 

whom "ail writers, past and present, will make up a mere mob of individualities," this 

well-dehed cadre of critics represented thernselves as purveyors of well-defined 

"canons of judgmentl& that would, if approached with a respectful and diligent 

mind, serve to guide the generai reader towards an acceptance of "nothing ... but a 

desire to know the best that has been written." That is, they would ensure that 

Canadian readers would acquire a taste for those books which "characterise the man 

of 

Secure in their betief that the landed class alone could lead Canadians 

toward a nght and proper taste for reading through their single-minded dedication 

to acquiring and cultivating "a thorough knowledge of the best works of the greatest 

44 Lesueur, "Reading and Intelligence" 381. See also his 'The Intellectual 
Life" 326-28. 

45 Harrison, The Choice of Books 12, 17. Available in Canada as part of 
Macmillan's Colonial Library series, Harrison's guide was popular among Canadian 
critics See, for instance, Reverend William Clark's promotion in his series on 
"Books and Reading" eublished in The Week (February-May 1889). 

Although individual inclination did have its advocates in this debate, to tum 
away from such weil-meaning and, more im ortantly, weil-informed advice was 
generally considered to have deleterious e fP ects. Overwhelmed by the proliferation 
of reading material appearing daily and labouring under a limited or even non- 
existent sense of proportion that allows one to distinguish "between the ephemeral 
and the permanent of literature, between the best ts of the best mmds and 
the idle unaginings of those that are feeble or 
People" 250), the "unliterary" Canadian 
chance impression and [would] unfailingly fall into many grotesque, and even 
h m ,  errors" of judgment (Lesueur, "Reading and Intelligence" 381). It is, as 
Geor e Iles concludes in his irn ortant essay on 'The Appraisal of Literature" P (1894, a matter of "economy O t h e  and attention" that demands we spend our 
valuable hours "reading and studying only the best books" (The Appraisai of 
Literature," The Week 13 [18 September 18961: 1025-26). Only after such vast 
experience has been gained can the individual "follow [his] inclinations unfettered, 
because only then can he rely upon the purity of [his] taste in Literature" (Arnold 
Theodore Haultain, "How to Read," DR 1.3 [May 18961: 86). 



writers,la the critics who adopted for themselves "the role of technician[s] of 

tastev4' were similarly united in their view of where these "grotesque, and even 

hurtful, errors" of reading judgment inevitably leads: to "that insinuating and 

enervating habit of wholiy desultory reading" of fiction, and, worse still, to the 

reading of popular as opposed to "approved n o v e ~ s . ~ ~  As Alexander Monro argued 

One thing, however, should be guarded against, both in this and the 
adjacent Colonies, as injurious, more especiaily to the rising 
generation: we d u d e  to the circulation of novels and other light trash 
of üterature, which is now becoming so common. The principal part of 
these works impart no useful knowledge, but on the contrary, do much 
to cormpt the mords and retard the inteilectual advancement of the 

people. 49 

In retrospect, many of these Canadian attacks against novels and novel 

readuig were utterly predictable polemics that took their mes and rhetorical 

flourishes kom arguments that were being advanced in England and the United 

States. A deep-rooted evangelicai distrust of fiction, reinforced in Victorian Canada 

by a utilitarian revulsion at the thought of wasting either t h e  or money in 

"unproductive" reading, lent many of these arguments a tone that ranged from 

46 Alexander, 'The Study of Literature" 10. See also Chaleur, 'The Study 
of English Literature" 169. 

47 Pierre Macherey, A Theory of Literwy Production, tram Geoffrey Wall 
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1978), 13. 

48 Haultain, "How to Read" 86. As Gerson notes, the "ease with which 
[critics of the day] interchanged the tenns 'romance' and 'novel'" (A Arrer Taste 57) 
poses an interesthg challenge to the modem reader. 

49 Alexander Monro, Nau B m è k  Wth a Brief Outline of Nova Scotia 
and Pnhce Edwmd Island Theù HLsroty, Civil Divisions, Geography, ami Productom; 
with stan;stics of the severd cowities; affordùtg v i m  of the resomes und capubilities of 
the provinces, und intended to convey use@Z information, as well to their inhabitmts, as 
to emigrunts, stmngers, wzd travellers, and for the use of the schook (Halifax: Richard 
Nugent, 1855), 319. 



admonitory to outright apocalyptic. Represented variously as a sign of Philistine 

indolence and lack of industqS0 as a drug akin to those "employed by the 

mediaeval poisoners,1'51 and as a severe "literaxy dyspepsia" that "duils the appetitel' 

and vitiates the taste for a higher quality reading diehS2 novels and novel reading 

were seen in many quarters as sure indications of "an age of üterary rnadne~s ."~~ 

Threatening "to enfeeble the mind, and vitiate the taste, and corrupt the  moral^,"^ 
"this rabies" of a literary habit had "so universdy [entered] the blood of the people" 

that even among those readers who proclaimed their landedness "it is much more 

pardonable to be without a coat or shoes than to be without the latest ephemerai 

n o v e ~ . ~ ' ~ ~  The messages were familiar and clear: that reading of even the best 

fiction was an activity that was 

of popular novels in particular 

to be indulged only in moderation; that consumption 

leads to a narrow and self-delusory approach to Me; 

50 Books, like the vast stores of minerais and lumber upon which Canada's 
econornic future depended, were another form of natural resource waiting to be 
mined in the most efficacious way possible. The decision to read guided only by 
one's personal preferences was seen, in other words, as a waste of t h e .  As one 
unidentified author argued in an aptl titled mid-century essay "On the Employment 
of Leisure in Reading1' (1856), Cana d: 'an readers were obligated "to the utrnost of 
[their] power," to make the best use of their limited leisure t h e .  'Time is a talent, 
for the proper employment of which we are accountable," the argument continues, 
and therefore a reader must always be aware that it "is wasted by an infinite variety 
of ways by different classes of people, as fashion or inclination suggests" (MLM 1.1 
[September 18561: 28-29). 

W.H. Davenport Adams, Woman's Work and Worth in Gulhood, 
Maidenhoorl, and Wifehood (London: John Hogg, 1880), 140. 

52 See, for instance, Anon., 'Tme Value of Reading," CIN 2.14 (17 
October 1863): 275; Clark, "Books and Reading'' 163; C. Davis En@sh, 'The 
Immoral in Fiction," The Week 2.45 (8 October 1885): 710; Haultam, "How to Read" 
86; L.M., "Novelists and Their Readers," The Week 6.44 (4 October 1889): 693-94; 
and Roy,The Friendship of Books" 25. 

54 Genercù Catalogue of Books, 243. 



and that romance and sensational novels are the most dangerous of a& carrying 

within their lurid stories the power to corrupt the cultural standards of a new land. 

For critics who saw the geoculturd terrain of Canada as one far too 

distanced from the standards established in the Old World centres of culturai 

authority, novel reading was seen as a whoiiy inappropriate habit in a young 

dominion stniggiing to establish its cultural pedigree. As W . k  Douglas noted in 

'The Education of the Citizen" (1880). any "system" of cultural development that 

allows one of its citizens "to End more pleasure in a dirty 'cutty' pipe, an equally 

dirty pack of cards, the latest sensational novel, or the billiard table, than in the 

grand truths to be found in our nch stores of histoncal, scientific and poetic 

l i t e r a t ~ r e " ~ ~  must be deemed a failure. As another, Iike-minded mitic put it: "1 

would have more hope of the future of a young man who smoked tobacco, chewed 

the weed, and got uiebriated every New Year's and Dominion day, than 1 would of 

one who, guiltless of these habits was an inveterate novel r e a d d 7  Even Ryerson's 

successor at the Department of Education, Dr. S.P. May, believed ir necessary to 

add his official voice to this itemization of the sociocultural woes doomed to befall a 

society of novel readers. Noting that a dutifully nurtured reading habit had the 

power "to entice young people fiom the streets, the saloon, and low amusements 

injunous to their moral values," he warned that the reading of fiction, and especially 

"the reading of the ephemeral trash which is poured with such an unremitting 

Stream into this country, in the shape of dime novels," is akin to an "intellectual 

56 W.A. Douglas, 'The Education of the Citizen," CEMSC 2 (1880): 191- 
195. 

57 CJ. Atkimon, 'The Teacher Out of the School-Room," CEMSC 3 
(1881): 207. 



dram-drinking which ultimately imasculates both mind and character, and unfits 

man for the duties of active life."58 

If the long-term benefits of right and proper reading were the points most 

often touched upon by cultural critics of the period, the familiar cluster of anxieties 

stemming from the common Victorian fixation with "the receptivity of the mindS9 

was not far behind. Inheriting the romantic belief in the power of the sympathetic 

imagination and the concomitant faith that literature can and does affect an 

audience through the innate capacity of readers to feel intensely with and for 

fictional characters, Canadian critics were fearful of the lessons learned from such 

uncontrolled and uncontrollable experiences. In a culture increasingly fkated on 

the potential for novels to "convey [to readers] false and exaggerated picnires of Me" 

that would over time have injurious effects on social harmonies and tend to weaken 

rather than strengthen individual judgment, such powerful sympathy posed obvious 

problerns. Forernost among these concem was the fear that the style or content of 

such materials "could arouse sentiments and ideas which would incapacitate the 

reader to function usefully in the real w ~ r l d , " ~  that novel reading "excited the 

lower, emotional nature and created an anincial emotional susceptibility which 

mitigated against the performance of social dutie~."~' 

Offered such an accessible and readily available release fiom the 

perplexities taxing everyday life with its challenges and painful disappointments, 

many readers, it was feared, would choose to remove thernselves dtogether to the 

world of fiction rather than face what Moodie described as the work-a-day reaüties 

May, 219. 

59 Rye, 135. 

Gerson, A Purer Tarte 24. 

61 Bruce Curtis, T h e  Spelier Expeiied: Disciplinhg the Common Reader 
in Canada West," Canadian Raiew of Sociology and Anthropology 22.3 (1985): 358. 



of building a new and vibrant country. As one of Moodie's contemporaries and a 

fellow contributor to the Litercuy Gmland noted, the fear was that readers would 

"get so habituated to the landscapes" of the imagined and ofîen romantic fictions in 

which they "lwuriated" that they would "turn from the actual to rejoice in a fanciful 

creation. 162 

It was such monologic and tendentious attacks on "novels and other Light 

trash" that the Reverend Robert Jackson MacGeorge parodies in his stylized senal 

'The Puner's Cabin," which appeared £rom July through December 1854 in the 

short-lived The Anglo-Amenkm Magmne (1852-1855), a journal founded in large 

part to counterbalance the flood of Amencan publications entering Canada and 

considered by at least one critic to be "the oniy rival in iiterary range and substance" 

to the seminal Literary  land.^^ Set in 1844, Madeorge's serial is narrated by a 

recent emigrant, who, having arrived in Canada with "no knowledge of trade, and 

being unfitted for the practice of any profession" had lost his a small fortune in a 

misguided attempt at becoming a land-owner, to achieve the status of what he called 

62 Henry Giles, "Fiction," LG 8.6 (June 1850): 264. 

63 Fraser Sutherland, The Monthl'y Epic: A History of Canadian Magazines 
1789-2989 (Markham: Fitzlienry and Whiteside, 1989), 21. The Anglo-American 
(Aa), on which MacGeorge functioned in an editorial capacity, was founded by 
Thomas Maclear, an INhman who was sent to Toronto m 1842 by the Glaswegian 
publishing k n  Blackie & Son. Like Graerne Mercer Adam, Maclear prospered as 
a reprint agent and bookseller before moving on to publishing, where his early 
successes included Catharine Parr Traill's The Femaie Emi'rant's Guide (1852) and 
the fist  Canadian edition of Susanna Moodie's Rou hing It in the Bush (1871). 

The son of a respected Glaswegian solicitor, acGeor e was weil-known 
during his years as a student at universities in Glasgow and E 8.n burgh for his skill in 
farce and burlesque. Immigrating to Canada West in the fall of 1841, he settled in 
Streetsville, where he was apriest in the Scottish Episcopal Church, he soon took 
over the editorship of that aty's WeeWy Review. Under his direction the paper 
became one of the most widely read and oft-quoted journals in the rovince, due in 
large art to his regular columns of social satire, 'The Chronicles O Dreepdaily" and B P 
'The ditor's Shanty," which he published under the pseudonym "Solomon of 
Streetsville." Po ular, too, were his fre uent conîributions to such notable 9 publications as J e  Globe and Leader ( oronto), and the Anglican journal Chruch. 



"a lord of the soil.'& Penniless and disillusioned, he takes on the job of puner 

aboard a Canadian Great Lakes steamership, where dunng one of his joumeys he 

meets Miss Laura Matilda Applegate, "a devoted member of the sisterhood of novel 

readers" whose imagination and understanding of reai life has been "profoundly 

tinctured with the essential oil of romance." Like the famous novel readers of 

Cervantes and Austen, Miss Applegate "entertain[s] a generous contempt" for "eveq 

thing in the shape of the common place or prosaic"; more specificaily, the puner 

explains, she I'would rather have tramped bare-footed through the world, with a 

knight errant of the orthodox olden school, than have submitted to the degradation 

of wedding an unpoetical agyiculturaiist, whose only crusades" in the work-a-day 

world of a colony "had been against the weeds which invaded his acres, or the foxes 

which depopulated his hen roosts." Due partly to the fact "that Canada is somewhat 

lacking in the article of ChNaIry,," and partly to the harsh truth "that Minerva had 

been more bountiful than Venus, in her benefactions to the high-souled Applegate," 

this narrativized novel reader, like Cervantes's h g h t  errant, remains unable to £hd 

love in the world beyond the texts she reads. "[Tjhere will be small difnculty in 

solving the problem," as the purser observes callously, "how it eventuated that at the 

mature age of forty, the lady was still possessed of the leading characteristics of 

maidenhood!" (5.4 334). 

Unlike Quixote, whose attempts to "school" Sancho Panza in living in the 

real world according to the codes and patterns of a fictional one prove futile, Miss 

Applegate does succeed in transmitting her propensity for reading the real world in 

terms of novelistic standards to her niece, the naive Fanny Newlove. Young, 

impressionable, and a Little simple-minded, she is the conventional representation of 

an inveterate novel reader whose unchecked consumption of gothic and sentimental 

64 Aa 5.1 (July 1854): 31. Subse uent references to this text will appear 
parentheticaiiy within the body of this stu 3 y. 



novels has aroused false ideals and expectations about life and love. Imagining 

henelf a romantic heroine in a world rife with gothic possibilities, she soon 

discovers that none of her seemingly endless supply of would-be real-world suitors 

can live up to the standards she has set for herself: 

The most 'likely' among them were, by a million degrees, too 
everydayish for her highly spiced fancy. Not one in the whole squad 
would have been deemed worthy to flourish in a novel or drama - at 
least in the novels or dramas which she thought deserving of 
patronage. One of her clerical adorers, it is true, might have passed in 
a crowd for Dr. Primrose of Wakefield, or Parson Adams, but what 
heroine, who war a heroine, would Link her destiny with a fogy of that 
class? (5.4 334-5) 

Suitor after suitor is rejected, including the elegant Cornelius Crooks, a landed 

young man handpicked by her father to be her husband. Fanny is eventually swept 

off her feet, though, by "a porter to a wholesaie dry-goods establishment in 

Hamilton," who, as a member of the local "Histrionic Society," is able to pass himself 

off as a noble Scot Highlander. Supported in her affair by her Aunt Applegate, who 

continuously reimagines the events of her niece's mundane romance in 

appropriately exaggerated terms, this young novel reader pursues her affair with 

vigour. 

Like Austen, MacGeorge does not allow his heroine's delusions to stand 

unchailenged or to dominate the view of the events presented to the reader. On the 

contrary, the reader is constantly being shown, dong with F a ~ y ,  the various New 

World realities which correspond in no way to the views of the world promoted by 

the novel-reading aunt. In an attempt to short-circuit what Umbeno Eco would cal1 

Fanny's "referential f a l l a ~ ~ , ' ~ '  65. Newlove takes his daughter to the dry-goods 

65 Umberto Eco, A Theov of Semiotics (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1976), 
58. 



warehouse where she sees her beau in less than chivalric surroundings and "attired, 

instead of the Stuart tartan, in a raincoat engendered of homely Canadian gray 

cloth" (5.4 337). With Fanny exposed to the reality of her situation, the romance 

and the stories that have supported it collapse and the affair ends. Having saved her 

at least temporarily £rom making an "unworthy" connection, F a ~ y ' s  father suggests 

to the narrating purser the source of all his daughter's troubles: "[Ylou must bear in 

mind the unfortunate manner in which she had been brought up," he explains. "Her 

idiotical aunt had encouraged her to read nothing more solid or substantiai than 

novels and romances, and consequently at this moment the hapless thing knows 

nearly as little of the world and its history as she does of the f o m  of govemrnent 

which prevails in the moon!" Having articulated one of the most persistent cultural 

fears of Victorian Canada, Mr. Newlove voices his support for what was forwarded 

by some of the most polemical writers as a potentiai solution to the persistently 

troublesome fiction problem: 

It would be a blessed and a gracious dispensation for poor humanity if 
the whole of these pestiferous productions could be gathered together 
in one heap by the congregated hangmen of creation, and the authors, 
printers, and publishers thereof burned to ashes with their felon 
pages! Willingly would 1 walk fifty miles barefooted, in order to assist 
at such a righteous mcto da fe! (5.4 337) 

Enactment of such a reactionary and prescriptive strategy is averted, 

however, when Fanny meets Count Blitzen Von Hoaxenstein, a dramatic Hungarian 

stranger who regales her with fantastic stories of romance that cast him in the role 

of a gothic hero. She is immediately smitten, seeing in his dark good looks and 

hyperbolic stories unquestionable evidence of a noveiistic Me iived large. It is, she 

explains to ail who will iisten, a life fidl of novelistic "sufferings, equai, if not greater, 

to what were endured by good Earl Lackaday," the protagonist of her favourite 

gothic romance, "that deliciously pathetic novel, The Cade of De Greetandgim" (5.5 



435). In fact, Von Hoaxenstein's tale of his past Me is itselfa parody within the 

h e  of MacGeorge's own parodic tale, complete with al1 the elements famiiiar to 

readers of the popular gothic romances: the requisite confinement in a "dark and 

pestilential" dungeon (where the Count is exceptionally weii fed and quite 

comfortable), a series of hideous tortures (in this case, "gustatorial torture" involving 

copious amounts of the prisoner's favourite food), and an inevitable escape with the 

aid of a mystenous and beautiful maiden. Overcome at various points in the story 

"by a sudden attack of ali-overishness" that "require[s] the administration of a 

modicum of sherry and water, to enable her to regain her equanimity" (5.5 437), 

Fanny is swept away to the genericaily appropriate, though culturally discouraged, 

secret marriage when Von Hoaxenstein, in his narrative coup de grace, "writes" her 

into the role of the mystenous maiden who appears at the end of his "story" and with 

whom he has been providentidy reunited in the "reai" world stratum of 

MacGeorge's narrative. 

Tracked down by her father and the purser following a joumey that takes 

them through Kingston, Toronto, and Cobourg, the new Countess Von Hoaxenstein 

swears her love for her husband, only to discover that the "Count" of the gothic tale 

and of "real" Me has, in fact, incorporated into his own stylized tale yet another 

algebrized device: the mistaken identity. As his name suggests, Count Von 

Hoaxenstein is not who he appears to be, but is Cornelius Crooks in disguise. 

HaWig discerned Fanny's penchant for romances, Crooks, himself an ardent novel- 

reader, bas brought another stylizing touch to MacGeorge's text, imagining himseif 

as a character written in the type of romance that Fanny wouid fully appreciate. 

The only malcontent at novel's end is Aunt Applegate, who cannot bear the thought 

that despite her dedication to her young charge's "education" such "a commoner's lot 

has fallen to [her] chance." AU is returned to harmony, though, when Crooks relates 

how during a trip to Germany earlier that same summer he had become landed in 



the most superficial Old World sense of the word, having "purchased a patent of 

nobility, for a mere song bom a Grand Duke who chanced to be a trifie out at the 

elbows" (5.6 546). 

Significantly, a number of prominent contemporaries agreed with the 

broader cultural implication of MacGeorge's parodic stylizations of the issue of 

novel reading in Victorian Canada; indeed, from Ryerson's nse to prominence 

onward there was an ongoing effort by a number of notable writers to play down the 

seemingly endless litany of minous effects of novel reading. Pointing to the moral 

intentions of such esteemed novelists as Scott, Dickens, and Thackeray, such writer- 

critics as Henry Giles ("Fiction," 1850), Susanna Moodie ("A Word for the Novel 

Writers," 1851), and Maty Jane Katmiam (editor of The Provincial; or Halifmc 

Monthly Magazine [185 1-53]) offered spirited and foresightfd defences of the 

potential for popular novels and novel reading to contribute to the improvement of 

a literate society. Ironicaliy, many of their arguments drew, too, on the powers of 

the sympathetic imagination to influence both the attitudes and behaviours of 

readers. When novel reading was codned to "stories using local characters in local 

settings [that could] teach Canadians not to gamble, flirt, or try to rise above their 

proper station in the sympathetic imagination was seen as a possible source 

of reassurance, irnbuing imaginative literature with the great potential to cultivate 

an understanding of the contrasts between the world that is and the world that could 

be. As WestfaLl explains: 

If the real world was materialistic, the imaginative world was spiritual; 
if the real world was regular and predictable, the other world was 
spontaneous and magical; if the real world required the individual to 
confom to the new routines of life and work, the other world glorified 

66 Gerson, A Purer T m e  137. 



novels 

the individual and invested in each person the possibility of a heroic 
m.67 

Although "[tlhere are many good and conscientious persons, who regard 

... with devout horror," Moodie notes, "we think, it should be satisfactorily 

proved, in spite of the stem crusade perpetudy waged against works of fiction ... 
that much good has been done in the world through their instmmentality." If every 

moment spent with a book in hand is to be seen as a step towards the mental, 

spiritual, and cultural improvement of mankind, then there should be Littie cause for 

concern. Indeed, novel reading may be "the means of effecting much good in a gross 

and Licentious age": 

Where high mord excellence is represented as struggling with the 
faults and follies cornmon to humanity; sometimes yielding to 
temptation, and reaping the bitter fruits; and at other times, 
successfully resisting the allurements of vice; all o u  sympathies are 
engaged in the contest, it becomes our own, and we follow the hero 
through d l  his triais, weep at his f d ,  or mumph at his suc ces^.^^ 

With the potential to transport readen "away f?om th is  little petty peddihg, bargain- 

making time ... into the d a m  of a giorious day" or into the lived worlds of such 

exemplars of Wtue as the Arthurian knights, the powers of fiction could weli prove 

a means to a positive social end. Through the pages of such fiction readers would 

begin to "Wonder at the degeneracy of mankind"69 and be moved to support 

programmes of social and self-improvement. Such "[lliterature," J A  McLellan 

reiterated in 1894, "not only forms a sympathetic imagination for the world of 

68 Susanna Moodie, "A Word for the Novel Writers," LG (August 1851): 
348-349. 

69 McLachlan, "Books" 422. 



human relations and interactions in general, it helps to widen, strengthen and p u e  

desire through the presentation of nobler ~elf-ideals."~~ 

Moreover, these writers would continue to reiterate through to the end of 

the century, those critia who continued to advocate what were characteristicaiiy 

described as Mrs. Partington-like rneasures of repression against Canadian readers 

were from mid-century onward seen to be 'tasting their energies in a hopeless 

attempt to banislf7l novels and novel reading h m  Canadian culture. "It rnay be ail 

very well for those who are shut up in the cloister, or who are living by rule under 

some definite authority, to renounce anythmg which is forbidden to them," William 

Clark argued in 1889, "[blut the man who teils ordinary people, 'living in the world,' 

that they shall not read fiction, rnay as weil teil the wind not to b l o ~ . " ~ ~  Even such 

a usually resilient Arnoldian critic as LeSueur was forced to concede that novels and 

novel reading were not without some value. "Fiction may serve a usehl purpose," 

he admitted grudgingly, "by cultivating the social side of Our nature," though he was 

also quick to quaw even such a reluctant admission with the limiting observation 

that this cultivation: 

is its main office; and, if it does not fu1fï.l that, it is not only valueless, 
but in d l  probability hurtful. If one reads a novel in the same spirit of 
idle curiosity in which one would listen to any social tittle-tattle, one 
rnight certainly be better employed. But a novel written in a genial 
spirit by one who knows what is best in men and women, may be a 
real source of edincation. Next to living intercourse with our feilow- 
beings under circumstances favourable to the development of 
geniality, there is nothing so well adapted to the mitigation of 

J.A. McLeiian, 'The Ethical Elements in Literature: 1," The Week 11.42 
(14 September 1894): 997. 

71 Anon., 'Topics," The Week 5.40 (30 August 1888): 633. 

72 Clark, "Books and Reading" 165. 



asperities and mdities of individual character as the reading of a 
good novel. 73 

As an anonymous editorialist concluded in nie Week: 'The moral of it all seems to 

be that the place of the novel in modem literature is impregnable, and that it is the 

part of wisdom for reformers of all classes to aim at improving and elevating the 

taste for it, and so its cha ra~ te r . "~~  

Wnting novels that they hoped would capture the attention of an audience 

within this Victonan milieu, other popular Canadian novelists were moved, too, to 

engage the double-strucniredness of parodic styiizahons in order to narrativize 

novel readers as both the light and the mirror of contemporary monologic 

renderings. Having previously emphasized the insightfui beneficence of an 

inveterate reader of sentimental romances in her gothic romance The Twùz ~ i s t e r 3 , ~ ~  

73 Lesueur, "Reading and Intelligence" 381. 

74 Anon., 'Topics," The Week 5.40 (30 August 1888): 633. By the end of the 
1880s even the tax-supported lending institutions under the charge of the 
Department of Educanon was forced to acknowledge the futility of such restrictions. 
Having faced vehement attacks from editorialists and columnists of such 
publications as The Week and The Globe (Toronto) for what was perceived to be his 
procrastination in controlling the flow of fiction from public lending institutions, S.P 
May admitted that circulation figures for works of fictlon had been hoverine, for the 
betier part a decade between 47-and 61 percent of total lending circulation, In fact, 
in 1879-1880, publically funded lending institutions in Ontario held 135,711 volumes, 
of which 30,027 (22%) were classined as fiction; in that year, 244,465 volumes were 
circulated, of which 114,365 (47%) were fiction. This trend continued throughout 
the decade: 1885-1886 saw 264,794 volumes held with 69,796 (26%) in fiction, and 
679,096 volumes circulated with fiction accounting for 414,035 (6 1 %); 1888-1889 
saw 252,032 volumes held with 70,142 (27%) in fiction, and 376,194 volumes 
circulated, with fiction accounting for 203,400 (54%). 

75 Discussed in the previous chapter in te- of its refunctioning of the 
north-south geocuitural axis, this earlier novel inchdes, too, a wealthy New York 
patriarch, Hugh Hazelwood, who dedicates ail of his £ree time to reading 
sentimental romances and who upon his passing distributes legacies according to 
what are repeatedly descnbed as the odd and romantic notions he got kom such 
texts. When his trusthg sister offers by way of explanation the possibility that her 
brother's posthumous narrativizing of ap arently erroneous family connections may 
be a presaging of hitherto undiscovered l' a d y  ties, her step-niece responds, 
contemptuous of her aunt's apparent naivety, that "such thmes ody happen in 
novels, auntie" (88). In the end, though, the novel reader's vision does prove 
insighaul: secret links are uncovered and famüy harmony is restored. ending a 



May Agnes Fleming turns to a more subtle stylization of cultural attitudes towards 

the novel reading habit in what is arguably her best novel, the sentimental Lost For 

a Womm (1879)'' More "socially inclusive" than the conventional sentimental 

romance's "preoccupation with the wealthy and ari~tocratic,' '~~ Fleming's novel 

opens with a series of framing chapters in which Jemima Ann, a twenty-four-year- 

old maid, is shown toiling in the basement kitchen of a working-man's 

boardinghouse owned by her aunt. Having spent the last seven years of her Life in 

this dungeon-like room located well below sueet level, her sense of the real world of 

the novel is limited and oppressive: 

It is a rainy evening in early October, the dismal twilight of a wet and 
dismal day. me] basement kitchen is lit by four greenish panes of 
mud-bespattered glass, six inches higher than the pavement. Through 
these six inches of green crystal Jemima AM sees aU she ever sees of 
the outdoor world on its winding way. Hundreds of ankles, male and 
female, thick and thin, clean and dirty, according to the state of the 

atmosphere, pass those four squares of dull Light every day, and al1 day 
long, far into the night, too. (Lost 3) 

Trapped in a "social situation [that] provided little relief from [her] dreary round of 

duties and no possibility of permanent escape,"78 Jemima Ann £hds brkf moments 

of solace in the novels she consumes. Facing only the immediate "dreary prospect" 

of "one long 'demnition grind,' from week's end to week's end  and doomed to a 

bloody feud that has, withui the opening chapters of the novel, led to a murder by 
poison, two kidnappings, and two suicides. 

76 May Agnes Flexning, Lost for a Wommt (New York: G. W. Carleton, 
1880). Subsequent references to this text will appear parenthetically within the body 
of this study. 

77 Lorraine McMulIen, "May Agnes Fleming: '1 did nothhg but write'," 
Süenced Sexîet: Six Nineteenth-Centruy Ccuzadian Women Novelirs, ed. Came 
MacMillan, Lorraine McMulien, and Elizabeth Waterston (Montreal: McGill- 
Queen's UP, 1992), 74. 

78 Ibid., 75. 



future in a foundry t o m  full of "noise and grime, and clanking of great hammers, 

and clouds of blackest smoke" (Lost 3), she reads for escape, just as so many 

contemporary landed critics feared readers of her class would. 

Contrary to the prescriptive cultural pressures aimed at limiting or 

eliminating novels from the Lives of readers Like Jemima AM by representing such 

reading practices as a sure route to dissipation and corruption, Fleming's narrator 

explains that it is exactly the potential of such imaginative fiction to transport 

readers into a world far removed from the one in which they Live their daily lives 

that may actually serve to sustain the spirits and imaginations of such readers as 

The favourite 'gulf of her novel lies between her and such airy, fairy 
beings as the Duchess Isoline. And yet Jernima AM fairly revels in 
the British aristocracy. Nothing less than a baronet can content her. 
No heroine under the rank of 'my lady' can greatly interest her. 
Pictures of ordinary every-day He, of ordinary every-day people, pall 
upon the highly seasoned palate of Jemirna Am. Her own life is so 
utterly unlovely, so grinding in its sordid ugliness, that she will have no 
reflection of it in her favounte literature. 

Whatever pleasure can be found in the works of such a culturaily approved writer as 

Dickens, she muses, is diminished by the fact that the men and women who populate 

such novels "taik and act, and are but as shadowy reflections of those she rneets 

every day" (Lost 4). 

Fleming takes her dialogic refunctioning of contemporary anxieties over the 

dangers of losing oneself in the worlds of popular novels even farther when, with the 

arriva1 of a glamorous circus star, Mimi Trillon, and her precocious young daughter 

Snowbaii, Jemima AM is swept away into a life that is, literaliy, the plot of a 

sentimental novel neatly framed within this sentimental novel. Through a series of 

remarkable circumstances that ends with her serving as the personal maid and 



supportive fnend of the orphaned Snowball (rechristened Dolores during her 

schooling by nuns in a smali Quebec village), Jemirna Ann goes on to iive a life that 

is plotted as a series of conventional aibeit fantastic events skilfuily manipdated by 

Fleming. Havir~g entered into the world of the romances she so eagerly consumes, 

Jemima A m  does, in the end, find through her novels an escape £rom the everyday 

tedium of her "reai" Life and an opporninity to live in the excitement of a world 

conjured by avid readers like henelf. 

These oven and self-conscious parodies of cultural attitudes towards novel 

reading and habitual novel readers dialogize the persistently monologic assumptions 

that consumers of such "light" literature could not, or would not, a a  in ways 

beneficial to themselves or to others. Representing in their narratives the lives of 

such quixotic readers as Fanny Newlove and Aunt Applegate, whose actions in many 

ways reinforce the arguments put forward by Canadian critics concerned with the 

social and cultural dangers of habitual novel reading, these writers at the same tirne 

reflect these representations in the minor of their parodies. Although novel reading 

c m  and does lead to troublesome and disruptive actions in the novelistic worlds in 

which these readers function, it can and does lead, too, to the reestablishment of 

social order (Cornelius Crooks), to the resolution of long-standing antagonisms 

(Hugh Hazelwood), and even to an optirnistic (perhaps overly so) 

reconceptualization of the socioeconomic fissures becoming evermore apparent 

within a Victorian society dedicated to industriaikation and economic expansion. 

Not all Canadian parodists chose, though, to narrativize readers so as to 

foreground their reception of popular novel forms. Emphasizing the reflexivity of 

parody's double-structure, a writer like De Mille chose instead to explore 

contemporary attitudes toward the reading of novels through his fictional readers's 

quasi-critical relationships to the textuai worlds in which they £ind themselves. With 

a father whose local reputation as an unbending Puritan was built in large part on 



an unsubstantiated report that he had b m e d  a package of novels that had found 

their way into the cargo of one of his ships,i9 De Mille wrote potboilers in which 

worlds are overtlowing with manuscripts and pnnted matter, with readers, and with 

interpolated, double-voiced commentaries that cal1 attention to the presence of 

what Hutcheon calls "the tyranny of both reader expectation and reader controlta0 

within both this text and the reading culture of Victonan Canada. 

In De Mille's The A m e h  Baron, for instance, readen encounter Lord 

Harry Hawbury, who, besides being one of the many principals in this adventure 

story, functions reflexively as an often astute "reader" of the text in which he finds 

himself. Occasionaily resembling Fanny Newlove in his imagining of fantastic 

motivations and causes behind events which can be easily explained by more prosaic 

and viable evidence around him, Hawbury often probes with critical acuity the 

surface of the story of which he is a part. Asking questions the reader wants to 

know, inquiring after narrative connections the reader may be searching for, and 

looking to fil1 in lacunae in the stones told and retold by other characters, he 

hinctions as a cntical reader's analogue. Faced with a sudden and unbelievable 

series of coincidental meetings and mistaken identities in his "real" life, he reacts as 

a reader outside the text might in approaching the sarne events as algebrized 

conventions in a plot, declaring with increasing skepticism and some impatience that 

so many of the events unfolding around him "seem con-foundedly odd ... 
Preposterous!" (Baron 37). Similarly, when frustrated with his fnend Stone Dacre's 

habit of recounting his Me's adventures and misadventures in stories that are at 

once convention-laden and blatantly fictionalized, he promptly punctures his £riend's 

misassumptions about his listener's/reader's willingness to suspend disbelief to such 

79 Archibald MacMechan, "De Mille, the Man and the Writer," The 
Canadan Magazhe 27.5 (1906): 405. 

80 Hutcheon, Theory 89. 



a degree: "'See here, by Jove!' ... 'Reaiiy. You're going too far, my dear boy, you 

how. You are, redy. Corne now. This is just like a Surrey theatre, you how"' 

(Baron 54). But where Hawbury is quick to react in hstration to the conditions of 

his narrativized world, it is Courtenay Despard, a styiized reader in De Mille's Cord 

and Creese, who points a reflexive finger at the most obvious causes of such 

hstration. 

Opening as an adventure novel set in New South Wales, the plot of Cord 

and Creese is set in motion by the unexpected appearance of two texts: a letter 

detailing a stock baud that has left the hero's father destitute and the family's 

country estate in the hands of a villain, and a large piece of parchment on which can 

be deciphered a fantastic taie of lost Spanish treasure. From these conventionally 

text-laden opening chapters, De Mille intenveaves copious tales of hidden identities, 

murderous plots, pirate attacks, shipwrecks, and narrow escapes as the hero 

attempts to reunite with his dyhg father before setting out to discover the lost 

treasure and to right all the wrongs that have been weighed upon his family. 

At the height of the adventure, though, De Mille suddedy ruptures the 

continuity of his adventure plot, shifting with only the warning of a chapter break 

from a dramatic shipwreck in the South Seas to an extended domestic digression 

that recounts the retum of a previously tertiary character, the Reverend Courtenay 

Despard, to his Enghsh home of Holby, Pembroke. Not unfamiliar to Victonan 

Canadian readers, such metanarrative ruptures are "appropriately treated as signals 

to pay attention," either to take notice for the introduction of information that may 

appear at fïrst to be irrelevant to the main narrative but may prove extremely 

valuable later or to attend to sudden shifts in plot direction which may signal 

changes in perspective, narrative distance, or style? 

81 Peter J. Rabinowitz, Befoe Reading: Nmafive Conventiom and the 
Politics of Interprettation (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1987), 65-8. 



More important to this study, though, is the Formalist's reminder that 

metanarrative ruptures are often, too, pointed structural signals of the presence of 

parody. As Shklovs@ points out, such breaks in narrative continuity effectively 

impede the anticipated flow of the main story, creating contrasts between the 

structures that readers have corne to expea and the parodist's stylization of these 

expected patterns82 Coming suddenly upon Quixote's whimsical interpolations on 

the promised (though never delivered) governorship of Sancho Panza or, more 

radically, upon Tristram Shandy's marbled pages and transpositioned chapters, 

readers are forced to pause in their consideration of the text in hand to extrapolate 

some adjusted orientation towards the contiming event of reading. Bakhtin adds to 

this fomalist theorking? suggesting that such digressive disturbances, often lengthy 

and abstract, "serve a retarding function and interrupt the story at its most intense 

and tension-med moment, the very inappropriateness of such an interruption 

(especially where pedantically proliferating discussions are hooked up with pretexts 

that are obviously arbitrary) throws a mantle of materiality over everything, forcing 

us to suspect the presence of parodic stylization" (Imagination 374). 

De Mille's rupturing of Cord d Creese signals such a parodic moment. 

Unlike such other prominent De Mille characters as O'Haüoran (Lady of the Ice), 

who is dedicated to reacihg the classics, or Zillah, the heroine of his "straight" 

potboiler The C~pfogtam (1871), who sits for hours curled up on a window-sili of 

the family library reading tales of Arthur or of Charlemagne and his Paladins, the 

Reverend Despard is, as he admits openly, a habitua1 novel reader. Upon resettling 

in Holby, he seeks out some domestic and reflexively double-structured %adinage" 

with his old friend and fellow novel devotee, Theresa Thornton. During this initial 



conversation he outlines an "admirable plan1' he has devised for keeping up with 

their pastime of choice: 

'You see,' said Despard, 'one must keep up with the Literature of the 
day. 1 used to read each book as it came out, but at last f o n d  satiety. 
The lone novel palis. For my own comfon 1 had to invent a new plan 
to stimulate my interest. 1 will tell you about it. 1 take ten at a time, 
spread them out on the table in front of me, and read each chapter in 

succession.' 
'Isn't that a Little confusing?' 
'Not at all,' said DespardgrVutLng. 'Practice enables one to keep all 

distinct.' (Cod 82, ernphasis mine) 

De Mille's manipulation of Despard's double-stnictured ''grin" situates the 

mirror of parody at the heart of this exchange. Turniog inward to the narrativized 

novel-reading world of the text, Despard's grin reveals not only his self-conscious 

ironinng of his "admirable plan" but also his wiliingness and desire to elicit the 

participation of another reader, his narrativized confidante Theresa Thornton, in 

this subversive stylization. Indeed, it is her mock-naive query "Isn't that a üttle 

confusing?" that prompts Despard to continue elucidating his grand scheme, overtiy 

signalhg that she both understands and is willing to play dong with the game. But 

Despard's grin also tums outward fiom the narrativized world of the text in order to 

set up a "dialectical relationship between identification and distance which enlists 

the audience'83 in the reflexiviiy of the narrativized reading. At once signalling to 

the reader outside of the text to maintain a distance kom his interpolated 

description of a self-described "admirable plan," (to read it, in other words, as 

ironic), Despard's grin at the same t h e  works to draw the reading audience into the 

text, to involve them in the participatory activity of irony-making and text-building. 

83 Catharine Belsey, C'tical Practice (London: Methuen, 1980), 97. 



As the double-stmcturedness of Despard's grin underscores, readers are 

never without complicity in the making of either a specific text or the particularities 

of the reading culture within which that text functions. Necessarily evoking in the 

shaping of theK parodic stylizations a complex set of protocols and genenc 

assumptions leanied through previous reading, Canadian parodists anticipate a local 

audience well-med with what the Polish literary theorist Roman Ingarden calls 

"active memory." As Ingarden explains, an individual approaches each new reading 

experience from within a cognitive "phase" in which the work in hand is known "only 

in a vague way, if at ail." That is, the work is known only as the potential associated 

with the not yet read. As the reading progresses this cognitive phase slides toward 

an awareness of immediacy through to one in which the completed book is retained 

in the memory as having been read but no longer vividly present in the reader's life. 

Cornpletion of a reading experience, though, does not necessaq signal the passing 

of the read work fiom the reader's rnernory; on the contrary, though each completed 

work does distance itself from "the aiways new present moment of the reader and 

sinks slowly into the horizon of the past," it is "never completely obliterated, nor 

does it pass in a genuine sense. One could say," Ingarden concludes, that though "the 

reader distances himself £rom" ail of the texts he or she has ever read, each of these 

texts also continues to exist as cognitive traces which necessarily accrete over time to 

shape in v-g degrees reading that takes place in the present moment, even if 

readers do not or cannot always take such Muences into account? 

84 Roman Ingarden, The Cognition of the Literary Work of A&, tram. Ruth 
AM Crowley and K e ~ e t h  R. Olson (Evanston: Northwestem UP, 1973), 101. 
Taking his mes, in part, from Ingarden, Nash su ests that this CO 'tive patterning 
is especially important in establishing what he c g  the "framewor a" of e ectancy" 
that allows verbal and visual humour to achieve much of its effect (88). %ans 
Robert Jauss wodd later build on Ingarden's theones in his discussions of what he 
describes as the l'Etw~ngshorion," or horizon of expectations that readers bring to 
a text. 



It is this sense of active memory that Despard implies when asked by 

Theresa Thornton to detail the fundamentals of his "admirable plan." He suggests 

that such traces of previous reading allows a novel reader to approach a text with 

the confidence that prior experiences will help him or her locate it well within "the 

iimits of the farniliar.'â5 "You see," he continues: 

in each novel there are certain situations. Perhaps on an average there 
may be forty each. Interesting characters also may average ten each. 
Thrilling scenes twenty each. Overwhelming catastrophes £ifteen each. 
Now by reading novels singly the effect of ail this is weakened, for you 
only have the work of each in its divided, isolated state, but where you 
read according to my plan you have the aggregate of al1 these effects 
in one cornbined -- that is to Say, in ten books which I read at once 1 
have two hundred thrilling scenes, one hundred and nfty catastrophes, 
one hundred interesting characters, and four hundred situations of 
absorbing fascination. Do you see what an advantage there is in my 
plan? By following this d e  1 have been able to stimulate a somewhat 
jaded appetite, and to keep abreast of the literature of the day. 

(Cord 82-3)86 

As Despard's g~ implies and as parodists from Cervantes onward have understood, 

the feared corruption of a reading culture occurs not from excessive novel 

consumption but ffom a reading culture's algebrized acceptance of the lunits of the 

85 Rose, Parody//Metafiction 1 15. 

86 Despard's observation was not far removed from contemporary critical 
disussions of what one re resentative reviewer calied "Cheap, Sensation." Indeed, in 
an article hom Once a d eek that was reprinted in the M d m e  Monthly in October 
1873, this unsigned review provides an ahos t  Despardian summary of what such a 
label mi t designate: "it would be hard to exaggerate the tremendous character of P the inci ents employed. Battle, murder, and sudden death are treated as ordinary 
occurences. The plot usually turns upon the conflicting attractions of rival beauties, 
resulting in the suicide of the rejected one; or upon the administration of poison in 
mistake for medicine; or upon a countess having committed bigamy, and the 
conse uent corn lications respectin the succession to the earldorn and estates; or 
some %n g equ a l  y original and s t&ng. Wholesale catastrophes are very much in 
vogue, such as the e losion of a owder d l ,  or the drowning of a party of skaters 7' E by the breaking up O the ice" (41 ). 



familiar, an acceptance that over time becomes an inhibitive influence on literary or 

cultural evolution. Such stagnation occurs, as Shklovsky reminds us, when the habit 

of reading within a given culîure pexmits "the greatest economy of perceptual 

In a reading culture that has corne to be dehed  by what Despard calis 

"jaded appetites," then, parody serves a distinctly metafictional hnction, 

"foregrounding the role played by the audience in the reception of te='= as well as 

in the perpetual renovation, or alternativeiy the continued stultincation of a reading 

culture. 

It is this persistent acceptance of, and seeking after the familiar that De 

Mille and other Canadian parodists set out to challenge through their radical 

stylizations of familiar narrative structures. Opening with the appropriately titled 

"Introduction," in which the pseudonymous "Haggard Wnter" describes a distinctly 

Canadian setting, the parodic novelette "Claude Coursol" inciudes a senes of 

descriptive chapter titles which announce to the reader a narrative organized 

according to the classic and familiar notions of Aristotelian continuity. From his 

introduction of the setting, "Writer" moves to a description of the equally local 

"Hero and Heroine" (the title of chapter II) through various stages of main narrative 

action in "Development" (III), during which 'The Plot Thickens" (IV) in preparation 

for the îïnal motion toward closure in 'The Denouement" (XI). In the penultimate 

chapter with its reflexive title "Escaped," "Writer" suddenly ruptures the announced 

logic of the narrative structure expected by readers who have remained attentive to 

his own panerning of previous chapter titles. Having closed the preceding chapter 

with a conventional scene in which the hero and heroine waik band-in-band into the 

moonlit night, "Writer" begins "Escaped" with a sudden and heavily punctuated 

87 Shklovsky, Theory 5. 

Rose, Pmody//Metaflction 114. 



declarative: "How they got there is a mystery!!!" Syntafticaliy and contextually 

opaque, without structural, grammatical, or contextuai markers providing any stable 

indication of where "there" is, or who "they" are, or why " g e t ~ g  to" this place would 

be deemed "mysterious," this abrupt leap forces a reader to hesitate, to ponder 

"Writer's" sudden defamiliarizhg dislocation and to consider how the plot seems to 

have escaped its own syllogistic structure. Anticipating this rnomentary hesitation, 

this pondering of where a reader suddenly h d s  himself and how he might have 

ended up wherever here is, the narrator immediately sets out to settle the reader's 

disquieted imagination by providing the information necessary to bridge this rupture 

and continue dong the familiar route promised by the descriptive chapter headings: 

"'Where?' do you ask, gentle reader?" the narrator queries before providing the 

answer 'To Fort ~ i a ~ a r a , ' ' ~ ~  the geographic wonder at which this parodic novelette 

finally closes. Resettled, the narrative (and the reader) can progress to the duly 

announced "Denouement." 

Whereas Despard and "Hagard Writer" grin knowingly at their readers by 

way of invitation into a new and dialectical relationship with their narrativized 

worlds, Alexander Macrorie, the narrator of Lady of the Ice, suggests that the 

reader's role in the construction, and therefore renovation, of the fictional text is 

more actively participatory than even Despard suggests. When his best  end, the 

confimed bachelor Jack Randolph, announces that he has proposed marriage to 

not one but three women (all of whom have accepted), De Mille's ovenvhelmed 

narrator tries as the writer of the story to convey to fis audience the shock that he 

89 Gip 29.20 (12 November 1887): 5. See also the section of this novlette 
when, after a daring rescue at Niagara Falls, Claude I'bade good bye to Maud, and 
started one May momhg, when the sky was flooded with an amber wealth of 
circumambient sunshine, for Lake Simcoe. 'Why did he go' do you ask, gentle 
reader. He did not h o w  why. Heroes never know. They on the silver 
lining of thunder clouds, and cannot give a reason for 
What use otherwise of bein a hero?" The next % and distinctly unlikely possi ility: "Perhaps he 



experiences, only to nin headlong into the algebrized descriptions that readers had 

corne to expect on such narrative occasions: "Had a bombsheli b m t  -" he begins, 

only to break off. Confronted by the iimited evocativeness of what he criticizes as a 

"somewhat hackneyed" phrase, and unwilling to have his own self-expression 

constricted by such algebrization, Macrorie cuts short his response. Like the "writerl' 

of Steme's T'irtrmn Shandy, who tums regularly to his audience to cornplain of the 

difnculties of narrating the story of his own Me, Macrorie turns outward from the 

world that he himself is narrativizing to elicit the reader's support in moving the 

exposition beyond the cliché of such mechanical description. The reader, whose 

tacit agreement with this evaluation of the conventional bombshell as "hackneyed is 

implied and accepted, is asked to rewrite Macrorie's response in language more 

appropriate for the circumstances detailed in the narrative: 'The reader will 

therefore be good enough to appropriate the point" of the %ombshell," he suggests, 

"and understand that the shock of this intelligence was so overpowering, that 1 was 

again rendered speechless" (Lady 10). With the narratorlwriter of the text sliding 

gradually towards silence, unable to grasp the words he needs to move his narration 

forward, the text becomes, momentarily at least, an invitation to breach the familiar 

distances separating author, text, and audience, to "appropriate the point1' of the 

algebrized response and to write over it with fresher, more vital language. Like 

Steme's marbled page, Macrorie's appeal assumes both a cornpetence and a 

willingness on the part of the reader to become an active participant in the reading, 

and renovating, of the text in hand. 

De Mille revisits his narrativized writer's stniggles with algebrized language 

and convention throughout the novel. Like Harry Hawbury, whose "By Jove!" 

regularly serves as an automatic and increasingly vacuous response to the various 

misadventures described in The American Bmon, Macrorie retums to a slightly 

modified though nonetheless algebrized variation of his original bombsheii 



whenever he finds himseif "overpowered" by the events of his own story; specifically, 

he tunis to a Iiterary convention that he cornes to c d  his friend "the thunder-bolt." 

The fiend of a convention appears in the novel for the fint time when O'Hailoran 

makes the "astounding announcement" that it was Nora whom Macrone saved fkom 

the cmshing ice of the St. Lawrence. [nformed of this information, De Mille's hero 

once again fin& himself incapable of finding the language to give adequate 

expression to his feehgs. Standing amidst the words that define O'Halloran's book- 

lined library, his inarticulateness is palpable: "1 stood simply paralyzed. 1 stared at 

each in succession. To give an idea of my feelings is simply impossible." Even the 

familiar word "Dumbfounded," he explains, "does not begin to express the idea" of 

his troublesorne silence. His reaction to this sudden suppression of his voice is to 

turn outward kom the text in the hope of garnering some assistance in rnoving 

beyond the algebrization that has condemned him to a state of wordlessness. "1 

must refer every thing to the imagination of the reader" at this particular moment in 

the story, Macrone admits, though not without some authorial recommendations. 

To "assist [the reader7s] imagination," he offers some advice, which arrives, 

ironically, in the form of the thunderbolt, another familiar and equally algebrized 

iiterary device traditionaily used to signai surprise: "1 beg leave to call his attention 

to our old fi-iend, the thunder-bolt. 'Had a thunder-bolt burst,' and all that sort of 

thing" (Lady 65). Still later, when Macrorie discovers that Nora is O'Halloran's wife 

and not his eldest daughter as he has led hirnself (and readers) to believe, his 

reaction reflects again what is quiclcly becoming an intemally aigebrized response: 

'There, reader, you have it. We won? attempt to enlarge - will we? We'll omit the 

exploding thunder-bolt -- won't we? 1 will quietly put an end to this chapter, so as to 

give you leisure to meditate over the woes of Macrorie" (Lady 85). By the midpoint 

of the novel, the reflexive writer has reached a point in the parody at which he can 

effectively invoke the convention of the thunderbolt only to mark its omission or 



erasure from the main body of the narrative. No longer effective as a strategy of 

evocation (surprise) or amplification (enlargement), the exploding thunderbolt is 

left out of the text. 

But as Holmes points out, not aii instances of readerly engagement with the 

written text are as knowingly conspiratorid as Despard's grin implies nor as openly 

invitatory as Macrorie's pleasant asides suggest. When Belinda's Jewish suitor 

Bamabas, for instance, receives a "cold, cdculating, business-style kind of a letter" 

kom the Canadian coquette instead of the passionate declaration of love he expects, 

he approaches the text as both a reader and a participatory rewriter who tests the 

denotative lllnits of Belinda's "original" composition with a view to reshaping its 

contents to his own romantic ends. Reflected in what appears on the page as a kind 

of typographie confrontation between Belinda's words (represented in italics) and 

Barnabas's wordy infiltration (in regular typeface), this "readerly" interaction with 

the text proves more contestation than collaboration: 

"'Dear SU..' 1 had rather, much rather, see my name in the place of 
sir. That is a very comrnon way of commencing a note upon business, 
or to one about whose love or haved we feel quite indifferent. She 
has no pdculur objections to me -- this sounds as if there were some 
thing, how small soever, in the way. If the dear creature loved me as 1 
do her, she'd have no objections at all. Anachment -- the ovedowing 
of love is but coldly expressed by this word. Why, 1 have an 
attnchment for my brothers, for my species, for my home, for my 
country, but 1 love them not as 1 do thee, thou ever fleeting object of 
desire. She knows nothhg of man by erperience! 1 hope not, and yet if 
1 were sane -- I'm not beside myself! no, 1 hope she does not.... She 
does not deign so much as to style herseif my lover at the close!" 

(Belinda 1 1 )  

Aggressively participatory in his iuiinvited and u n m g  interaction with Belinda's 

epistle, Barnabas as a narrativized reader within Holmes's parody invites readers 



outside of the text not only to reconsider their own unquestionhg acceptance of 

Belinda's language but to interrogate, too, the relationship between her writing and 

Barnabas's own rewriting, to engage the typographie seams laid before them on the 

page as both a challenge and an opportunity. How, ultimately, one approaches this 

exchange -- as passive recipient or as active and even aggressive participant - 
depends upon a reading culture's willingness to test the limits and the implications 

of its own familiar interaction with texts being consumed. 

How one approaches this early exchange in Holmes's novel dtimately 

influences, too, how one might approach a later and much more radically stylized 

love epistle wrinen by one of Belinda's rival suitors, J.B. Swift. Discovered 

accidentaiiy by another suitor, Rowland, who is himseif a writer of love epistles, the 

letter is half-consumed by accidental contact with an open candle flame, leaving it in 

a condition that is reproduced within Hohes's novel as a fragment, as a once 

authentic and cornpleted text that has been rendered incomplete and radicaily open 

to revision: 

younelf, 
to expedite the 

as ever, nor shall 1 
can have no cause to repent, 

nd is unchanged; then shall we 
infïnitely more than any other person 

because you, no doubt, have fkequently, 
; and are present in possession of at least one. 

Though, 1 must confess, 1 was partly iatluenced in 

Struggling "to supply what [is] wanting" (Belinda 50) in this letter, Rowland, like 

Barnabas, is positioned as both reader and rewriter of the text before him, 

prompted to take the remaining fragments of this story (of unrequited love? of 

passion rebuked?) and reconstnict them. Unlike his counterparts, though, Rowland 

is not forced in the process of his rewriting to reconfigure a once authentic trace 

and, by extension, authemicahg discourse; on the contrary, it is the indeterminacy 

of the found letter that prompts his dialogic encounter with the text. But whereas 



Barnabas actively engages his epistle kom Belinda with a critical and renovative 

mind, Rowland blindly accepts Belinda's less than truthful interpretation of the gaps 

in the charred communication. Beiieving her love for him to be m e ,  he never 

regards her conduct toward him as anything less than honourable and even goes so 

far as to assist her in duping others, thinking that in doing so he will solidify his hold 

on her affections. A naive reader who abdicates his opportunity to assess criticdy 

an incrimhating document that might reveal to him another, less appealing tmth 

about the woman he believes loves him, Rowland is openly complicit in the jilting 

that leads him to a styiized suicide attempt. 

Put another way, Holmes creates through his self-conscious styiization of 

the familiar convention of the found letter the opportunity to locate within his own 

parody the oppomnity for an open exploration of the ways of literature's making 

that refuses and even resists New World culture's aigebrized impulse to strive 

toward the familiar and comforting, to settie on a ready-made narrative code that 

may or may not be an authentic representation of the realities experienced. 

Dialogizing the relationship between a text and a multivalent context that includes 

aggressively jealous writers, CO-writers, and rewriters (not to mention destructive 

candle flames), Holmes's parody contains as part of its own stylizing gesture a piece 

of written material that openly tests and teases the mutability of the limits of 

language and of literature's many different rates of exchange. Like Despard's grin, 

Holmes's letter and similar stylizations are double-structured gestures that reflea 

on the challenges confronthg the various readen narrativized within these stylized 

fictions. Inevitably, it is an invitation to the Canadian reader to confront his or her 

own preconceptions about reading and their reading culture's tendencies toward 

passive acceptance of a familiar or even formdaic applications of language and 

convention. 



Although such parodic challenges to the limits of algebrized language and 

the habit of Canadian readers' passive and uncritical interaction with the text could 

and did appear at almost any point in these stylinng narratives, the "making strange" 

of endings acquired a special meaning to Canadian parodists, as it had for such 

important antecedents as Sterne and Fielding. Whether understood in terms that 

privilege a sense of Aristotelian integrity or ~ o m ~ l e t e n e s s ? ~  the notion of 

circularity?' or the concordance-seeking tendencies of the human 

the ending of a nineteenth-century fiction has commonly been understood as a point 

of synthesis, a point at which contemporary readers could not only plan to discover 

but had actuaily come to expect that al1 the conflicts of the story could (and would) 

be reconciled and all disparate interests more or less harmoni~ed?~ It was seen as 

a point, in other words, that would bring to the reading experience a sense of 

"duration and r n e a r ~ i n ~ , " ~ ~  a sense of closure which in turn will "decisively shape 

[the] sense of a novel as a wh01e' '~~ and reinforce what Henry James described as 

the "geomeuy" of a narrative. That is, endings come to be understood as 

90 See, for instance, Barbara Herrnstein Smith, Poetic CZoszue (Chica O: U 
of Chicago P, 1968) and David Richter's Fable's End (Chicago: U of Chicago !, 
1978). 

91 Marianna Torgovnick, Closure in the Novel (Princeton: Princeton UP, 
1981), 13. 

92 Frank Kermode, The Sense of an Ending: Sfudies in the Theoy of Fiction 
(New York: Oxford UP, 1967). 

93 As Tomashevsky notes in his essay "Thematia," it is "usualiy at the end 
of the story all the conflicts are reconciled and the interests harmonized. If a 
situation containing the conflict furthers the progress of the story, then, since the 
coexistence of two contlicting forces is impossible, one must inevitably prevail. The 
later harmonious situation, which does not require further development, will neither 
evoke nor arouse the reader's anticipation. That is why the condition at the end of a 
work is so static. This static condition is called the ending" (Lemon and Reis 71). 



reinscribing within a reading culture the certainty that a story "will lead on and on ... 
in the presumability somewhere of a convenient, of a visibly-appointed stopping- 

place."96 As Anthony Troiiope suggested in the h a 1  chapter of The Wizrden (1855), 

such formaily schematized, and by this time familiar, endings brought with them the 

tafit guarantee that "the scanered threads" of familiar narratives would be collected 

and tied "into a seemly for the enjoyment of a reading culnire and cultural 

imagination anticipating a sense of completion. 

But as parodists from Cervantes onward have understood, when narrative 

techniques of closure collapse into inhibitive expectatrom of such "seemly knots" a 

reading culture may begin to stagnate. As Tomashevsky puts it, when the horizon of 

a fictional world becomes synonymous with an anticipated delivery of such seemly 

endings, fiction as a realm of imaginative potentialities is itseif reduced over time to 

the perpetuation of a comforting but simplistic moral and ethical code that 

guarantees that Zirtue is rewarded and vice punished.'9s Moreover, such narrative 

endings with their implicit guarantee of a knotting together of often divergent 

narrative threads are inherentiy fraught with contradictions, a fact that such a 

familiar knotting together attempt to erase. As parodists point out, "seemly knots" 

c m  always be untied by a narrator, by the reader's sudden remembering or 

questioning of unresolved events or "uncoilected characters, or by endings like that 

of Sterne's A Sentimental Joumey which terminates the quixotic wanderings of Mr. 

96 Henry James, "Preface to R~denck Hudson," The Art of the Novel: Critical 
Prefaces by Henry Jmes,  ed. Richard P. Blackmur (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1934), 6. 

97 Anthony Trollope, The Wmden (London: Oxford UP, 1963), 259. 

98 Lemon and Reis, 72. 



Yorick with a sudden and disruptive severing off of the narrative thread? 

Conventional points of resolution can always be stylized, parodists suggest, as 

defamiliar points that actively resist resolution, as a neat and seemly "knotting up" 

that is at the same t h e  a defamiliarizhg uaknotting that invites a reader to 

consider again their own expectations of the reading experience. As Shklovsky 

eloquently describes that moment when readers corne across such stylized 

"resolutions," it is "as if we found a trap door on a staircase were we had expected a 

1anding.wlQQ 

Such stylized trap doors were not uncommon in Victorian Canadian parody. 

When De Miile moves his romantic adventure novel T3te A m e h  Buron toward 

closure, for instance, he does so through an appropnately contrived ending that 

brings al1 of the novel's romantic entanglements together through what J. Hillis 

Miller cails a "combing out of the tangled narrative threads so that they may be 

clearly seen, shining side by side, all mystery or complexity revealed. VI 10 1 

Appropriately, De Mille's parodic novel closes on a point of knotting harmony as 

the stoqis four couples are îïnally and remarkably reunited, a point at which true 

love is shown to overcome aii obstacles Md even familiar and long-standing Old 

World denominational nvalries are put aside: 'There they stood -- there, on the 

spot where they had found the crisis of their fortunes; and as they stood there the 

two clergymen, Catholic and Protestant, slowly came out of the house" (Baron 132). 

99 The jomey ends with this sentence: "So that when 1 stretch'd out rny 
hand, 1 caught hold of the Fille de Chambre's-" With neither consummation nor 
punctuation, it is in many ways the prototypic parodic ending. 

loO "Sternes's Tristram Shandy: Stylistic Cornmentary" in Lemon and Reis, 
39. In less eloquent prose, Bakhtin su ests that endings are the points in narratives 
at which the hetero-voicedness of paro 7 y collides with the implied limits of the 
"conventional!y litercuy, comentionaiZy monologic ending" (Problems 39). 

lol J. Hillis Miller, 'The Problematic of Ending in Narrative," Nineteenth- 
Cmtury Fiaion 33.1 (1978): 5. 



With a knowing grin to the audience, though, De Mille effectively stylizes the 

apparent harmoninng conventionality of this marriage tableau with a playfully 

reflexive chapter title that acknowledges that this is, indeed, an "Astonishing Way of 

Concluding an Adventure" (Baron 130).lo2 

Other Canadian parodists tumed to less subtle, though nonetheless stylinng 

strategies for "making strange" a novel reader's expectations of the familiar and 

"seemly knot" of narrative closure. As the Junior Pickwickians's trip to North 

America draws to a close, for instance, the narrator preempts the anticipatory 

moments of his final scene with a bnef reflection. With one Pickwickian already the 

victim of a boating accident and the three remaining members approaching the 

roller-coaster at Hanlan's Point, the reader is asked to reconsider for a moment the 

algebrized language that too often accompanies and iimits the imaginative range of 

such endings: 

As we draw nearer the fiequent repetition of 'accident,' 'temble 
disaster,' and similar phrases strike our ears. Let us not lengthen out 
the agony. The car upon which the three Pickwickians had taken their 
places had jumped the track, and Messrs. Coddleby, Crinkle, and 
Yubbits were instantly killed. Mr. Bramley's body was in due time 
recovered £rom its watery grave, and the rernains of the four heroes, 

Ice. 
"Gra 

lo2 See also De Mille's playful, congratulatory enciing to The Lady of 
Foilowing a lengthy and detailed chapter title that begins, appropriately, 
nd Conclusion," Macrorie makes the following observation: 

the 

On reading over the above heading, 1 fina it so very comprehensive 
that it leaves nothing more for me to Say. 1 wiIl therefore make my 
bow, and retire fiom the scene, with my warmest congratulations to 
the reader at reaching 

The End 

When Edward Hunt rnoves to close his "A Tale of Ter-rew Love Tniimphant" he 
does so through a similarly self-conscious incorporation of the obligatory wedding 
scene: Ive proceed by a graceful and e transition to ow wedding, which took 
lace in a venerable and sacred edifice 3 ed with aisles and other architectural 

L i e s  Some writers wodd have given you a mere marriage in a church, but we 
like to bring on sornething recherche and [fiipl-glassy while we are about i t  It costs 
no more, and it looks better" (5.6 527) 



who have so long (and we fear so wearisomely) occupied the attention 
of our readers, were reverently returned to their sorrowing friends in 
England. Thus ended their memorable trip to America 

Having undercut the climax of his own narrative with the misplacement of key words 

and phrases ("accident," "temble disaster"), the narrator hints, too, that having his 

heroes expire at this exact point in the narrative was less a matter of plot continuity 

or even narrative convenience than it was a response to waning reader interest. The 

Pickwickians have grown wearisome to the audience; therefore, their stories must 

end. 

Despite this unseemly h o t  of closure, the narrative journey of the reader is, 

in fact, not yet complete. The literal ending of this seriahed adventure (and of the 

Pickwickians's lives) is glossed by an authoritative "Note by the Editor" that not only 

chastizes the anonymous author for the heavy-handedness of his narrative touch but 

reiterates that the standard by which such taies will be judged is that standard being 

set by an increasingly sophisticated and demanding Canadian readership whose 

expectations have come to contribute significantly to shaping both the text in hand 

and the reading culture within which such a tale is consumed: 

[Note by the Editor. -- While we are willing that this serial should end 
sometime, we cannot congratulate the author upon the "literary finish" 
of his work. There is too much of sudden death to meet the 
requirement of tme art, and yet it cannot be denied that this is the 
most effectuai way in which the four nuisances couid be abated. It has 
come to our knowledge that the author of the "Pickwickians" was 
threatened with some horrible fate at the hands of a detennined set of 
our subscribers, unless he at once let up on this story. Perhaps this 
accounts for the abruptness of its conclusion.] 103 

lo3 Grip 28.19 (7 May 1887): 4-5. A similarly reflexive gloss is ap ended, 
too, to Hunt's 'Tale." Havin reiterated the fact that his narrative meets e criteria d tg 
set by readers of the day, an in some cases exceeds them, the narrator makes a 
perfunctory (and parodic) gesture toward a more conventional point of departue, 
what Eichenbaum c a s  a sense of Nachgeschichte or "after-history" of the principals 



Similarly, when readen of "Claude Coursol" come across a familiar scene 

during which two characters faU in love, they are forced to confront their own role 

as consumers in the perpetuation of such convention-laden interactions when they 

are presented with both a catalogue of adjectives ("mady, desperately, deliriously, 

hyperbolicdy, metap hysicdy, superfiuously in love") and an equally impressive üst 

of metaphors describing the moment: the couples find themselves "seated in the 

swift flying locomotive of an all absorbing passion, or a high pressure stearnboat of 

c o n s h g  love, or a self binding reaping machine of ecstatic joy, or an electric 

motor of the tramway of bliss." Having "laid bare" such algebrized descriptions by 

stylizing them as an exaggerated catalogue, the writer-narrator tums away from his 

text with a proposal that at once points to the cultural and market forces that 

connect the reader to the construction of a narrative burdened by such cliché-ridden 

constructions: "Dear reader, as you have paid your money, you may take your 

choice of all these beautifid and timely similes."104 

Considered cumulatively, then, these parodists engage stylized readers, 

double-stnictured endings, and metanarrative ruptures in the seemingly 

contradictory ways that parody understood as dialectic irnplies they would. On the 

one hand, these familiar narrative strategies serve the parodist well in securing an 

audience defined by the expectations he expects them to bring to his text. Replete 

with the requisite number of thrilling scenes and troubled love &airs, stereotyped 

characters, and appropnately knotted endings, these are texts that allow those New 

World readers wishing to remain weil within the limits of the familiar to do so. 

Indeed, contemporary reviews of a number of the texts studied here suggest exactly 

how successful these parodists were in rnanipulating the double-structuredness of 

of the story: "And so our hero and heroine lived happily ever after, and on several 
occasions (when it was absolutely necessary,) - even longer" (5.6 527). 

lo4 Grip 29.20 (12 November 1887): 7. 



their stylized fictions so as to function well within the limit of Victorian readers' 

expectations. As "one of North America's most popular and hancialiy successful 

fiction writers of the 1860s and 1 8 7 0 s , " ~ ~ ~  and with a keen sense of what captures 

the attention of a readership fiooded by story papers and cheap reprints, May Agnes 

Fleming, for instance, often saw her novels compared to the immensely popular 

works of Mrs. Southworth and Miss Braddon, with at least one paper, the New York 

Telegmm, going so far as to claim that she "occupied on this side of the Atlantic a 

position akin to that won by Miss Braddon in ~ n g l a n d . " ~ ~ ~  De Mille's novels were 

similarly praised,107 though most reviewers were inclined to draw connections on 

points of "interest in plot, variety of adventure, and graphic delineation of character" 

with the equaiiy popular novels of WWe Collins and Eugene sue.lo8 

On the other han4 though, these parodists undentood that the same 

algebrized conventions and cultural or critical presumptions and expectations that 

might be attached to their fictions must also %e treated as a stumbhg block to 

opening up the horizons of a Canadian reading culture, as "prejudices which must be 

shaken"lo9 by the parodist through double-smictured appeals and unseemly 

unknottings. As more than one astute critic suggested of De Mille's novels, and 

what can be said of ail of the parodies explored here, these fictions must be seen as 

both successful and popular works and "as a senes of jokes on [and for] the 

lo6 Cited in McMuilen, 80. 

lo7 Anon., "Recent Literature mev. of The Living Li&]" 1 18. 

los Anon., "A Nova-Scotian Author," AR (25 October 1867): [l]. See also 
MacMechan, 414; and Pierce, An Outhe of Canadian Liter-e 166. 



public,"110 novels that "give [readers] a double laugh -- one at the i d y  of the book, 

and another at [their] own folly in being interested in it."l1' Rather than resolve 

their arguments toward the usually monologic and increasingly institutionalized 

denunciation of those uncultivated readers who were seen to be degrading 

themselves and the common culture through a "mere voracious consumption of 

books, which WU no more nourish the mind or heart than quantities of undigested 

food will nourish the body,"lU these parodists invite the now answerable New 

World reader into a new relationship with the books they chose to read and with the 

whole of the reading culture in which they function. In contrast to those Canadian 

critics who saw in their often self-proclaimed status of landedness the obligation to 

protect what they considered to be a naive or incompetent New World readership 

£rom the cormpting innuences of popular novels, parodists, working in these still 

popular genres, insist that local readers possess far more than a functional literacy. 

As theorists and critics interested in parody tend to agree, parodists assume 

in their readers an important and cornplex set of ~o rn~e t enc i e s , ' ~~  including what 

has been called "generic or rhetorical competence" which assumes in readen a 

degree of awareness of the ways by which preexisting narrative structures, recurrent 

stock characters, and what Despard calls "certain situations" corne to shape their 

Archibald MacMechan, "Letter to the Editor," The Week 10.2 (9 
December 1892): 36-37. 

Cited in Crockett, 138. 

Clark, "Books and Reading" 163. 

The most basic need, as critics W<e Hutcheon and Rose agree, is 
Linguistic competence, the implicit knowledge of the grammar of Iiterature by which 
a reader is able "to corn rehend what is Unplied, as weil as what is actually stated 
within the hetero-voice f discourse of parody. Given that the specific techniques 
em loyed by a parodist in a 'ven text can extend to include everything kom irony 
an d' exaggeration to more su f tie strategies like substitution and condensation, such 
a competence is clearly essential" (Hutcheon, Theory 94; Rose, Pmody: Ancient, 
Modem and Postmodem 79). 



expectations and ideals withh a reading culture. In defamiliarizing the literary 

conventions and cultural presumptions that have traditionally hindered the 

evolutions of a reading culture, the parodist exposes not only the conventions 

themselves to the pressures of defamiliarization but also the reading assumptions 

and habits that have in no small way perpetuated their aigebrization. In 

approaching these stylized reflections of the limits of their own cultural assumptions 

the readers are invited into a relationship with the text in which they might think 

critically about their own practices and expectations when consuming novels. They 

are offered a chance, in other words, to become more discrirninating consumers of 

al1 t exts. 

Herein lies the dialectical structure of parody, for it is through this double- 

stmctured gesture that readers corne to experience in new ways the limits of the 

familiar and the renovative terrain of the d e f d a r ;  as Eichenbaum notes, 

"[plarody is a road that leads to something else."l14 If parodic stylization does, 

indeed, lead one to and beyond the horizons of familiar literary convention and 

readerly assumptions, it is a journey that "often begins," as Walter Nash asserts, £rom 

"the allusive point," the multivalent textual marker that becomes "one of the keys or 

signposts to interpretation" of the parodic refuncti~nin~.''~ Even the most concise 

parody explored in this study is never constnicted in such a way as to allow the 

prospect of recognition to depend solely on the quantity or quality of the features 

retained kom a single model. Like the works of Cervantes, Sterne, and Fielding, 

the fiction of Canadian parodists rarely if ever points its readers towards a single 

text; rather, the intertextual M e s  of reference engaged are complex and often 

labyrinthine, extending to include glances not only to other texts but to the 

Eichenbaum, O. Henry 27. 

Walter Nash, The L ge of Humour.= Styie mrd Technique in Comic 
Discome (Landon: Longman, 1 9 r 8 0 , 7 9 .  



heteroglot discourses of a aven culture which can be appropriated, combined, 

condensed, or rewritten. 

%y definition potentidy both light and &or of all textual models and 

cultural discourses familiar within a given culture at a given moment, parody 

provides, and indeed invites, readers "to make associations between texts not 

normally placed together"l16 and to explore the intellectual, imaginative, and 

Literary possibilities in doing so. Recognizing the familiar as it is set against a 

defamiliarizing background, the reader is faced with what Eco suggests is a loss of 

"the security of the familiar without knowing for sure the precise nature of the 

innovationf' that has made such parodic stylizations possible. Promoting "the casting 

aside of old assumptions and preconceptions," parody directs the reader "toward an 

attempt to comprehend the new situation with which he is confronted." The need to 

decipher that which con£ronts a reader of parody gives the individual a chance to 

formulate and test a new, and often hitherto unexplored "deciphering capacity," to 

"formulate the unfomulated." As he concludes: "it is only when we have 

outstripped our preconceptions and left the shelter of the familiar that we are in 

position to gather new experiences"l17 and to move toward what Ingarden 

(borrowing Husserl's phrase) calls a new "double horizon" that invites a reader to 

recognize both those works already read and those that have not yet been read.l18 

Complicating the doubleness of this horizon even farther are the degrees to 

which each text announces its affiliations: some texts retain a large number of 

obvious features that are clearly marked or named (suggesting specinc narrative 

Rose, Pm@: Ancient, Modem and Pomodem 77. 

Umberto Eco, The ImpLied Reader: Pattern of Commwticafi~n in Prose 
Fictionfrom Bunyan tu Beckett (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins UP, 1974), 29,58-9, 
294,290. 

Ingarden, 1034. 



models to be adopted or used as a point of comparison), others incorporate fewer or 

more subtle features less clearly marked. For instance, when De Mille dedicates a 

number of chapters in The Amencm Baron to Scone Dames's recounting of the 

story of his mamage to Arethusa Wiggins, a "conceited, tetchy, suspicious, 

impenous, domineering, seifïsh, cruel, hard-hearted and malignant young Wren" 

(Baron 34) who attacks her husband with a penknife, beats him with a riding-whip, 

and then torches the farnily estate, he is assuming that readers will recognize the 

similarity to the relationship between Mr. Rochester and Grace Poole in jme Eyre 

(1847). But when Dacres and Wiggins are reunited as part of the marriage tableau 

on which the mdti-plotted adventure tale closes, the reader is also asked to 

recognize the cornplexit. of De Mille's stylizing of his Brontean modei. This 

dialogized subplot has coliapsed dong with the elegantly contrived adventure story 

within which it is framed into a harmonious world that breaks sigrilficantly with the 

active traces of expectation imported nom the mode1 text. 

Similar assumptions of a relatively sophisticated Canadian audience shapes 

Hoimes's Beiinda. Assuming that most readers will be familiar with the two most 

obvious models upon which his parody is modelled - Richardson's Clmissa and 

Pope's "Rape of the Lock - Holmes begins even £rom his title to orientate readers 

toward a variety of other texts from other reading cultures which readers might 

engage as points of comparison with his own. Giving his novel the full titie Belinda; 

or The Rivals, Holmes points readers, for instance, towards Sheridan's play The 

RN& (1775), a comedy of manners that turns, appropriately, on the courtship 

misadventures of Lydia Languish, a young and beautifid heiress who has been raised 

amidst a culture of romantic novels. Another naive reader who, like MacGeorge's 

Fanny Newlove, models her real-life courtships after those in the sentimental novels 

she reads, Lydia is, like Belinda, burdened by an abundance of suitors, a plethora of 

love epistles, and a culturally inappropnate sense of courtship in "real" life. But just 



as Belinda's semal exploits and callous treatment of those around her are an 

obvious parody of Clarissa's virtuous purity, so, too, is it a refunctioning of Lydia's 

less virtuous naivete; as the reader soon cornes to realize, Belinda Howard is neither 

innocent nor naive, though the story of her iife is rnarked by distant afnliations with 

heroines who are. Having invoked three intertextual £rames, Holmes continues to 

punctuate his story with marked and unmarked references to texts and authors far 

removed £rom the cultural milieu of bis Canadian coquette. Linking his taie with 

such diverse archivai rnodels as  Byron ("Maid of Athens"), Shakespeare (Troilus and 

Cresrida, Otheilo, Hmlet, Romeo mid Juliet), and Milton (P aradise Lost), he not only 

invites his readers to consider the traces of these texts that may either complernent, 

parry, or contradia his own story but assumes that they have the cornpetencies, the 

sophistication, and the willingness to do ~ 0 . l ' ~  

Diaiogizing the distances between a model text, its reception within 

Victorian Canadian culture, and the stylizations of their own parodies, these 

parodists test not only the limits of the familiar but the horizons of the reading 

culture within with such texts ultimately functioned and were so securely 

hierarchized. Their parodies invite readers to broaden and shift their expectations 

to take into account the new expenences of reading brought to the fore through the 

interaction with the parodic stylization; never exclusive or admonitory, parody 

encourages readers to believe that what they are reading is aiready part of a reading 

culture that can be readily expanded to include those reading experiences and texts 

Similady, when Fanny Newlove takes £iight on the arm of Count Von 
Hoaxenstein/Cornelius Crooks, MacGeorge suggests not another popular gothic as 
the model for her father's outpouring of patemal grief, but infers other intertextual 
frames that the imrnediate properties of 'The Purser's Cabin" does not directly 
elucidate, comparing his ou ouring to that of Macduff 'iwhen informed that dl his 
fair chickens had been tom g om him at one fell swoop by the 'hell-kite' Macbeth?" 
(5.6 541). Having taken as its most obvious models such texts as Don Quirote and 
Northanger Abbey, this parody refracts every character and every situation once 
again, this tirne through yet another intertextuai frame (Shakespearean) with which 
the point of cornparison is less clear. 



with which they are familiar as weii as those with which they could become familiar. 

In opening these paths to the unfamüiar, parodists also reflect some of the 

contemporary distinctions between the popular and the archivai and invite their 

readers to take into account the social, collective, and individual diversities of the 

Canadian reading audience. 

At the same tirne, what we £ind in these parodies in an illumination of the 

sometimes obsessive search for an exclusive and landed centre around which many 

critics hoped and believed that a Canadian culture would shape itseif. Recognized 

as popular and entertaining works of fiction by readers of the day, these parodies 

render visible to a broad audience the limitations of a C U ~ N ~  in which reading no 

longer leads to an ongoing dialectical reconsideration of its own relatiouship to a 

world in which edification and entertainment, tradition and innovation, and 

established and ernerging cultural identities and value-systems must find a way to 

coexist. Rather than cultivating a rnonologic belief in an elitist New World culture 

of reading entrenched firmly in the Arnoldian confidence that comfoned many of 

their contemporaries, Canadian writers who engaged the stylinng grins and glances 

of parody's double-stnicturedness did so with a wihgness to reconsider rather than 

consolidate the sense of a New World reading culture. With an awareness of what 

was being read in Canada, they also reveal a faith and confidence in what could and 

wouid be read within a Canadian milieu. Consistent with the sense of parody as a 

dialogue, these stylizations open rather than close inferential and intertextual paths 

to the reader, paths that invite and even promote other cornpetences and other ways 

of reading. 

But as the image of the authorid figure of Cervantes reminds us as he sits 

struggling to write a preface that will appeai to contemporaq readers raised on 

expectations of wonderful invention, elegant style, and substantid evidence of 

learning and erudition, the anxieties associated with the cultural aaivity of reading 



are never far distanced from those associated with the cultural activity of writing. 

For "an emerging nation struggling toward self-dennition and both seeking and 

creating its identity through its   te rature,"^^ writing was, indeed, an activity 

charged with the potential to function as both the product and the creator of a 

collective sense of national identity. An integrai component in the process of 

national development, writing was seen in Victorian Canada to duminate the 

aspirations and ideals of a nascent national imagination. It was also burdened with 

preconceptions and limitations of a culture fiated with consciously constructing 

pieces of a national culture, and creating a sense of history in which to Live. 

*O Gerson, A Pwer Tacte xiii. 
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Chapter Three 

Taper, Pens, and Ink": 
Parody and the Burden of a National Culture 

As James Douglas observed in 1875, the questions and anxieties surrounding the 

reading habit in Victorian Canada were clearly understood by critics and thinkers of 

the day as intimately comected to those anxieties which arose when considering the 

writing habits of the young country. "Now, if we are not a reading people," Douglas 

observed, "we are sure not to be a literature-producing people. For writing is an art 

ody to be acquked by long and painstaking apprenticeship, and an art practised 

therefore only where there are readers to appreciate and reward it."' Douglas was 

an astute observer, for if Victorian critics were d o u s  about what and how 

Canadians should consume as readers in order to guarantee social harmony and 

prosperity in the new Dominion, they were equally concerned with questions about 

who would produce the stones that would satiate what Frye suggests has long been 

Douglas, 'The Intellectuai Progress of Canada" 467-68. See &O W.A. 
Foster, Canada F a ;  or Our New Nmionulity (Toronto: Adam, Stevenson, 1871) and 
"Sarepta" [Edward Burrough Brownlow], "Correspondence: More Prose Wanted," 
The Week 6.31 (12 July 1889): SM. As Foster confïrms, there was a solid beiief 
amongst Victonan Canadians in the inevitablility of "an intellechial vivification" of 
the country, particularly given the "indications that the native mind is at present 
awakening £rom the lethargy which has hitherto shrouded and dwarfed it. This is 
expressed in many ways, and is rnost observable in the large reading constituency 
that exists in the country, in the infiuence which has given impulse to the publishing 
and importing of the Book Trade, and in the recognized necessity for a Canadian 
magazine - a vehicle of native thought and culture" [publisher's note]. 



the "unquenchable desire of the Canadian cultural public to identify" and to 

celebrate its distinctiveness "through its literatudq2 Like Theodore Unwin's 

hopeful revisionhg of the patemity of Belinda's child, Victorian Canadians had a 

deep desire, in other words, to establish a kind of narrative genealogy that would 

serve a "synthesizing consciousness" in the present and as "a maker of concords 

between past, present, and future.ld 

As a vital participant in the full range of discursive exchange that takes 

meanhg and shape within the stories of a particular historical moment, parody is 

unambiguously in and of the anxious world to which Douglas alludes. Like Don 

@hote and T d m  Shmrdy, many of the Canadian parodies discussed here were 

intensely self-conscious narratives that irradiate the concealed fissures underlying 

the activity of narrating the Dominion into cultural consciousness. Shining a comic 

torch on the activities and decisions, presumptions and preconceptions that shape, 

and are shaped by, Victorian Canada's determined construction of a national 

literary spirit, Canadian parodists set out, as the narrator of the parodic novelette 

"Eva Head, A Naughtical Romance: Of Beauty, Blood, and Booty" (1869) tells 

readers, to show "[tlhe ordinary reading public .... the disadvantages and difncuities 

under which an author labours" in the New Dominion. These are narratives, that is, 

that reveal the stmggles and decisions of writers forced "to give heed to all the barks 

£rom 'asses' souk in lions' skin,' which assail [them] at every point'4 £rom within a 

culture in transition, pointing out, to rephrase Fielding's observation in the epilogue 

Frye, "Conclusion" 823,840. See ais0 Kroetsch's often cited observation 
that Canadians have long stniggled with the feeling that "we haven't ot an identity 
until somebody teils our story. The fiction makes us real" obert fioetsch, 
Jmes  Bacque, Pieme Gravel [Toronto: new press, 

R 

Anon., ""Eva Head, A Nau tical Romance: Of Beauty, Blood, and 
Booty," Diogenes (10 September 



to chapter four of Tom Jones (1749), that there is much more involved in the 

composition of discursive prose that will tell a nation's story than "paper, pens, and 

ink, together with the manual capacity of using them." 

Published in the popdar Canadiun Month& tmà W o n a l  Review, Douglas's 

reflections were particularly weli timed. With the federai governent in the process 

of replacing the 1868 Act Respecting Copyrights with a new and in retrospect 

progressive Act (38 Via., cap 88), and with the international Copyright Act (1886) 

on the horizon, Canadian "literature-producing" was entering a new phase in its 

cyclicd and somewhat hesitant history. With great strides being made in securing a 

Literate home audience, and with a gradually stabilizing technicd and capital 

infrastructure providing a base upon which an indigenous publishing industry might 

begin to grow5 the most pressing concern that continued to trouble critics was that 

Canadian writers, and Canadian fiction writen in particular, had still done little to 

establish themselves as the voice of the young nation. "mhere is very little to say" 

about Canadian literary novels or romances laments Bourinot in The lntellectual 

Development, "for though there have been many attempts at [a native] fiction, the 

performance has, on the whole, been weak in the extreme." Citing only three 

examples of what he considered to be "works of merit" produced by "native" fiction- 

s Until the economic depression of the late 18705, which tnggered among 
other things a resurgence of protectionist tariff poiicies in the United States, there 
were quantifiable indications that the business side of Canadian publishing was 
poised for a penod of significant growth. From 1851 to 1861, for instance, census 
records show nearly a uintupling of En 'sh Canadians who registered their 
primaq trade as publis 1 er (kom 9 to 43 7' , with those registered in the allied trades 
growing significantly as well: the number of 
same period (436 to 895) and the number of 
half (5 1 to 86). By 1880-81 these numbers had increased 
census for Ontario alone listing over three thousand 
numbers had been officially combined by this t h e )  
bookbinders. From the optimisticaily high levels of this period, though, the numbers 
declined dramaticdy throughout the depression until the mid-1890s when economic 
renewal and some stability in the copyright and tarin policies allowed for a 
sustained and more controlled growth to begin again. 



makers - John Richardson's Wacourta (1832), Jean-Talon L'Esperance's Le 

Bastomais (1877), and William Kirby's Le Chien d'Or (1877) - Bourinot observes 

that "during the long interval of nearly forty years between these works, not a single 

romance worth reading was published in Canada. These three books, however, are 

written with spirit, and recall the masterpieces of fiction." Tuming his attention to 

what he considered more popular (as distinct from Literary) forms of fiction, he 

appears even less enthusiastic, pointing to the works of the now-forgotten Louisa 

Murray and the early novels of De Mille as Canada's lone successes, though even 

the latter's novels tended to "decline" in Bourinot's opinion into somewhat "slavish 

imitations of the ingenious plots of Wiikie Collins and his scho01.'~ 

In signincant ways, the arguments forwarded by Bourinot and his 

contemporaries throughout the late 1880s and early 1890s proved in significant ways 

to be only minor variations of those forwarded by a number of prominent and 

foresightfui predecessors. The materiai spirit continued to be cited as a major 

impediment to the production of a native literature. Concerned with the 

devaluation of writing within a culture that had long felt more confident in assessing 

and promoting material goals and gains, late Victorîan critics reiterated 

longstanding arguments that declared Canada's land-based economy "highly 

unfavourably to literary progression" given that "[alll the strength of mentai 

invention and assiduity is devoted to the advancement of pecuniary interests"' and 

resource management. That "notable historians, poets and [novelists] have not 

largely appeared" should come as iittle surprise, such arguments advanced, given 

Bourinot, The Intellecfual Deveioprnent 10% 108. Curiously, Bourinot 's 
opinion of Wacousta would change dramatically by the tirne Our lntellecmal Strength 
rmd Wenkriess was published in 1893. In the later book, Wacouta is "at best a 
spirited imitation of Cooper, and has not retained the interest it attracted at a tirne 
when the American novelist had created a taste for exaggerated pictures of Indian 
life and forest scenery" (27). 

Anon., 'The Literature of a New Country" 56. 



that few men had either "the rime or the oppominity" to become "patrons of 

literaturee in a country where "the plough proved a mightier engine than the pen.lt9 

Acknowledging that Canada's "history for the past half century has been the 

record of material progress" and that "[florests must be cut down, cities must be 

built, the Land and sea must pay their tribute to industry, before men have the 

leisure or ability to give attention to [the art of] letters," these critics continued to 

press the argument that Canadian culture must move beyond what they saw as a 

pioneer £kation with material progress. Celebrating the fact that the average 

Canadian settler had even by mid-century "surrnounted [their] early difnculties, and 

built up for [themselves] a country whose wealth and vitality [they] have every 

reason to be p r o ~ d , " ~ ~  the critia suggested that the time had come to attend with 

equal vigour to establishing the nation as a land of writing people. The time had 

clearly come for Canadians to consider the question of how to "improve [their] 

surroundings and cultivate the arts that refine and adom"ll a truiy independent 

culture, to look toward a future in which native "writers with noble ide& would 

skirt "the undeminhg influence of a debasing materialism"l2 in order to add 

significantly to the strength and future prosperity of a young country. 

Considered at once "the watchword of national union" and an eloquent 

"counterpoise" to "the tendency to sectionalism and disintegration" long perceived to 

1. Allen Jack, "Acadienses," The Week 8.28 (12 June 1891): 443. 

George Stewart, "Literature in Canada," Canadian Leaves: History, Art, 
Science, Literuture, Commerce. A Series of New Papen R e d  Before the Canadian 
Club of New York (New York: Napoleon Thompson, 1887), 131. 

l0 Bourinot, "Canadian Materials" 200. 

Agnes M. Machar [Fidelis], "Views of Canadian Literature," The Week 
11.17 (23 Mach 1874): 391. 



be a "political weakness of  anad da,"^ the landed activity of writing a national 

literature was seen as an essential and vital component in negotiating what was seen 

to be a penod of transition, or 'plastic stage"14 of cultural development. It was a 

volatile penod, critics remained convinced, during which the "[c]ustorns and 

institutions and modes of thought and feehg which will have much to do in shaping 

[the nation's] destiny for all future time"15 would be established. Providing the 

country with an inherently centrifuga1 and inuinsically moral authority that could be 

persuasive and pervasive rather than strident and localized, this idealized sense of a 

national literature was seen as a haxmonizing influence in a time of potential 

sociocultural strife, a means by which "not to imitate, but to calm the public mind -- 

allay elcisting dissensions -- reconcile and unite differing parties -- and prepare the 

way for the important business of ... public improvement, worthy of our race and our 

country." 16 

Searching for eloquent and iiterary expressions of the essence of Canada's 

intellectud life that might provide the bonds of national unity and seme as guides 

for a national energy,17 critics looked for stories that Holmes had earlier described 

as being of this place, stories that would become the manifestation of a certain 

l3 Dewart, ir-x. 

l4 J.E. Welis, "Canadian Culture," CMNR 8.6 (December 1875): 460. Wells 
suggests that it is during such a stage that "every new contact and association 
without, and every new thought and volition and im ulse within ... is Little by Little P graving and remodelling those changing features" O the nation. 

l5 Dewart, x. 

l6 Anon., "Notice to the Public," MR 1.1 (January 1841): [go]. 

l7 Dewart, r As such critics as Fee (1981) and Corse (1997) suggest, the 
co~ec t i on  between nation and literature in Canada originated rimarily with early 
nineteenth-century theories of nationalism, partidarly those O t!' "the Geman 
Romantic nationalists who promulgated the now accepted idea that literature is 
defined by its national afnùation and shodd embody the unique characteristics of a 
nation" (Corse, 7). 



readily identinable national character. As McGee had emphasized as early as 1858, 

"[elvery country, every nationality, every people, must create and foster a National 

Literature, if it is their wish to preserve a distinct individuality bom other nations." 

Moreover, he wamed, "[ilf precautions are not taken to secure this end, the 

distinctive character and features of a people must disappear."18 So essential *as 

the idea of a national literature to the formation of a national character that the 

thought "of a country possessing important political institutions and a political status 

that is constantly becoming higher, and cornandhg the attention and respect of 

other nations, and yet, destitute of a iiterature or literary men of note" was to many 

observers indicative of "a decided lack"19 or absence tainting the cultural geography 

of Canada. 

To some commentators, this perceived dearth of a native Literary culture 

was a symptom of a deeper want of "that warmth of national sentiment without 

which, no matter how favourable other conditions may be, a great imaginative 

literature does not spring up.'30 W.D. Lighthall was among those critics who 

rernained adamant in his calls for a revitalking level of patriotism that would spark 

a vital corpus of national writing. "Shd we recognize that we have a people to 

rnake?' he challenged native writers in his contribution to nie WeeKs 1894 series of 

"Views of Canadian Literature." "Shall our young men each make this his personal 

matter and ask himseif what his people need in order to be more united, purer, 

higher in national solidity and progress, clearer in national ide al?^'^^ The fact that 

l8 McGee, "Protection for Canadian Literature," NE 1.144 (24 April 1858): 
[2]. See also Dewart, k. 

l9 Longiey, "Canadian Literature" 257. 

20 Roberts, HrStory 422-23. 

21 Lighthall, "Views of Canadian Literature," The Week 11.18 (30 March 
1894): 416. 



some people were seen to be "perpetually deluding themselves with the idea that 

there is something rnagic about the literature of a country; that it is a mysterious 

thing and dependent upon some wondemil agencies and impulses which cannot be 

seen or defïned" was understood as a key impediment to the development of a 

distindy Canadian writing culture. 'The iiterature of the country is the thought and 

essentiai outgrowth of the national Me," Longley concurred, and it '%ecomes great 

and heroic when the people of the country become great and heroic. "22 & 

Lighthall concludes, once Canada develops "reai patriots, then a literanire will 

follow," since history has proven that "the burning word will accompany the burning 

deed.'lZ3 

To other critia, though, this relationship between buming words and 

burning deeds was understood differently. There c m  be "no influence more potent 

than literature and the literary" in "nationalking of the Dominion," Adam noted in 

1887, and 

[nlothing will better contribute to the welding process, or be more 
efficient in bringing about homogeneity, and the consolidating 
influences the country so urgently needs, than a healthy native 
literature and an ardent national sentiment. With these, and due 
encouragement to their exercise, we may see the various Provinces of 
the Dominion knit more closely together in the bonds of a common 
nationality, and sectionalism and disruptive influences dispelled as 
things of alien growthZ4 

There was "little doubt that patnotism and national sentiment might be largely 

fostered by the literary spirit," like thinking critia afnrmed, "particularly were it 

22 Longley, "Views of Canadian Literature," The Week 11.17 (23 March 
1894): 392. 

23 Lighthall, "Views of Canadian Literature" 416. 

Adam, "Outline History of Canadian Literature," An Abdged HrStory of 
Canada, William H. Withrow (Toronto: William Briggs, 1887). 184. 



given that encouragement which the Canadian intellect should now extend to i t . ~ ' ~ ~  

As an anonymous reviewer succinctly summarized near century's end: 'The novels 

that inspire Canadians with a love for Canadian nature, Canadian Me, Cauadian 

people, or Canadian civilization, are just as important as the patriotic hymn, or the 

soul-stimng address or sermodt6 

Regardless of the stance taken toward the relationship between burning 

deeds and burning words, the majority of Victorian Canadian critics agreed that one 

had ody to glance across the Atlantic to understand "the propriety and importance 

of making efforts in this country to build up a distinctive National Literature, and of 

f o s t e ~ g  a spirit of Literary zeal among [the] people" of a nation. "Indeed," as 

Longley suggests, "a study and contemplation of what has been achieved in other 

and older countnes ought to stimulate us to seek, by vigorous efforts, to invest Our 

literature with a brilliance and a glory which shall make our new nation famous and 

respeaed throughout the world.'" Seeing in the Old World considerable evidence 

of the comection between a national writing and a distinctive national character, 

Canadian critia promoted the benefits of a similar attentiveness at home. Popular 

models abounded for native writers to consider, most notably the works of such 

historical novelists as Maria ~ d ~ e w o r t h ~ '  and Walter ~ e s a n t ? ~  writers whose 

25 Adam, "Nationalism" 119. 

26 Anon., "Novels in General and New," CM 11.2 (June 1898): 176. 

27 Longley, "Canadian Literature" 258-9. 

28 See, for instance, William Howitt, "Eminent Literary Ladies," Calliopean 
1.2 1 (1848): 165-66 and M. Algon Kirby, "Maria Edgeworth," The Week 15.30 (5 
June 1896): 710-11. 

29 Besant's Such a Good Mm (January-April1878) and The Mo& O 
nielema (April187û-April1879) were serialized in CMNR; see also Anon., "dev. of 
The Mo& of Thelema," CMNR 2 (May 1879): 628-29; Anon., "Fifty Years Ago," The 
Week 5.52 (7 November 1888): 832; Anon-, "Rev. of The Nau Martyr of the Desen," 
CMM 32.04 (October 1890): 334-38. 



books brought to Canadian readers stories of the Old World "ideals of romantic 

chivalry ... and patriotism royal and noble" that rnight be replicated in the new 

As numerous critia have documented, though, it was the influence of 

Walter Scott that was felt most deeply in Victorîan canada3' Seen as an exemplar 

of what Goldwin Smith would c d  'The Seven L a p s  of Fiction," Scott and his 

novels were especially revered by the Ianded critics of Canada as models of what 

they promoted as the "irnpartiality" demanded of the truly national Literary figure. 

Seen to be fkee from prejudice, political partisanship, and the "personal vanities, 

favourtisms, fanaticisms and antipathies" that might otherwise taint the chronicle of 

a nation's literary character, Scott, dong with such "kings of pure and healthy 

fiction" as Shakespeare and Cervantes, was seen as the most viable and impartial 

mode1 to "guide the steps of the writer of fiction" in Canada toward a standard of 

authonal disinterestedness which alone could produce authentic representations of 

the Canadian spirit "brave, pure and t r ~ e . " ~ ~  Important, too, was the fact that 

Scott's fictions were granted a cultural authority in Canada that hinged on a 

30 Elihu Burritt, 'The Reality and Mission of Ideal Characters," CMNR 
(February 1879): 152. 

31 See, for instance, Gerson, 'The Long Shadow of Sir Walter Scott" (A 
Purer Tarte, 67-79); Kuester, "Parodies of History" (Frming Tmths, 24-43); 
Winnifred M. Bogaard's "Sir Walter Scott's Influence on Nineteenth Cenniry 
Canadian Historians and Historical Novelists," Scott und Hir Influence: The Papen 
of the Aberdeen Scon Conference, 1982, ed. J.H. Alexander and David Hewin 
(Aberdeen: Assoc. for Scottish Liter Studies, 1983), 443-54; and Robert L. 
McDougail, 'The Literary Muence "r O Sir Walter Scott in Canada," Totems: Essays 
on the Culhual History of C d a  (Ottawa: Tecumseh, 1990), 9-22. More general 
discussions of the tradiuons of the historical novel in Canada, notably D e ~ i s  
DuffYs Sounding the Iceberg An Essay on canadian Hkton'cal Novels (1986), explore 
the sigrilficame of various Scott models in relation to the writing of such Iater 
novelists as Timothy Findley and Rudy Wiebe. 

32 Goldwin Smith, 'The Seven Lamps of Fiction," CIS 76 (July 1872): 347- 
5 1. Ori ail delivered as an address at Toronto's Mechanic's Institute as part of a 
nation aY cele g ration of the centenary of Scott's birth, Smith, adapting his title £rom 
Ruskin's The Seven Lumps ofArchitecture (1849), lays out in his paper a septet of 
principles that are to be used as a guide for fiction writing in Canada. In each case, 
Smith turns to Scott as an exemplar of the literary v h e  presented. 



tripartite identification: they were at once models of authoritative impartiality, 

popular examples of the benefits to be derived from the prominence within a culture 

of an authorizing historical-mindedness (that is, the power of an imagination 

comected with a past that is felt to be hierarchically higher), and these were textual 

models that were undeniably Literary. 

This latter point warranted particular attention £rom many writers. As 

LeSueur cautioned young native Zittermeurs, maintainhg the highest standards of 

literariness was especially important in a New World culture in which the lure of 

what he called "the opiate of popularity" was omnipresent: 

The world is ever at the elbow of the man of talent, urging, tempting 
him to devote to its service -- but not in the highest sense -- the gifts at 
his command. A thousand voices cry: "Amuse us, eniiven us, startle 
us, flatter us, or, if you like, satirize us; but in some way or other excite 
and please us, and you shall not have to wait for your recompense. 
We wil l  pay you cash down, and leave no debt for posterity to settle. 
Your name and fame shall be in al1 the newspapers, and if criticisrn 
ventures to attack you we wiil  laugh it out of countenance; for are we 
not the great public, and can we not protect our favourites?" 

Warnings of the implications of dealing with "the world resonated in the culture of 

Victorian Canada. Having yielded "to such solicitations," LeSueur explained, "many 

a man has abandoned art and uuth, and devoted himself to the ignoble task of 

gratifying tastes which he recognized as frivolous or vicious. He has given the world 

what it ordered, ailowed it to dictate what he should write or speak or create, and he 

has had his reward in popularity and pay.tt33 Openly accused "of pandering to [a] 

popular taste" rather than setting a distinctive set of values and communal myths 

33 Lesueur, l'The Inteiiectuai Life" 325-26. 



"upon a height up to which the people may be invited to climb,lJ4 these less-than- 

literary writers were tainted by an "undisturbed satisfaction1a5 in garnering support 

fiom a readership that must l'have neither taste in regard to appearance of a book, 

nor judgrnent as to literary valuetJ6 and which looks to "have its new novel as 

regularly as the Scotchman must have his porridge, the Englishman his egg and 

toast, and the American his i c e - ~ a t e r . " ~ ~  The genres which appealed to the 

dissipated tastes of the world - notably sensational novels of adventure, romance, or 

intrigue - were -- as I have shown in the preceding chapter - seen by these aitics as 

having Little connection with literature in general or, more imponantly, with the 

stones that rnight reflect the geocultural realities of "the matter of fact, sober, 

plodding routine" of Canadian He. To %rite Stories of Canadian We, and nII the 

scenes with bnital rnurders, ruthless assassinations and bloody riots" was seen as 

"sirnply ridiculous," given that Canada had been for the most part a place thanldully 

"devoid of the 'blood and thunder' elernent." In order to render faithfuily the 

national character of the Dominion in the pages of fiction, the "delineator of 

Canadian life must picture the quiet scenes of industry, the simple incidents of 

ordinary life, the joys, sorrows, hopes, disappointments, successes and failures which 

are incident to men in the common routine of life.'138 Those who choose instead to 

dedicate themselves to the makhg of "[t]me classics" of literature, these critics 

34 J. Gordon Mowat, "Conan Doyle's New Book," CM 5.6 (October 1895): 
574. 

35 Dewart, x. 

36 Mowat, "Current Thought," CM 9.5 (Septernber 1897): 437. 

37 Bourinot, Our Intellectual Strengh and Weakness 30. 

38 Longley, "Canadian Literature" 260. 



countered, "are not often those who take their own generation by storm, and are 

never those who write simply with a view to hunediate popdarity.'f39 

Not surpnsingly given these concerns, critics from mid-century onward 

openly promoted in Canadian culture a strong desire to produce a New World 

equivalent to what were seen as such landed and culturaiiy legitimizing models of 

Scott and ~ d ~ e w o r t h , ~  those writers who continued through to century's end to 

hold what many critics believed to be an "undivided sovereignty over the thoughts, 

hearts, and leaming of every intellect in [the] wide dominion.'41 Buoyed by the 

often repeated reassurance "that Scotland waited long for her îvbmd of the north"' 

to appear, Canadian critics remained patiently optimistic that "the coming of [a 

Canadian] wizard" was imminent, that a writer who "will supplement with the 'light 

that never was on sea or land' the warm shimrner of our summer noons and the 

frosty brilliance of our winter r ~ i ~ h t s ' ~ ~  would soon appear despite the fact that 

Canada is a "land whose history dawned but yesterday, and where the soi1 is almost 

39 Lesueur, 'The Inteilectual Life" 325-26. Whatever the motivation, 
Louisa Murray elucidated, "an author, iike every other workman, must live, and to 
live must supply his patrons with the kind of article they iike most." This does not 
mean, though, that one must pander to the least refined of popular tastes. The 
writer, she suggests, 

has the best of the contract in many ways. What the public demand 
the public must have; but in supplying this demand the author enjoys a 
large measure of independence which cannot be invaded or curtailed. 
He gives his patrons what they want, but he gves it in the form and 
marner which please himself. The work whch he does is not theirs, it 
is his own. And be the public ever so exigent their favourite d e s  
them than they are aware, and corne in what guise he WU, he is sure 
of a warm welcorne ("Novelists and Their Readers" 694). 

* See, for instance, Smith's arguments in "Current Events and Opinions," 
The Week (26 June 1884): 466. 

41 Anon., 'The Literature of a New Country" 36. See also J.E. Collins, 
"International Copyright," The Week 1.1 (6 December 1883): 5. 

42 Dawson, "Rev. of John George Bourinot's Our Intellectual Strength Md 
Weakness" 424. 



~ i r ~ i n . ' ~ ~  As Robert Barr wodd declare in the fist instalment of his controversial 

two-part essay on "Literature in Canada" (1899), "Canada, korn its position on the 

map, its hardy climate, its grand natural scenery, its dramatic and stirring histoncal 

associations shodd be the Scotland of Amenca ... It shouid produce the great 

historical novelist; the Sir Walter Scott of the New ~ o r 1 d . l ~  

This emphasis on a sense of a "history dawned but yesterday" and "stimng 

histoncal associations" was crucial, for to many Victoriau critics and thinkers the 

most effective route to establishing a distinct Canadian iiteranire and literary 

culture was the same path that Scott had marked out for Scotland and Edgeworth 

for Ireland: through the "sparkling fragments" of those "nch and exhaustless 

~ t o r i e s ' ' ~ ~  of "the energies, the heroism, and the national pride of the people'4 who 

had settled the New WorId decades earlier, stories that could be "magmfïed through 

the mists and vapours" of h i ~ t o r ~ ~ ~  The appeal of such fictions, Dewart clarified, 

was obvious: as was the case with Hohes's stylized Castle rnarking the geocultural 

terrain of the New World in Belinda, stories "that are hoary with age, and dim in 

their distance from us, are more likely to win veneration and approval, while 

whatever is near and familiar loses in interest and attractiodAS Victorian 

Canadians generaily saw the narrativization of their country's past as both "an 

especially instructive branch of literaturet' that could instill in Canadians a deep 

respect for "the distinctive experiences" and realities of the New World and "an 

43 Bourinot, The InteIIecfual Development 127. 

44 CM 14.1 (November 1899): 3. 

45 Anon., 'The Literature of a New Countq" 59. 

46 Adam, "Outline" 179. 

47 Anon., 'The Literature of a New Country1' 59. 

Dewart, xv. 



indispensable index of a maturing nationality." Indeed, when the Royal Society of 

Canada was founded in 1881, history (both formal and popular) was categorized in 

the same class of endeavour as literature, both of which were considered discourses 

"to commemorate and memorialize the eminent, to strengthen patriotism, or to 

draw morals £rom the Predictably, Canadian critics ceiebrated signs that 

such narrativizations of the country's past had begun to appear. Such historical 

romances as KVby's The Chien D'Or (1877), Parker's Pierre and Hk People (1882) 

and The Seats of the Mighty (1896), and, to a lesser extent Roberts's The Forge in the 

Forest (1896) and A Siner to Evangeiùze (1898), were acclaimed as sure "signs of an 

awakeningt' and "unmistalcable tokens of that, once "devoured," would 

promote "a wider and fuller knowledge of life, and a deep admiration for the 

historic land in which [Canadians] should al1 take pride.dl 

49 Car1 Berger, The WntUlg of Canadian History. Aspects o EngIWh- 
Canadiart HistoricaI Wnting: 1900-1970 (Toronto: Oxford UP, 1976 f , 1-2. 

50 Anon., "Rev. of William Kirby's The Golden Dog," CMNR 11.5 (May 
1877): 564. 

51 Thomas Guthrie Marquis, "Rev. of Gilbert Parker's The S e m  of the 
Mighty," The Week 13.27 (29 May 1896): 644. Parker's Seats of the Mighry was often 
cited as "a book which every Canadian should read. Apart from its worth as an 
absorbing tale, the histoncal value of the work is considerable" (Mm 2.1 [July 18961: 
72-3). 

Such optimism was not universal, thou For many Canadian writers there 
remained the troublesome perception that u & e the Old World "Canada has no 
historical past" £rom which great literanire could be made, "no worshipped heroes 
whose memory may bind the hearts of the people together ... no sacred fables, myths 
or traditions like those which, in the rnorning of the world, steeped some favoured 
spots of earth in an atmosphere of romance-md poetry that win cling to them 
forever" (Anon., "Canadian Poetry and Poets," BA 1 [August 18631: 416-17). To 
suggest that Canadian writers could produce stories from Canada's 
quality to those roduced by Scott or Edgeworth was ridiculous, 

af poet as Archib d Lampman concluded. T3om and bred in an 
covered with the monuments and remnants of a romantic histoq, a land still ringing 
with the names that were illustrious centuries ago," Old World writers were at a 
dennite and unsurmountable advantage. "We have no ma cent race history 
behind us," Lampman explained, "nor visible mernorials O "" its beauty and splendour; 
we have not even a homo eneous people; we are, indeed, only the scattered and L intractable materials of w 'ch a nation may be made" (Lampman, "At the Mermaid 
Inn" [22 October 18921 178). Even Parker, the Canadian novelist whose success 



Reassuring native writers that "[ilt is not necessaq to go beyood [their] own 

country to fhd ciramatic incidents which may give iight and brilliancy to the pages of 

history ... and r0mance,"5~ and confident that "the Canadian Scott, or Hawthorne, or 

'George Eliot,' or ~ i c k e n s " ~ ~  would soon appear, Victorian mtics hinted at the 

same t h e  that the current absence of burning stories of Canada's past might be the 

result of the Limitations of Canadian writers who "have not done al1 they might have 

done, considering the rich materials at hand." One only had to look at the new land 

through the gIow of Scott's larnp of irnpartiality to fïnd in "the politicai, reügious, 

industrial, and social life of Canada, in the history and legends of the past, in the 

varied national life of the people,1154 and in "the individuality which is the naturd 

result of the circumstances and s ~ r r o u n d i n ~ s " ~ ~  a hoary past "replete ... with al1 the 

materials of romance." Granted, these critia admitted, such materials may not be 

"on any great scaie, with %lare of trumpet and beat of drum"' that was seen to 

distinguish the stories of England or Scotiand, "but in that grander movement of the 

country's industrial and social Me, which has made of the wilderness a cultivated 

garden, and brought peace and plenty to a thriving and enlightened people,'S6 there 

came largely £rom his ability to draw on this past, affirmed this sense of a heritage 
lacking the burning deeds necessary for great historical romances. Responding to 
an interviewer's questions about 'ivhat sort of a field Canada is to work in - to £ind 
material in -- whether it is quartz country or wheat land; nch p s  or only ood for 
the oats and Indian corn of literature," he suggested that he hunself had "O 8 en had 
to make bricks out of very scattered and sornetimes very scanty straw." The key 
problem, he explains, is the country's relative newness and youth, the fact that the 
"aspect" of the country is "unsoftened by the îïnger of The" and that "the Me of the 
eo le, being largely agricultural, has no glarnor upon it" (WJ. Thorold, "Gilbert 

k d e r :  An InteMew," Mm 3.2 [February 1897: 118-19). 

52 Bourinot, "Canadian Materials" 193-95. 

53 Bourinot, Intellectual Sîrength und Weukness 30. 

54 Adam, "Outline" 228,182. 

55 Machar, "Views of Canadian Literature" 391. 

56 Adam, "Outhe" 186,183. 



is a nonetheless vital "record of heroic endeavor and suffering, of the struggle 

between antagonistic principles and systems, of human passion, frailty, and Wnie." 

There was seen to exist, in other words, adequate though underdeveloped 

"Canadian r n a t e n a l ~ " ~ ~  necessary "to stir the pulse" and to "îïre the brain" into "the 

impassioned recitai of the stirring deeds of an earlier t i ~ n e . " ~ ~  

The need for impartial native writers to react quickly in telling the stories 

that might stir the pulse of Canadian readen was even more critical given the 

perception that American writers were appropriating the very stones that would 

form the cornerstone of a truly Canadian culture. "In our indifference" to the stories 

of our own heroic pas& Adam warned, 

Amencan writers are entering upon the field; and already many of the 
localities in Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, with their rich 
histones and fascinating legends, are fast passing into literature 
through the medium of a foreign pen. It is perhaps not too much to 
say that it is from the pages of Howeils' 'Wedding Journey' and 'A 
Chance Acquaintance' that our people are first apprised of the 
beauties of Quebec and the St. Lawrence; while of the local writers, 
Hawkins and Le Moine, they probably never have h e ~ i r d . ~ ~  

57 Bourinot, "Canadian Matenals" 193. 

Adam, "Nationalism" 119. See also Foster's celebration in Canada FVst: 
what a land of adventure and romance this has been! We may have no 
ballad for the nursery, or home-bom epic for the study; no tourney 
feats to rhapsodise over, or mock heroics to emblazon on our 
escuthcheon; we have no prismatic fables to illumine and adom the 
preface of Our existence, or curious myths to obscure and soften the 
sharp outline of o u  early history; yet woven into the tapestry of our 
path, are whole volumes of touching poetry and great tomes of 
glowing prose that rival fiction in eagemess of incident, and in 
marveiious climax put fable to the blush. We need not ransack 
foreign romance for valorous deeds, nor are we compelied to go 
abroad for sad tales of privation and suffering. The most chivalrous 
we c m  match; the most tried we can pardel. [SI 

59 Adam, "Outline" 182. 



Even the pseudonymous parodist "Haggard Writer" agreed that this was a problem 

to be taken seriously. Opening what he caiied his "Great Canadian Novel" with an 

"introduction" in which he explains the motivation for its writing, "Writer" points to 

this concem with cultural appropriation: "An American magazine having cailed the 

attention of authors to the wide field of undeveloped romance in Canada, and 

having invited them to try their s u  in cultivating it," has promoted the "conviction" 

south of the border "that the great Amencan novel rnay corne hom the North. 1 

have forestalled the robbery," he boasts, "and secured the prize for my own land." 

He reiterates this sentiment at the end of his parody, celebrating the fact that "this 

classic tale, which for grace, pathos, dramatic incident, and local coloring has never 

been equalled and never can be equailed in this or any other country. Thus is 

fulfilled the prediction that the great Amencan novel would corne bom the 

north.la 

But what both this "Haggard Writer" and other Canadian parodists also 

agree upon is that there was reason to be wary of such simple equations linking 

stones of burning deeds with a national literary character; indeed, the making of a 

national iiterature and literary culture is, they posit, a much more complicated 

proposition than such narrow assumptions suggest. Opening his story, like "Haggard 

Wnter," with an authonal cornmitment "to produce a fïrst-class Canadian story," the 

a n o n p u s  author of the parodic novelette "Beneath the Maple Tree" (1888) 

immediately reflects in the &or of parody his own promise to produce "A 

Genuine Canadian Story," warning in the process that such guarantees may in 

themselves be little more than marketing ploys aimed at a contemporary cuiture 

ka ted  with questions of how to represent its own distinctiveness. 'The title alone 

Grip 29.18 (29 October 1887): 7; 29.21 (19 November 1887): 5. 



ought to sell it, being of this soi1 and appealing to national ~en t imen t , ' ~~  the writer- 

narrator notes in a stylized aside to the reader. 

Uncertain now whether the story being read is, in fact, an "authentic" 

Canadian story or a story meant to appear authentically Canadian, readers are 

introduced to the hero of "Beneath the Maple Tree," a man whose intensely coded 

name at once reinforces and stylizes the promise of a heroic Canadimess: 

Macdonald Brown Cartier Watson is, the narrator assures, "a Canadian of Canadian 

extraction," a man whose genealogy underscores the genuine Canadian origins of 

this story. "His ancestors had fought in 1776, 1812 and 1837" and "[olne of his 

second cousins was out in the Fenian raid, and his uncle by mariage was in the Red 

River Expedition. It may be as weil to inform the reader that in 1776," the narrator 

begins, only to hesitate in mid-sentence. hplying that his fictional hero's 

Canadiamess is much longer than his present narrative can accommodate, the 

narrativized writer steps forward in his text to direct the reader to "consult an 

encyclopedia" if he or she desires additional details of the lineage of this prototypal 

native son. 

The main body of the text continues this stylization as it becomes a 

catalogue of literary conventions which have been engaged, the writer explains, 

solely as a means of marking the Canadian pedigree of the hero and, by extension, 

of the story in hand. Returning momentarily to biographical details of Macdonald's 

He, the writer-narrator points out that his hero was boni and raised in a log house, 

6i Grip 31.761 (15 September 1888): 3-4. The dangers of myopic 
boosterism are made clear in other Canadian parodies as well. A pearing the same 
year as Jarvis's deliberately sensational Geotfrey H m p s t a d  (18905, the parodic 
"Guffery Bumpstead opens with a similar stylized admission that the Canadian 
setting of both the parody and the original may be Little more than a strategy aimed 
at garnering market attention: T h e  scene of my story is laid in Toronto, as being 
the best way of seeuring a sale for the work. The only way to make Canadian 
literature go is to give it a local and personal interest. Everybody in 'society' will 
want to buy Guffery Bumstead to see if they can reco ' e any of the characters. 
Great scheme!" (Grip 35.13 [27 September 18901: 1 9 8 y  



an important detail he pauses to accentuate in the k t  of what becomes a series of 

bracketed and intensely reflexive ruptures punctuating the novelette: "[But it m m  

be a log-house 1 tell you]." The reason, he explains, is simple: "[It's ever so much 

more Canadian than bnck]" Later, when a beaver makes a sudden and apparently 

irrelevant appearance in the tale, a similarly stylizing aside explains the presence as 

less a function of imagination than of algebrization: "[This may seem irrelevmt, but 

I've got to work in the beaver somewhere, and he may as weli come Ur here as anywhere 

else.]" The writer closes his 'Genuine Canadian Story" with an equaiiy stylized and 

patently self-congratulatory gloss that reflects a stultifying cultural boosterism writ 

large: "[I m e r  myseif there ir conriderable o&ùdïîy Ui that [ito~y]. WIO says there 'r 

no material forfvst-cLms nafive fiction 

Perhaps the most vocal critic of what was seen in some critical quarters as a 

reactionary and imitative cultural fixation with Scott-based historical romances was 

Sara Jeannette Duncan, whose spirited dismissal of An AZgoqzh Muiden (1887), a 

historical romance produced through the coiiaborative effort of Adam and Ethelwyn 

Wetherald, opens with a cornplaint this book is not rnerely "a romance, [but] a 

romance of the most uncompromising description." Duncan's reaction against such 

late century reverence for the general Scott formula of fiaive story played out 

against a historical backdrop was grounded in two not unrelated frustrations. Most 

obviously, she suggested, was the fact that the form as it had been adopted by Adam 

and Wetherald (and others) had by the 1880s become stale, driven more by an 

algebrized antiquarianism than the imaginative vitality and attention to current 

social problems that had been introduced into the original Scott formula by such 

writers as Dickens and Charles Kingsley. "One need go no further than the titte to 

62 Grip 31.761 (15 September 1888): 3-4; 31.762 (22 September 1888): 6-7. 
See also the more satinc "Asphodel Canata The Tra 'c History of the First, Last 9 and Only Canadian Poet," which appeared in Grip in ebruary and May 1888. 



discover it a romance" she argues, given that "'maidens' are unknown to the literary 

methods of a later date. They have become extinct and are less euphonically 

replaced" in more contemporary works by less algebrized representations of women 

living in this place and in this tirne, and in works, Duncan implied, that gravitated 

toward the social, political, and religious issues that were increasingiy being seen to 

set the temper of the times. Without dismissing the Scott formula outright, Duncan 

did criticize the new generation of Canadian writers who refûsed to r e h e  upon 

Scott's techniques and to adapt the bistoncal romance to meet the demands of a 

young country and an increasingly sophisticated reading public. 

More troubling to Duncan, though, was the fact that beyond writing a 

"romance," Adam and Wetherald "have had the tementy to sub-title it, 'of the Early 

Days of Upper Canada'," implying, she argues, that their propensity for "word- 

painting in the matter of Canadian scenery" and for representing the "sympathetic 

grace" of a pioneer past was stiU seen by many writers and readers as an authentic 

representation of what was to Duncan the distinctly more prosaic ongins of 

Canadian culture.63 Canadian writers were caught, her argument suggests between 

what one writer caLled "the Scylla and Charybdis of literary navigation''u of a 

colonial imagination: the intense desire to h d  the Canadian Walter Scott and the 

necessity of writing stories that represent accurately the individualities of the stones 

of Canada's past. As an early advocate and explorer of Canadian literary culture, 

McGee had forewarned native writers of their dilemma, pointing out that stories 

that relied too heavily on imported models or pattemhgs "are not always the best 

fitted for us; they do not aiways nin on the same mental page [sic], nor connect 

with our trains of thought," coming as they do from "another state of society, bearing 

63 Duncan, "Saunterings," The Week 4 (13 January 1887): 111-12. 

64 Anon., 'The Literature of a New Country" 56. 



traces of controversies, or directed against errors or evils, which for us hardly 

exis t.''65 

Working frorn the critical assumption that "[sltriking originality can hardly 

be developed to any great extent in a dependency which naturally, and perhaps 

wisely in some cases, looks for ail its traditions and habits of thought to a parent 

state," such critics as McGee and Duncan came to the conclusion that to rernain 

forever "[ilndisposed or unable to compose sustained and original works" would 

merely condemn Canadian wrîting to the status of the "merely imitative" and to 

producing a body of work lacking the "creative and spirit necessary in "a 

Literature that shall be in any distinctive sense national.ld7 Canadian writers could 

not "keep tuming out faint copies of European r n ~ d e l s , " ~ ~  they were told, if they 

had any hope of attaining that cultural "condition ... when men have learned at Iast 

to think as well as act for themselves, to originate rather than to reproduce.'69 Only 

when this rnovement occurs wiii Canadians be able to judge their national Literature, 

and by extension the distinctness of their national character, by international 

standards. "Canadians who think in the past and feel that their ideas must conform 

to those of another age c m o t  be independent in their thought, nor can they fully 

appreciate the literature of the present," reiterated Walter James Brown in 1900: "It 

is high t h e  that we as individuals and as a nation should break from our feet the 

fetters of the past. We should cease to bind our minds with the casings of antiquity, 

we should cut loose £rom the prejudice, narrowness and provincialism, and become 

65 McGee, 'The Mental Ouffit of the New Dominion" 6. 

Bourino t, The Intellectual Development 1 17, 126. 

67 Adam, "Retardhg Influence" 120. 

68 Marshall, 65-66. 

69 Bourinot, The Intellecrual Development 117, 126. 



dive to the demands and opportunities of Our country and our time." What Canada 

needs, Brown concludes, is what critics had been r e i t e r a~g  for decades: "less 

conservatisrn and more ~ r i ~ i n a l i t ~ . " ~ ~  

Canadian parodists, too, tended to agree with those critics calling for a 

reconsideration of the culturai attitudes toward a national literary character that 

could lead to such clearly imitative endeavours as An AlgonquUl M e .  "Claude 

Coursol," for instance, includes a chapter in which the hero meets and falls in love 

with "Tonawanda, a h e a l  descendant of the Algonquin Maiden" who is "nfty times 

more beautiful than her great grandmother and not half so savage." Although the 

two characters set out to k d  happiness in a world "flooded with an amber weaith of 

circumambient sunshine," the backward glance of the original text has been 

reflected in this parodic novelette. Whereas the mode1 tea  ends with the Algonquin 

maiden being drowned, a convenient (and algebrized) passing that allows Adam and 

Wetherald to move their narrative toward a point of closure that combines a 

marriage between the descendants of the settling Europeans and an extended 

assurance to "the modem reader of this old-the story that everythmg happily came 

about as foreshado~ed,"~~ the parody ends more abruptly and with less of what 

Duncan labelled "the unalloyed bliss" of the Old World historical romance72 When 

Brown, 173,176. In order to circumvent the threat of this self- 
perpetuating cultural provincialism, Canadian writen were urged to suive for a level 
of originali and creative "self-assertion" (Bourinot, "Views" 368) that were seen as r "the prime actors" for the "vigorous growth and development" of a national literary 
s irit (Adam, "Retardhg Infiuence" 120) There wodd be a day in the not too 
&tant future, these critics remained certain, when "that narrowness of mental vision 
on the art of our literary aspirants" wodd fall away and "give larger scope to what 
originafand imaginative g e m  may exkt among [the Canadian] people" (Bourinot, 
'Views" 368). 

71 Graeme Mercer Adam and k Ethelwyn Wetherald, An Algonquin 
Maidem A Romance of the Emty Days of Upper Canada (Montreal: John Loveil & 
Son, 1887), 240. 

72 Duncan, "Saunterings" 112. 



Maud, Claude's jilted lover, recognizes the Algonquin maiden as a threat to their 

foreshadowed (and genericdy appropnate) reconciliation, she slips a lethal dose of 

arsenic into an ice cream cone and erases the maiden £rom the story. 

Similarly, when the editors of Gnp set out to prornote the parodic novelette 

"Mabel, The Dog-Catcher's Daughter" (1890), it is Wetherald and Adams's 

Algonquin Maiden who reappears at various points d u ~ g  this stylized narrative as 

a kind of ghostly and algebrized reminder of Canada's pioneer and imaginative past. 

Set in the historical present of 1889, "Mabel" is a "composite novel" in which "the 

different chapters" have been written by "several of [the] best known Canadian 

litteratm," namely G. Mercer Adam (sans Wetherald), Robert Tyson, R.W. Phipps, 

Sam Jones, and May Agnes  lemi in^?^ The main goal of such a radical 

composition is, as the editors explain, to counter popular clairns that "we have no 

matenal for a Canadian literature." Accordingly, the novelette opens with the 

introduction of Mabel Pickeringy the story's heroine, at the moment when she has 

decided to quit "her patemal cot in the quiet hamletl' of Beachville, "a venerable 

hearthstone" around which "stirring memones" of the war of 1812, the Rebellion of 

1837, and the Confederation year 1867 are "clustered." As ber joumey away £rom 

this historic spot begins, Mabel is startled when "a light step rustle[s] the 

underbrush" near her and suddeniy "the Algonquin maiden [stands] before her" as 

"lithe as a panther" and with "the wild, untutored grace of the children of nature." 

Coming face to face with a character whom Adam and Wetherald had only two 

years earlier narrativized as a central character in a story of Canada's "romantic" 

past, Mabel is unimpressed. Imitating the forced solemnity that burdened the 

73 Anon., "Mabel, The Dog-Catcher's Daughter," G* 38.25 (18 June 
1890): 400-401. In a satiric jab at the ractice of both Canadian and Amencan 
publishers to release "newtl novels by h erning well after her death in 1880, the 
editors added the following editorial note: rThe fact that this talented Canadian 
authoress has been dead for some years does not prevent her writing for other 
publications, then why should it for Gnp?"] 



mode1 text, the reaction of the Algonquin Maiden is a terse "'White squaw has 

corne'." The reaction of the contemporary Canadian heroine reflects this 

unfiinchhg austenty with her own unchecked amusement: "'Yes,"' she laughingly 

replies, "'othenvise 1 should not be here."' Following this stylized exchange, Adam 

and Wetherald's heroine disappears by climbing (appropriately) into "an adjacent 

maple tree" ("Mabel" 400) only to reappear in the h a 1  chapter of the novelette 

when a more recent and more famous Canadian "maiden," Pauline Johnson, enters 

the narrative to expose her Algonquin predecessor as a kaud  not only out-dated but 

irrelevant in the world of 1889 ("Mabel" 401). 

As such critia as Dewart and McGee had warned as early as the 18605, one 

of the more serious implications of this Limiting fixation with celebrating the stories 

of Canada's past was the perpetuation of a myopic promotion of the second-rate 

solely on the bais  of a perceived Canadiamess. To praise native 'kiters, in which, 

whatever their ment, the dross was largely mixed with the pure ore" has oniy 

"tended to mislead the public," Dewart suggests, "and to give the authors false 

notions of their talents and achie~ements."~~ Such shortsightedness would in the 

long term serve only to "stunt," not numire, "the growth [of] the generous spint 

which alone can produce generous and enduring fruits of l i t e r a t ~ r e . " ~ ~  What a 

74 Dewart, m. Not all Canadian writers agreed. John Richardson was a 
particularly vocal advocate of literary boosterism, noting in 1847 that such a practice 
" h a  been the custom of all ages, and in all countries, for men of education and 
acquirement to j o b  in t e s t m g  regard for their authors, however mediocre their 
talent; and even in the United States - the last country which has given birth to men 
of genius and literary acccomplishments -- we find the caterers to the republic of 
letters treated with that consideration which the civilized world has agreed in 
according to them. In Canada, they have this yet to learn and ractice" (Eight Yean &n in Canada). Later in the century an anonymous reviewer of C 'stopher Oakes's 
novel The Canadian Senator; or, A Romance of Love and Politics noted that "Every 
Canadian author, who endeavours by means of his brains and pen to introduce the 
world to the social and diticai life of the Dominion, as well as to advertise its 

Ur natural resources, sho d," regardless of the success in produce a literary work of art, 
should "receive al1 due encouragement" (The Week 8.9 [30 January 18911 144). 

75 McGee, 'The Mental Outfit" 6. 



national Literary culture needed, these early men of letters countered, was a 

frankness of opinion and unbiased judgment, not "a bundle of [critical] cliques" 

comprised pnmarily of book reviewers and pseudo-critics predisposed to the 

"spasmodic and senseless e ~ l o ~ y " ~ ~  of their fnends and "the indiscriminate 

depreciation"77 of ail others. Within such a systern of cultural patronage "the 

standing of a literaq man or wornan may depend largely on the booming qualities of 

his or her personal f r i e n d ~ " ~ ~  who "greet every new production of whatever rnerit or 

demerit with the same ridiculous praise decked out in the same fulsome and 

rneaningiess phraseoiogy."79 

It was this ridiculous praise and meaningless phraseology that provided 

ready discursive models for parodists in Victonan Canada as well. Featured 

irregularly in the pages of Grip, for instance, was a series of parodic "Book Reviews 

(with parenthetical rernarks by the reviewer)." Struct-ured and with a tone and style 

that imitates closely the reviews in such prominent papers as the Globe and The 

Week, these stystyld commentaries iliumhate the duplicities and self-motivations 

that often underlie the ebullient praise of those looking to Yboost" or "boom1' 

Canadian literature. A representative review of the fictional novel 'The Peanut 

Vendor of Mimico. A Canadian Novel. By Ingledew Duxter, U . B .  Fakerson Bros, 

~ o r o n t o ' ~ *  begins, for instance, with the parenthetical reflections of the reviewer as 

he or she sits, Cervantes-like, contemplating the sensitive writing task at hand: 

76 Lampman, "At the Mermaid Lnn" (19 March 1892) 38. 

77 Dawson, "Rev. of Our Intellencal Strength unà Weabiess" 422. 

78 Campbell, "At the Memaid Inn" (10 December 1892) 207-08. 

79 Lampman, "At the Mermaid Inn" (19 March 1892) 38. 

Grip 35.17 (25 October 1890): 267. 



m e r  is a good fellow and all that, but why will he persist in 
thjnking he can write? Redy,  of aii the utter twaddle I ever saw - 
why, it hasn't a redeeming feature. The plot is a tissue of abs~rdities~ 
the characters uanatural or cornmonplace, and the style is execrable. 
But I suppose 1 must say a good word for it -- 1 beiieve 1 promised to, 
and if 1 date it people will say I'm jealous and spiteful.] 

In contrast to the ~innarned Old World reviewer in Robert Barr's 'The Great 

Pegram Mystery" (1894) who actually publishes "an [anonymous] article slathg the 

book of a friend" and then proceeds to console him secure in the knowledge the 

author 'W never know who stabbed this Canadian reviewer is unwilling to 

attach his name to what might well be an accurate assessrnent of the book in hand. 

What he or she does foist upon his unsuspecting Canadian audience is an example 

of the "spasmodic" and ultimately misleading eulogy that critics feared would lead to 

a misshaped sense of Canada's literary culture: 

Canadian literature has no more promising votary than Mr. b e r ,  
the talented author of the delightfd work before us. It is a book to be 
read and re-read. The grace and simplicity of the writer's style are a 
relief after the turgid and sensational bombast of so many of the 
popular fictionalists. The characters are well drawn, and stand out 
from the page with Me-like individuality. The incidents, though 
striking? are all within the range of probability, and the working of the 
plot displays a knowledge of human nature and vividness of local 
coloring which place the author in the highest rank of Canadian 
novelists. 

Anticipating Stephen Leacock's %ooming" editor in the story "Making a Magazine," 

who spends a srnail fortune promoting a manuscript on the advice of his office 

*' Selected Stories of Robert Bar, ed. John Parr (Ottawa: U of Ottawa P, 
1977), 47-8. The earliest Canadian parody of Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes, 
Barr's super-detective Sherlaw Kombs observes that the reviewer can take some 
consolation from the recognized fact that the paper for which he writes, like most of 
the day, "makes a speciality of abusing al i  books not written by some member of its 
own staff" (48). 



janitorS2 the editon of Grip extend this cornic stylization when they publish as part 

of their nea  issue an excerpt fÏom the fictional novel under r e v i e ~ . ~ ~  

As Edward Hunt suggests in his "A Tale of Ter-rew Love Triumphant," such 

blatant self-promotion was a familiar route across the literary terrain of Victorian 

82 "Making a Magazine" (Behind the Beyond, 1913). Leacock would return 
to a more satiric look at such novel booming in his 'The Reading Public: A Book 
Store Snidy" (Moonbeamr, 1915) in which a bookstore manager sells all his male 
customers one book (Monkeys of New Guinea) and all his fernale customers another 
(Golden D r e m ) ,  the latter being ''boorned" variously as "the most owerful book of 
the season" (49, "a love story -- very sim le and sweet, yet wonde y charming" B rRll 
written in "the old style, like the dear 01 books of the past -- quite iike ... Dickens 
and Fielding and Sterne" (46), and "the most humorous books of the season" (47). 

83 Gr@ 35.18 (1 November 1890): 278-79. Boosterism was refunctioned 
with a s h ~ e r  edge in "How to Become a Native Canadian Litterateur" (1889), a 
parodic-satinc essay that stylizes contemporary concerns with the incestuousness of 
the Canadian liter establishment and the mis laced patriotisrn that were seen by 
the final decade of Y! e century as retarding the anadian literary spirit. "As most 
editors must have noticed," the essay begins: 

8 
there is considerable latent hterary ambition lying around loose in this 
country. Many of our young men and women, ignonng the 
remunerative careers which lie always open to talent, as bartenders, 
canvassers for tea and sewing-machines, base-ball champions, 
spedators in real estate or dime museum keaks, ersist in essaying E to tread the thorny slo es of Parnussus and the ric ety staircase 
leading to the ed i torddea  Spite of exhortation and warning they 
will do it. 

By way of assistance to such tenacious creative spirits, the anonymous essayist 
provides a series of five "des"  aimed at helping them realize their ambitions. Of 
this quintet, three are of particular relevance here. 

The &st rule outlines the benefits to be derived £rom '%eing intensely, 
excniciatingly 'loyal,' and very patriotic," in one's writing, which means exhibitin in 
equal part a sufncient enthusiasm for "the sentiments" of nationalkm and a hars !i 
denunkiation of "Yankees and ail their institutions on every possible oppominity." 
The second d e  explains the " rincipd theme" for a young writer should be 
Canadian literature: "You di' write articles entitled, 'Have We a Canadian 
Literature?' 'Need of a Canadian Literature,' 'Progress of Canadian Literature,' 
etc.," the essayist notes ironically, since "[als everybody knows it was by writing about 
English literature, the necessity of having it, and the means of encouraging it, that it 
got a start." The third relevant d e ,  and one tinged more than any other by satire, 
suggests the benefits to be realized from "work[ing] the mutual admiration racket, 
by mentionhg favorably all the other native Canadian writers" who will respond in 
kind. The essayist closes this stylized guide to writing in Canada with a pair of 
observations: "It is by no means necessary to have read the writings you praise" and 
that by following these directions a young Canadian writer 'W very shortly be 
acknowledged by the fraternity as a native Canadian ütteruted' (Grip 32.14 [6 April 
18891: 213). See also Gnp's "How to Boom a Novel" (35.7 [16 August 18901 16). 



Canada. Punctuating his fiction with copious parenthetical self-congratulations,84 

Hunt's narrator lifts boosterism to the pinnacle of cultural vacuity. Having 

produced a text that is to large extent an accumulation of self-praise and self- 

promotion, Hunt's narrator closes his tale with a chapter in which he goes so far as 

to c l a h  that he has, in fact, set a new standard by which Canadian and even literary 

imagination should be judged: 

Being entirely without friends, and more or less an orphan, we feel it 
our duty to cal1 the gentle reader's attention to the surprishg nurnber 
of thrilling and original situations that we have managed to cram into 
seven short chapters. In other words (we do not deny it), we are a 
genius. Several papers (at our request) have said so. 

Fully satisfied, he claim success "in thus rnodestiy hinting at our worth" (5.6 527) 

with the Canadian literary milieu. 

For the writer-narrators of Holmes's Belinda and De Mille's The Lady of the 

Ice, the fissures and difficulties underlying the narration of the stones that might stir 

the pulse to a Canadian nationalism are shown to be signincantly more complex 

than simply skirting the dangers of imitation and myopic boosterism. The concem 

first and foremost in their mind is the cultural value placed on Smith's lamp of 

impartiality, the emphasis, that is, on history as a conceptualizing mode1 that is to be 

established over fiction, and especially the novel, as the means of understanding the 

actual events as opposed to the possible or imaginable events that would give rise to 

a great nation. Showing themselves to be cognizant of contemporary concerns with 

impartiality and the related devaluations of novel writing (and reading) in Victorian 

Canada, both of these narrativized writers move in their writing to assure readers 

84 Describing a character as respondùig with "a roar of baMed rage," for 
instance, he immediately oints to the originality of his configuration "('bafEied' rage 
observe)," or later when if escribing a character's faces as "passion-distorted he steps 
from behind the increasingly illiiminated shadows of authorial pro riety to solicit 
praise: "(fairly expressive that, 1 flatter myself, for a beginner)" (5 4' 6). 



that what they are writing is more than "a mere novel" that might be picked up "to 

pass t h e  away, or for the pleasure of the moment" (Belinda 82). Conscious, too, 

that their taies may, at times, "savor very much of a romance or novel," each of these 

writers features as part of his respective narrative a series of refiexive amplincations 

that point to his credibility and reliability as author of the book in hand. Through 

these interpolations, each asserts his own authenticating impartiality, his own 

conventional willingness to identify truth with fact and dedication to expunging fiom 

his narrative every hint of the fictive or subjective that might mark his text as 

something less than a disinterested chronicle of events as they reaily occurred. 

Promising to fulfill his role as a chronicler who goes "full and against the 

practice of the novelist" (Lady 144), each of these narrativized writers explains that 

he has "undenaken to set down a few of the most important and i . . . t e r e ~ ~ g  events" 

in the Lives of his characters (Belinda 82) and that he is forced due to lack of 

imagination to "rely on facts" (Lady 144). Each reassures readers, too, that his sole 

goal is "to paint the picture tme to the original, without vainly endeavoring to 

improve upon nature" through the workhgs of a "prolific imagination" or to 

"impose" in any way upon the reader's "credulity" (Belinda 107) with his own 

impressions or prejudices. As Macrorie reiterates, a h o s t  proudly, throughout his 

tale of adventure and romance, he "has no imagination whatsoever" (Lady 144). It is 

an admission that he believes should establish his authority in the New World, 

serving as proof to readers that he is "not a novelist. [He is] a historian, an 

autobiographer, or any thùig else you choose," but under no circumstances can he or 

will he shape the events of his tale "no matter what the taste or fashion of the day 

rnight be" (Lady 144).85 

85 See also this notable denial of novelistic tendencies: 'The night passed, 
and the nroming came, and the impression of these recent events grew more and 
more vivid. The very circumstances under which 1 found my Lady of the Ice were 
not such as are generaily chosen by the novelist for an encounter between the hero 



The narrator of BelUida also r e m  to such claims throughout his story, 

building on the assumption that the history of the Canadian coquette is to take on 

the characteristics of a Mi and authentic report of human experience, complete with 

accurate renderings of detaiis of thne and place, and with individual characteristics 

presented through an impartial and detached language. Pausing at one point to 

''vouch for the authenticity" of his text, he hesitates at another to claim that what is 

being recounted is "a plain statement of facts" (Belinda 3), and, later still, to stress to 

readers that they can be confident in his "authonty for saying that the actual 

circumstances" (Belinda 113) of the events narrated have been neither "contradicted 

[nor] falsi£iedW in any way (Belinda 76). Through an emphatic repetition of such 

words as "authenticity," "authonty," and "tmth," Holrnes's narrativized writer 

succeeds, or so he believes, in positioning himself as the impartial narrator of 

events, as a New World auctor who remains at ail times a detached recorder of the 

facts guided solely by a "strict regard for mith" (Belinda 83). He positions himseif, in 

other words, as the kind of legitimizing and impartial social historian demanded by a 

Canadian culture fixated with Smith's Scott-based larnp of impartiality. He 

positions himself as a writer whose disinterestedness and unquestionable moral 

certitude will guarantee an impartial representation of the social and cultural 

reaiities of the New World. 

Such claims of authonal fiat are quickly reflected in the &or of parody, 

though, when both of these writer-narrators are revealed as being unable or 

unwilling to fulnll their declared mandates. Instead of discoverhg authentic and 

impartial texts in which the readen are leh "to exercise their own judgments, and 

draw their own inferences" (Belinda 55) about the characten and the events 

recorded by a disinterested author, readers £ind in these parodies, despite explicit 

and heroine of his novel. Of that 1 am weU aware; but then I'm not a novelist, and 
I'm not a hero, and the Lady of the Ice isn't a heroine -- so what have you got to Say 
to that?" (LM 98). 



declarations to the contrary, narratives in which the personality of the author 

determines the form and content of the story told. Readers confront writers as 

intimately engaged in the stniggles of writing as the figure of Cervantes toihg over 

his prefatory remarks or as Tristram stniggling to catch up with the story of his own 

Me. Like these figures, too, these New WorId "writers" invite their readers to 

reconsider the firmly held cultural myth of an impartial narrative of national origins 

liberated from the shaping forces of personality, politics, and even algebrized 

convention. 

Inbusive and tendentious in the same way that the various writer-narrators 

of Don QuCrote are, the nmativized writer of Belindr, for instance, is as much in and 

of the world he sets out to chronicle as are Belinda and her many suitors. hdeed, 

there is very little that occurs within his story that he does not comment on, either 

through his propensity for coloumil and intensely subjective descriptions (Belinda's 

aunt, for instance, is described as a "shrew" and "busy body," and as "clamorous" and 

"capricious" [17]) or through more fully developed adjudications. The most obvious 

of his intrusions into the narrative occurs when he t u m  to describe Bickerstaff, a 

"sheepish and uncurbable" married man whose visits to Belinda under the pretence 

of religious discussion are merely a facade for his attempts to seduce her; when 

rebuffed, his thoughts turn from enticement to slander. On these occasions, the 

cloak of authonal impartiality faiIs away completely: "Who would not wish to share 

in the meritorious act of purchashg a rope to suspend the rascal high in the air?" the 

writer-narrator demands of the reader. "If there is any thing that would excite my 

mirth and jollity, 'twould be to see a wretch like this dangling at a gallows - a lofty 

gaiiows, and substantial, like that on which the wicked Hamon hanged, and which, 

Like him, he had so weii deserved (Belinda 87-88). Still later, he States without 

hesitation that he "had rather have a baboon for rny brother, than to confess myself 

akin to such a reprobate" (Belinda 109). By breakhg his self-declared code of 



impaniality and narrative propriety, the narrator of Belinda moves toward what 

Bakhtin calls a "border violation" (Irnaginatron 33) that threatens to erase the 

conventional certainties that kept historical discourse distinct from the fictional. As 

the narrator moves further and further £rom the glow of Smith's "lamp of 

impartiality," the perceived irrationalities and subjectivities of fiction graduaüy 

displace the more rational, more detached certainties of history. Fiction, in short, 

emerges as a more powerful force in the world of the Belinda than the conventions 

of history. 

More telling still is the same writer-namator's open willingness to excise 

events fiom his narrative, to exclude elements of his ostensibly authentic record for 

reasons that are either unarticulated or, more often, explained as the product of his 

justifiable habit of discretionary editing. At times, as when he sets out to record a 

conversation between Belinda and her father, such elisions are the resdt of his 

admitted technical inadequacies as recorder: 

1 s h d  not pretend to give even the purport of what passed between 
them upon that occasion. For, although I have practised stenography a 
little, yet where two meet for the express purpose of recriminating 
each other; where both taik at the same time with all their mights; 
and, above all, where one of them is a woman, skilled in the 
profession, 1 find it quite impracticable to report with any approach to 
precision. Suffice it to Say, that one talked the louder, the other the 
faster. (Belinda 74-5) 

More often, though, the reasons for such ellipses are intensely subjective. When the 

Scotchman Mack dictates to Belinda a letter designed to end his rival Barnabas's 

pursuit, for instance, the writer-narrator refuses to "transcribe [it] on account of the 

extreme rudeness and indecency of the language used' (Belindu 10). And when a 

conversation between Beiinda and Bickerstaff transgresses what he defies as the 

"principle[s] of honor [and] of Wtue ... to say nothing of the spirit of that religion 



which they professed," he feels "obliged to break off the dialogue between the 

goddess and him who worshipped at ber shrinett for fear of insulting the reader. "1 

dare not follow them another step," he explains, "through the fear of spoiling my 

book" (Belinda 87)? Readers are faced with the ineluctable faa that even in the 

most chaste discursive prose, those texts intended to represent "things as they are" 

without the adornments of the imagined or the fictive, there is aiways, at some level, 

a failure of impartiality. Every text can be shown to have something left out or to 

having had something put into it that is not necessary to what some reader will 

regard as an authentic description of events or characters. 

Nowhere is this cultural fixation on the perceived Old World ide& of 

narrative impartiality and authenticating antiquarianism stylized more radically and 

with more "sparkling verve and c r i ~ p e s s ' ~ ~  than in De Mille's nie Dodge Club; or, 

Italy in MDCCCLLY (1869)? First serialized in Harper3 Nau Monthfy Maganhe 

bom March to October 1867, The Dodge Club was published by Harper's in book 

f o m  two years later; as Monk notes, "the reading public seemed to have 

appreciated" both the original serial and the book very much, for it "had at least 12 

See aiso when the writer-narrator, anticipahg a challenge £rom the 
reader about his description of Belinda's wedded bhss, pauses for a moment of 
justification: "It will be said, perhaps, that 1, who have never passed the ordeal of 
matrimony myself, have no c l a h  to notice when 1 speak of its attendant happiness, 
or misery. 1 am not particular about attentions, nor writing for the purpose of 
making court to sex or sectary; and shall, therefore, act with erfect liberty of 
conduct and of conscience. 1 love as well as hate" (Belinda 11 7 . 

87 Anon., "Recent Literature" [Rev. of De Mille's The Living LM], CIN 
10.8 (22 August 1874): 118. 

De Mille, The Dodge Club; or, Ita& in MDCCCLLX (New York: Harper, 
1869). Subsequent references to this text will appear parentheticdl within the body 7 of this study. Although the serial appeared for the first time in 186 , the story had 
its genesis in a trip to France and Italy which De Mille and his brother Eliza made 
in 1850-5 1 (Monk 43-54). 



editions between 1868 and 1 8 9 7 . 1 ~ ~  Published the same year as Mark Twain's The 

Innocents Abroad or the Nav PiZgrim's Progress ( 1 8 6 9 ) ~ ~  and exhibithg a Pickwickian 

energy that suggests De Mille's self-acknowledged affection for ~ i c k e n s , ) ~  The 

Dodge Club is a spirited parodic stylization of such popdar travelogues as George 

Hiliard's mid-century Six Month's in Ita& (1853) and of those cultural certitudes 

which promoted Old World touring as a means of recovering and absorbing 

whatever meaning the past has to offer to the historical present of the New World. 

As Eva-Marie Kriller points out in her Candiun T r d e n  in Europe 1851-19W 

(1989), this was a period in which the Ianded desire to enquire directly into the 

perceived Oid World sophistications in the traditions of the Grand Tour was 

complemented by the cornforts of the grand hotel and the technological advances 

that shortened the average tramAtlantic passage fiom about nine weeks to six 

days?2 

An energetic parody of the literary conventions and cultural presumptions 

and attitudes on which the travelogue format had been established, The Dodge Club 

takes its name from five representative American male travellers thrown together 

during a European tour and whose prime goal becomes "to dodge all humbugs and 

89 Monk, 206. So popular was this adult novel that De Mille launched a 
senes of frequently reprinted sequels aimed at the juvenile fiction market in which 
he explores the more Innocent misadventures of a group of " t o u ~ g "  boys: Among 
the Brigandr (187 l), The Seven Hilk (1873), and The Winged Lion; or, The Stories of 
Venice (1876). 

Gwendolyn Davies, "James De Mille's The Dodge Club and the Tradition 
of Nineteenth-Cenhiry American Travel Literature," Studies VI M d m e  Litercuy 
Hktory, l1760-l93O (Fredericton: Acadiensis, 199 l), 142. 

91 Gerson, 'Three Writers of Viaorian Canada" 202. 

92 Eva-Marie Krèiier, Cmiodun Trmellm in Europe 18.51-1900 
(Vancouver: U of British Columbia P, 1989), 27. Kroiler points out, too, that De 
Mille used the observations gathered on his own tour in many of his novels, 
including two "strai t" historicd romances: ïïie Mrutyr O the Catacombs: A Tale of 

(1867). 
P R Ancient Rome (186 ) and Helena's Hourehold. A Tale of orne Ùz the Fimt Centus, 



swindles, which make travelling so expensive" in the Old World (Dodge 6). 

Rambling through France and Italy guided by individual and collective attitudes that 

range from cultural naivete to nationalistic brashness, the Dodge Clubbers have 

their story told by an omniscient narrator who is notable for his willingness to step 

outside his self-proclaimed duty as the objective chronicler of events to discuss the 

style and organkation of his narrative-in-progress with the audience. When he 

attempts to describe a gathering of Street people, for instance, this usually restrained 

shaper of the travelogue reveals himself as a kind of composite of the self-promothg 

and aggressively intrusive writer Canadian audiences had been wamed about. 

Suddeniy overwhelmed by the sights unfolding in front of him, this self-proclaimed 

"Histonan" (Dodge 132) gives way to an uncharacteristically unrestrained impulse to 

conjoin (and often create) superlatives that prove anything but impartial descriptors 

of the people he observes: "taken as a whole, they form the raggedest, oiliest, 

fattest, drollest, noisiest, sleekest, diniest, ignorantest, prejudicest, narrow- 

mindedest, shirtlessest, clotheslessest, idlest, carelessest, jolliest, absudest, 

rascaliest -- but still, for all that, perhaps -- taken all in ail -- the happiest community 

on the face of the earth'' (Dodge 18). When the impulse reappears some pages later, 

De Mille's narrator halts the process abruptly, directing those readers who may feel 

cheated to "see preceding pages" for "further epithets" (Dodge 29). Still later, 

following a description of Vesuvius, the narrator steps out of his narrative for a 

moment of self-congratulatory explication that we might expect from a writer 

committed to boosting the general cultural tone of writing in Victorian Canada: 

--- There - 1 flatter myself that in the way of description it would not 
be easy to beat the above. I just throw it off as rny fiend Titmarsh, 
poor fellow, once said, to show what I could do if 1 tried. 1 have 



decided not to put punctuation marks there, but rather to let each 
reader supply them for himseif. They are often in the way, 
panicularly to the writer, when he has to stop in the full flow of a 
description and insert them - (Dodge 42-3) 

Using such interpolations to reflect both the anticipated journey structure 

familiar from the travelogue as an estabiished genre as weii as the expected 

impartiality of the shaper of this tour record, De Mille gradually moves toward a 

particularly reflexive exchange with his audience during which his narrator abandons 

ail pretence of providing a conventional travelogue description of Rome and its 

environs. Following an extended heading in which he promises a "thoroughly 

exhaustive" detailing of the Eternal City's ancient history, topography, and an, the 

narrativized writer provides as the text of his chapter an equally wordy parenthetical 

expianation as to why the prornised chapter will not appear and why he will not 

allow his antiquarian interests to ovemde his good sense as a chronicler of the 

adventures of the Dodge Club: 

[There! as a bill of fare I flatter myself that the above ought to take 
the eye. It was my intention, on the departure of the Club from 
Rome, to write a chapter of a thoroughly exhaustive character, as will 
be seen by the table of contents above: but afterward, fincihg the 
chapter had already reached the dimensions of a good-sized book 
before a quarter of it was written, 1 thought that if it were inserted in 
this work it would be considered by some as too long; in fact, if it were 
admitted nothing more would ever be heard of the Dodge Club; which 
would be a great pity, as the best of their adventures did not take 
place until after this period.] 

Erasing a chapter that was to include typical and expected travelogue material on 

the grounds that such information has no logical relationship to "the real character 

of the present work," the narrator suggests that "any of ws ]  readers [who] prefer[s] 

to wait tiil they read that chapter before reading any further, ail 1 can say is, perhaps 

they'd better not, as after ali it has no necessary co~ec t ion  with the fortunes of the 



Dodge Club" (Dodge 88)O He does promise, though, that this "dennitive" history 

of Rome will appear as a separate book after he has "given to the world" a full 

catalogue of other scholarly endeavours which includes such telling tities as 'The 

Toads of Maine," a detailed "Report of the Kennebunkport, Maine, United 

Congregational Ladies' Benevolent City Missionary and M a ~ e r s '  Friend Society," 

and in a De Millean inside joke, 'The Odyssey of Horner translated into the Dublin 

Irish dialect"; that h d  title is the same book that 0'Hallora.n wodd dedicate his 

scholarly attention to in Lady of the  ce?^ 
The main story to which De Mille's narrator remains so rigidly dedicated is 

itself a narrative populated with a number of inveterate writers and rewriters each 

of whom brings his own attitudes and partisan motivations to the stories of the 

joumey being recounted by this self-congratulatory narrator. The tone and standard 

of the Club's authorid participation is set by the group's de facto leader, a 

resourceful traveller named Buttons to whom the privilege of authorship is 

understood in terms radicdy different than those expressed in Smith's discussion of 

the lamp of impartiality. Writing eloquent and lengthy letters home to personal 

fnends, for instance, he describes "some of the fairest scenes on earth" and "the 

successive charrns of the region" through which the Clubbers pass despite the fact 

93 As Kroller notes, many mid-century travelogues of the type to which De 
Mille looks as models for this chapter could be read as the antecedents to the 
popdar Baedekefs and Mumcy's guidebooks that proved very po ular with P Canadian readers Iater in the centW. Includina detailed lists O usefui books for 
travellen to read before and during Zheir journëy, these guides signifïcantly shaped 
and popularized - the appreciation of art, architecture, literature, and history in the 
age of mass travel. 

94 De Mille modifies this comic s tyht ion  slightly for Chapter XW, which 
promises readers 'Night on the Road. - The Club As1eep.- They Enter Rome. - 
Thoughts on Ap roaching and Entering 'The Etemal City." Given that it is night B and that those c aracters whose thou ts are to provide the contents of the chapter 
are resting soundly, the narrator is le Bh with little choice but to £ill the body of his 
chapter wth an illustrated nightsca e. Prominent in the centre of the fiame, 
though, is the conventional hger-s E aped sign rnarking the way for travellers and 
readers in search of the next city/chapter. 



that such scenes "made but Little impression at the t h e ,  and indeed were scarcely 

seen at all through the vapor-covered cabin windows" (Dodge 13). With his 

rnemorandurn-book always at hand, he provides readers at home (and of the novel) 

with descriptions and stories that have, as matter of habit, been "retouched or 

"ernbellish[ed] with a few new features of an original character" (Dodge 31,38). 

The custom of Buttons's good fiend Dick WhiMeuee is more inmguing 

stU. On the strengtb of an extended retrospection during which he recounts a 

fantastic narrative detailing his genealogy that ends with a declaration that "on the 

whole ... fiction should be preferred to duil facts like these," Dick is nominated as 

the Club's "Recording Secretary": he is, as De Mille emphasizes, cast into a position 

of the Club's authorized (and authorking) "Historian" (Dodge 55). The irony of such 

an appointment is underscored when the newly appointed historian takes up his pen 

to fulfill the promise he had made to write an occasional travel piece for a "village 

paper" at home. Interrupted regularly during his composition with advice (%e 

original or be nothing") and admonishments fiom his fellow Clubbers ("it's not fair 

to work off an old college essay as European correspondence"), the Club Historian 

eventudy succeeds in submitting a detailed and co1ourfu.i travelogue for the 

enjoyment of his readers. What tips the reader of De Mille's travelogue to the 

presence of parodic stylization in this recounted achievernent is the revelation that 

this "authentic" history is, in fact, pure fiction. It has been submitted to the 

unsuspected readers at home as authentic despite the fact that the Club has yet to 

visit any of the cities about which he writes; the "real live facts" that constitute his 

descriptions have been drawn fkom what he has "read in books of aavels" (Dodge 

57), which, like Buttons's travel journals, may have themselves been pure 

fabrications. Moreover, it cannot escape the reader of De Mille's stylized 

travelogue (itself based partidy on a real joumey) that the shaper of the book that 

he or she is reading might weli behave with the same scant regard for impartiality, 



and even honesty. As the equally intrusive narrator of the travelogue explallis by 

way of justifying his detision to reproduce as part of his own text a number of 

passages "described in Dick's own words, as he pencilled them in his memorandum 

book," one must remain aware at ail times of the Clubber's revisionist impulse. The 

reproduction from Dick's rough notes is as close as one can get to authenticity, the 

narrator explains, given that soon after the events "the description was retouched" 

(Dudge 3 1). 

For such a habitua1 revisionist as Buttons, Dick's less-than-detached 

narration is weil within the parameters of acceptable authoriai practice. Secure in 

his conviction that "information is dull by itseif," the Club leader goes so far as to 

suggest supplementing the "solid information" of the officiai Club history "with the 

lighter graces of amusement, fun, and fancy" (Dodge 57). Better stiU, he suggests, 

the goal should be to produce "the best kind of narrative, to counteract, that is, the 

kind of narrative "which deals altogether in adventures," with "[ilncidents of travel, 

fights with ruffians, quarrels with landlords, shipwrecks, robbery, odd scrapes, 

laughable scenes." When Dick balks at including a tale of d a n s  in his authentic 

history due to the minor inconvenience that the Club had met to date "with no 

ruffians," or recounting adventures when "there are no adventures to relate," Buttons 

responds with a piece of reflexive advice that stylizes once and for all any New 

World d t u r a l  deference to pronouncements and promises of an authenticating 

impartial discourse: "use a [writer's] privilege and invent them," he states to the 

Club's official historian. "What was the imagination aven for if not to use?" (Dodge 

56-57)?5 

95 See also the American Senator's equaily futile attem ts at roviding "a 
me, liberal, unbiased, plain, unvarnished view of Rome" to rea ers O his local 
paper, The New Englarui Patn'ot (73-5). 
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Such stylized interactions between the written and the rewritten, or 

alternatively between the written and the revised, punctuate De Mille's text. When 

the Dodge Clubbers, for instance, fïnd themselves surrounded during one of their 

ventures by armed bandits, one of their members, an ever-plotting American 

Senator, cornes up with a scheme whereby he divulges his plan for escape to his 

fellows while having the muhilingual Buttons deflea attention through a 

simultaneous re- or mistranslation of their conversations in English to their Italian- 

speaking captors. De Mille represents this cornplex and vitally dialogized exchange 

through a series of parallel notations and interpolated reactions (physical and 

verbal) from both the English-speaking Clubbers and the Italian-speaking bandits. 

A brief excerpt of this lengthy exchange is reproduced here, complete with De 

Mille's own "explanatory" headings : 

[What the Senator said.] 
"Boys, look at these devils, one on 

each side of us. They have arranged 
some signal, and when it is given they 
wiU spring at us. Look sharp for your 
lives, and be ready to do what 1 Say. 
Buttons, Listen, and when you don't 
hear look at me, and I'll repeat it." 

[Chb -- "Ha! ha! ha! ha! ha!'] 

[What Buttons said he said.] 
"He says, most noble Captain, and 

gentlemen, that he is desperately 
hungry; that he can't get what he 
wants to eat. He generally eats dried 
snakes, and the supply he brought 
from the Great American desert is 
exhausted; he wants more, and will 
have it," 
[Sensation among bandits.] 

(Dodge 47-481~~ 

At such a moments readers can hardly forget that the text in hand is no more than 

the product of the processes of "real" world text-building, of the words manipulated 

into type, corrected by other readers, and bound in pages. Adding to this parodic 

stylization is the reader's recognition that Buttons's (mis)translation of the Senator's 

plot is, in fact, an accurate recapitulation of the Senator's role in the story of The 

96 De Mille returns to this form of parallel notation to depict 
typographically what his narrator describes as the "give and take" of the Old World 
barter system (53-54). 



Dodge Club to that point: he is a man whose trip through France and Italy has been 

dedicated to searching for food and promoting the greatness of ail things American. 

With its multiplicity of "authentic" national languages cirdating throughout 

its complex narrative structure, The Dodge Club underscores the essential hetero- 

voicedness of its own constmctions and points toward the hetero-voicedness of the 

communities (local and national) fonning both within and beyond the text, 

communities in which a sense of single-voiced national character was increasingly 

coming to be seen as a kind of organizing centre around which a nation and 

harmonizing common character could coalesce. Led by the multilingud Buttons, a 

man with "a chivalrous soul" (Dodge 19) and an "extraordinary volubility" (Dodge 

1 l), the Dodge Clubbers £ind themselves free, in fact, to move relatively unscathed 

through a Bakhintian heteroglossia of "Continental" languages, including French, 

Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese. Teilingly, their only serious and most comic 

misadventures occur when the unilingual and aggressively monologic American 

nationalist, Senator Jones from Massachusetts, sets out in his fervour to explore and 

to promote the Amencan way of nation-building and cultural boostensm. With an 

absolute faith in the universality and transcultural authenticity of his national 

language, the Senator pushes foward with a bombast that threatens, on occasion, to 

decline into caricature. Characterized by the "linle peculiarity" of "bawl[ing] broken 

English at the top of his voice when he wants to communicate with foreigners" 

(Dodge 7), the Senator's engagements with other languages and other cultures 

inevitably end in frustration that reinforces, in the Senator's mind at least, the 

impossibility of any kind of meaningfui exchange; to the reader, the exchanges 

reinforce the limitations of the kind of monologic nationalkm that Canadians would 

be weU advised to avoid. 

The most dramatic of these exchanges occurs during the Clubbers' visit to 

Rome, when the Senator goes out alone in "his explorations of the nooks and 



corners" of the city with Little thought that he is without the accompaniment of his 

much-needed interpreter. Overcome suddenly with a desire for frogs' legs, he enters 

a cafe determined to secure for himself a plate of this "local" delicacy. With a 

"thundering rap to summon the waiter," the Senator, confident that his Amencan 

ingenuity will d o w  hirn to skirt the language barrier, orden with a series of guttural 

sounds and 'long shrill gurgle[s] such as he thought the frogs might give" (Dodge 79). 

Following repeated attempts to communicate in this fashion, and with a 

parenthetical aside by the writer-narrator noting with some irony the Aristophanic 

tradition in which the Amencan seemed to be working, the Senator storms fiom the 

cafe "in majestic wrath" (Dodge 80), unfaltering in his belief that it was the Romans 

and not himself who failed in the communicative act. 

Having self-consciously forced the reader to hesitate over the Senator's 

exaggerated and defamiliar use of language, De Mille draws attention, too, to the 

fact that the notion of a single IegitimiPng national discourse is, in the end, 

untenable, centred not in the homogeneity of a harmonizing and impartial national 

voice (literary or othenvise) but in the discursive heterogeneity that Canadian 

writers and readers participated in daily, in the multiplicity of sometimes dissenting 

voices that circulated within the culture of the New World. As Zarifopol-Johnston 

notes, it is this openness of parody to 'trarious speech stylizations" that 'pierce the 

texture of the narrative discourse, sometimes pushing the authonal voice itself to 

the periphery of the discourse," that d o w s  the parodist to weave l'an entirely new 

narrative texture in which the authonal voice no longer carries the weight of 

authority but is relegated to a place among a choms of competing v ~ i c e s . ' ' ~ ~  

Resisting a kind of Senatorial regression into cultural monologism as weii as the 

more common articulation of a cultural elitism that implies that only a "tme" literary 

97 Ilinca Zarifopol-Johnston, To Ki1 a Tm: The Dialogic Fiction of Hugo, 
Dickens, and Zola (Newwark: U of Delware P, 1995), 106. 



discourse (as opposed to popular or extra-literary) can and should provide the 

centre of a national character, Canadian parodies spoke of and to a culture that was, 

to borrow Bakhtin's image, 'iwashed by heteroglot waves £rom ail sides" (Imagiimion 

De Mille establishes this point most clearly in a chapter that promises to be 

a delightful diversion in which 'The Glory, Grandeur, Beauty, and Infinite Variety 

of the Pincian Hill" will be "Narrated and detaiied not columnarily but exhaustively, 

and after the manner of Rabelais." In a stylized discovery that serves as a khd of 

celebration of multiplicity and diversity, De Mille fulfdls the promise of the styiized 

encounter announced by his marked dusion to one of Bakhtin's most cherished 

touchstones in his theorizing of parody. After a futile atternpt to narrate the c u i ~ a i  

archive recalled in a visit to a "[pllace on earth to which no place else can hold a 

candle," the umamed narrator slides away fkom traditional description to a robust 

catalogue of the sights and sounds of this archivai place: 

Pooh - what's the use of taiking? Contemplate, O Reader, from the 
Pincian Hill the foliowing: 

The Tiber, The Campagna, The Aqueducts, Trajan's column, 
Antonine's PNar, The Piazza del Popolo, The Torre del Capitogho, 
The Hoar Capitoline, The Palatine, The Q u i ~ a l ,  The Viminal, The 
Esquiline, The Caelian, The Aventine, The Vatican, The Janiculum, 
St. Peter's, The Lateran, The Stands for Roast Chesuiuts, The New 
York Times, the Hurdy-gurdys, The London Thes, The Raree-Shows, 
The Obelisk of Mosaic Pharoah, The Wine-carts, Hnrper's WeeWy, 
Roman Beggars, Cardinals, Monks, Artists, Nuns, The New York 
Tribune, French soldiers, Swiss Guards, Dutchmen, Mosaic-workes, 
Plane-trees, Cypress-trees, Irishmen, Propaganda Students, Goats, 
Fleas, Men from Bosting, Patent Mediches, Swells, Lager, 
Meershaum-pipes, The New York Heruid, Crosses, Rustic Seats, 
Dark-eyed Maids, Babel, Terrapins, Marble Pavements, Spiders, 
Dreamy Hazem Jews, Cossacks, Hem, AU the Past, Rags, The original 



Barrel-organ, The original Organ-grinder, Bourbon Whiskey, Civita 
Vecchia Olives, Hadnan's Mausoleum, Harper's Magazirze, The Laurel 
Shade, Murray's Hand-book, Cicerones, Englishmen, Dog-carts, 
Youth, Hope, Beauty, Conversation Kenge, Bluebottle Flies, Gnats, 
Galigrrmi, States, Peasants, Cockneys, Gas-lamps, Dundreary, 
Michiganders, Paper-collars, Pavilions, Mosaic Brooches, Little Dogs, 
Little Boys, Lizards, Snakes, Golden Sunsets, Turks, Purple Hus, 
Placards, Shin-plasters, Monkeys, Old Boots, Coffee-roasters, Pale 
Ale, The Dust of Ages, The Ghost of Rome, Ice Cream, Memones, 
Soda-Water, Harper's Guide-Book (Dodge 60)Ps 

Emphasizing the presence of Old World cultural traces that had acquired archival 

status within Victorian Canada, this catalogue at the same time interpolates traces 

(some animate) £rom the cultural present. The interpolated envies, from the New 

York Herald to the coffee-roaster, represent the evidence on which such a 

remarkable monument to various national pasts are founded, but suggest, too, that 

this evidence itself needs reevaluation, thus Ieaving the sense of culture "as a 

collection of ruins contained in one vast r n u ~ e u m " ~ ~  in question. 

Exernplifjing Bakhtin's dennition of parody as an intemaily and 

intentionally dialogized narrative hybrid, De Mille's museum clearly has "as its goal 

the illumination of one [cultural discourse] by means of another" (Imaginatz'on 361). 

Like Dickens's emphasis on the architectural metaphor of the bleak house or 

chancery, De Mille's Pincian H i h  are "me a fun-house at a fair, part 'old curiousity 

shop,' part puzzle, part Iabyrinth, part hall of mirrors. The main features ... are 

[their] irregularity and e~ lec t i c i sm."~~  It is a richly dialogized space in which 

98 See also the Dodge Clubbers visit to "the Tombs leading to the 
Herculancum Gate" at Pompeü (37). 

99 Richard Caveil,"Bakhtin Reads De Mille: Canadian fiterature, Post- 
modernism, and the Theory of Dialo m," Future Indicative: Literary Theory mui 
Canadian Literafure, ed. John Moss &aawa: U of Ottawa P, 1987). 208. 

loO Ilinca ZarZopol-Johnston, To KüI a Ta: The Dialogic Fiction of Hugo, 
Dickens, and Zola (Newwark: U of Delware P, 1995), 96. 



individual cultural artifacts bom "AU the Past" and from the archives of classic and 

Old World landed traditions, no longer form separate hierarchized categories but 

openly intermingle and partake of one another's nature. As Bradbury emphasizes in 

"An Age of Parody," within the Old World concepts of culture and history "the name 

for a monument that is both solid and evanescent." Parody, he continues, "accepts 

the truth of the monument but also questions and tests the artifice used in its 

construction. It perpetuates and destroys, becomes a form of mysterious transtation, 

exploring the mystery of institutionalisation and the paradox of the existence of any 

art-object."lol In this sense, De Mille's parodic stylization of this historical and 

cultural archive opens the door to the museum, extending the scope of the landed 

collection in order to bring the past and the esteemed, the present and the everyday, 

and even the animate into dialogized contact with that which has been thought and 

said (and held and broken) in other times and other places. Moreover, closing as it 

does with a reference to one of Harper's popular series of guide books, De Mlle's 

Rabelaisian list has a peculiar air of incompleteness and openness that refract, too, 

the exclusive authority of the ideal of landedness itself; there is, De Mille suggests, 

always room to add more to the story of the landed past "culture" once the seams of 

the archives have burst. 

As De Mille also impiies, the Victorian Canadian kation with the exigency 

of establishing and safeguarding a hentage involves more than simply an 

importation of a Scott-based narrative mode1 or unquestioning dedication to Smith's 

lamp of impartiality. If Scott's Waverley novels gave Canadian writers a mode1 of "a 

new capacity for fine discrimination between what was authentic and what was false 

lol Bradbury, 55. 



in a histoncally concrete rnilieu,"lo2 parody pointed toward what Bakhtin would cal1 

the "gay relativity" (Rabelais 462) of Canada's literature and national literary 

character. As in the case of Frye's question "Where is here?," the questions of 

narrating Canada as a new and distinct place must be extended to include a 

questionhg as to whether it is necessary to renovate the old and possibly outdated 

notions of why and how a culture is to root itself in the historical-minded soils and 

narrative pattemings of a colonial past. In inviting a reconsideration of the key 

concepts of impartiality and authenticity, as weIl as of the cultural preoccupations 

that perpetuate their continuhg value within the cultural economies of the New 

World, these parodies imite, too, the reconsideration of any writing that is 

celebrated as evidence of the spint of the national character. Since every discourse 

is seen to be at once potentially representative and potentidy interpretive of its 

specific milieu, the very notion of a discursive mode1 that might serve as an 

especially privileged and homogenizing centre around which national character can 

coalesce is laid bare; the distance between reliably transparent texts or documents 

and subjectively distorted, unreliable, or opaque texts disappean when reflected in 

the mirror of these parodies. 

Working within a culture that celebrated the potential of a native literary 

tradition to articulate to a people their comrnon ideals and aspirations, Canadian 

parodists saw at the same time the preconceptions and limitations burdening such a 

celebration. Faced with a culture that increasingly privileged certain discourses and 

certain Literary practices over others, most notably those aimed at "booming" a 

potentially monologic sense of national character, they engage the hetero- 

voicedness of parody to constnict narratives that both illuminate and refract these 

'O2 Stephen Bann, The Clothing O Clio: A Study of the Repreentation of 

3. 
d Hktory in fieteenth-Centziry Bntmn Md rance (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1984), 



sociocultural pressures, that openly and self-consciously introduce into their fictions 

discourses that are in and of the culture of the time but have been singied out 

conspicuously as extra- or even non-literary, as not the SM that stones of national 

character are to be made of. They look to the double-structuredness of parody by 

way of positing a somewhat oblique answer to Frye's question. They look, too, to 

invite Canadian readers to consider again the multivalent discursive relations that 

have given rise to the Canada of the present. Appropriately, it is this same double- 

stnicturedness that Stephen Leacock, the writer most often considered the father of 

Canadian parody and humour, would look to again as Canada moved into the 

twentieth cenniry. 
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Chapter Four 

1894: 
Leacock and the Birth of Modem Canadian Parody 

1894 might seem an odd date to suggest as marking the birth of modem parody in 

Canada. The end of Macdonald conservatism was still two years away, a passing 

that also marked the nse of the country's first Liberai govemment and the retum of 

the Manitoba School Question to the forefront of Canadian political culture. The 

flattering attentions paid to Canada at the £irst Colonial Conference (1887), and the 

not-so-flattering outburst of regional dissonance £rom the Interprovincial 

Conference of the same year, were gradually setùing into the back rooms of the 

collective consciousness. But 1894 did mark in many signincant ways the shift 

toward a new episteme in Canada 

A oumber of the popular writers, publishers, and culturai critics who have 

figured prominently in this study were by 1894 removed fkom Canada's cultural 

scene. Some, like Fleming and De Milie, had died (both in 1880), though their 

books were stiU available in libraries throughout Enghsh Canada and reprint 

editions continued to attract readers weil into the 1890s. Others had left Canada: 

Robert Barr for England in 1881 (though he would look to this country for 



inspiration for his first novel, In the Midrt of Al-, which was pubiished in 1894l), 

and Graeme Mercer Adam for upstate New York in 1892. 

For many of those who chose to remain, 1894 was a watershed year. John 

George Bourinot, having published Our Intellectual Strength and Weakness in 1893 

and contributed to The Week's 1894 series of "Views on Canadian Literature," would 

tum away kom questions of native literature and culture to spend the later years of 

his career writing the books on parliamentary procedure and constitutional law for 

which he is best remembered. The Ottawa triumvirate of Lampman, Campbell, and 

Scott would move off in various directions, having closed the door on their 

"Mermaid Inn" in 1893; Lampman, arguably the most forward-looking of the three, 

would not live to see century's end. And 1894 marked the end of an important and 

durable Canadian üterary institution when the seerningly indefatigable J. W. 

Bengough, having braved (and contnbuted to) the publishing and political storms of 

more tban two decades, added his trademark raven emblem to the final issue of the 

always provocative Grai'. 

Change was in the air, with new social relations and attitudes taking centre 

stage. The economic depression that had burdened the 1880s was Lifting and a 

renewal gaining strength, bringing with it a new wave of policies aimed at securing 

the benefit of western expansion. As Laurier articulated in his now-famous 

observation that "the twentieth century will be the century of Canada," it was a time 

of transition and spirited optimism in what Charles G.D. Roberts calied the 

"[b]oundless ... possibilities of that future upon which the eyes of Canada are now 

fixed with confident but questioning hope.d The country's inteliectual and literary 

Barr would set two of his later novels in Canada: the sentimental 
romance One Day's Courtship (1896) and The Meanue of the Rule (1907), his 
partially autobiographical portrait of the Toronto Normal School. 

Roberts, HrStoty 437. 



spirit was dso moving into a period of change as a new generation of writers began 

to capture the attention of Canadian readers with their sometimes controversial 

ideas and narrative strategies: such popular novelists as Sara Jeannette Duncan (A 

Dmrghter of Today, 1894) and Joanna EUen Wood (nie Untempered Wyid, 1894), for 

instance, brought the stories of what were then considered "untraditional" women to 

a home audience. Many established writers, too, looked toward new imaginative 

horizons around this tirne, introducing heretofore unexplored fonns or themes into 

Canada's national literature: Scott's In the Village of Eger (1896), for instance, 

explored the complexities of the story cycle (a form that has since "become 

something of a sub-genre within the Canadian short story'') while Roberts's Earth's 

Enigmus (1896) established the popular animal story as Canada's own. 

And in 1894, too, a twenty-five-year-old Stephen Leacock succeeded for the 

first time in placing some of his writing beyond the relatively cloistered pages of The 

V i t y ,  the University of Toronto's student newspaper. In a sadly ironic 

convergence of events, Leacock's only article published that year, 'That Ridiculous 

War in the East," appeared in the 6 October issue of Grip. The man generally 

considered to be the father of Canadian humour and parody was introduced to what 

was then his widest native audience in one of the last issues of a magazine that had 

since 1873 brought such inspired parodies as "Claude Coursol," "Beneath the Maple 

Tree," and "GuBery Bumstead" into Canadian homes. By the next year, Grip wodd 

be gone and Leacock would be entertainhg readers through the pages of such 

American publications as Life, Truth, and Our MonthS. 

This moment of brief contact between Grip and the creator of such 

Canadian classics as Swrshine Sketches of a Little Town (19 12) and A~adiun 

Adventures with the Idle Rich ( 1  9 14) has warranted no discussion in critical or 

Gerald L ch, 'The One and the Many: English-Canadian Short Story 
Cycles," Cmudim ?= iterature 130 (1991): 91. 



historical appraisals or reappraisais of Leacock or of Canadian literature. However 

bief this contact may have been, it signals both a turning point in the history of 

parodic writing in Canada and a move toward a new set of epistemic uncertainties 

that can be seen as related to but distanced boom those that had shaped Victorian 

Canada. 

At the most obvious level, Leacock's contact with a such a Victorian- 

Canadian standard as Grip can be read as symbolic of his well-defined attachment to 

the ide& and cultural tenor of another tirne; iike Grip's founders, contributors, and 

readers, Leacock, a Victorian by birth, rernained throughout his iife a Victorian by 

inclination, a man who "saw himself as a cdtured gentleman of late Victorian 

times14 and whose "thought in social-political and social-religious issues is sufhed 

with echoes of the nineteenth centtqd Declaring this affiliation openly and often 

throughout his writings, he c m  be seen, on the one hand, as the modem 

manifestation of many of the anxieties and arnbiguities that had d e k e d  Viaorian 

Canada. At once comfortable with theories of market-drîven economies, he was at 

the same time intensely wary of technology, institutionalized bureaucratization, and 

the insidious decline into mechanistic materialism to which unchecked "progress" 

might Iead. A staunch defender of his own rights and ideas, particularly in his 

dealings with pubiishers and later with the administration of McGiil University, he 

was at the same tirne fearful that individualism, like business, could be subject to the 

temptations of reductionism and egocentricity. An ardent and conservative 

advocate of respect for traditional institutions and for what he saw as the weIl-being 

of the status quo, he rernained a man to whom Iiberation movements, particularly 

those of a socialist nature or aimed at securing more rights for women, were 

Berger, The Sense of Power 44. 

Gerald L ch, Stephen Leacock Humour mid Humanity (Montreal: 
McGill-Queen's U$h88), 15. 



anatherna6 And like another late Victorian, Sara Jeannette Duncan, he was a 

culturai and economic nationalist who dismissed protectionist policies as the spectre 

of a narrow provincialism and who astutely recognized (and exploited) the market 

for his own work in England and the United States. Explained by modem critics as 

the sometimes paradoxical expressions of a world view unified by what has been 

described variously as Leacock's humanisrr17 his red-toryism8 and mos t recently by 

Lynch (via Desrnond Pacey and Charles Taylor) as his t~r~-humanism,~  the tensions 

See 'The Devil and the Deep Sea: A Discussion of Modern Moraiity" 
(Univenity Magatine, 1910) and 'The Political Rights of Women -- The Case Against 
the Suffrage," (Toronto Star Weeldy , 19 1 1). Indeed, Leacock's discussion of 
Dickens's attitude toward women might be considered a concise statement of his 
own position: 

Indeed, in regard to women [he] from first to last took what one 
might c d  an entirely Victorian point of view. He Lived weil before 
the days of women's nghts, women's votes, women in college, and 
women in the business world. Like al1 his generation, he rated 
women, inteilectually, away dom. While nominally placed upon a 
pedestal as angels, faines, and ministering spirits, in reality they were 
the inferior sex. Their hrnction was to adom He, to soften it, to 
beauty it, and so on; under these flattering terms was concealed the 
fact that it was men who ruled and thought and acted and created. 
(Dickens 219) 

General discussions of this aspect of Leacock's world view are forwarded by F.W. 
Watt in "Critic or Entertainer? Stephen Leacock and the Growth of Matenalism," 
Canadim Liternfure 5 (1960): 33-42, and Alan Bowker in his introduction to The 
Social Cn'ticism of Stephen Leacock The Umoived W l e  of Social Justice and Other 
Essays (1973), which includes six essays published between 1907 and 1919 in which 
Leacock articulates his views on "impenalism, education and culture, religion and 
morality, feminism, prohibition, and social justice" (k), that is, on what he caiied 
that "dense flock of clergymen, temperance workers, women-rights-women, 
municipal-purity people and ail the whole batailion" (Letter to E.V. Lucas, 9 
February 1915). 

Ralph Cu$ Stephen Lencock Humoriri ami Humartist (Garden City, 
NY: Doubleday, 1959 

Alan Bowker, tfIntroduction," The Social Cnticism of Stephen Leacock The 
Umoived Riddie of Social Jurtice and Other Essays (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 1973), 
m i i .  

Lynch resolves this apparent oxymoron in his cha ter on 'The Middle 
Way: An Introduaion to Leacock's Tory-Humanist Nom" ~ m o w  mrd ~ u m m r i t y  
3-23); see also Desmond Pacey, "Leacock as Saiirist," Queen's Quatterlj 58 (1951): 
208-219. 



fissuring Leacock's life and writing are important and complex. As the appreciative 

Donald Cameron suggests. Leacock might be best seen as a "late and troubled 

victorian.JO 

Foilowing his 1894 article in Gdp, Leacock would explore his ideas dong 

two distinct tracks. The academic Leacock worked slowly and methodically toward 

the 1906 publication of EZements of Political Science, the book that was to be his 

best-selling title. Leacock the humorist worked toward establishing for himself a 

regular pattern of penodical publication that would continue until his death in 1944. 

It was not until 1910, though, that his wife Beatrix would gather a nurnber of these 

earlier pieces into the book that launched Leacock on the career for which he is best 

known. Completed early in the year, this fïrst book of humour was offered initially 

to Houghton Mif£iin, who had already published the Unmensely profitable text on 

political science; the Boston house tumed the new book down, though, arguing that 

the market for hurnorous sketches was, at best, uncertain.ll Prompted by his 

brother George to undertake the task of publishing the project himseif, Leacock 

negotiated with the Montreal-based Gazette P ~ t i n g  Company for an edition of 

three thousand copies to be modestiy bound in green paper-board with a spine 

sticker giving the title and author's name. (In negotiations that foretold the 

attention to proprietary details that would define his subsequent dealings with 

l0 Donald Cameron, Faces of Leacock (Toronto: Ryerson, 1967), 5. The 
two books seminal for understanding many of the paradoxes crucial to Leacock's 
world view are Curry's biographical Stephen Leacock Hwnorist and Hummist 
(1959) and Lynch's criticai study, Stephen Leacock Humour mid Humanity (1988). 
The influence of these two works on my discussion of Leacock's often arnbiguous 
vision is pervasive. 

l1 See Curry, who refers to a holograph note by Leacock dated 12 
December 1934 on the fi leaf of a copy of the book (79). See also David M. 
Legate's Stepherz Leacoc E * A Biogmphy (Toronto: Doubleday, 1970), 51. 



pubiishers, Leacock retained control of the promotion and, to a lesser extent, the 

distribution of this £irst book of humour.)12 

Eclipsing any discussion of the business behind Literary Lapses was its 

remarkable success; at thirty-five cents a copy, its initial printing sold out in two 

months.13 One reader was partidarly impressed: having picked up the thin 

volume during his annual visit to Canada and read it during his steamer joumey 

home, the London publisher John Lane contacted Leacock in the fail of 1910 to 

negotiate purchase of the rights to Litermy Lapses; a suitable arrangement was 

reached and a British edition was released early in 191 1. The book proved as 

popular in England as it had in Montreal; as one reviewer noted, Leacock's stones 

were soon being quoted "in every journal that gives a column or two periodicdy of 

humorous excerpts."14 Indeed, the book was so successful that Lane alone would 

reprint it twenty-two times by 1950.15 

In retrospect, this earliest book contains some of Leacock's finest and most 

frequently anthologized work, notably "My Financial Career" (which had origindy 

appeared in Life in 1895), "Boarding-House Geornetry," (from Tnrth, 1897), and the 

initial publication of "A, B, and C." As Curry notes, it is in this first book that critics 

can h d  "almost the whole scope of Leacock's humor of the next fifteen years."16 

In a letter to Mr. Tanguy of the Montreal News Company, the sole 
Montreal distributor of Literary Lapses, Leacock connmis the following 
arrangements: "It is understood that you are to pay me 23 cents each for the books 
sold, and that they are to be put on the retail market at 35 cents. 1 am to pay you 3 
cents a pound for such books as you send out and are retumed to you unsold. 1 will 
also supply you with 200 paper placards and 100 placards in cardboard to be used as 
advemsements in stores and book stands" (3 Febmary 1910). 

l4 Anon., "Stephen Leacock, Humorist," The Living Age 24 (5 November 
1921): 353. 

l5 Curry, 86 

l6 Ibid., 83. 



More importantly, it is also a book that signals Leacock's abiding attraction to the 

double-stnicturedness of parody, with such prominent inclusions as "Lord Oxhead's 

Secret," which refunctions the conventions of the historicd romance, 'The Life of 

John Smith" (biography), and "A Lesson in Fiction" ("the modern melodramatic 

novel"). Indeed, parody was soon established as a kind of touchstone to which he 

returned throughout his career and which locates him in a tradition of Canadian 

wr-iting that extends back to Holmes's Belinda as early as seven decades earlier. 

Leacock reaffirms this affection for parody with his second book. 

Cornposed with the working title "Novels in ~ u t s h e l l s , " ~ ~  Nomeme Novek is a 

signincant work in the Leacock oeuvre, for in these ten short fictions Leacock tunis 

exclusively to parody. With an acknowledged afnliation with such popular 

antecedents as W.P. Thackeray's Novek by Eminent Hrmdr (1847) and Bret Harte's 

popular collection of Condemed Novek (1867),18 Nonseme Novek is not a book that 

looks to parody any particular story or particular author. Rather, Leacock looks in 

l7 Legate, 54. In Nomeme Novek, as Curry su ests, "Leacock did 
something he seldom tried again in his writing career. ff e wrote a book; that is, the 
contents of the volume had never ap eared elsewhere and were written expressly 
for book publication1' (94). Iike De kdl e and Fleming before him, Leacock was a 
consummate professional when it came to managing the business of his dting,  a 
man keenly aware of the hancial gains to be realized £rom using and reusing a 
single piece in periodical and newspaper publications before releasing it in book 
form. As the popularity and r ep~ t ings  of Nomeme NoveLs accumulated (thirty-six 
reprintings by 1950), he soon discovered that "writing a book was not the most 
profitable of strategies. 

l8 In Hum-, kacock notes that ail of these books were "[elqually 
typical and excellently weU done" examples of prose parodies that take as their 
models the style and the "matter" of previously written stories (75). In a number of 
his letters to John Lane fiom 1915 onward, Leacock pro oses a book with the 
working title The Americm Hurnorirrs in which he woul 2 discuss the works of 
favourite American humonsts, including Bret Harte. He did go on to include a 
separate chapter in his The Greatert Pages of Amencm Humor: A Study of the f i e  
artd Developrnent of Humorour Wn'tUIigs in Arnerica with Selecrions from the most 
notable of the HumonFrs to Harte, noting in his introductory essa that with such 

arodies as Condensed NoveLr and Lothm (of D'Israeli's ~othairJ the Amencan had 
kchieved a cons icuous and quite unpualleled success" ([Garden Ciw Sun Dial 
Press, 19361, 1077. 



these ten short fictions to parody popular genres or combinations of genres. In 

"Maddened by Mystery: or, The Defective Detective," for instance, he rebacts the 

detective fictions popularized by Poe and Doyle (whose Sherlock Holrnes was îïrst 

parodied by another Canadian, Robert Barr); in 'The Mao in Asbestos: An AUegory 

of the Future," he finds bis models in both the futurist fiction of such writers as Jules 

Verne and H.G. Wells and the English utopian tradition of Edward Bellamy. He 

extends his field of vision to include parodies of the confessional novels of Marie 

Bashkirtseff ("Sorrows of a Super Soul: or, The Mernoirs of Marie Mushenough), 

the gothic novel ("'Q.' A Psychic Pstory of the Psupernatural"), the society-histoncal 

novel ("Gertrude the Governess: or, Simple Seventeen"), and two inclusions which 

re £ract genres that had already attracted the attention of many earlie r Canadian 

parodists: "Guido the Girnlet of Ghent: A Romance of Chivalry" and "Hannah of 

the Highlands: or, The Laird of Loch Locherty," a story in which he turns again to 

the genre of the historical romance that had served him weii in "Lord Oxhead" and 

which at l em  one reviewer celebrated as the best in the book.19 

Public reaction to these parodies was, again, resoundingly positive. The 

New York Evening Sun praised Nonrene Novek as a book that allowed the 

contemporary reader "to become familiar with the work of Our most popular 

noveiists in one sitting. What is more, and what differentiates the volume before us 

from the volumes it mirrors," the reviewer continues, is the fact that the reader "will 

have some fun" while doing it. The London Star suggested that Nonsense Novek was 

even more humorous than Leacock's first book, and that it would M y  secure its 

creator a place alongside Samuel Clernens as the most prominent and popular 

l9 Anon., "Rev. of Stephen Leacock's Nonseme NoveLr," The Montreal 
WeeWy Wimess (11 July 1911): 14. As this reviewer also notes, "Hannah" is "written 
in a style which sufficiently reminds one of the Waverley Novels" with its stylized 
renderings of "the Scotch weather and feuds." 



h ~ m o n s t  of the time2* Indeed, Nomense NoveLr entered a much wider cultural 

consciousness when Amencan President Theodore Roosevelt borrowed a line £rom 

"Gertrude" for one of his political speeches21 Wnting in Punch five years later, J.P. 

Coilins wodd reflect upon the tradition in which Leacock wrote and the reasons for 

the lavish praise his parodies received: 

It seems ody the other day that "Nonsense Novels" arrived to prove 
that a vogue in which Thackeray and Bret Harte excelled is still a 
Living force in criticism, and that a Canadian professor is equal to 
either of those [masters] in the power of turning the eccenuicities of 
modern fiction against itself. If he tum on its practitioners as well, he 
is not content with mimicry of their accent and locutions, but tries to 
recons titu te their viewpoint, and always with an imperturbable good 
humour. You perceive very soon that with him the mimetic stage has 
never been more than a kind of reserve trench in the 'big push' against 
humbug and literary pretension, and that the parodist in this case is 
also a creative humorist of the first water? 

As Leacock's fellow humorist and £irst biographer Peter MeArthur noted in 1923, in 

producing parodies of best-sellers Leacock himself "produced a best seller," a book 

that is "sheer fun from start to finish." "If Hazlitt could have seen this book," 

McArthur celebrated, "he would have devoted a special essay to it.la3 

20 Cited in Legate, 55. The aforementioned reviewer for The Montreal 
WeeWy Wihlers agrees with this assessment, suggesting that Nomeme NoveLr wil l  
"undoubtedly mark Dr. Leacock as the foremost Canadian humorist of the time" 
(14). 

21 Less weil h o w n  is the fact that "Hannah of the Highlands" inspired a 
young F. Scott Fitzgerald to pen his "Jemina, a story of the Blue Ridge Mountains, 
by John Phlox Jr." 

22 J.P. Collins, "Stephen Leacock, Ph.D.: Savant and Humorist," The Living 
Age (December 1916): 802. 

23 Peter McArthur, Stephm Leacock (Toronto: Ryerson, 1923), 139. 



But as Collins and McArthur were also quick to caution, such acclaim did 

not corne without cost. Ironicaiiy, both suggest that Litercuy Lapses and Nonsense 

Novek might have been too successful, and might in the longer term limit the ways 

in which the book-buying public viewed Leacock 'Too much ernphasis has been 

laid on [Leacock's] faculty for parody," Collins explains to his readers, reminding 

them in the process that though parody might weil be Leacock's most obvious comic 

strength, it "is only one weapon after aii in his well-stocked armory." Still, Collins's 

praise is lavish. Suggesting that Leacock proves to audiences throughout Europe 

that the Old World "enjoys no monopoly of wif" he goes on to prescribe "the 

circulation of an unlimited edition" of Leacock's books "in ail languages" as the cure 

to a host of social i l l ~ ? ~  McArthur, too, balances accolades with counsel, suggesting 

that despite the fact that "[als a single book 'Nonsense Novels' does not deserve a 

word of censure," its success might be the cause of some apprehension on the part of 

its creator: 

Since its appearance the public has demanded more nonsense novels, 
and the publishers have tried to make it appear that aU his later work 
has been of the same class. This is not true. He bas allowed himself a 
wide range, which embraces pathos as well as nonsense, but 

publishers, critics and readers Lave seemingly conspired to make 
believe that d l  his productions are nonsense sketches25 

If Leacock had such concems, he never expressed them openly. On the contrary, 

both Literary Lapses and Nonsense Novek remained personal favourites of Leacock, 

and as late as 1925 he remained proud of their continued and, he hoped, continuhg 

popularity. In a letter to Frank Dodd, whose company eventually secured the North 

American reprint rights to many of his books, Leacock boasted that these two early 

24 Collins, 801-02,804. 

25 McArthur, 141. 



books, even "after ten years of publication has [sic] such a continuous and steady 

sale in England and Amenca that it looked as if they would become permanent 

properties of vaiue.la6 

Leacock would r e m  to parody throughout his career, giving it a 

prominent place in almost ail of bis subsequent collections as well as on his various 

speaking tours. Indeed, a selected readings of his parodies became the highlight of 

his 1917 lecture tour for the benefit of the Commission for Relief in ~ e l g i u m ~ '  A 

brkf survey of the decade following the publication of Nonsense NoveLr gives a solid 

representation of the centrality of parodic discourse in his writing. Moonbem Pom 

the Larger L u n q  (1915) includes "Spoof: A Thouand-Guinea Novel," which takes 

as its models the modern psychological novel and the contemporary craze for novel- 

writing competitions. The same volume includes "Who 1s Also Who: A New Pocket 

Dictionary," which refracts the famous Who's CVho style and format with a 

refunctioned emphasis on the less-than-rich or famous. Fzufher Foolishness (1916) 

includes among its various parodies a section of "Stones Shorter StiU," which 

refunctions contemporary tastes for Reader's Digest-style fictions with "An 

Irreducible Detective Story," "A Compressed Old Enghsh Novel," and "A Condensed 

Interminable Novel." Leacock closed out this profitable and prolinc decade with 

Winome h i e  and Other New Nonseme Novek (1920), his most consistently 

parodic collection since the original Nonsense Novek. These new sketches reveal, 

again, the divenity of Leacock's parody with "Winsome Winnie: or, Trial and 

Ternptation" ("narrated after the best models of 187SW), "John and 1" ("Nanateci 

after the approved fashion of the best Heart and Home Magazines"), 'The Split in 

the Cabinet" (political novel), "Who Do You Think Did It?, or The Mixed-Up 

26 Letter to Frank Dodd [Dodd, Mead & Company], 12 February 1925. 

27 Curry, 126-27. 



Murder Mystery" (detective story), "Broken Barriers, or Red Love on a Blue Island" 

(sea tale), 'The Blue and the Grey: A Pre-War War Story," and "Buggam Grange: A 

Good Old Ghost Story," one of Leacock's most sk ih i  parodies. As Leacock's 

career progressed, this List would expand to include parodic refunctionings of 

"almost every [popular] form of writing possible, [including] obituaries, drama, 

novels, slick magazine fiction, do-it-yourself articles, scholarly articles, memoirs, 

verse, guide-books, outlines, oratory, and jouniaü~m."~~ 

Despite both the international success of these early parodies and their role 

in establishing Leacock in the opinion of many readers as a parodist as opposed to a 

more general humorist, modern critics approaching Leacock's humorous writing 

have tended either to ignore them (Bowker and Lynch) or to be criticaily 

d i s m i s ~ i v e ~ ~  Both Douglas Bush and Robertson Davies, for instance, argue that 

Nomeme Novels lacks "the finer grain" of Leacock's earlier effort or (more 

seriously) of a contemporaneous publication like Max Beerbohm's A Ch&mas 

Cariand ( 1 9 1 2 ) ~ ~  To be clear, the purpose of this chapter is not to recover 

Leacock's parodic writing by rushing madly off in al1 directions in order to establish 

the success of each of his constituent parts; indeed, such an endeavour would add 

little to the ongoing exploration of this intensely cornplex writer. 

Leacock as parodist broke no new technical or stylistic ground; on the 

contrary, and sipnincantly, like so many of the writers discussed throughout this 

28 Curry, 94. 

29 Francis Zichy concun with this argument, noting in 1990 that it "is hard 
to see how [any] book-length study of Leacock in which Literary Lapses and Nomeme 
Novek do not even appear ... can advance our knowledge of his comic art" 
("Problem Tory," Canadian Literature 127 [1990] : 170). 

30 Robertson Davies, "Introduction," Feart of Stephen (Toronto: 
McClelland and Stewart, 1970), 13-14; Douglas Bush, "Stephen Leacock," The 
Canadian Ima atiom Dùnensions of a Literary Culture, ed. David Staines 
(Cambridge: 8" arvard UP, 1977), 133-34. 



study, Leacock's greatest strength came £rom being an astute judge of popular taste 

who understood the nuances and comic potential of generic structures and 

conventions that had become overly familiar or o ~ e n i s e d ~ ~  As a number of his 

contemporaries noted, Leacock's parodic spirit was not even particularly new on the 

Canadian iiterary scene by the early twentieth century. Both Logan and French in 

Highways of Canadian L i t e r ~ e  (1924) and Pierce in An Outline of Canadm 

Literature (1927), for instance, suggest that Leacock's parodic styiizations were 

largely anticipated by De M e ,  whom they suggest might be considered "the fist of 

the Leacockians in Canada" and perhaps even "'the father' of the later or 20th 

century Canadian humorists beginning with Leaco~k."~~ Although these two early 

literary histories can be justly accused of an anti-Leacock bias in their sweys, their 

generd sense of the relationship between Leacock as parodist and those who came 

before, whether De Mille or MacGeorge or the various contributors to Grip, 

remains valid. What is of interest here is not that Leacock wrote parody (he did) or 

whether he was a technicd innovator in the history of Canadian parody (he was 

not). What is of interest is the complex question of what in this hetero-voiced, 

double-structured discourse appealed to Leacock and how his understanding of its 

function within a culture differed £rom those who came before. 

As the first English Canadian to consider parody from both the critical and 

practical perspectives?3 Leacock left ample though not necessarily consistent 

31 "With a practiced eye," as Cuny suggests, Leacock " 
weaknesses in a style or genre, and these weak points became e strong points of 
his humor" (91-92). 

Fked the 

33 Although De Mille does mention parody in his Elernents in Rhetoric 
(1878), he does so oniy in passing and without any particular analysis of specinc 
arodies or of the parodic tradition. Designhg his book for the college trade, De 

L e ,  in fact, conmues the longstanding critical practice of defining parody as a 
kind of subset of satire, thou he is quick to point to such examples as Cervantes's %' Quixote, the Smith brothefs ejected Addresser, and Punch's "Pnze Novelists" as 



evidence of bis theory of parody. Like earlier critics, he sees parody at its most basic 

level as a type of humour dedicated to the exploration of difference at the heart of 

sirnilarity; it is, he explains, a range of 'iumorous writing -- achieved or attempted -- 

which consists in getting fun out of something already written."M Developing an 

informal typology of the parodic that ranges fkom "plain verbal parodies" based on a 

single work or author to more sophisticated parodies that take as their mode1 a 

whole school of writing or genre (Hummity 7 9 ,  Leacock suggests that the highest 

range of parody is that which extends beyond the rnargim of the page to refract "not 

merely the written books of a period but the life and manners of a period itself' 

(Theory 68). It is at this level that he placed his own work. In explainhg that parody 

can be "extended £rom the treatment of a single author or book, to the treatment of 

whole genre or class of stories," he would suggest with due modesty that "[sluch is, or 

is meant to be, the plan of the book calied Nomense Novek written by the present 

writer twenty-five years ago, and stiLl not dead, or not quite" (Humanity 75)? 

Parody of this stature is transformed from a fundamentaily intertextual event into "a 

brilliant fom" of social discourse that cm draw attention to "literary defects or 

philosophical fallacies in a way as legitimate or as exalted as a critical essay by a 

Sainte-Beuve or a Hippolyte Taine" (Humanity 64-5). Taking as its models not only 

specific texts or authonal styles, parody, when put to this " m e  use," functions as a 

means of rendering both literary and cultural "defects visible by heightening the 

colours to the point of visibility," to a level whereby the incongruity functions as a 

critical discourse "often more rapid and effective than criticism itself' (Humanity 74- 

6 ) -  

examples of prose parodies defïned more by humour and curiosity than by satinc 
certamty (Elements 4 17). 

34 Humouc Its Theory and Technique, With Ejlcunplles mid Smnples; A Book 
of Discovery (Toronto: Dodd, Mead, 1935), 42-3. 

35 See dso Theory 523. 



Forwarding the term "humour analogy" (Hummity 66) as an alternative to 

the imprecise language that he saw as traditionaily hampering discussions of the 

parodic~6 Leacock promotes an understanding of parody as what he cds ,  in an 

admittedly unfortunate word choice of his own, kindly parasitism. To him, the 

connotations of this troublesome term are wholly positive, with a tradition rooted 

solidy in the annals of biological science. "Biology has nothing against a parasite," 

he States: 

He is as good as anybody else. Indeed the biologist calls the animal on 
which a parasite feeds, its 'host.' This seems a genial and kind 
relationship. In the plant world the connection appears even better. 
When the mistletoe vine throws its waving tendrils about the cedar 
and buries it under its foliage, the suggestion is of an ernbrace, of love 
and mutual dependence. 

So it cornes that a whole class of humorous literature may be c d e d  
'parasitic' without involving offense. No one should mind being 
compared to a Virginia creeper, though he might object to 
cornparison with other kinds. (Theory 42) 

36 Terrninological imprecision was, ironically, an ongoing concern of 
Leacock, whose own critical vocabulary is marked by troublesorne confiations and 
indeterminations (see especially 77zeoty 51-3). Still, he suggests accurately that one 
of the largest obstacles facing critia setting out to write about parody is a mtical 

ast hampered by a vocabulary that does not allow for precise differentiation 
getween parody and such related but not synonymous te- as imitation and 
burlesque. Lacking the "adequate terms" to wnte about or explain such a 
complictated discourse, he explains, leads critics to "obscure rather than elucidate 
the subject" (HumMiry 63) or worse still, to use "cheap words" which conceal the 
worth of what he considers to be a senous practice: 

' arody,' once a noble Greek word that meant 'a song on the side' ... is 
&graded by the fact that the term is applied to school-boy 
adaptations of new words to old texts, often of a very pointless kind. 

lost caste. We talk of a thing as being a 
to mean that it utterly fails to be what it 

'This lack of proper tenns to designate" the techni ues and effects of arody and 
other forms of humourous writing, he concludes, "c eapens [the] who e art" 
(Hummity 65). 

1 P 



Never degenerating to "a mere wanton destruction of the original, like the maiicious 

smearing of paint over a beautiful painting" (Humanity 69), parody as a parasitic- 

critical discourse actually promotes a dialectical reconsideration of the habits of 

reading and writing literature. "[Jlust as the parasite may bring to the parent plant 

elements of life and sustenance and pu* it from disease," he argues, so parody 

"may serve to invigorate and purify the whole body of letters." Looking to a familiar 

Old World mode1 as an example, he suggests that "[a] large proportion of the pages 

ofhnch are parasitic, and h c h  is the most wholesome thing in England (Theory 

42-3). 

As his allusion to f inch  denotes, Victorian literature played a key role in 

Leacock's theory of parody as promoting a cultural dialectic. 'The Victorians 

need[ed] parody," he suggests, because a "lot of their writing simply c d e d  aloud" for 

it, particularly given the increasingly automatized reliance on sentimentality, what 

he called the "sob-stuff." Drawing on the conventionality of this "sob-stuff' within 

their own fiction, a Victorîan novelist iike Thackeray could use the double- 

structuredness of his work to raise "a protest against the over-sentimentality, or the 

over-reputation of the original," an always kindly corrective to "a note too often 

stnick" (Numanity 70). Even Dickens, Leacock's favourite Victorian writer, was 

susceptible to the "trap" of "substitute[ing] mechanisrn for inspiration," though only 

"in later years," Leacock is quick to quai& "when he still &ove his pen ahead with a 

tired brain and an exhausted imagination.'d7 When Dickens chose inspiration over 

"mechanism," there was little doubt in Leacock's mind of the social function his 

writing could serve: "He did as much as, or more than, ail the Bentham and the 

Romillys and the Shaftesburys to sweep away the removable hardships, the cnielties 

and injustices of the England of his day. He led where legislation followed. The pen 

37 Chmles Dicken: HLr Life und Work (New York: Doubleday Doran, 
1933), 49. 



was mightier than the parliament" (neory 11 1-12). Without the prodding of parody, 

though, Victorian Literature could never have achieved such heights. Rather, it 

would have been "over-watered with tean" and chocked by the "rank and weedy 

growth" of "its feebler aspects, its maudlin exaggeration, its joy in tears, its lack of 

restraint and reserve" (Hummity 70-1, Dickens 47). 

Despite his admiration for Dickens, Leacock saw the most powemil 

example of the broader social function of parody in the fictionai hero he considered 

"[almong the first of the great characters of modem humour" (Hummity 128) and to 

whose spirit he looked in his own early parody "Guido the Gimlet of Ghent": 

Cervantes's famous tilting lmight Don Quixote. Although he borrows much of the 

structure and tone for his study from Hazlitt's lecture "On the Enghh Novelists," in 

which he M y  situates the creator of the Quixote as "among the greatest ornarnents 

and best benefactors of our kind,tJ8 Leacock rnoves beyond Hazlitt's argument in 

setting Cervantes at the highest level of parodic art for his ability to engage parody 

as a discourse that refunctions and prompts reconsideration of a full range of 

sociocultural attitudes and structures. Writing at a point in Spain's history when 

chivalry had "filied its purpose" as a vital and "animating spirit" within a feudal 

system that had earlier embraced its sense of honour and codification of rnilitary 

engagement, Cervantes saw a cultural discourse that had by his time degenerated 

into a set of constrictive cultural schema. Chivalry had, in Leacockian terms, "gone 

utterly to seed," being reduced "to so many formulas as to who could fight whom, 

and how, that [it] was as bad as algebra." It is only through understanding the full 

context in which Cervantes wrote, what Bakhtin might call the social heteroglossia, 

that one " c m  realize what it was that Cervantes did with Don Quixote and 

appreciate the glorious humour that Lies at the base of it" (Humanity 132). As 

38 Cf. "On the English Novelists" 211-18. 



engaged by Cervantes, parody became "a social force" (Humanity 132) that allowed 

its shaper to "smil[e] sadly at the passing of the older ~hivalry''~ while guicihg 

toward "sanity the mind of a [culture] still a Little delirious" with outmoded ideas and 

stale customs. It was Cervantes, he concludes, who "helped to laugh out of existence 

what remained of mediaevd chivalry" (Hummity 132, 1 2 9 ) . ~  

It was this Cervantine ideal for which Leacock himseif aimed in his parody. 

Troubled by much of what he saw in the social character of the continent on which 

he lived, Leacock was sornewhat burdened by the late Victonan instinct to turn to 

the past as a means of making sense of the present and of gauging the route that 

might best serve the future. Indeed, £rom the early years of his career Leacock had 

been inmgued both privately and professionaiiy by the stories and culture of 

Canada's past41 By 1907 he had researched and written a volume on Baldwin, 

LaFontaine, Hhckc RespomibIe Govemment for the pioneering "Makers of Canada" 

series, which included contributions from such farniliar Victonan generalists as 

Bourinot (on Lord E l ' ) ,  Lesueur (Count Frontenac), and Longley (Joseph 

~ o w e ) ? ~  As Leacock had noted in a letter to Professor Paul S. Reinsch from June 

39 Essays and Litermy S d i e s  (Toronto: S.B. Gundy, 1916), 114. 

Leacock also suggests that "Mark Twain was Like Don Quixote tilthg 
against windmills" in his much-publicized attitudes toward religious orthodoxies 
(Mark Twain 150). 

41 The most useful discussion of this ignored aspect of Leacock's writing is 
Ian Ross Robertson's 'The Historical Leacock (Leacock A Reappraisal, 33-49). 
Although my discussion here approaches Leacock's early forays into opular 
historiography kom a signincantly different angle than Robertson's, f' concur with 
his conclusion that there is much in this writing to warrant and to support further 
exploration. Writing in 1986, Robertson noted that "[olver the p s t  twelve years no 
one has published an historical work focushg on Leacock and over the Dast fifteen 
years at least two graduate students in histo6 have abandoned proposed theses on 
him" (48). 

42 McKillop suggests in A Citical S'Et (1977) that there was significant 
conflict between hacock and Lesueur, the advismg editor to the "Maker" series 
assigned the responsibility of overseeing the Baldwn, LaFontaine, H h c h  volume. 
The two could not agree on an interpretation of Responsible Government, a 



1906, the research for his "Makers" volume had "occasioned ms]  gening access to a 

lot of stuff in the Canadian Archives Department," a cumbenome process that 

served only to fuel his enthusiasm for stones £rom Canada's past. "I've been making 

some speeches on [colonial histoq] in Canada," he writes, "and am vastly interested 

in it dl," adding by way of closing that he is "delighted to hear that [this new] 

association, of which [he] shail be happy to becorne a rnember, intends to do 

something in this direction.'43 It was in the same year that his "Makers" volume 

appeared that Leacock also pubiished his most important early statement on 

Canadian nationalism, Greuter Canada, An Apped: Let Us No Longer Be a 

~ o l o n ~ . ~ ~  He would go on to write three more volumes on Canadian history, all of 

which appeared in 1914 as part of the popular and highly readable "Chronicles of 

Canada" seriesP5 

stalemate LeSueur attributed to Leacock's partisanship and what he called the 
"influences" of William Lyon Mackenzie on Leacock's histoncal interpretation. 
Never one to take kindly to what he dismissed as editorial interference, Leacock 
held fast to what he saw as "the beaten track of Canadian history. One man's 
persistence is another's resistence, though, and in his last letter to the series's 
publisher, LeSueur makes his understanding of this relationship very clear, 
concluding with the statement: "Don't send any more Leacocks my way" (McKillop 
250-5 1,272; Letter to Lesueur, I l  October 1906). 

43 Leaer to Professor Paul S. Reinsch, PanAmerican Delegation, State 
Department, Washington D.C., 29 June 1906. Accepting an invitation to present a 
paper at the formative sessions of the Political Science Association's colonial 
mtitute, kacock  reiterates his interest in his closing: There is a fine field in the 
realm of Colonial Historv & Politics still only partly explored." In a letter to his 
mother £rom 30 December 1906, Leacock reflects on the success of this 
presentation, underscorhg his pleasure with an allusion to his favourite author: 

My trip was a great success and the paper 1 read on Canadian 
government was apparently very good. 1 met all the leading Amencan 
authorities on Political Science and on the strength of my book was 
received with open arms and elected to a seat on the Executive 
Council of Political Science Association of America -- a title which 
sounds as grandeloquent as the officiai positions of the Pichvick Club. 

* University MagmUle 6 (April1907): 132-41, and Iater the same year in a 
monograph published by The Montreal News Company. 

45 Leacock's contributions, as ordered in the original series, were 
Adventures O the Far North: A Chronicle of rhe Arctic Sem, The Dawn of Canadian 
H&toty: A C d r&le of Abon'ginal Canada, and The Maruter of St. Mdo: A Chronicle 



Given the dramatic highlights of these early studies, Leacock agreed, not 

surprisingly, with his Victorian forebears that Canadian history refracted through a 

"prism of past distance" and 'blurred and sofiened" by the "mellow haze of 

retrospect" did appear to be a kind of "enchanted" counterpoint to the crude and 

harsh reaiities of the moment. "Each of us in life is a prisoner," he notes, and the 

'past offers us, as it were a door of escape" from a world in which "[wle are set and 

bound in our confined lot .... We seek to reach into it and the pictured past seems to 

afford us an outiet of escape" (Humanity 262). And like Canadian parodists before 

him, he even suggests that the best approach to the p s t  is not through romanticized 

revisionings but through a more dialogized and more humorous study that would 

have the additional benefit of markhg those elements that might or shouid be set 

aside: "As a nation we [must] perpetually 'laugh off Our history,"' he States, "finding 

amusement in each phase that passes, oddity in every retreating custom and silliness 

in each forgotten craze." Such an "attitude to the past is one of mingled reverence 

and amusement" (Uncle 11 1). 

It is the mingling of reverence (a deep cultural regard for similarity) and 

amusement (a cognizance of incongruity or distance) that Leacock explores in "Lord 

Oxhead's Secret," a parodic refunctioning of the popular histoncal romance that 

fkst appeared in Literary Lapses. Set in the palatial Oxhead Towers, the story opens 

in the family library, where the m e n t  Earl Oxhead is in sorrowful examination of a 

bundle of papers that will reveal to the world a nllnous secret from his past. As in 

De MiUe's Lady of the Ice and Barr's In the Midn of Aiarms, the architectural space 

of the library is d e h e d  by auspicious markers of a distinctly Old World lineage. It 

is, to borrow a Leacockian word, a l*mausoleum" in which the symbols of past glories 

are mounted for celebration within a farnily that harbours a decided "passion for 

of the Voyages of Jacques C e .  As Curry notes: "In spite of his interest in poütical 
science, [Leacock] preferred the history of adventure to the history of politics" (107). 



heraldry, genealogy, [and] c h r o n ~ l o ~ ~ . ' ~  Consistent, too, with the tradition of De 

Mille and Barr, Leacock saw in such display a myopic antiquarianism ripe for 

parodic refunctioning. The refracted stories behind the family treasures tell of a 

history less august and less glorious than what might appear at f ist  glance: 

... Far1 Oxhead] came of a proud stock. About him hung the portraits 
of his ancestors. Here on the right an Oxhead who had broken his 
lance at Crecy, or immediately before it. There McWhinnie Oxhead 
who had ridden madly frorn the smcken field of FIodden to bring to 
the m g h t e d  burghers of Edinburgh all the tidings that he had been 
able to gather in passing the battlefield. Next him hung the dark half 
Spanish face of Sir Arnyas Oxhead of Eiizabethan days whose pinnace 
was the first to dash to Plymouth with the news that the English fleet, 
as nearly as could be judged ffom a reasonable distance, seemed 
about to grapple with the Spanish Armada. Below this, the two 
Cavalier brothers, Giles and Everard Oxhead, who had sat in the oak 
with Charles II. Then to the right again the portrait of Sir Ponsonby 
Oxhead who had fought with Wellington in Spain, and been dismissed 
for it . (Lapses 10- 1 114' 

It is this lineage of misfits and ne'er-do-weils that the Earl wields like a shield when 

his daughter, the radiant Gwendoline, requests permission to marry Edwin Einstein, 

an Amencan whose New World "seat" is located at Oshkosh, Wisconsin. At first 

46 Litemry Lapses: A Book of Sketches (Montreal: Gazette Printing 
Company, 1910), 14. 

47 As Bakhtin explains in a relevant discussion in "Forms of Time and 
Chronotope in the Novel," such architecturai metaphors as the towers of the Oxhead 
family home have long provided authors with a densely coded "temtory" within and 
against which "novelistic events" can unfold. Such buüdings are, he explains, 
"saturated through and through with a time that is historical in the narrow sense of 
the word, that is, the time of the histoncai past." These are the places "where the 
lords of the feudal era lived (and consequently also the place of historicai figures of 
the past), the traces of centuries and generations are arranged in it in visible form as 
various parts of its architecture, in furnishings, weapons, the ancestral portrait 
gallery, the family archives and in the particuiar human relationshi s involving 
dynastic primacy and the transfer of hereditary rights. And £inaIIy egends and 
traditions animate every corner" of such structures (245-46). 

P 



favourably disposed to the match, he demands his daughter break off the 

engagement when he discovers that the Einstein history is not one of battlefield 

glory but of what Holmes7s Belinda might dismiss as "the hold door trade": 'The 

earl started bom his seat in blank arnazernent. 'Ln business!.., The father of the 

suitor of the daughter of an Oxhead in business! My daughter the step daughter of 

the grandfather of my grandson! Are you mad, girl?"' (Lapses 16-17). 

As a celebrated standard by which to judge and shape the present and 

future, the Oxhead legacy proves as stilted as the code of chivalry in Cervantes's 

Spain. The m e n t  Oxhead generation is one defïned by fiscal misrnanagement, 

"long years of high living," and a general lassitude of spirit and intellect. 

Accordingly, the Earl's resolve crumbles when he l e m  that the battles of the New 

World markets, which he had dismissed moments earlier with an abruptness due his 

station, have, in fact, secured glory in the fom of an estate worth m e e n  million 

dollars. For ail past Oxhead brilliance, it is this tnumph aione that will Save the 

farnily legacy from financial min and protect the "stately home that had been the 

pride of the Oxheads for generations" (Lapses 10). The story moves toward an 

apparently harmonizing (and genencally appropriate) closure when the Earl grants 

his blessing for the imminent nuptials, his mind lost "in a whirl" of interest 

calculations. Leacock rekacts this tale of multiple histones, though, when upon 

meeting Edwin for the k s t  t h e ,  Earl Oxhead, apparently recognizing his daughter7s 

betrothed, gasps in terror and dies. Although Leacock's narrator hints of a past and 

possible blood comection between the Earl and Edwin, ali of which rnay -- or rnay 

not -- hinge upon a mysterious diamond tie pin which Edwin plucks from the dying 

Earl's neck, this tale of histones personal and familial is left forever unresolved, 

closing on the final and subverting observation that though "Lord Oxhead's secret 

died with hid t  it was 'probably too complicated to be interesting anyway" (Lapses 

18). 



Leacock's own sense of the past, iike the story of the Earl's secret, was 

indeed much more compiicated than his Victorian predecessors. Whereas earlier 

parodists were ükely to tilt the lem of their parody so as to refiact the notion of the 

authenticity of such a stoned lineage or to question the relevance of such traditional 

ideals in Canada, Leacock suggests that even the Old World past was characterized 

not by acts of heroism or duty but by cowardice and self-interest. What this troubled 

Victorian saw in looking to Canada of the near or even distant past, in other words, 

was not the invigoratingly heroic discourse of nation and nationality that Kirby, 

Adam, and Parker had discovered, nor even the didogic potentiaüties that had 

intngued such parodists as De Mille and Barr. What Leacock saw in Canada of the 

past was Canada of the present. He saw social structures in tremendous upheaval 

and strained to breaking by the shifting of economic orders (fur-trading to 

agriculture, agiculture to industrial) and new waves of population seulement (Old 

to New World, country to city). He saw a national culture persistentiy defined by 

materialism, parochiaüsm, short-sighted political partisanship, and increasing 

secularization. 

Viewed by Victonan Canadians as a harbinger of prosperity and the seat of 

an authentic discourse of nation and nationality, the past becomes for Leacock a 

place of crumbling foundations, of faltering beacons, of shadows. "Only a false 

mediaevalism can paint the past in colors superior to the present," he wrote. 'The 

haze of distance that dims mountains with purple, shifts aiso the crude colors of the 

past into the soft glory of retrospect. Misled by these, the sentimentalist may often 

sigh for an age that in nearer view wodd be seen m e d  with cnielty and s ~ E e r i n g ' ~  

Confronted with a present d e h e d  by "the bigotry of a by-gone day" and still 

48 The Umdved Riddle of Social J ~ r l k e  (New York: John Lane, 1920), 24. 



haunted by the various   de mon[^]"^ thth Canada as a nation has yet to exorcise, 

Leacock slouched toward pessimism: "Escape is barred. And yet we look around 

forward and backward to find it; nor anywhere more eagerly than backward, to 

those wisthil and haunting recollections of our childhood, that search for a vanishing 

identity comecting us with eternity but lost in the mist of the infinite" (Hurnanity 

264). Tellingly, he turned away from writing history after 19 14; aside from making 

the requisite revisions to his "Makers" volume, he did not return to mite specifically 

about Canada's past until weli after his forced retirement in 1936 barn McGill, 

when he produced two books, both of which were sponsored by industry or 

government and neither of which was as important or as weii-written as his earlier 

contributions? 

Where antecedent parodists saw in Canada's past the narrative raw 

materials for both a national literature and culture that needed only to be puiied 

free £rom the mechanized conventions and expectations of Old World narrative 

models, Leacock saw nothing in the gloomy mists and vapours of the stories of 

Cartier or the stniggle for Responsible Government to suggest that the emergence 

of a national culture was imminent. His reaction to such an absence is 

paradigmatically Leacockian. On the one hand, he again proves himself a man of 

Victorian sensibilities, rekindling the attacks of Bourinot and Lesueur, and 

chastizing Canadian writers and artists for missed opporhinities. Surely there is the 

inspiration for iiterature in "the silent untravelled forests and the broad rivers 

49 Greaîer Canada An Apped: Let Us No Longer Be A Colony (Montreal: 
The Montreal News Company, 1907), 5-6. 

50 As Robertson summarizes: "In 1941 he published Cmada. The 
Foundutiom o Its F w e ,  a book perhaps most notable for it illustrations, under the 
sponsorship O f the House of Seagram. ... A year later, on the 300th a~iversary of the 
founding of Ville-Marie by Paul de Chornedey de Maisonneuve, there appeared 
Montreal: Seaport mrd City. Both volumes were discursive, opinionated, and lacking 
in new information; not s risingly, they received damning reviews from 
professional historians" (3 



moving to unknown seas" or "in the lofty stimulus that cornes from the unbroken 

silence of the primeval forest," he questions. Despite the vast uniqueness of the 

Canadian landscape, the ''fact of the rnatter is that despite our appalling, numerical 

growth and mechanical progress, despite the admirable physical appliances offered 

by our fountain pens, our pulp-wood paper, and Our linotype press, the progress of 

iiteranire and the general diffusion of literary appreciation on this continent is not 

commensurate with the other aspects of Our social growth." Of course, blame does 

not rest entirely on native artists; native audiences must bear their share of the 

burden. The ordinary citizen of Canada, he noted, is "not a Literary person" and 

does not carry the imaginative spint that "in some indefinable way, fosters, 

promotes, and develops the tnie instinct of literature." Accordingly, Canadian 

writing is degraded, pushed "'downward,' so as to catch the ear and capture the 

money of the crowd" (Essuys 70-6,88). Leacock was very much the late Victorian 

critic. 

On the other and more kequently shown hand, though, Leacock anticipates 

such modemists as A.J.M. Smith and F.R. Scott in setting the whole "national 

fiterature problem" aside as Little more than a troublesome preoccupation that 

"gives us a Battering sense of fighting stoutiy against odds in a perplexed world." As 

he noted with some irony, "Stated very sirnply the problem before [Canadians] is, -- 
whether we have a national literature, and if not, why not? Did we ever have one, 

or did someone take it away? 1s the problem merely another instance of the 

rapacity of the United States or does it show something to be lacking in ourselves?" 

Tuming in 1928 to the same questions that so many Victorian critics had debated, 

Leacock argues that any gains in this area that might have been celebrated are 

merely illusions: 'ive keep on asking ourselves, 1s there such a thing as Canadian 

literature? My own opinion is that there is not, or not as yet: that there may be a 



Canadian literature someday or perhaps there never wilI be.tt51 He reiterated this 

position throughout his life, going so far as to state that even in the writing of 

humour "as in alI branches of literature, it would seem to me that we have little or 

nothing to cal1 Our own. There is no distinctly Canadian way of telling a story or 

writing a Song. It is possible to write humorous things about Canada, and it is 

possible to write humorous things in Canada (1 try to do it myseif), but there is, in 

my humble opinion (reached after forty-six years of effort), no Canadian humor" 

(Humor 1 1 2 ) ~ ~  

In contrat to his Victorian predecessors whose enthusiasm for an authentic 

Canadian literature was almost palpable, Leacock preached patience and a retuni 

to rhe stabilizing practice of imitation: 

We ought not to repine ... at the larger fact that there is no Canadian 
literature. We cannot have everything at once. We are a new people, 
made of a variety of elements, strung out in a thin line as if fiom 
London to Siberia, not yet arnalgamated into a national type. We 
have all the advantages of boundiess future, on the material side, and 
in art and letters all that cornes boom an ability to draw upon both 
British and Amencan sources. The price that we have to pay is that 
we must of necessity remain long in an imitative stage, consciously or 
unconsciously adopting the models set by others. The attempt to 
force, an original note ... is tiresome beyond words. (Humor 112) 

"It seems to me, in short," he would reiterate, "that the attempt to mark off Canada 

as a little area ail its own, listening to no one but itself, is as silly as it is ineffective. 

If a Canadian author writes a good book, I'U read it, if not 1'11 read one written in 

'The National Literature Problem in Canada," The Canadh Me- 1.1 
(December 1928): 8. 

52 See also Mmk Twain, in which Leacock argues that while the United 
States had Twain who shared in the people's common "heritage, and added to the 
common stock," Canada had no such wnter. 'mn order to make the point clear and 
rob it of all venom - there is as yet no Canadian literature, though many books have 
been written in Canada, including some very bad ones" (91). 



Kansas or Copenhagen. The conception of the republic of letters is a nobler idea 

than the wilful atternpt at national exclusi~eness."~~ 

To suggest, as most critics do, that Leacock's attitude toward a Canadian 

national literature and culture was consistent in its ambivalence54 cannot be 

dismissed. Parody, though, offered another solution to this apparent paradox, 

allowing Leacock the opportunity to step back Cervantes-like "frorn the traditions, 

good and bad, of European Me" in order to gain a "a highly objective view ... and to 

discover many contrasts and incongruities hidden Erom the European eye" (Esssays 

115-16). Ensuring, on the one hand, the possibility of retaining some co~ec t ion  

with these traditions, parody allows him, on the other, to select the strengths on 

wiiich to build while discarcihg those elements of Old World culture that had 

become mechanized and burdensome. Retaining some ties was crucial, Leacock 

would stress. For to break away totdy %om traditional ideas and conventional 

views" of literature and culture, as a new country might be inclined to do, may 

actualiy retard its growth in the new soil. Appropnately, humour again warrants 

particular attention: "It will readily be perceived that, unless sustained and held in 

check by the presence at its side of an elevated national literature, this form of 

writing easily degenerates. Freedom from convention runs into cmdity and 

coarseness; and a tone of cheap vulgarity is introduced calculated to discredit 

grievously the Literahire to which it belongs" (Essays 123-24). 

At least one conternporary pointed to Leacock's ability to maintain this 

kind of discursive middle ground between an oppressive reverence for tradition 

(Old World antiquarianism) and a radical rejection of those traditions (American 

republicanism) as the mark of his Canadiamess. Working fiom the assumption that 

53 'The National Literature Problem" 9. 

54 James Steele, "Imperid Cosmopolitanism, or the Partly Solved Riddle of 
Leacock's Multi-National Persona," Leacock A Reapprakd66. 



"[elvery country has the humor it deserves; and the people of one nation can only 

apprehend, never comprehend, that of another nation," a reviewer in The Living Age 

suggested that the styles of British and American humour are reconciled in 

Leacock's Canadian sensibility: "Canada is a sort of half-way house in letters 

between U.K. and U.S.A, and it was to be expected that a Canadian humorist would 

aise who should discover the hilarious mean between Amencan and English humor 

and so contrive to be ali things to al1 festive folk (al1 save highbrows) on both sides 

of the Atlantic. Canada, though its literature has been impaired by literary dticism 

and rye whiskey, has raised a sound good-humorist h m  time to time."55 It is this 

kind of comic middle ground that J.B. Priestley also suggests distinguishes not only 

Leacock's "outlook, manner, and style" of humour but also that of "the nation." 

Very adroitly [Leacock] aimed at both British and Amencan audiences," Priestley 

explains, "but he never identified himself with either; aiways, at ïeast when he is at 

his best, he rernains a  anad di an."^^ 
The question remains, though, as to what Leacock found in the past if not a 

consistent (and consistently Victorian) vision that might move Canadian literature 

and culture toward what Hoimes had described decades earlier as an expression of 

our own country under our own observation. What he found was the nobler idea 

which he believed sat firmly at the centre of the republic of letters, the one aspect of 

past culture that could reinforce his sometimes wavering belief in a modem Canada 

strengthened not encumbered by sensibilities rooted deeply in the soil of the 

55 The Living Age 352. Admitting that Leacock "seldom talked directly 
about the characteristics of his own humourt1 and when he did readily acknowledged 
"that humour everywhere has a common basis and warned that national distinctions 
could be overdrawn," such modem aitics as R.E. Watters continue to promote in 
Leacock's writing a distinctly "Canadian humour" that is at once shaped by and 
revealing "ou. national characteristics" ("A Special Tang: Stephen Leacock's 
Canadian Humour," Canadm Liferature 5 [1960]: 22,23). 

56 J.B. Priestley, tthtroduction," The Bodley Head Leacock (London: The 
Bodley Head, 1957), 10. 



nine teenth-century ; he found w hat he c d e d  "kindliness." The greatest achieveme nt 

of the nineteenth century was that age's 

advance in human kindliness, in human sympathy with the poor, the 
lowly, the outcast. Its nghteous anger and its copious tears helped to 
srnite to pieces and to wash away the older nuelty of the law, the 
inhumanity of the prison, the bitter isolation of the workhouse. It 
heard the cry of the children and took them to its hem. The moral 
advance of the Victonan age has helped to open a new social world. 
(Theory 68-9)57 

And if the Viaonan age was the epoch of a kindly new social world, it was also the 

epoch of humour, for it was in humour that Leacock saw the most vital literary 

manifestation of k indl ines~.~~ Building, as Lynch suggests, on his own reading of 

Hazlitt's Lectures on Englih Comic Wn'texs and Thackeray's "Charity and 

~ u m o u r , " ~  Leacock articulates this defïning conjunction most clearly in his brief 

preface to Humour and Humanity: 

57 That there wodd be potentiaiiy stul-g defects accompaning such 
preeminently noble qualities was a 'ven in Leacock's world view. Prudery, self- 
righteous rnoralin'ng, hypocrisy, an f sentimentalism were al1 attitudes that Leacock 
wodd rail against throughout his Me. Whether looking back at the nineteenth 
century or at his own time, the tory Leacock was never hestitant to vent his 
hstrations at a morality that ran too easiiy to the "namby-pamby and self-righteous" 
that sought to hide its (usually socialisitic) defects "under a make-beiieve of noble- 
mindedness and false equality" (Theory 69; Hwnmity 70-1). 

A persistent concern of Leacock's was how the "inconceivable rapidity" 
of the technological advances that d e h e d  the twentieth century was going to 
change this ided of Victonan kindly humour. And although he courted adaptations 
into both medium in his personal business dealings, film and radio were seen as 
potentially troubling develo ments: 'The nineteenth centiry took its humor [sic] 
throup books. The rinte 1 page stimulated the mind to create a picture. The 
twentieth century take its humor direct, with words and pictues ail supplied, 
nothing to invent. The effect may be to dull, in the spectator, the wann power of 
creation; or it may not" (Greatest Pages 232). 

59 cf. Thackeray's observation "that the best humour is that which contains 
most hUII1iLILity, that which is flavoured throughout with tendemess and kindness" 
("Charity and Humour," 270). Lynch rovides what is to date the most detailed 
discussion of Leacock's notion of kin & ess in terms of these earlier theories in his 
chapter "Between Satire and Sentimentality: Leacock's Theory of Humour" (24-56). 



The author has given to this book the title of Humour nnd 
Hmanity, rather than the obvious and simple title Humour, in order 
to emphasize his opinion that the essence of humour is human 
kindliness. It is this element in humour which has grown ftom 
primitive beginnings to higher forms: which lends to humour the 
character of a leading factor in human progress, and which is desMed 
still further to enhance its utility to mankind. (Hummity 9) 

Rising to "its highest development" (Theory 13) in the Victorian era, an age in which 

humour confirmed its position "near the summits" of literature's "highest range" 

(Hummity 247), it also confirmed itself in Leacock's mind as "the highest product of 

our civilization" (Humour 1 l3)? In 1916 LRacock summarized what he saw as the 

contributions made to the modern world of his two favourite humorists, Mark Twain 

and Charles Dickens. It rernains perhaps his most succinct statement of the 

potential for humour to diffuse kindliness throughout a cultural fabnc: 

Mark Twain's Hucklebeny F h  is a greater work than Kant's Critique 

of A u e  R e m ,  and Charles Dickens' creation of Mr. Pickwick did 
more for the elevation of the human race - 1 say it in ail seriousness -- 
than Cardinal Newman's Lead Kndiy Amid the Encirchg Gioom. 
Newman oniy cried out for Iight in the gloom of a sad world. Dickens 
gave it. (Humour 112-13)~' 

60 See also Uncle 109. 

cf. Thackeray on Dickensian kindliness: "As for the charities of Mr. 
Dickens, multiplied kindnesses which he has conferred upon us all... have not you, 
have not 1, ali of us reason to be thanldul to this kind fiiend, who soothed and 
cha.rmed so many hotus, brought pleasure and sweet laughter to so many homes; 
made such multitudes of children happy; endowed us with such a sweet store of 
gracious thoughts, fair fancies, soft sympathies, hearty enjoyments? There are 
creations of Mr. Dicken's which seem to me to rank as personal benefits; fi F s0 deliptful that one feels happier and better for knowing them, as one does or 
havmg been brou t into society of very ood men and women. The atmosphere in 
which these peop ? e Eve is wholesome to % reathe in; you feel that to be ailowed to 
s eak to them i i a  personal kindness; you corne aw* better for your contact with 
A m ;  your hands seem cleaner for having the privilege of s h a b g  theirs." ("Charity 
and Humour" 283-4) 



Here is hearty praise indeed from a man who noted as early in his career as 1912 

that he persondy "would sooner have written 'Alice in Wonderland' than the whole 

Encyclopedia Britannica" (SS 

This is not to suggest that Leacock did not recognize that there existed a 

darker, harsher side to humour and by extension to humanity. Familiar as he was 

with the theones of Hobbes and Bergson, he understood &iI weIi that the "original 

devil of malice ... stili survives" in the philosophy and practice of humour as a 

"rnaiicious counterpart" to what he saw as its essential kindliness. "One is tempted 

to think," he suggests by way of explanation 

that perhaps the original source parted into two streams. In one 
direction flowed, clear and undenled, the humour of human 
kindliness. In the other, the pohted waters of mockery and sarcasm, 
the 'humour' that turned to cruel sports of rough ages, the infliction of 
pain as a perverted source of pleasure .... Here belongs 'sarcasm' -- 
that scrapes the flesh of human feeling with a hoe -- the sardonic 
laugh (by derivation a sort of rictus of the mouth £rom a poison weed), 
the sneer of the scoffer, and the snarl of the literary critic. (Hurnanity 

30) 

It is at this point well in the pst "that mere vindictiveness parted Company 

with humor, and became its hideous counterpart, mockery" (Theoty 11). Even the 

masterful Dickens was open to criticism when he veered in his later "social" novels 

away from what Leacock perceived to be the genius of his writing, namely his true 

kindliness. One novel in particular raised Leacock's critical hackles. 'The story 

Hmd %es has no other interest in the history of letters than that of its failure," he 

wrote. "At the t h e ,  even enthusiastic lovers of Dickens found it hard to read. At 

62 Cf. Hazlitt: 'The invention of a fable is to me the most enviable exertion 
of human genius: it is the discoverin a truth to which there is no clue, and which, 
when once found out, can never be f orgotten. 1 wodd rather have been the author 
of Aesop's Fables, than of Euciid's Elements!" ("On Wit and Humour" 43). 



present they do not even try to read it. A large part of the book is mere trash; 

hardly a chapter of it is wonh reading today: not an incident or a character 

belonging to it s u ~ v e s  or desemes to .... Not a chapter or a passage in the book is 

part of Dickens's legacy to the world (Dickens 169-70). 

It is this shift fiom questions of nationalism and national culture to vaster 

and more glonous dreams of transnational legacies that signals Leacock's most 

radical break with his Victonan heritage and marks, too, the binh of a modem 

parodic discourse in Canada. For if humour was Leacock's sanctuary in an 

increasingly uncertain and troubhg world, parody was that umovable point at 

which he felt most secure and to which he retumed most frequently. In looking to 

the me humour of such a parodist as Cervantes, Leacock assured himseif and his 

readers of a critical discourse that could never mock, malign, or attack. Parodists 

have "no intention of satirizing or criticizhg the parent," he suggests. They "merely 

take it as the pattern or mode1 on which they fiame their theme." The humour of 

parody cornes not from an impulse to degrade but from a recognition of the 

incongruity, £rom a sense of difference at the heart of similarity that in no way 

causes harm but still serves to prompt rethinking and reevaluaîion. Indeed, it 

becomes a condition of Leacock's parodic spirit "that no serious h m  or injury s h d  

be inflicted (Essays 110). To become "over-rapid, snarling, and ill-tempered" and to 

exploit such incongmities in order "to 'show things up,' [as] a vehicle of 

denunciation, not of pleasure" is to regress toward satire, or what he more generally 

cals "the 'grouch' writing" (Theoty 241, 238).63 

63 That Leacock was unable or unwilling to stay m e  to his own doctrine of 
"kindliness" will continue to be the subject of much critical debate. Such books as 
Axadian Adventures with the Ide Rich (1914) and the intensely mocking The 
Hohenzollems in America (1919) su est he was not, though neither of these is a 9 parody. As the earliest Leacock a O ogist, McArthur set the tone for subsequent 
explanations of his unkindliness: 't t is true that his ridicule can provoke laughter at 
many things that deserve the lash of satire, but it is not the laughter that one 
associates with the great masters of the Iash. The subtle malignity of Swift, the 



As a specific and vital type of the more general corpus of kindly humour 

writing, parody as the generous juxtaposition of the familiar and the defamiliarized 

has the potential to revivify a modern culture cut off from the luxury of a "false 

rnediaevalism," to bring to its mimbling discursive and intellectual structures "a new 

sigmficance" (Hmanity 63-4), a new sense that extended beyond the increasingly 

monologic discourses of progress and Oxheadean antiquarianism. Having 

discovered in his country's past the shortcomings of "eager ambition, bnsk success, 

and absorption in the game of Me," Leacock found in the humour of the parodic a 

kindliness that might serve as "a comforter1' in a world stniggling to reconcile itself 

"to things as they are in contrast to things as they might b e . ~ ' ~ ~  It was humour in 

generd, and parody most eloquently, in which Leacock saw the means to a 

"prolonged and sustained conception of the incongruities of human life itself," a 

rethinking that would reveal to a society the "shortcomings of [its] existence" and 

"the sad contrast of [its] aims and [its] achievements" (Essays 113-114). For this late 

and deeply troubled Victorian, humour, and especially the smile of the parodist, was 

"me Hope still left at the bottom of Pandora's box when aU of the evils of the gods 

flew out hom it upon the world (nteory 115). 

Important to Leacock, too, is that fact that parodic laughter reinforces the 

need for a creative engagement with the world as it is. Echoing Meredith's 

argument that the reflexivity of parodic laughter "enfolds" those who laugh "with the 

wretched host of the world, huddles them with us ail in an ignoble assimilation, and 

delicate, brilliant savagery of Pope, and the indignant scorn of Dryden, are nowhere 
in evidence .... Mr. Leacock lacks the cold ferocity of the master satirist. And it is a 
good thing that he does .... [It] is doubtful if the satirist ever accomplished much for 
the good of mankind" (144-145). 

64 7?ze Garden of Foüy (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1924), ir. For variations 
on this sentiment, see also Mmk Tw& 142, Hummity 239, and Theory 12. Cf. 
Hazlitt's opening line fiom his introductory lecture "On Wit and Humour1': "Man is 
the onl animal that laughs and weeps; for he is the only animal that is stmck with d the de erence between what things are, and what they ought to be" (1). 



cannot be used by any exalted variety as a scourge and a b roorn ,~ '~~  Leacock sees 

parodic laughter as very much a collective laughter. "Let me hear the cornedian's 

own laughter corne first," he writes, "and mine shaU follow readily enough, laughmg 

not at him, but with h i m  (Garden viii). As Magee notes, Leacock as parodist is a 

man in and of the world on which he gazes, albeit one who "rnay not feel so much 

that iüe is naturally funny as that laughter can make it shortcomings endurable, and 

rnay suggest some insights into its meaning.'66 Acknowledging openly that the 

satirist is fiee (though not necessarily required) to engage humour as "the very He" 

of his discursive attack, Leacock argues that its laughter is not the laughter of 

Cervantes and cultural renewal but the Hobbesian laughter of superiority and 

conflict, a snigger "of discomfiture, of destructiveness and savage triumph" 

(Hummity 188, Essays 108). The laughter of satire is, he argues, a laughter "of a 

decidedly anti-social character" (Essays 110). It is, as Bakhtin reminds us, "a 

laughter that does not laugh" (Rabelais 45). 

For a man who saw himself as a cultured Viaonan gentleman, a man who 

enjoyed an easy rapport with society, Canada in the e s t  decades of the twentieth 

century wodd have been a place open to charges of being anti-social. Men of 

l e h g  and of culture were pushed aside in the quest for profit and gain. Business, 

not kindliness, set the tone of the entire community, and as the decades progressed 

such anxiety-provoking words as depression and annexation were joined in the 

vocabulary by world war and modernity. Trapped in what McArthur has described 

eloquently as "the bewildered sanity of [a] trying period,t'67 kacock came to see in 

the kindly laughter of parody the mark of a discourse at once more intensely 

65 Meredith, 64,19; see also Bakhtin, Rabelais 12. 

66 William H. Magee, "Genial Humour in Stephen Leacock," DaUiousie 
56.2 (1976): 270. 



personal and transnational than his Victonan Canadian predecessors. Less of an 

intertextual or even cultural discursive event, parody became to Leacock a kind of 

"spintual cmsade" akin to that which Alan Bowker suggests came to define his 

"We Live in a harassed world," Leacock noted in "L'Envoi: Our Present 

Need of Humor," an essay included in The Greatest Pages of A m e h  Humour 

Some of the most solid foundations of our civilization seem crumbling 
under oui- feet. Our older forms of belief no longer seem to fit the 
mind and circumstance of our time .... It seerns as if the old landmarks 
were disappearing, the old lights growing dim: in place of them is a 
wall of black shadows broken here and there with a dancing will O' the 
wisp of false doctrine and vain hope. 

Such a distress spreads over all mankînd a dead weight of 
apprehension, a sort of mass feeling of impending fate. We feel 
ourseives no longer masters of our own fate, but drawn in a vortex 
towards the unknown. Very great is our need of relaxation, of 
forgetfulness if only in the pauses of our distress. Nor can we find it 
anywhere better than in the magic pages of the bygone humorists. 
Here the vital issues that called forth the passing jest have faded so far 
into the past that all the pain and fret is out of hem, and nothing Ieft 
except a smile. (Great- Pages 270-71) 

This intense comrnentary on both Leacock and the times is preceded by a simple, 

telling sentence: 'There never was a time when one might turn back with more 

profit than at the present moment to the golden treasury of the world's humor" 

(Greatest Pages 270). 

More telling still are Leacock's words kom his earliest public meditation on 

the question of a Greater Canada, words on the Empire that apply with equal 

Bowker, xlaii 



relevance to his sense of what parody couid offer to Canadians. "We cannot 

continue as we are," he wamed, for in the "history of every nation, as of every man, 

there is no such thing as standing still. There is no pause upon the path of progress. 

There is no stagnation but the hush of death .... Thus stands the case. Thus stands 

the question of the future of Canada" (Greuter 3,lO). Parody provided an answer, a 

kind of beneficent position upon which one could perch Janus-like, looking back to 

the kindliness of Victorian humour and forward to an unknowable and uncertain 

future. "But," as Leacock wouid rernind his readen, "there is and must be for the 

true future of our country, a higher and more real imperiaüsm than this" that is "the 

recognition of a wider citizenship" (Greater 1-2), one through which an individual 

may learn to sympathize more fully with the joys and sufferings of mankind in 

general. Parody opened the door to that wider world of the twentieth century. 



CONCLUSION 



Conclusion 

'Xnd ,  for a mal concim'on, I imagine thut all thut which I say u realfy 
so, without adding or taking aught away. " 

(Cervantes, Don Quixote) 

To suggest that one can ever conclude a discussion of parody as it was practiced in 

Victorh Canada is itself a parodic gesture. Parody is by defïnition an ultimately 

inconclusive didectic, an "essentially unfinalizable dialogue"' between a double- 

struftured comic refunctioning and its various textual and discursive models. 

Promoting through its vital comic spirit a renovathg laughter that "prevents it £rom 

proposing itself as definitive," parody flaunts rather than disguises "the fact that it is 

as vulnerable and tenuoust' as that which it refunctions2 Unwavering in their 

engagement of a comic discourse that lets "nothing rest secure, including what it 

seems to endor~e,"~ the Canadian parodists whose works have been explored in this 

study are equaliy persistent in their use of the parodic as an open encouragement 

toward a dialectical reconsideration of those accepted notions of art, literature, and 

Ianguage that had crystallized within Canada pnor to the midpoint of the nineteenth 

Gary Sad Morson, n e  Boundaks of Genre: Dostoevsky's Diary of a 
Writer and the Traditiom of Litemy Utopia (Austin: U of Texas P, 1981), 144. 

H-oosh, Pmody and Decadence 18. 

Ibid., 7. 



century, notions that reinforced a comforting constellation of imaginative and 

epistemological certainties. 

Foremost among these cultural certitudes was a broadly based conndence 

in the colonial conviction "that in cultural affairs, nationhood would be achieved 

only by transplanting the most admirable traditions of the Old World to the ~ e w , ' ~  

in a belief, that is, that the future of a New World culture was totally "dependent on 

the provenance of Old World systems of perception, conceptualization, and 

representation.b As 1 have shown, such convictions were almost continually 

reafnrmed throughout the nineteenth century by Canadian critics and thinkers 

dedicated to the promotion of a set of narrowly determined touchstones: a faith in 

the portability of Old World literary models and conventions, an unwavering 

dedication to the cultivation of a complex system of values or evduations that would 

guide the Canadian public toward right and proper tastes in reading and writing, 

and a confidence in the progressive interrelationship between the stories of 

Canada's past and the prospenty of its future. 

An ancient and complex form of comic discourse, parody was engaged by 

writers in Victorian Canada as both light and mirror of the various models, 

traditions, and monologic declarations that came to be arranged within this 

constellation. At once acknowledging the dominance of such ideals within the 

nascent culture of the new Dominion, these writers at the same time raised 

questions about the appropriateness of such imported standards within a New 

World environment and the willingness or desire of the majonty of writers and 

thinkers to invest such ideals with a potentially inhibitive authonty. To import the 

discursive models and cultural presumptions of other places and other tirnes without 

Gerson, A Ruer Taste 154. 

Turner, 10. 



question is, Canadian parodists suggest, to prompt a slide toward an algebrized and 

static view of Canadian culture, to define it in terms of a normative acceptance of 

the appropriateness of preformed models rather than to test continually the 

boudaries of these models in search of new forms that might represent more 

accurately to Canadians the distinctiveness of their geocultural terrain. 

Incorporahg as part of their own structure a diversity of intertextual and 

metafïctiond markers, and punctuated with reflexive ruptures, glances, and gins, 

the popular parodies explored in this study introduced into Canadian writing a 

renovating spirit that invited readers and writers to participate actively in breaking 

the hold of preestablished definitions and expectations of Canadian culture and of 

the Canadian imagination. Revealing in this body of parodic wrîting a sophisticated 

awareness and understanding of the temper of the times, each of these parodists 

raises entertaining and provocative challenges to a society that tended to celebrate 

shared and stable values, challenges that illuminate the "double horizont' facing 

Victorian Canada. This was a culture drawn, on the one hand, toward the ideal of 

reinscribing a sense of Old World tradition and driven, on the other hana by an 

impulse to create within Canada a culture that would help create and n u m e  a 

sense of an independent and distinctly local identity. 

A discussion of stable values and independent identity was also at the heart 

of the writing of Stephen Leacock, a writer to whom parody was seen, ironicaily, as 

the source of stability in a modem world that he perceived to be floundering under 

the weight of ideological and spiritual incertitude. A Victorian by birth and by 

inclination, Leacock saw in the comic spirit of parody the comfort of a laughter that 

enfolded that world rather than chastized, and that reafnrmed the positive attributes 

of kindliness and humanity that he believed might serve to illuminate the path 

toward an unknowable and uncertain future. Working within what can now 

rightfblly be described as an established tradition of parodic writing in Canada, 



kacock signals, too, the end of the tradition of parody to which he glances with 

fading hope. Like Quixote's fearsome windmills, the realities facing Leacock and 

Canadian culture as each sat poised, somewhat hesitatingly, on the edge of the 

twentieth century were the giant that even this widely nourished and elegant parodic 

spirit couid not overcome. 
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